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Preface
Nuclear reactor technology play a number of significant roles in improving the quality of
our environment while at the same time has the potential to generate virtually limitless en‐
ergy with no greenhouse gas emissions during operations. New generations of power
plants, safer than the old ones, are in various stages of design and construction. In addition,
basic research and nuclear technology applications in chemistry, physics, biology, agricul‐
ture, health and engineering have been showing their importance in the innovation of nucle‐
ar technology applications with sustainability.Today, there are about 440 nuclear power
reactors in operation in 30 countries, including several developing nations. They provide
about 15% of the world’s electricity. Many more nuclear power stations are under construc‐
tion or planned. The reliability, safety and economic performance of nuclear power relative
to coal or oil have been demonstrated in many countries.
The aim of this book is to disseminate state-of-the-art research and advances in the area of
nuclear reactors technologyof authors from Brazil and around the world.It will also serve as
a landmark source to the nuclear community, non-nuclear scientists, regulatory authori‐
ties,researchers, engineers, politicians, journalists, decision makers and students (our hope
for the future). It can be used as a basis for them to critically assess the potential of nuclear
techniques to benefit human development, to contribute to the needs of our society, and to
help in solving some particular questions.
The book was divided in two parts: the first shows some Brazilian nuclear studies, and the
second part shows the investigation from authors across the globe. Topics discussed in the
first part of this compilation include: experimental investigation and computational valida‐
tion of thermal stratification in PWR reactors piping systems, new methods in doppler
broadening function calculation for nuclear reactors fuel temperature, isothermal phase
transformation of uranium-zirconium-niobium alloys for advanced nuclear fuel, reactivity
Monte Carloburnup simulations of enriched gadolinium burnable poison for PWR fuel, uti‐
lization of thermal analysis technique for study of uranium-molybdenum fuel alloy, proba‐
bilistic safety assessment applied to research reactors, and a review on thestate-of-the art
and current trends of next generation reactors.
In the second part of the book include the follow topics: thermal hydraulics study for a ultra
high temperature reactor with packed sphere fuels, benefits in using lead-208 coolant for
fast reactors and accelerator driven systems, nuclear power as a basis for future electricity
production in the world: Generation III and IV reactors, nanostructural materials and shap‐
ed solids for essential improvement of energetic effectiveness and safety of nuclear reactors
and radioactive wastes, multilateral nuclear approach to nuclear fuel cycles, and a cold anal‐
ysis of the Fukushima accident.

VIII

Preface

Finally, I would like to thank all the researchers who attended the call and submitted their
works, and also the support of Intech for this opportunity to disseminate our research.
Amir Zacarias Mesquita, ScD.
Researcher and Professor of
Nuclear Technology Development Center (CDTN)
Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission (CNEN)
Belo Horizonte – Brazil
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Chapter 1

Experimental Investigation and Computational
Validation of Thermal Stratification in Piping Systems
of PWR Reactors
Hugo Cesar Rezende,
André Augusto Campagnole dos Santos,
Moysés Alberto Navarro,
Amir Zacarias Mesquita and Elizabete Jordão
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/52614

1. Introduction
One phase thermally stratified flow occurs in horizontal piping where two different layers
of the same liquid flow separately without appreciable mixing due to the low velocities and
difference in density (and temperature). This condition results in a varying temperature dis‐
tribution in the pipe wall and in an excessive differential expansion between the upper and
lower parts of the pipe walls. This phenomenon can induce thermal fatigue in the piping
system threatening its integrity. In some safety related piping systems of pressurized water
reactors (PWR) plants, temperature differences of about 200 oC can be found in a narrow
band around the hot and cold water interface. To assess potential piping damage due to
thermal stratification, it is necessary to determine the transient temperature distributions in
the pipe wall (Häfner, 2004) (Schuler and Herter, 2004).
Aiming to improve the knowledge on thermally stratified flow and increase life management
and safety programs in PWR nuclear reactors, experimental and numerical programs have
been set up at Nuclear Technology Development Center, a researcher institute of the Brazilian
Nuclear Energy Commission (CDTN/CNEN) (Rezende, 2012), (Rezende et al. 2012). The Ther‐
mal Stratification Experimental Facility (ITET) was built to allow the study of the phenomen‐
on as broadly as possible. The first test section was designed to simulate the steam generator
injection nozzle and has the objective of studying the flow configurations and understanding

© 2013 Rezende et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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the evolution of the thermal stratification process. The driving parameter considered to charac‐
terize flow under stratified regime due to difference in specific masses is the Froude number.
Different Froude numbers, from 0.019 to 0.436, were obtained in different testes by setting in‐
jection cold water flow rates and hot water initial temperatures.
The use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in nuclear reactor safety analyses is grow‐
ing due to considerable advancements made in software and hardware technology. Howev‐
er, it is still necessary to establish quality and trust in the predictive capabilities of CFD
methodologies. A validation work requires comparisons of CFD results against experimen‐
tal measurements with high resolution in space and time. Recently, some research laborato‐
ries have been implementing experimental programs aiming to assist this demand.
The organization of the XVII ENFIR – Seventeenth Meeting on Nuclear Reactor Physics and
Thermal Hydraulics propose the Special Theme on Thermal Hydraulics for CFD Codes as a
contribution for the validation of CFD methodologies (Rezende el al. 2011a). The experimental
results of thermal stratification developed at the Thermal Hydraulics Laboratory of CDTN/
CNEN were used for comparisons with CFD results. This Chapter shows the results of the val‐
idation done by the Brazilian researcher (Rezende, 2012). The purposes of this special theme
are: CDF simulations of a transient with a coolant thermally stratified single phase flow in the
steam generation injection nozzle simulating experimental facility; performing comparisons
of different CFD simulations and comparisons of CFD simulations with experimental results.
Two sets of experimental data are proposed for the numerical simulation.
Numerical simulation was performed with the commercial finite volume Computational
Fluid Dynamic code CFX. A vertical symmetry plane along the pipe was adopted to reduce
the geometry in one half, reducing mesh size and minimizing processing time. The RANS
two equations RNG k- turbulence model with scalable wall function and the full buoyancy
model were used in the simulation. In order to properly evaluate the numerical model a
Verification and Validation (V&V) process was performed according to an ASME standard.
Numerical uncertainties due to mesh and time step were evaluated. The performed valida‐
tion process showed the importance of proper quantitative evaluation of numerical results.
In past studies a qualitative evaluation of the results would be considered sufficient and the
present model would be (as it has been) considered very good for the prediction and study
of thermal stratification. However, with the present V&V study it was possible to identify
objectively the strengths and weaknesses of the model.
Results show the influence of Froude number on the hot and cold water interface position,
temperature gradients and thermal striping occurrence. Results are presented in terms of
wall temperature, internal temperature, vertical probe temperature, temperature contours
and velocity fields.

2. The thermal stratification experimental facility at CDTN
The Thermal Stratification Experimental Facility (ITET) wasbuilt in the Thermal-hydraulic
Laboratory at Nuclear Technology Development Center (CDTN) (Fig. 1) to allow the study
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of the phenomenon as broadly as possible. The first test section was designed to simulate
the steam generator injection nozzle. Figure2shows a drawing of this test section that con‐
sists of a stainless steel tube (AISI 304 L), 141.3 mm in outside diameter and9.5 mm thick.
It was made of two pieces of this tube connected each other by a 90o curve, a vertical and a
horizontal piece respectively 500 mm and 2000 mm length. A flanged extension of the tube
was placed inside a pressure vessel, which simulates the steam generator. Thermocouples
were placed in four Measuring Stations along the length of the test section tube. Measuring
Stations I, II and III, located in the horizontal length of the tube were instrumented with
thermocouples, measuring both fluid and wall temperature at several positions of each
Measuring Station. Measuring Station A, positioned in the vertical length of the tube, was
instrumented with three thermocouples just to determine the moment when the injected
cold water reaches its position.

Figure 1. Thermal-hydraulic Laboratory at Nuclear Technology Development Center (CDTN)

Initial system

Cold water injection

temperature [°C]

temperature [°C]

2.11 x 10

6

32

220

2.14 x 10

6

28

221

Experiment

Flow rate [kg/s]

Pressure [Pa]

2146

0.76

2212

1.12

Table 1. Input data for the proposed experiments

Before the beginning of each test the whole system is filled with cold water. Then it is pres‐
surized and heated by steam supplied by a boiler. A temperature equalization pump en‐
sures that the entire system is heated in a homogeneous way. After the heating process, the
equalization pump is turned off and both the steam supply and equalization lines are isolat‐
ed by closing valves V3, V5 and V6. The test itself begins then by injecting cold water from
the lower end of the vertical tube after opening valve V4. The cold water flow rate was pre‐
viously adjusted at a value planned in the test matrix. This flow rate and the system pres‐
sure are maintained stable through a set of safe (V1) and relieve (V2) valves at the upper
side of the pressure vessel, which controls upstream pressure. The water flows from the in‐
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jection nozzle simulator pipe to the steam generator simulator vessel through 11 holes at the
upper side of the extension tube placed inside the vessel. These holes are 12 mm in diameter
and they are displaced 42 mm from each other. The center of the first hole is 20 mm from the
end of the tube.

Figure 2. Position of the Measuring Stations A, I, II and III in the steam generator injection nozzle simulating test sec‐
tion

2.1. The instrumentation
Measurement Stations I, II and III, positioned along the longitudinal length of the tube simu‐
lating the steam generator injection nozzle, as shown in Figure 2, were used for temperature
measurements. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the thermocouples distribution in Measuring Sta‐
tions I, II and III, respectively. To measure fluid temperature on Measurement Station I a set
of 12 thermocouples was angularly distributed along the tube’s internal wall (3 mm from
the wall), shown in Figure 3 by circle symbols. These internal thermocouples were named
clockwise starting from the highest vertical position as T1I01, T1I02, …, T1I11 and T1I12. To
measure the tube’s wall temperature another set of 12 thermocouples was brazed on the out‐
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side wall at the same angular position as the internal thermocouples, displayed by triangle
symbols in Figure 3. These external thermocouples were named clockwise starting from the
highest vertical position as T1E01, T1E02, …, T1E11 and T1E12. Finally, a removable probe
was placed along the cross section’s vertical diameter, containing a set of 9 fluid thermocou‐
ples placed at the same vertical position of each of the internal thermocouples, shown by
square symbols in Figure 3. These probe thermocouples were named from the highest to the
lowest vertical position as T1S01, T1S02,.....T1S08 and T1S09.

Thermocouple position
External wall
Internal fluid
Probe fluid

Figure 3. Positions of the thermocouples at Measurement Station I

Figure 4 shows the thermocouple distribution on Measurement Station II. A set of 19 ther‐
mocouples was angularly distributed along the tube’s internal wall (3 mm from the wall) to
measure fluid temperature, shown in Fig. 4 by circle symbols. Close to the angular position
of 90° a set of 5 internal thermocouples was positioned in close proximity, displaced 2 mm
from each other, to capture fluctuations of the cold-hot water interface. In the opposite side
2 internal thermocouples were positioned in the same manner to capture asymmetrical be‐
haviors of the interface. These internal thermocouples were named clockwise starting from
the highest vertical position as T2I01, T2I02, …, T2I18 and T2I19. Another set of 14 thermo‐
couples was brazed on the outside wall at the same angular position as the internal thermo‐
couples (only 1 external thermocouple was positioned at the angular positions of 90° and
270°), shown in Fig. 4 by triangle symbols. These external thermocouples were named clock‐
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wise starting from the highest vertical position as T2E01, T2E02, …, T2E13 and T2E14. Final‐
ly, a removable probe was placed along the cross section’s vertical diameter, containing a set
of 10 fluid thermocouples placed at the same vertical position of each of the internal thermo‐
couples, as shown in Fig. 4 by square symbols. These probe thermocouples were named
from the highest to the lowest vertical position as T2S01, T2S02,...., T2S09 and T2S10.

Thermocouple position
External wall
Internal fluid
Probe fluid

Figure 4. Positions of the thermocouples at Measurement Station II

Figure 5 shows the thermocouple distribution on Measurement Station III. Close to the an‐
gular position of 90° a set of 4 internal thermocouples, named from the highest to the lowest
vertical position as T3I01, T3I02, T3I03, and T3I04, was positioned 3 mm from the internal
wall and displaced 2 mm from each other to measure fluid temperature. A fifth internal
thermocouple, named T3I05, was placed at the angular position of 180°, shown in Fig. 5 by
circle symbols. Two thermocouples, named T3E01 and T3E02, were brazed on the outside
wall of the tube at the angular positions of 90° and 180° respectively, shown by triangle
symbol in Fig. 5. Finally, a removable probe was placed along the cross section’s vertical di‐
ameter containing a set of 6 fluid thermocouples, shown as square symbols in Fig. 5. These
probe thermocouples were named T3S01, T3S02, T3S03, T3S04, T3S05 and T3S06 from top to
bottom. They were placed respectively at the same vertical positions of thermocouples
T2S03, T2S04, T2S05, T2S07, T2S08 and T2S10.
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A set of three thermocouples was positioned at Measuring Station A to detect the instant when
the injected cold water reaches its position. The thermocouples were placed inside the tube 3
mm from the wall, at the center of the cross section by a probe and at the external wall

Thermocouple position
External wall
Internal fluid
Probe fluid

Figure 5. Positions of the thermocouples at Measurement Station III

Figure 6 shows a photograph of the test section pipe after the brazing of the thermocouples.
Figure 6 shows in detail the outside of Measuring Station I. The external thermocouples
were brazed directly to the pipe and the internal thermocouples were brazed through spe‐
cial stainless steel injection needles. Some aluminum brackets for the thermocouples are
seen in the back, which were only used during the assembly of the experimental facility.
Figure 7 shows the Measuring Station I internal thermocouples. Figure 7 shows a photo‐
graph of the ITET, including the horizontal tube of the injection nozzle, the pressure vessel
simulating the steam generator and the cold water tank.
Other measurements performed were:
• injection flow rate of cold water, using a set of orifice plate and differential pressure trans‐
mitter;
• water temperature in the cold water tank, using an isolated type K thermocouple of 1 mm
in diameter;
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• water temperature in the cold water injection pipe, both close to the orifice plate and also
close to the point of injection to the nozzle simulation tube, using two isolated type K
thermocouples of 1 mm in diameter;
• temperature inside the steam generator simulation vessel, using an isolated type K ther‐
mocouple of 1 mm in diameter;
• pressure inside the steam generator simulation vessel, using a gauge pressure transducer;
• pressure in water injection line, using a gauge pressure transducer;
• water level in the cold water tank using a differential pressure transmitter.

Figure 6. The test section’s horizontal pipe after the thermocouples brazing, and detail of the measuring station

Figure 7. The internal thermocouples in the Measuring Station I, and the Thermal Stratification Experimental Facility
(ITET) during assembly

2.3. The measuring uncertainty
The measuring uncertainties for the main parameters, obtained according to ISO (1993),
were:
• 2.4°C for the temperature measurements;
• 2.4 % of the measured value for the flow rate measurements; and,
• 1.5 % for the gauge pressure measurements.
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3. Simulation results
The experimental results of thermal stratification developed at the Thermal Hydraulics Lab‐
oratory of CDTN/CNEN were used for comparisons with CFD results. In recent theoretical
evaluations, CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) analysis using three dimensional Rey‐
nolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) has been used, which is due to several reasons, from
the ease of use of commercial codes and development of low costs computational systems of
reasonable processing capacity, to the speed at which results are obtained.
However, before CFD can be considered as a reliable tool for the analysis of thermal stratifi‐
cation there is a need to establish the credibility of the numerical results. Procedures must be
defined to evaluate the error and uncertainty due to aspects such as mesh refinement, time
step, turbulence model, wall treatment and appropriate definition of boundary conditions.
These procedures are referred to as Verification and Validation (V&V) processes (Roache,
2010). In 2009 a standard was published by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) establishing detailed procedures for V&V of CFD simulations (ASME, 2009).
According to the Standard for Verification and Validation in Computational Fluid Dynamics
and Heat Transfer – V&V 20 (ASME, 2009), the objective of validation is to estimate the
modeling error within an uncertainty range. This is accomplished by comparing the result of
a simulation (S) and an experiment (D) at a particular validation point. The discrepancy be‐
tween these two values, called comparison error (E), can be defined by Equation 1 as the
combination of the errors of the simulation (δs = S - True Value) and experiment
(δexp = D - True Value) to an unknown True Value.

E = S - D = δs - δexp

(1)

The simulation error can be decomposed in input error (δinput) that is due to geometrical and

physical parameters, numerical error (δnum) that is due to the numerical solution of the

equations and modeling error (δmodel) that is due to assumptions and approximations. Split‐

ting the simulation error in its three components and expanding Equation 1 to isolate the
modeling error gives Equation 2.
δmodel = E - (δnum + δinput - δexp)

(2)

The standard applies then to this analysis the same concepts of error and uncertainty used
in experimental data analysis, defining a validation standard uncertainty, uval as an estimate
of the standard deviation of the parent population of the combination of the errors in brack‐
ets in Equation 2, in such a way that the modeling error falls within the range
E + uval, E - uval , or using a more common notation:
δmodel = E ± uval

(3)
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Supposing that the errors are independent, uval can be defined as Equation 4.
(4)

uval = u2num + u2input + u2exp

The estimation of these uncertainties is at the core of the process of validation. The experi‐
mental uncertainty can be estimated by well established techniques (ISO, 2003). Input uncer‐
tainty is usually determined by any propagation techniques or analytically (ASME, 2009).
The numerical uncertainty, on the other hand, poses greater difficulties to access.
The estimation of the numerical uncertainty is called verification and is usually split into
two categories: code and solution verification. Code verification evaluates the mathematical
correctness of the code and is accomplished by simulating a problem that has an exact solu‐
tion and verifying if that solution is obtained. This activity requires extensive programming
access to the core of the code which is not available in commercial codes, due to this it is
common practice to take commercial codes as verified by the supplier.
Solution verification is the process of estimating the numerical uncertainty for a particular
solution of a problem of interest. The two main sources of errors here are the discretization
and iteration processes. The discretization error is the difference between the result of a sim‐
ulation using a finite grid in time and space and that obtained with an infinitely refined one.
The methods developed to evaluate it are based on a systematic grid refinement study
where the solution is expected to asymptotically approximate the exact value as the grid is
refined, at a rate proportional to the discretization order of the solution. The iteration error
is present in codes that use iterative solvers, where the result must converge to the exact val‐
ue as the iterations develop. It is usually estimated using the residual root mean square
(RMS) between subsequent iterations of a variable over all the volumes of the domain.
The numerical simulation of the Experiment 1 shown in Table 2 was performed by Resende
et al (2011b and 2011c) using CFX 13.0 (ANSYS, 2010) code in a simplified geometry. The
geometry in Fig. 2 was simulated with the omission of the flanges and most of the lower in‐
let geometry, as shown in Fig. 8. These simplifications have no significant influence on the
results. A second flow condition showed in Table 2 (Experiment 2) was also simulated to
further evaluate the numerical methodology.

Experiment

Flow rate [kg/s]

Pgauge [bar]

Thot [oC]

Tcold[oC]

1

0.76

21.1

219.2

31.7

2

1.12

21.4

217.7

28.7

(1)

0.03

0.5

2.4

2.4

(1) Global uncertainty
Table 2. Setup parameters for the experiments and simulations
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Outlet

Solid domain

Fluid domain

Fluid and solid
symmetry surface

Adiabatic surface

Inlet

Figure 8. Computational model domains and boundary conditions.

The computational model was generated with two domains: one solid, corresponding to the
pipes, and one fluid for the water in its interior. A vertical symmetry plane along the pipe
was adopted to reduce the mesh size in one half, minimizing processing time. The walls in
the vessel region were considered adiabatic as the external tube walls. Mass flow inlet and
outlet conditions were defined at the bottom end of the pipe and high end of the vessel, re‐
spectively. Figure 2 shows the computational model’s details.
The initial conditions shown in Table 2 were used in the simulations. Water properties like
density, viscosity and thermal expansivity were adjusted by regression as function of tempera‐
ture with data extracted from Table IAPWS-IF97, in the simulation range (25 oC to 221 oC). The
RANS - Reynolds Averaging Navier-Stokes equations, the two equations of the RNG k- turbu‐
lence model, with scalable wall functions, the full buoyancy model and the total energy heat
transfer model with the viscous work term were solved. The simulations were performed us‐
ing parallel processing with up to six workstations with two 4 core processor and 24 GB of
RAM. All simulations were performed using the high resolution numerical scheme (formally
second order) for the discretization of the conservation and RNG k- turbulence model equa‐
tions terms and second order backward Euler scheme for the transient terms. A root mean
square (RMS) residual target value of 10-6 was defined as the convergence criteria for the simu‐
lations in double precision. By using this RMS target the interactive error is minimized and can
be neglected in the uncertainty evaluation as its contribution are usually many orders lower
that of other sources like discretization (Roache, 2010).
A mesh and time step study described in the following section were performed according to
ASME V&V 20 standard to assess the numerical uncertainty (ASME, 2009).
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A solution verification study was performed according to ASME CFD Verification and Vali‐
dation standard to evaluate mesh and time step uncertainties (ASME, 2009).
Three gradually refined non-structured tetrahedral meshes with prismatic near wall ele‐
ments (inflated) were generated for the model presented in Fig. 2 to evaluate mesh related
uncertainty. Progressive grid refinements were applied to edge sizing of the piping ele‐
ments. The ratio between the height of the last prismatic layer and the first tetrahedral was
kept equal to 0.5 for all meshes. Three layers of prismatic structured volumes were built
close to the surfaces in the solid and fluid domains. The growth factor between prismatic
layers was maintained constant with a value of 1.2. A localized mesh edge sizing of 5 mm
was applied at the inlet nozzle of the vertical pipe and vessel outlet nozzle for all meshes. At
the outlet holes of the horizontal pipe an edge sizing of 2 mm was also used for all meshes.
Element sizing in the vessel was set to expand freely with a growth factor of 1.2.
The characteristics of the generate meshes are shown in Table 3. The table includes the re‐
sulting grid refinement ratio (ri) and representative grid edge size (hi) defined by Equations
5 and 6, respectively. Figure 9 shows some details of the generated meshes.
ri = hlast coarse mesh i+1 / hpresent mesh i

(5)

hi = (Model volume / Number of elements of i mesh)1/3

(6)

Mesh i

hi [mm]

No. of elements / nodes

ri

Element Edge Length [mm]

1

2.84

2,809,114 / 13,533,642

1.83

2.5

2

5.22

583,012 / 2,191,174

1.67

5.0

3

8.70

198,152 / 472,909

-

10.0

Table 3. Meshes characteristics

Mesh 1

Figure 9. Mesh details.

Mesh 2

Mesh 3
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To evaluate time step related uncertainty, three gradually refined time steps shown in Tab. 4
were used for the simulation of the model with mesh 2 presented in Fig. 3. Table 4 includes
the resulting time step refinement ratio (rj) defined by Equation 7.
rj = tlast coarse time syep j +1 / t present time step

Time j

tj [s]

rj

1

0.075

1.51

2

0.113

1.50

3

0.169

-

(7)

Table 4. Time steps characteristics

Solution verification was performed using the three generated meshes and three simulated
time steps based on the Grid Convergence Index method (GCI) of the ASME V&V 20 stand‐
ard (ASME, 2009). The theoretical basis of the method is to assume that the results are
asymptotically converging towards the exact solution of the equation system as the discreti‐
zation is refined with an apparent order of convergence (p) that is in theory proportional to
the order of the discretization scheme. The objective of the method is to determine p utiliz‐
ing three systematically refined discretizations and determine relative to the finest discreti‐
zation result a 95% confidence interval (±Unum 95% = ±GCI) where the exact solution is. In
other word, the objective is to determine the expanded uncertainty interval due to the dis‐
cretization.
Considering the representative grid edge sizes hi-1 < hi < hi+1 and grid refinement ratios
ri = hi+1 / hi, the apparent order of convergence p can be determined by Equations 8, 9 and 10.
In an analogous manner similar equations can be obtained for time discretization, however
these will be omitted for brevity.
1

pi = ln(ri) |ln|εi+1 / εi| + q(pi)|

( )

q(pi) = ln

p

ri i - s

p
ri+1i

-s

s = 1 ∙ sgn(εi+1 / εi)

(8)

(9)
(10)

whereεi+1 = ϕi+2 - ϕi+1, εi = ϕi+1 - ϕi , ϕkdenotes the variable solution on the kth grid and sgn is
the signal function (sgn(x) = -1 for x < 0; 0 for x = 0 and 1 for x > 0).
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It is recommended by the standard ASME (2009) that the obtained value of p be limited to
the maximum theoretical value, which for the used high resolution and Euler discretization
scheme is 2. Also the value of p can be limited to a minimum of 1 to avoid exaggerations of
the predicted uncertainty, however when limited it is recommended that the obtained value
is presented for comparison.
With the value of p the expanded uncertainty GCI can be calculated using Equation 11 using
an empirical Factor of Safety (Fs), equal to 1.25, that is recommended for studies with more
than three meshes (ASME, 2009).
GCIi =

Fs ∙ εi

(11)

p

ri i - 1

When the presented procedure is applied to obtain the GCI for local variables, such as a
temperature profile, an average value of p should be used as to represent a global order of
accuracy.
Mesh and time step uncertainties are considered independent in this study and the total nu‐
merical expanded uncertainty is calculated through Equation 12.
(12)

Unum = GCI2mesh + GCI2time step

In this study the temperature profiles along time in several positions of the test section were
evaluated. Figure 10 displays the analyzed positions that are equivalent to the thermocouple
positions of the experiments.

Measuring station I
T1I01

T1S05

T1E02

T1I05

T1I10
T1E10
Figure 10. Thermocouples positions

Measuring station II
T2I01

T2S04

T2I15
T2E11

Measuring station III

T2E01

T2I06

T3S02

T3I05

T3I02
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Table 5 shows the some of the obtained results of the performed verification process. Aver‐
age values for p and GCI are presented as the maximum GCI of the entire profile. These
maximums were all located in regions of steep temperature gradients, which explain the
very high observed values.

Position in the
pipe

Mesh
pm*

GCIm* [oC]

Maximum GCIm [oC]

Time step:
pt*

GCIt* [oC]

Maximum
GCIt[oC]

Internal
T1I01

1.58

14.012

41.608

1.00

0.056

0.173

T1I05

1.88

1.174

35.020

1.32

0.415

17.257

T1I10

1.52

0.496

75.830

1.27

0.578

45.339

T2I01

1.32

7.394

22.829

1.31

0.030

0.218

T2I06

1.87

1.377

51.166

1.22

0.594

21.577

T2I15

1.48

1.489

99.554

1.20

0.748

70.006

T3I02

1.80

1.099

64.103

1.21

0.544

13.988

T3I05

1.47

1.220

122.122

1.23

0.584

51.247

T1S05

1.64

2.034

60.014

1.23

0.546

14.964

T2S04

1.65

1.766

58.885

1.16

0.902

15.776

T3S02

1.44

2.381

45.358

1.32

0.796

20.076

T1E02

1.61

2.198

6.347

1.05

0.010

0.095

T1E10

1.56

0.199

0.601

1.21

0.087

0.537

T2E01

1.34

0.164

1.115

1.17

0.003

0.015

T2E11

1.16

1.599

3.302

1.47

0.0185

0.621

Probe

External

* Time averaged values.
Table 5. Verification process results for several thermocouple positions.

It can be observed in Table 5 that uncertainties due to the mesh are in average greater than
those due to the time step. One reason for these values could be attributed to the course
mesh used in the study that could lead to overestimation of the total uncertainty of the re‐
fined mesh. In average only thermocouples T1I01 and T2I01 displayed uncertainties above
the experimental one of 2.4 oC, both located in the upper region of the vertical tube which
indicates that this region is the most affected by the mesh refinement.
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An example of the obtained results from the verification process is shown in Fig. 11 that dis‐
plays the temperature profiles at thermocouple position T2S04 obtained by the simulated
meshes and time steps. The figure also shows the uncertainties obtained along the simulated
time. It is observed that the mesh contribution to uncertainty is much greater than that of the
time step. The grater values of uncertainty were obtained the abrupt temperature drop re‐
gion and at the subsequent temperature oscillation period.

Mesh:

1

2

200
150
100
50
0
250

3

Temperature [o C]

Temperature [oC]

250

0

25

50
Time [s]

200

250

Time step:

100
50

2

3

150
100
50

0
100
250 0
Mesh uncertainty
200

150

1

200

75

Temperature [o C]

Temperature [o C]
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25

50
75
100
TimeTime
[s] step uncertainty

25

50
Time [s]

150
100
50

0

0
0

25

50
Time [s]

75

100

0

75

100

Figure 11. Numerical uncertainty evaluation due to the mesh and time step

The obtained uncertainty prediction through the solution verification process proposed by
ASME V&V 20 standard ASME (2009) showed very variable and sometimes incoherent re‐
sults for the uncertainty prediction. The method takes in account three discretizations for the
estimate of GCI and requires that the results between these discretizations be “well behaved”
to produce coherent uncertainty estimates. Convergence must be “well behaved” due to the
core assumption made by the method that the solution is converging asymptotically as the
mesh is refined. This is a very strong assumption as it has been concluded in recent studies that
it is safest to assume that the numerical data are not within the asymptotic regime (Eça et al.,
2009). It is in fact questionable that even the finest meshes in use today can produce solutions
that are in this regime (Lockard, 2010). However, the obtained method gives a good insight as
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to how results are varying as the mesh is refined and the estimated uncertainty may not be ac‐
curate but is a quantification on how “well behaved” is the solution.
Following the solution verification, a validation process was performed comparing the numer‐
ical results with experimental data. To determine the validation expanded uncertainty, Uval (Eq.
4), only the estimated numerical and experimental uncertainties were considered neglecting
the input contribution. Although the input uncertainty is in fact non-neglectable, its evaluation
is beyond the purpose of this study as it is extremely complex requiring hundreds of simula‐
tions taking in account fabrication tolerances and uncertainties in all measurable variables.
Figures 12 shows a comparison between numerical and experimental results as well as the
validation error (E = S – D) and validation uncertainty for the upper thermocouples. Very
high validation uncertainty after the beginning of the temperature drop can be observed.
This high uncertainty is attributed to the mesh that influences greatly the results in this re‐
gion. Validation become poor after 150 s of simulation, however before that time numerical
and experimental results agree well.

Measuring stations

1

2
T1I01

3

250

Temperature [o C]

Temperature [o C]

250
200

T1I01

150
100
50

50

100
Time [s]

150

50

100
Time [s]

150

E [o C]

E [o C]

0
60 0
40
20
0
-20
-40
-60
-80
-100
-120
0

Experiment
CFX
Numerical Uncertainty

T2I01

Figure 12. Validation results for the upper thermocouples
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0
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-60
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Time [s]
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Measuring stations
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Figure 13. Validation results for the probe thermocouples
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Figure 14. Validation results for the lower thermocouples
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Figures 13 and 14 show a comparison between numerical and experimental results with the val‐
idation uncertainty and the validation error (E = S – D) for the probe and lower thermocouples,
respectively. For both regions results show a high validation error and uncertainty for the be‐
ginning of the temperature drop and subsequent oscillations. It is observed that at the cold wa‐
ter front reaches the center of the pipe (probe thermocouples) before the experiment and that
the temperature drop in the lower region of the pipe is quicker in the simulation. Although con‐
siderable validation error is observed the qualitative agreement between experiment and simu‐
lation can be considered good as most of the behavior observed was reproduced.
Figure 15 shows the evolution of the temperature differences between the average tempera‐
tures on the highest and lowest positions of the horizontal tube calculated through the
Equation 13 for the internal and external thermocouples.

(

) (

)

DT = éê T1u + T2u - T1l + T2l ùú / 2
ë
û

(13)

where the superscripts u and l are relative to the upper and the lower positions and sub‐
scripts 1 and 2 to the first and the second measuring station of the horizontal tube.
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Figure 15. Validation results for the temperature difference between upper and lower thermocouples positioned in‐
ternally and externally.
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Figure 15 shows that for the region of highest temperature difference, and therefore, most
critical for the piping integrity, the validation error is relatively low and well predicted. It is
also observed that the external temperature difference agreement between experimental and
numerical results is very good during the evaluated time.
The performed validation process showed the importance of proper quantitative evaluation
of numerical results. In past studies a qualitative evaluation of the results would be consid‐
ered sufficient and the present model would be (as it has been) considered very good for the
prediction and study of thermal stratification. However, with the present V&V study it was
possible to identify objectively the strengths and weaknesses of the model.

Figure 16. Comparison of numerical results obtained for two flow conditions
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Figure 16 shows a comparison between numerical results obtained by the presented model
for two flow conditions. By the results it is possible to conclude that thermal stratification
occurs for both flow rates with similar intensity and temperature differences levels.
Figure 17 shows the cold water front evolution obtained numerically for the flow rate of
1.12kg/s. It can be observed that a cold water “head” is formed as the cold water front ad‐
vances in the horizontal pipe. It can also be observed a change in the direction of the cold
water front after reaching the end of the tube.

Figure 17. Temperature contours along time for flow rate 1.12 kg/s.
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Figure 18 shows details of the flow behavior and flow velocity evolution in the simulation of
flow rate 1.12 kg/s. It can be observed that as the cold water front enters the horizontal pipe
it accelerates due to stratification and that the front induces a recirculation flow of the hot
water at the top of the pipe, as mass must be conserved.

Figure 18. Flow velocity and behavior along time for flow rate 1.12 kg/s.
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Figure 18 highlights the previously observed behavior, i.e., as the cold front reaches the end
of the pipe it starts filing the pipe in the inversed direction eliminating almost all of the re‐
circulating hot water. However, some hot water remains imprisoned at the top of the pipe as
the injected cold water takes control of all water exits. This phenomenon is observed experi‐
mentally and causes the thermal stratification at the top of the pipe to persist for many mi‐
nutes depending on the flow rate

4. Conclusion
The numerical simulation of one phase thermally stratified flow experiments in a pipe, similar
to the steam generator injection nozzle at the secondary loop of a Pressurized Water Reactor
(PWR), was proposed. The simulations were done using CFD codes (Rezende et al. 2011b).
A V&V evaluation of the numerical CFD methodology based on ASME (2009) standard was
performed. Solution verification was also performed using three progressively refined
meshes and time steps. Temperature profiles in several positions inside and outside the pip‐
ing system were evaluated. In average the uncertainties due to the mesh were greater than
those due to the time step. One reason for these values could be attributed to the course
mesh used in the study that could lead to overestimation of the total uncertainty of the re‐
fined mesh. In average only thermocouples located in the upper region of the vertical tube
displayed uncertainties above the experimental one (2.4 oC), which indicates that this region
is the most affected by the mesh refinement.
The performed validation process showed the importance of proper quantitative evaluation
of numerical results. In past studies a qualitative evaluation of the results would be consid‐
ered sufficient and the present model would be (as it has been) considered satisfactory for
thermal stratification prediction and study. However, with the present V&V study it was
possible to identify objectively the strengths and weaknesses of the model.
Although considerable validation error was observed the qualitative agreement between ex‐
periment and simulation can be considered good as most of the behavior observed was re‐
produced. The performed validation process showed the importance of proper quantitative
evaluation of numerical results.
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1. Introduction
In all nuclear reactors some neutrons can be absorbed in the resonance region and, in the
design of these reactors, an accurate treatment of the resonant absorptions is essential. Apart
from that, the resonant absorption varies with fuel temperature, due to the Doppler broad‐
ening of the resonances (Stacey, 2001). The thermal agitation movement of the reactor core is
adequately represented in microscopic cross-section of the neutron-core interaction through
the Doppler Broadening function. This function is calculated numerically in modern sys‐
tems for the calculation of macro-group constants, necessary to determine the power distri‐
bution in a nuclear reactor. This function has also been used for the approximate
calculations of the resonance integrals in heterogeneous fuel cells (Campos and Martinez,
1989). It can also be applied to the calculation of self-shielding factors to correct the meas‐
urements of the microscopic cross-sections through the activation technique (Shcherbakov
and Harada, 2002). In these types of application we can point out the need to develop pre‐
cise analytical approximations for the Doppler broadening function to be used in the codes
that calculates the values of this function. Tables generated from such codes are not conven‐
ient for some applications and experimental data processing.
This chapter will present a brief retrospective look at the calculation methodologies for the
Doppler broadening function as well as the recent advances in the development of simple
and precise analytical expressions based on the approximations of Beth-Plackzec according
to the formalism of Briet-Wigner.

© 2013 Palma et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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2. The Doppler broadening function
Let us consider a medium with a temperature where the target nuclei are in thermal move‐
ment. In a state of thermal equilibrium for a temperature T , the velocities are distributed ac‐
cording to Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (Duderstadt and Hamilton, 1976),
3

æ M ö2
÷
è 2p kT ø

f (V ) = N ç

e

- MV

(1)

2

2 kT

,

where N is the total number of nucleus, M is the mass of the nucleus and k is Boltzmann’s
constant.
Considering the neutrons as an ideal gas in thermal equilibrium, it is possible to write the
average cross-section for neutron-nucleus interaction taking into consideration the move‐
ment of the neutrons and of the nucleus as:
-
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where f (V ) is the distribution function of Maxwell-Boltzmann as given by equation (1) and
→
^
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V = V Ω is the velocity of the target nuclei. Denoting vr = v − V the relative velocity between

the movement of the neutron and the movement of the target nucleus and considering the
isotropic case, that is, with no privileged direction, it is possible to separate the integration
contained in equation (2) in the double integral:
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It is possible to see clearly in equation (3) that the cross-section depends of the relative veloc‐
ity between the neutrons and the target nuclei. As the nuclei are in thermal movement, the
relative velocity can increase or decrease. This difference between relative velocities rises to
the Doppler deviation effect in cross-section behaviour. After integrating equation (3) in re‐
lation to the azimuthal angle (ϕ ) the average cross-section for neutron-nucleus interaction
can be written thus:
-

s ( v,T ) =
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Denoting μ = cosθ so that dμ = − sinθdθ, equation (4) takes the form of:
-
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From the definition of the relative velocity one has the relation,
2

2

(6)

2

vr = v + V - 2vV m ,

and, as a result,

dm = -

v r dv r
vV

(7)

.

With the aid of a simple substitution, using relations (6) and (27), equation (5) is thus written as:
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In equation (8), the limits of integration are always positive due to the presence of the mod‐
ule. As a result, one should separate the integral found in equation (8) into two separate in‐
tegrals, as follows,
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It is possible to modify the limits of integration for equation (9) taking into account that the
mass of the target nucleus is much larger than the mass of the incident neutron. In terms of
relative velocity, equation (9) can be written as:
2p é

-

s ( v,T ) =

®
®
ù
¥
v+v
v
v+v
2
2
ê òv - v vr s ( vr )dvr ò0 dVVf (V ) + òv - v vr s ( vr )dvr òv dVVf (V )ú .
û

2

r

v Në

(10)

r

r

r

In replacing the expression of the Boltzmann distribution function, equation (1), in equation
(10) one has:
-

s (v,T ) =

2b
v

2

3

é

v + vr

ò
p êë v - vr

v

vr s ( vr )dvr ò dVVe
2

0

2

-b V

2

+ò

v + vr

vr - v

vr s ( vr )dvr ò dVVe
2

¥

v

2

-b V

2

ù,
úû

(11)

M
. Introducing the variables for reduced velocities ϖr = βvr and
2kT
ϖ = βv , equation (11) is written by:
where it was defined β 2 ≡

-

s ( v,T ) =

é
êë ò0

v /b

2b

2

v2 p

´

2 2
2 2
¥
(v +v r ) / b
(v +v r ) / b
-b V
2
-b V ù
v r2s (v r )dv r ò
dVVe
+ ò v r s (v r )dv r ò
dVVe
.
v /b
úû
(v -v r ) / b
(v r -v ) / b

(12)
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Integrating equation (12) in relation to V one gets to the expression:
-

s (v,T ) =

1

é -(v -v ) - e -(v +v ) ù dv .
úû r
2

ò0 v r s (v r ) êë e
¥

v2 p

2

2

r

(13)

r

For resonances (that is, for the energy levels of the composed nucleus) it is possible to de‐
scribe the energy dependence of the absorption cross-section by a simple formula, valid for
T = 0K , known as Breit-Wigner formula for resonant capture, expressed in function of the
energy of the centre-of-mass by,
Gg æ E0 ö

s g ( ECM ) = s

1/ 2

ç
÷
G è ECM ø

0

1
1+

4
G

2

( ECM - E0 )2

,

(14)

where E0 is the energy where the resonance occurs and ECM is the energy of the centre-ofmass of the neutron–nucleus system. Apart from that, we find in equation (14) the term σ0,
that is the value of the total cross-section σtotal (E) in resonance energy E0 that can be written
in terms of the reduced wavelength ƛ0 by:

s = 4p D 20

Gn

g = 2.608 ´ 10

G

0

( A + 1) 2 G n
g,
2
A E ( eV ) G

6

(15)

where the statistical spin factor g is given by the expression:
g=

2J + 1

2 ( 2 I + 1)

(16)

,

where I is the nuclear spin and J is the total spin (Bell and Glasstone, 1970).
In replacing the expression (14) in equation (13) one finds an exact expression for the aver‐
age cross-section, valid for any temperature:
-

s g ( v,T ) = s 0
¥

æ E0 ö
÷
è CM ø

ò0 dvr ç E

Gg

b2

G

p v2

1/ 2

´
2

vr
1+

4
G

2

( ECM - E0 )

ée- b (v-v ) - e- b (v+v
êë
2

2

r

2

2

r

)2 ù

úû

,

(17)

In a system with two bodies it is possible to write the kinetic energy in the centre-of-mass
system, by
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2

ECM =

where M R =

M R vr

(18)

,

2

mM
is the reduced mass of the system.
m+M

For the problem at hand, of a neutron that is incident in a thermal equilibrium system with a
temperature T, it is a good approximation to assume that v ≈ vr . Thus, the ratio between the
kinetic energy of the incident neutron and the kinetic energy of the centre-of-mass system is
thus written
ECM

=

E0

A+1
A

(19)

,

where A is the atomic mass of the target core. Resulting:
y=
x=

and denoting β 2 =

2
G
2
G

( ECM - E0 ) (a)
( E - E0 ) ,

(20)

(b)

1
one finally obtains the expression for the cross-section of radioactive
2vth2

capture near any isolated resonance with an energy peak E0, as written by:
-

s g ( E, T ) = s 0

Gg æ E0 ö

1/ 2

ç ÷
G è E ø

(21)

Y ( x,x ) ,

where

Y ( x,x ) =

x

+¥

dy é

æ

ê exp ç ò
ç
2 -2 E / G 1 + y 2 ê
ë

( v - vr )2 ö÷
2v

è

2

th

÷
ø

æ

- exp ç -

ç
è

( v + vr )2 ö÷ùú
2v

2

th

÷ú
øû

,

(22)

where vr is the module for relative neutron-nucleus velocity, v is the module for neutron ve‐
locity, and
xº

G
GD

.

The Doppler width for resonance ΓD is expressed by:

(23)
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G D = ( 4 E0 kT / A )

1/ 2

(24)

.

All the other nuclear parameters listed below are well established in the literature,
• A= mass number;
• T = absolute temperature;
• E = energy of incident neutron;
• ECM = energy of centre-of-mass;
• E0= energy where the resonance occurs;
• Γ = total width of the resonance as measured in the lab coordinates;
• ΓD = (4E0kT / A)1/2= Doppler width of resonance;
• v = neutron velocity module;
• vr = | v − V | = module of the relative velocity between neutron movement and nucleus
movement;
•

vth =

2kT
= module of the velocity for each target nucleus.
M

3. The Bethe and Placzek approximations
The expression proposed by Bethe and Placzek for the Doppler broadening function ψ ( x, ξ )
is obtained from some approximations, as follows:
1.

one neglects the second exponential in equation (22), given that it decreases exponen‐
tially and is negligible in relation to first integral in equation (22) given that
(v + vr )2 > > (v − vr )2.

2.

it is a good approximation to extend the lower limit for integration down to − ∞ in
equation (22), given that the ratio between the energy of neutron incidence and the
practical width is big.

3.

being ECM the energy of the system in the centre-of-mass system and E the energy of
the incident neutron, the following relation is always met:

1/ 2

ECM = E

1/ 2

æ
ç1 +
è

ECM - E ö
E

÷
ø

1/ 2

=E

1/ 2

(1 + h )

1/ 2

,

(25)
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ECM − E
. Equation (25) can be expanded in a Taylor series
E
and, to the first order, is written by

where it was denoted that η =

1/ 2

ECM = E

1/ 2

æ h h2
ö 1/ 2 æ ECM - E ö
çç 1 + - + ... ÷÷ » E ç 1 +
÷
2
4
2E ø
è
è
ø

(26)

In terms of the masses and velocities, equation (26) is written as follows:

æ M R vr2 ö
çç
÷÷
è 2 ø

1/ 2

æ
1/ 2
æ mv 2 ö ç
=ç
÷ ç1 +
è 2 ø ç
ç
è

2

M R vr
2

-

mv

mv
2

2

2

ö
÷
÷,
÷
÷
ø

(27)

where M R is the reduced mass of the system. For heavy nucleus M R ≈ m and equation (27)
can be written as:

2

vr =

vr + v
2v

2

(28)

,

so that,
2

v - vr = v -

vr + v
2v

2

2

=

2

v - vr
2v

(29)

.

In replacing approximation equation (29) in the remaining exponential of equation (22) one
finally obtains the Doppler broadening function that will be approached in this chapter,
y ( x,x ) »

x
2 p

dy

é x2

ù

ë

û

2
ò-¥ 1 + y 2 exp ê - 4 ( x - y ) ú .
+¥

(30)

The approximations made in this section apply in almost all the practical cases, and are not
applicable only in situations of low resonance energies (E < 1eV ) and very high tempera‐
tures.

4. Properties of the Doppler broadening function ψ ( x, ξ )
The function ψ ( x, ξ ) as proposed by the approximation of Bethe and Placzek has an even
parity, is strictly positive and undergoes a broadening as that variable ξ diminishes, that is,
varies inversely with the absolute temperature of the medium. For low temperatures, that is,

35

36
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when temperature in the medium tend to zero, the Doppler broadening function can be rep‐
resented as shown below:
limy ( x , x ) =

T ®0

x
2 p

lim ò

+¥

T ® 0 -¥

é x2

dy
1+ y

2

exp ê -

ë

4

ù

1

û

1+ x

( x - y )2 ú =

2

(31)

Equation (31) is known as an asymptotic approximation of the Doppler broadening func‐
tion. For high temperatures, that is, when the temperature of the medium tends to infinite,
the Doppler broadening function can be represented through the Gaussian Function, given
that:
lim y ( x , x ) =

T ®¥

x
2 p

lim ò

+¥

T ®¥ -¥

é x2

dy
1+ y

2

exp ê -

ë

4

ù

x

û

2 p

( x - y )2 ú =

æ x2 2 ö
ç 4 x ÷÷ .
è
ø

exp ç -

(32)

Figure 1. The Doppler broadening function for ξ = 0.05, 0.15 and 0.5.

The area over the curve of the Doppler Broadening function is written as below and, as it
consists of separable and known integers it is possible to write:
ò-¥ y ( x , x ) dx = 2
+¥

x

+¥

dy

+¥ -

ò
ò e
p -¥ 1 + y 2 -¥

2
x2
( x- y )
4
dx

=

x
2 p

æ

(p ) ç
è

p

2ö
=p.
x ÷ø

(33)
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From equation (33) once concludes that the area over the curve of the Doppler Broadening
function is constant for the intervals of temperature and energy of interest in thermal reac‐
tors. This property is valid even for broadened resonances as shown in Figure 1, considering
the different values of variable ξ .

5. Analytical approximations for the Doppler broadening function
This section describes the main approximation methods for the Doppler broadening func‐
tion, according to the approximation of Bethe and Placzek, equation (30).
5.1. Asymptotic expansion
A practical choice to calculate the Doppler broadening function is its asymptotic expression
1
in equation (30) in a Taylor series around
resulting from the expansion of the term
1+ y2
y = x.
1
1+ y

2

=

1
1+ x

2

-

2x

(1 + x )
2

2

( y - x) +

-1 + 3 x

2

(1 + x )
2

2

2

( y - x) -

(

4 x -1 + x

(1 + x )
2

2

4

) ( y - x)

3

+K

(34)

In replacing equation (34) in equation (30) and integrating term by term, one obtains the fol‐
lowing the asymptotic expansion:

(
(

)

)

(

)

2
ì
ü
2 3x - 1
ï1 +
ï
+
2
ï x 1 + x2 2
ï
1 ï
ï
y ( x,x ) =
í
ý.
2
4
2
1 + x ï 12 5 x - 10 x - 1
ï
+ ... ï
ï 4
4
2
ïx
ï
1+ x
î
þ

(

)

(35)

Despite equation (35) being valid only for | x.ξ | > 6, it is quite useful to determine the be‐
haviour of the Doppler Broadening function in specific conditions. For high values of x , it is
possible to observe that function ψ ( x, ξ ) presents the following asymptotic form:
y ( x,x ) »

1
1+ x

2

(36)

5.2. Method of Beynon and Grant
Beynon and Grant (Beynon and Grant, 1963) proposed a calculation method for the Doppler
broadening function that consists of expanding the exponential part of the integrand of the
Doppler broadening function ψ ( x, ξ ) in the Chebyshev polynomials and integrate, term by
term, the resulting expression, which allows writing:
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ψ (a, b)=

where a =

1
1
2
- b2
{
πcos(ab) 1- E2(a) e a +J (a,b)}e 4 ,
a

(37)

1
ξ and b = ξ ⋅ x and still,
2
1ì 1
1
1
2
4
6
ü
J ( a ,b ) = í ( ab ) - ( ab ) + ( ab ) Lý
4!
6!
a î 2!
þ
1 ì1

+

í

3
2a î 4 !

( ab )4 - ( ab )6 Lüý +
1

(38)

6!

þ
2 ( n + 1)
ïü
æ 2n + 1 ö ïì 1
L+
Gç
Lý +
÷ × í 2n+2 ! ( ab )
)
p a 2 n+1 è 2 ø î
ï(
þï
1

and,
2

E2 ( a ) =

p

a

òe

-y

2

(39)

dy.

0

For values where the condition | x.ξ | > 6 was met (Beynon and Grant, 1963) is recommend‐
ed the use of the asymptotic expression of the function ψ ( x, ξ ), equation (36). It should be
pointed that the results obtained by this method have become a reference in several works
on the Doppler broadening function.
5.3. Method of Campos and Martinez
The core idea of the method proposed by (Campos and Martinez, 1987) is to transform the
Doppler broadening function from its integral form into a differential partial equation sub‐
jected to the initial conditions. Differentiating equation (30) in relation to x one obtains:
¶y ( x , x )

=

¶x

ì xx
íî 2 p

ò

¥

-¥

x

2

2

´

é x2

dy
1+ y

2

exp ê -

4

ë

ù

x

û

2 p

(x - y) ú +
2

ò

é x2

ydy

¥

-¥

1+ y

2

exp ê -

ë

4

ùü

(x - y) úý.
2

(40)

ûþ

Acknowledging in equation (40) the very Doppler broadening function and the term of in‐
terference as defined by the integral:
c ( x,x ) =

x

ydy

é x2

ù

ë

û

2
ò-¥ 1 + y 2 exp ê - 4 ( x - y ) ú ,
+¥

p

(41)

it is possible to write:
¶y ( x , x )
¶x

=

x2 é

ê - xy ( x , x ) +

2 ë

c ( x,x ) ù
2

ú.
û

(42)
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Deriving equation (42) again in relation to x , after expliciting function χ ( x, ξ ) in the same
equation, one has:
¶ y ( x,x )
2

¶x

=

2

5

x

+ xx 2

¶y ( x , x )
¶x

2

+

é

y dy

x

2

4

(x x

2 2

2

x
exp ê - ( x - y )
ò
p -¥ 1 + y 2
ê 4

8

¥

ë

)

+ 2 y ( x,x )

(43)

2ù

ú.
ûú

The right side of equation (43) can be written in another way, given that

y 2 dy

é

2

x
ò-¥ 1 + y 2 exp êê - 4 ( x - y )
¥

2ù

2 p
é1 - y ( x , x )ùû .
ú=
x ë
ûú

ë

y2
1
,
2 =1−
1+ y
1+ y2
(44)

In replacing the result obtained in (44) in equation (43) one obtains the differential equation
where Campos and Martinez based themselves to obtain an analytical approximation for the
broadening function ψ ( x, ξ ):
4 ¶ y ( x,x )
2

x

2

¶x

2

+ 4x

¶y ( x , x )
¶x

(

)

+ x x + x + 2 y ( x,x ) = x ,
2 2

2

2

(45)

subjected to the initial conditions:
y ( x , x ) |x = 0 º y 0 =
¶y ( x , x )
¶x

x p
2

æx2 öé
æ x öù
ç 4 ÷÷ êë1 - erf çè 2 ÷ø úû (a)
è ø

exp ç

(46)

(b)

|x = 0 = 0.

Admitting that function ψ ( x, ξ ) may be expanded in series,
¥

y ( x , x ) = å c n (x ) x n
n= 0

(47)

and in replacing-se equation (47) in the differential equation as given by equation (45), one
obtains after some algebraic manipulation the following polynomial equation:
é8
ù é 24
ù
2
2
ê 2 c 2 + x + 2 c 0 ú + ê 2 c 3 + x + 6 c1 ú x +
ëx
û ëx
û
¥
é4
ù n
2
2
2
+ å ê ( n + 2 )( n + 1) c n + 2 + 4 n + x + 2 c n + x c n - 2 úx = x ,
2
x
n= 2 ë
û

(

)

(

(

)

)

(48)
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where:

c0 = ψ0,
c1 =

ξ2 2
ξ − (ξ 2 + 2)ψ0 ,
8

and all the other terms are calculated from the following relation of recurrence:
cn+1 = −

2
2
ξ 2 (4n + ξ + 2)cn + ξ cn−1
(n + 2)(n + 1)
4

The representation in series for the Doppler broadening function, as given by equation (47),
is valid only for | x.ξ | < 6. For the cases where | x.ξ | > 6, (Campos and Martinez, 1987) used
the asymptotic form as given by equation (35), as well as proposed by Beynon and Grant.
5.4. Four order method of Padé
The Padé approximation is one of the most frequently used approximations for the calcula‐
tion of the Doppler broadening function and its applications and can efficiently represent
functions, through a rational approximation, that is, a ratio between polynomials. For the
four-order Padé approximation (Keshavamurthy& Harish, 1993) they proposed the follow‐
ing polynomial ratio:

y ( x,x ) = h

a0 + a2 ( hx ) + a4 ( hx ) + a6 ( hx )
2

4

6

b0 + b2 ( hx ) + b4 ( hx ) + b6 ( hx ) + b8 ( hx )
2

4

6

8

,

whose coefficients are given in Tables 1 and 2.

q1 =

π ( − 9π + 28)
2(6π 2 − 29π + 32)

− 15π 2 + 88π − 128
2(6π 2 − 29π + 32)

q2 =

36π 2 − 195π + 256
6(6π 2 − 29π + 32)

p2 =

π (33π − 104)
6(6π 2 − 29π + 32)

q3 =

π ( − 33π + 104)
6(6π 2 − 29π + 32)

p3 =

− 9π 2 + 69π − 128
3(6π 2 − 29π + 32)

q4 =

9π 2 − 69π + 128
3(6π 2 − 29π + 32)

p0 = π

p1 =

Table 1. Coefficients p and q of the four-order Padé Approximation

(49)
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h =ξ 2
a0 = ( p0 + p1h − p2h 2 − p3h

3

a2 = ( p2 + 3p3h )(1 − q1h − q2h 2 + q3h 3 + q4h

4

( − p1 + 2 p2h + 3p3h )(q1 + 2q2h − 3q3h
2

2

)(1 − q1h − q2h 2 + q3h 3 + q4h 4)

) + ( p0 + p1h − p2h 2 − p3h 3)(q2 − 3q3h − 6q4h 2) +
− 4q4h 3)

a4 = q4( p0 + p1h − p2h 2 − p3h

) + ( p2 + 3 p3h )(q2 − 3q3h − 6q4h 2) −
p3(q1 + 2q2h − 3q3h 2 − 4q4h 3) + ( − p1 + 2p2h + 3 p3h 2)(q3 + 4q4 h )
3

a6 = q4( p2 + 3 p3h ) − p3(q3 + 4q4 h )
b0 = (1 − q1h − q2h 2 + q3h 3 + q4h
b2 = 2(1 − q1h − q2h 2 + q3h 3 + q4h
b4 = (q2 − 3q3h − 6q4h

)

4 2

)(q2 − 3q3h − 6q4h 2) + (q1 + 2q2h − 3q3h 2 − 4q4h 3)2

4

)

2 2

+ 2q4(1 − q1h − q2h 2 + q3h 3 + q4h

2(q1 + 2q2h − 3q3h − 4q4h
2

)+

4

)(q3 + 4q4 h )

3

b6 = 2q4(q2 − 3q3h − 6q4h

2

) + (q3 + 4q4 h )2

b8 = q42
Table 2. Coefficients h , a and b of the four-order Padé Approximation

From the coefficients of Tables 1 and 2, and of equation (49), one obtains in the end the fol‐
lowing analytical approximation for function ψ ( x, ξ ), according to the four-order Padé ap‐
proximation:
y ( x,x ) =

h ( x,x )

(50)

,

w ( x,x )

where η ( x, ξ ) and ω ( x, ξ ) are the following polynomials:

(

h ( x , x ) = 2x × 7, 089815404 × 10

22

23

22

+ 1, 146750844 × 10 x + 8, 399725059 × 10 x

22

3

21

4

21

5

20

6

21

3

2

21

4

2

21

2

21

5

2

20

6

2

19

7

2

19

4

4

20

5

4

20

6

4

19

7

4

18

7

6

+3, 622207053 × 10 x + 9, 957751740 × 10 x + 1, 749067258 × 10 x
18

7

+1, 835165213 × 10 x + 8, 940072699 × 10 x - 2, 539736657 × 10 x x

2

+2, 069483991 × 10 x x + 3 , 972393548 × 10 x x + 1, 919319560 × 10 x x

+3, 670330426 × 10 x x + 2, 682021808 × 10 x x + 1, 048748026 × 10 x x
+1, 702523008 × 10 x x + 1, 835165209 × 10 x x + 2, 682021806 × 10 x x
+8, 940072688 × 10 x x

and

)

,

2

(51)

41

42
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(

h ( x , x ) = 3, 490642925 × 10 x + 3, 464999381 × 10 x + 2, 050150991 × 10 x
23

23

22

4

20

7

20

7

21

6

2

23

6

19

8

+7, 933771118 × 10 x + 3, 670330427 × 10 x x + 1, 788014539 × 10 x x
19

+3, 670330426 × 10 x + 3, 533894806 × 10 x + 1, 788014541 × 10 x
22

5

22

5

22

2

2

8

8
22

4

+2, 062859460 × 10 x + 3, 426843796 × 10 x x + 5, 586613630 × 10 x x
2

22

3

3

2

2

21

7

2
4

+2, 649703323 × 10 x x + 6, 613512625 × 10 x x + 1, 101099129 × 10 x x
21

6

2

21

4

4

21

7

21

5

4

21

6

4

19

8

2

20

6

6

20

8

4

19

8

6

+7, 301013353 × 10 x x + 3, 590774413 × 10 x x + 1, 101099125 × 10 x x
+5, 868438581 × 10 x x + 4, 000342261 × 10 x x + 7, 152058156 × 10 x x
+2, 332237305 × 10 x x + 1, 072808721 × 10 x x + 7, 152058152 × 10 x x

(52)

.

5.5. Frobenius method
In this method the homogeneous part of the differential equation that rules the Doppler
broadening function, equation (45), is solved using the Frobenius Method (Palma et. al.,
2005) that consists fundamentally of seeking a solution of the differential equation in the
form of series around the point x = x0, with a free parameter, that is, as follows:
¥

¥

n= 0

n= 0

y ( x , x ) = x s å c n (x ) x n = å c n (x ) x n+ s ,

(53)

with c0 ≠ 0 and where s is the parameter that grants the method flexibility.
Deriving equation (53) and replacing it in the homogeneous equation associated to equation
(45) one obtains, after grouping the similar terms:
¥

¥

é

n= 0

n= 0

êë

å cn ( n + s )( n + s - 1) x n+ s- 2 + å cnx 2 ê( n + s ) +

+

x2
4

x 2 + 2 ù n+ s
úx
4 úû

¥

å cn xn+ s- 2 = 0.

(54)

n= 0

The initial equation of the problem, obtained when n = 0, remembering that c0 ≠ 0 is
c0 s ( s - 1) = 0.

(55)

From equation (55), as c0 ≠ 0, one obtains that s = 0 or s = 1. Using first s = 0 and c0 ≠ 0 one ob‐

tains the following relations of recurrence:

cn = -

cn = -

(

x 2 4n + x 2 - 6
4 n ( n + 1)

(

)c

n- 2

)

, valid for n = 2 or n = 3

x 2 é c n - 2 4 n + x 2 - 6 + c n - 4x 2 ù
ë
û , valid for n ³ 4.
4 n ( n + 1)

(56)

(57)
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Considering the case where s = 1, one obtains the other series linearly independent with the
first term, not null, denoted by c̃ 0:

cn = -

cn = -

(

)c

(

)

x 2 4n + x 2 - 2
4 n ( n + 1)

n- 2 ,

(58)

valid for n ³ 4

x 2 é c n - 2 4 n + x 2 - 2 + c n - 4x 2 ù
ë
û , valid for n ³ 4
4 n ( n + 1)

(59)

With this the homogeneous solution assumes the following form:

(

) (

2
4
3
5
y h ( x , x ) = c 0 + c 2 x + c 4 x + ... + c% 0 x + c% 2 x + c% 4 x + ...

),

(60)

where the coefficients are all known from the relations of recurrence, equations (56) to (59).
In writing function ψh ( x, ξ ) as:
æ x 2 x2 ö ¥
æ
ö ¥
x 2 x2 x 4 x4
n
+
+ ... ÷ å An x n
y h ( x , x ) = exp ç ÷÷ å An x = çç 1 ç
÷
4
4
32
è
ø n= 0
è
ø n= 0
2
2
æ
ö 2 æ
ö 3 æ
ö
x
x
x2
x4
A0 ÷ x + ç A3 A1 ÷ x + ç A4 A2 +
A ÷ x4 +
= A0 + A1 x + ç A2 ç
÷
ç
÷
ç
4
4
4
32 0 ÷ø
è
ø
è
ø
è
æ
ö æ
ö
x2
x4 ö 5 æ
x2
x4
x6
x2
x4
x6
A3 +
A1 ÷ x + ç A6 A4 +
A2 A0 ÷ + ç A7 A5 +
A3 A ÷ + K.
çç A5 ÷
ç
÷
ç
4
32 ø
4
32
384
4
32
384 1 ÷ø
è
è
ø è

(61)

it is possible to determine all the coefficients An equalling, term by term, equations (60) and
(61) so to write:
2
4
6
2
2
ù
æ x 2 x2 ö é 1 æ x 2 x ö
1 æx xö
1 æx xö
÷ ê1 - ç
÷ + ç
÷ +
ç
÷ + ...ú
4
2
2
24
2
720
2
ê
úû
è
øë
è
ø
è
ø
è
ø
3
5
7
2
2
ù
æ x 2 x2 ö é x 2 x 1 æ x 2 x ö
1 æx xö
1 æx xö
+ k 2 exp ç - ç
÷ê
÷ +
ç
÷ +
ç
÷ + ...ú ,
úû
è 4 ø êë 2 6 è 2 ø 120 è 2 ø 5040 è 2 ø

y h ( x , x ) = k1 exp ç -

(62)

Acknowledging the expansion of the cosine and sine functions, one obtains an analytical
form to solve the homogeneous part of the differential equations that rule the Doppler
broadening function:
æ x 2 x2 ö é
æ x 2x ö
æ x 2 x öù
÷ ê k1 cos ç
÷ + k 2 sin ç
÷ú .
4
2
è
øë
è
ø
è 2 øû

y h ( x , x ) = exp ç -

(63)
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In order to obtain the particular solutions of equation (45), and consequently its general sol‐
ution, it is possible to apply the method of parameter variation from the linearly independ‐
ent solutions:
æ x 2 x2 ö æ x 2 x ö
÷ cos ç
÷
è 4 ø è 2 ø

(64)

y 2 ( x , x ) = exp ç -

æ x 2 x2 ö æ x 2 x ö
÷ sin ç
÷,
è 4 ø è 2 ø

(65)

y p ( x , x ) = u1y 1 ( x , x ) + u2y 2 ( x , x )

(66)

y 1 ( x , x ) = exp ç -

Supposing a solution thus,

where functions u1( x ) and u2( x ) are determined after the imposition of the initial conditions
expressed by equations (46a) and (46b) and of the imposition of the nullity of the expression:
u'1 ( x )y 1 ( x , x ) + u' 2 ( x )y 2 ( x , x ) = 0,

(67)

That, along with the condition,

u 1 ( x )y
'

'

( x , x ) + u ( x )y ( x , x ) =
'

1

'

2

2

x

4

4

(68)

,

Which results from the very equation (45), form a linear system whose solution is given by
the equations:

u1 ( x ) = -

x

u2 ( x ) =

x

'

'

2

2

2

2

æ x 2 x2 ö æ x 2 x ö
÷ sin ç
÷ Þ u1
è 4 ø è 2 ø

(x) = -

æ x 2 x2 ö æ x 2 x ö
÷ cos ç
÷ Þ u2
è 4 ø è 2 ø

(x) =

exp ç

exp ç

x

2

2

x

2

ò

2

x

0

ò

x

0

æ x 2 x '2 ö æ x 2 x ' ö
÷ sin ç
÷
è 4 ø è 2 ø

'

dx exp ç

'

æ x 2 x '2 ö æ x 2 x ' ö
÷ cos ç
÷.
è 4 ø è 2 ø

dx exp ç

(69)

(70)

Integrating equations (69) and (70),
u1 ( x ) =

x p
4

æ x 2 ö é æ ix x - x ö
æ ix x + x ö
æ x öù
÷ ê erf ç
÷ - erf ç
÷ + 2 erf ç ÷ ú
è 2 ø
è 2 øû
è 4 øë è 2 ø

exp ç

(71)
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u2 ( x ) = - i

x p
4

æ x 2 ö é æ ix x - x ö
æ ix x + x öù
÷ ê erf ç
÷ + erf ç
÷ ,
è 2 øûú
è 4 øë è 2 ø

(72)

exp ç

it is possible to write the solution particular of equation (45) as follows:
y p ( x , x ) = -i
x p
4

x p
4

æ x 2x ö é x 2
÷ exp ê è 2 ø ëê 4

sin ç

æ x 2x ö é x 2
cos ç
÷ exp ê è 2 ø ëê 4

ùé

ù

( x 2 - 1)ú ê erf æç ix x2- x ö÷ + erf æç ix x2+ x ö÷ú +
ûú ë

è

ø

ù

è

( x 2 - 1)ú éêë erf æçè ix x2- x ö÷ø - erf æçè ix x2+ x ö÷ø + 2erf æçè x2 öù÷øûú .

øû

(73)

ûú

As the general solution of differential equation (45) is the sum of the solution of the homoge‐
neous and particular equations, the initial conditions are imposed, as expressed by equa‐
tions (46a) and (46b), to determine the constants:

k1 =

x p
2

æx2 öé
æ x öù
÷ ê1 - erf ç ÷ ú
è 2 øû
è 4 øë

(74)

k 2 = 0.

(75)

exp ç

Finally, according to the Frobenius Method, the Doppler Broadening function can be written
thus:
y ( x,x ) =

x p
2

é
êë

exp -

1
4

x

2

æ

2

è

ì
ü
æ x 2x ö
í1 + Re f ( x , x ) + tan ç
÷ Im f ( x , x ) ý ,
î
þ
è 2 ø

where ϕ ( x, ξ ) = erf

2

ö

( x - 1)ùúû cos ç x 2x ÷ ´
ø

(76)

( iξx2− ξ ).

5.6. Fourier transform method
ξ
( x − y ) in the full representation of the Doppler
2
broadening function, equation (30), one obtains the expression
In doing the transformation of variables u =

ψ(ξ,x) =

1

p

+¥

ò

-¥

e

-u

2

du

uö
æ
1+ çx - 2 ÷
ξø
è

2

,

(77)

that can be mathematically interpreted as the convolution of the Lorentzian function with a
gaussian function, as exemplified by the equation below:
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+∞

∫

(78)

ψ(ξ, x) = f * g ≡ g(u) f (x - u) du ,
−∞

where f (x - u) =

(

1

u
1 + x −2
ξ

)

is the lorentzian function and g(u) =

2

1
π

2

e −u the gaussian func‐

tion. Function f (x - u) admits a full representation through the Fourier cosine transform
(Polyanin and Manzhirov, 1998), as being

¥

ò

f ( x - u) = e

-w

cos

0

uö ù
éæ
êëèç x - 2 ξ ÷ø w úû dw.

(79)

In replacing-se equation (79) in the integer of convolution, as given by equation (78), apply‐
ing the properties of the integrals of convolution one gets to the following expression:
∞

+∞

∫ ∫

ψ(ξ, x) = f * g ≡ e

-w

0

−∞

(

)

∞

∫

u
g(u) cos x - 2
w du dw = e -w I (w) dw ,
ξ

(80)

0

where,
1

I ( w) º

=

p

+¥

òe
+¥

1

p

-u

uö ù
éæ
cos êç x - 2 ÷ w ú du
ξø û
ëè

2

-¥

cos( xw ) ò e
-¥

(81)

w2

-u

2

- 2
éæ u ö ù
w ú du = e x c os( xw).
÷
ëè ξ ø û

cos êç 2

In replacing equation (81) in the equation (80), one obtains a new full representation of the
Doppler broadening function, interpreted as a Fourier cosine transform (Gonçalves et. al.,
2008):

¥

ψ(ξ,x) =

ò

-

e

w

x

é

2

2

-w

cos( wx ) dw =

0

where a ≡

1ê
2ê
ëê

¥ -

òe
0

w

x

2

2

- 2 wa

dw +

¥ -

òe
0

w

x

2

2

- 2 wb

ù

dw ú ,

ú
ûú

(82)

(1 − ix )
(1 + ix )
and b ≡
.
2
2

The integrals on the right side of equations (3.25) and (3.26) are known as complementary
error functions, in which case one can conclude that:
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¥

òe

-

w

2

- 2 wa

2

x

dw =

ξ p
2

0

¥

òe

-

w

x

e

2

2

- 2 wb

dw =

ξ p

e

2

0

( xi-1)2 ξ 2
4

( xi+1)2 ξ 2
4

æ ξ - iξx ö
÷
è 2 ø

(83)

æ ξ + iξx ö
÷.
è 2 ø

(84)

erfc ç

erfc ç

In replacing equations (83) and (84) in equation (82) it is possible to write the following ex‐
pression for the Doppler broadening function:

x p

y ( x,x ) =

+

x p
4

4

( xi +1)2 x
e

4

( xi -1)2 x
e

4

2

é
æ ix x - x ö ù
ê1 + erf ç 2 ÷ ú
è
øû
ë

2

(85)

é
æ ix x + x ö ù
ê1 - erf ç 2 ÷ ú .
è
øû
ë

With some algebraic manipulation it is easy to prove that the Fourier transform method and
the Frobenius method, equations (85) and (76) respectively, provide identical results.
5.7. Fourier series method
From the representation of the Doppler broadening function in a Fourier cosine transform,
equation (82), it is possible to write
¥

òe

ψ(ξ,x) =

-

w

x

2

2

-w

¥

ò ( )

cos( wx ) dw = G w e

0

where function G (w ) = e

-

-w

cos( wx ) dw ,

(86)

0

w2
ξ2

is even and can be expanded into a Fourier series in cosines:
G (w) =

a0
2

¥

æ np w ö
÷,
è L ø

+ å an cos ç

(87)

x p

(88)

n =1

where

a0 =

an =

x p
2L

e

æ npx ö
÷
è 2L ø

-ç

2

L

æ Lö
÷
èx ø

erf ç

é
æ 2 L + npx 2 i ö
æ 2 L - npx 2 i ö ù
ê erf çç
÷÷ + erf çç 2x L ÷÷ ú .
2
x
L
êë
è
ø
è
ø úû

(89)
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In replacing equation (87) in equation (86) and integrand, it is possible to write the following
expression for the Doppler broadening function in the form of Fourier series:
y ( x,x ) =

x p

(

2L 1 + x

2

)

æ Lö x p
÷+ L
èx ø

erf ç

¥

å Fn ( x , x , L ) Re éë Z (x , L )ùû ,
n =1

(90)

where
Fn ( x , x , L ) º

(

2

)

é( np )2 + L2 1 + x 2 ù e
êë
úû

(

L 1+ x

2

)

2

+ ( np )

2

(2 - 2x

æn p x ö
÷
è 2L ø

2

- ç

2

+ ( np / L )

2

)

,

æ npx 2 i + 2 L2 ö
÷÷ .
2x L
è
ø

Z ( n , x , L ) = erf ç
ç

(91)

(92)

5.8. Representation of function ψ ( x, ξ ) using Salzer expansions
Although the formulations obtained for function ψ ( x, ξ ) from the Frobenius method, Fouri‐
er transform and Fourier series methods only contain functions that are well-known in liter‐
ature, it can be inconvenient to work with error functions that contain an imaginary
argument. One of the ways to overcome this situation is to calculate the real and imaginary
parts of function ϕ ( x, ξ ) using the expansions proposed by Salzer (Palma and Martinez,
2009)
æ ix x - x ö
÷ = Re f ( x , x ) + Im f ( x , x ) i ,
è 2 ø

f ( x , x ) = erf ç

(93)

where:
æx ö

æ x2 ö

Re f ( x , x ) @ - erf ç ÷ + exp ç ç 4 ÷÷ ´
è2ø
è
ø

ì1
ï
í
ïî px

(

)

2
ü
é æ x 2 x ö ù 2 n max exp - n / 4
ï
fn ( x , x ) ý
÷ - 1ú + å
êcos çç
2
2
÷
n +x
ïþ
ëê è 2 ø ûú p n=1

(

)

2
ü
æ x 2 ö ìï 1
æ x 2 x ö 2 n max exp - n / 4
ï
gn ( x , x ) ý ,
2
2
ç 4 ÷÷ í px sin çç 2 ÷÷ + p å
n +x
n =1
è
ø ïî
è
ø
ïþ

Im f ( x , x ) @ exp ç -

(94)

(95)

where auxiliary functions f n ( x, ξ ) and gn ( x, ξ ) are written by:
2
2
æ nx x ö æ x x ö
æ nx x ö æ x x ö
÷ cos çç 2 ÷÷ - n sinh ç 2 ÷ sin çç 2 ÷÷ ,
2
è
ø è
è
ø è
ø
ø

fn ( x , x ) = -x + x cosh ç

(96)
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2
2
æ nx x ö æ x x ö
æ nx x ö æ x x ö
sin ç
cos ç
÷÷ + n sinh ç
÷.
÷
÷
ç
ç
è 2 ø è 2 ø
è 2 ø è 2 ÷ø

g n ( x , x ) = x cosh ç

(97)

5.9. The Mamedov method
Mamedov (Mamedov, 2009) put forward an analytical formulation to calculate function
ψ ( x, ξ ), based on its representation in the form of a Fourier transform, equation (82). Using
the expansions in series of the exponential and cosine functions,

e

N

= lim å

-x

N ®¥

( -1 ) i x i

N

cos x = lim å
N ®¥

i!

i =1

( -1 ) i x 2 i

( 2i ) !

i =0

(98)

,

(99)

,

and the well-known binomial expansion

(x ± y)

n

= lim

N

N ®¥

å ( ±1 )

m

m= 0

Fm ( n ) x n- m y m ,

(100)

Mamedov proposed the following expressions for the Doppler broadening function:
for ξ > 1 and x > 1

y ( x,x ) =

ì
ï

L

x
2 p

lim å Fi ( -1) í

L ®¥

i

1

(
)

)

i +1

å Fj ( i ) éëê1 + ( -1) ùûú
j

j =0
ï x +1
î
2
æ
ö
2
2
2i j
M
2 x
ç 2i - j + 1 , x x + 1 ÷ x 2 1 i lim F 1 i
´
g
+
+
- - )
å
k (
÷
2 i - j +1 ç
M
®¥
2
4
x
k =0
ç
÷
è
ø
2 ü
æ
ö
2
2
k 2 i + k +1
k x x
ç 2i + k + 1 , x x + 1 ÷ ï ,
´ é 1 - ( -1 ) ù
G ç
÷ý
ëê
ûú 2 2 i + 2
2
4
ç
÷ï
è
øþ
i =0

(

2

(

)

(

(101)

)

for ξ ≤ 1 and x ≤ 15

y ( x,x ) =

for ξ ≤ 1 and x = 0

x
2 p

( -1 ) i + j x 2 j x 2 j + i + 1 æ i + 2 j + 1 ö
Gç
÷,
L ®¥
2i ! ( 2 j !)
2
è
ø
i =0 j =0
L

M

lim åå

(102)
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y ( x,x ) =

x
2 p

L

lim å

L ®¥

( -1 ) i x i + 1
2i !

i =0

æ i + 1ö
÷,
è 2 ø

Gç

(103)

where Γ ( x, ξ ), γ ( x, ξ ) and Γ ( x ) are the well-know incomplete Gamma functions and F m(n )
are binomials coefficients defined by:
ì n ( n - 1) ... ( n - m + 1)
, for integer n
ï
m!
ï
Fm ( n ) = í
m
ï ( -1) G ( m - n ) , for non-integer n
ïî m ! G ( - n )

(104)

6. Numerical calculation of function ψ ( x, ξ )
The numerical calculation of the Doppler broadening function consists of calculating a de‐
fined integral. There are many methods in the literature for this calculation, but in this chap‐
ter we will describe a numerical reference method based on the Gauss-Legendre quadrature.
In basic terms, the Gauss-Legendre quadrature method consists of approximating a defined
integer through the following expression:
1

æb-a

ò f çè

-1

2

h+

b+aö

b-a

÷ dx » 2
2 ø

N

b+aö
æb-a
hi +
÷,
2 ø
è 2

å wi f ç
i =1

(105)

where N is the order of the quadrature, ηi is the point of the quadrature and wi the weight
corresponding to the point of quadrature. The points of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature are
the roots of the polynomials of Legendre (Arfken, 1985) in the interval − 1, 1 , as generated
from the Rodrigues‘ formula,

Pn ( x ) =

1
n

d

n

2 n ! dx

n

{(

2

x -1

) }.
n

(106)

for an isotope at a given temperature, that is, for a fixed value for variable ξ , the function
ψ ( x, ξ ) decreases rapidly and a very high value is not necessary for what we will consider
our numerical infinite. This fact can be evidenced at Figure 1.
For that an adequate numerical infinite ( x = 5000) was considered, as well as a high-order
quadrature ( N = 15), whose points of Legendre and respective weights are found in Table 3.
The results obtained with this method, whose handicap is the high computing cost, can be
seen in Table 4.
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i

xi

ω ( xi )

1

0.9879925

0.0307532

2

0.9372734

0.0703660

3

0.8482066

0.1071592

4

0.7244177

0.1395707

5

0.5709722

0.1662692

6

0.3941513

0.1861610

7

0.2011941

0.1984315

8

0.0000000

0.2025782

9

-0.2011941

0.1984315

10

-0.3941513

0.1861610

11

-0.5709722

0.1662692

12

-0.7244177

0.1395707

13

-0.8482066

0.1071592

14

-0.9372734

0.0703660

15

-0.9879925

0.0307532

Table 3. Points of Legendre ηi and respective wi weights.

ξ/x

0

0.5

1

2

4

6

8

10

20

40

0.01

0.00881

0.00881

0.00881

0.00881

0.00881

0.00880

0.00880

0.00879

0.00873

0.00847

0.02

0.01753

0.01753

0.01752

0.01752

0.01750

0.01746

0.01742

0.01735

0.01685

0.01496

0.03

0.02614

0.02614

0.02614

0.02612

0.02605

0.02594

0.02578

0.02557

0.02393

0.01836

0.04

0.03466

0.03466

0.03465

0.03461

0.03445

0.03418

0.03381

0.03333

0.02965

0.01857

0.05

0.04309

0.04308

0.04306

0.04298

0.04267

0.04216

0.04145

0.04055

0.03380

0.01639

0.10

0.08384

0.08379

0.08364

0.08305

0.08073

0.07700

0.07208

0.06623

0.03291

0.00262

0.15

0.12239

0.12223

0.12176

0.11989

0.11268

0.10165

0.08805

0.07328

0.01695

0.00080

0.20

0.15889

0.15854

0.15748

0.15331

0.13777

0.11540

0.09027

0.06614

0.00713

0.00070

0.25

0.19347

0.19281

0.19086

0.18325

0.15584

0.11934

0.08277

0.05253

0.00394

0.00067

0.30

0.22624

0.22516

0.22197

0.20968

0.16729

0.11571

0.07043

0.03881

0.00314

0.00065

0.35

0.25731

0.25569

0.25091

0.23271

0.17288

0.10713

0.05726

0.02816

0.00289

0.00064

0.40

0.28679

0.28450

0.27776

0.25245

0.17360

0.09604

0.04569

0.02110

0.00277

0.00064

0.45

0.31477

0.31168

0.30261

0.26909

0.17052

0.08439

0.03670

0.01687

0.00270

0.00064

0.50

0.34135

0.33733

0.32557

0.28286

0.16469

0.07346

0.03025

0.01446

0.00266

0.00063

Table 4. Reference values for Doppler Broadening Function ψ ( x, ξ ).
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7. Conclusion
A brief retrospective look at the calculation methodologies for the Doppler broadening func‐
tion considering the approximations of Beth-Plackzec according to the formalism ofBrietWigner was presented in this chapter.
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1. Introduction
Significance in the study of ternary alloys in the U-Zr-Nb system is due to the scenario for their
use as nuclear fuel not only for research and test reactors, but also for advanced high flux, pow‐
er and fast reactors. The importance of this family of alloys is mainly due to the high thermal
conductivity, ease of fabrication and good compatibility with the fuel cladding, besides the fact
it has high density. Evidently, knowing the basic thermodynamic and diffusion characteristics
of this system makes it considerably easier to solve many important problems including the op‐
timization of the fuel composition and their stabilized phase under in-pile conditions. An espe‐
cially important role in solving such problems is based in the isothermal phase transformation
characteristics, which clearly establish the behavior of ternary systems.
The uranium, with a melting point of approximately 1132 °C has three allotropic phases: (i)
γ, high temperature phase with body centered cubic structure, stable between 1132° and 775
°C (ii) β phase stable between 775 °C and 668 °C, complex tetragonal structure with 30
atoms per unit cell and (iii) α phase, present at temperatures below 668 °C with orthorhom‐
bic structure [1].
For the particular case of U-Zr-Nb system, the introduction of elements zirconium and
niobium can result in several structures such as (i) cubic γs phase, obtained by quenching in
water from the high temperature γ phase, (ii) tetragonal γ0 produced by the aging of γs, (iii)
tetragonal α', phase transition of α and (iv) the monoclinic α'', transition of α precipitated by
aging γ0 [2-5].

© 2013 Pais et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Since both physical and chemical properties of the nuclear fuel are intimately associated with
the current phase, it is impossible to ensure the stability of metallic nuclear fuel without the
knowledge of the kinetics of phase transformation in a broad temperature range. For the phase
transformations in isothermal conditions, the kinetic behavior of the phase transformation
curves is obtained by Time–Temperature-Transformation diagram, known as TTT diagram.
For system U-Zr-Nb, the alloy of composition U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb is the one that has received the
largest volume of study in recent decades and different TTT diagrams have been deter‐
mined as can be seen in Figure 1.
A first investigation in order to determine the TTT diagram for the alloy U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb was
performed by Peterson [3] as shown in Figure 1a. This author determined the TTT curves
using two main techniques: (i) Rockwell hardness C and (ii) electrical resistivity.
Later, in 1969, Dean [2] made some progress in determining the TTT diagram (Figure 1b)
using metallographic techniques and the Vickers hardness tests for phases quantification.
Some years later, in an independent and simultaneous way Giraud-Heraud [4] (Figure 1c)
and Karnowsky [5] (Figure 1d) determined other two diagrams. The Giraud-Heraud curves,
unlike Karnowsky curves, appear to be an improvement of the diagram obtained by Dean as
observed on the curves of each diagram.
Besides the determination of the TTT curves, Karnowsky also studied the kinetics of phase
transformations based on the equation of Johnson–Mehl–Avrami–Kolmogorov (JMAK) [6]
and determined the equation coefficients. An investigation of the kinetics of phase transfor‐
mation based on equation JMAK was also performed in 1974 by Vandermeer [7] whose TTT
curves is shown in Figure 1e. This author introduced an innovation adding a fourth stage in
the time-temperature-transformation diagram.
The state of the art on the development of TTT diagrams of U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb alloy still has
many gaps and therefore it is necessary to continue parametric investigations and quantifi‐
cations more precisely of the points near of the TTT diagrams curves. There is already a rea‐
sonable consensus on the identification of the phases present in the upper region of the TTT
curves for this alloy in the region of temperature between about 400° and 650 °C. But in the
range of temperature from about 100° to 400 °C, there are disagreements on the identifica‐
tion and characterization by metallographic technique with regard to the presence of phase
α”(monoclinic). As reported in the literature, these disagreements may be due to experimen‐
tal difficulties to reveal their bainitic microstructure.
The alloys of U-Zr-Nb with monoclinic structure α" are important to be a stable phase, with
excellent mechanical properties and corrosion resistance. Thus, it becomes essential to use
during operation of the reactor power in the region of 300 °C. It is observed that for other UZr-Nb alloy compositions, unlike U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb, there is an absence of information for con‐
struction of the TTT diagrams.
This chapter covers a description of the methodology employed in the study of phase
transformation in uranium based alloys with special reference to transformation kinetics
under isothermal conditions of system U-Zr-Nb. The determination of the TTT curves in‐
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cludes in general, the following stages: (i) uranium alloys obtention, (ii) isothermal treat‐
ments, (iii) microstructural and phase characterization and (iv) construction of the timetemperature-transformation curve and study of the kinetics of isothermal phase
transformation.

Figure 1. TTT diagram of the system U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb obtained by different authors.
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2. Uranium alloys obtention
The determination of time-temperature-transformation curves for the U-Zr-Nb system re‐
quires alloys with chemical and microstructural homogeneity. Several equipments and
methodologies can be employed to achieve this goal. In this item we covered a standard
strategy employing equipments that are common to many laboratories. Bellow it is present‐
ed a simplified methodology and the main challenges to obtain the uranium alloys samples.
2.1. Melting of uranium alloys
For uranium alloys obtention it was employed a vacuum induction melting (VIM) furnace. The
constituents uranium and alloy elements are melting in a graphite crucible under vacuum up
to 1.33x10-3 Pa at temperatures of about 1500 °C. The time of charge effervescent must be con‐
trolled to minimize the carbon contamination and to homogenize the melting charge. The for‐
mation of carbides in the alloy structure occurs even in minimal levels of carbon contamination
which does not interfere in the TTT diagrams.
After the homogenization, the charge is poured into mold and the casting ingot is cooled
at room temperature. The mold can be made of copper or graphite in cylindrical or rec‐
tangular shapes.
2.2. Alloy homogenization
The alloy homogenization is realized through thermomechanical followed by stress-reliev‐
ing heat treatments whose goal is to break the alloy cast structure obtaining a homogeneous
structure with uniform distribution of chemical elements and equiaxed grains. The stressrelieving heat treatment is conducted at high vacuum (1.33x10-3 Pa) and high temperature
about 1000 °C and a plateau of approximately 25h.
Among the several hot forming processes employed for breaking the cast structure, the roll‐
ing process is undoubtedly the most widely used not only for the uranium-based alloys but
for most metals. In this process, breaking of the cast structure is achieved by thickness re‐
duction (about 40%) of the ingot in steps of hot rolling. For these thermomechanical treat‐
ments, there are important recommendations in each step as: (i) to avoid excessive oxidation
of the ingot using an inert atmosphere and (ii) to prevent warping of the ingot.

3. Isothermal treatments
Isothermal treatments in order to determine the transformation-temperature-time curves are
schematically shown in Figure 2. These treatments contain several steps in the following se‐
quence named segment A-B, segment B-C, segment C-D and segment E-F.
In the segment A-B, the sample must be heated to the high temperature phase that is the
stable phase for the composition of interest and the heating rate in this case is not relevant.
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For the U-Zr-Nb system, the stable phase at high temperatures is the γ phase that. For the
composition U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb in weight percent, for example, the temperature of 800 °C corre‐
sponds to the stable γ phase. Segment B-C is the region of constant temperature which ex‐
tension is the time required to complete the stabilization of the high temperature phase. For
U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb alloy, the high temperature is the stable γ phase and segment B-C corre‐
sponds to about 1 hour.
After segment B-C, the samples follow different conditions according to the isothermal tem‐
perature of interest. This temperature is always lower to the segment B-C. Thus, the decreas‐
ing in the temperature is performed quickly (down-quenching) until that the chosen
temperature T1 is reached, avoiding phase transformations. The quickly down-quenching is
especially critical for the isotherms in the knee region of low temperatures (about 300 °C)
where the onset of phase transformation occurs in tens of seconds. Usually, this downquenching is achieved by dipping the sample into metal bath as for example a tin bath or a
mixture of lead-tin-bismuth.
Upon reaching the temperature T1, the sample remains in the isotherm for a time t1 and is
rapidly cooled in order to retain the formed structure (segment E-F). The same procedure is
adopted for the chosen times as t2, t3, t4, t5 etc. (Figure 2). Due to the nature of the process
of isothermal transformation, the times are given on a logarithmic scale.
The retention structure is realized rapidly by transferring the sample to the room tempera‐
ture in water or liquid nitrogen. After this quenching, the structure of the sample is charac‐
terized to determine the current transformed phase fractions. Thus it is possible to
investigate the phase transformations in function of times of isothermal treatments. For
practical purposes, the phases are determined in the range from 5 to 95% of transformation.
The TTT diagrams exhibit C-curves or unusual double-C curves.

Figure 2. Schematic configuration of the isothermal treatments.
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3.1. Installation for isothermal treatments developed at CDTN
We developed in the Researh Institute - CDTN (Centro de Desenvolvimento da Tecnologia Nu‐
clear) an innovative isothermal treatments installation with precise monitoring of all steps in‐
volved in the procedures adopted to realize the isothermal treatments as described above.
This isothermal treatments installation comprises of three main parts: (i) high temperature zone,
(ii) isothermal treatment zone and (iii) cooling zone as shown in Figure 3. The different zones are
interconnected by a steel tube that is cooled between the zones by a water cooling system.
The tube ends are coupled to the left a pressure gauge, a vacuum pump and a gas outlet
valve and to the right a gas control valve and a system that allows movement of the samples
whose function is to transfer the sample between the different zones. This system has a
haste connected to the sample crucible whose displacement is controlled by software what
allows a rapid and accurate haste shift, so that the sample can be moved from the high tem‐
perature zone to cooling zone in in a few seconds. Also to the right there is a tempering con‐
tainer for quenching in water or oil, or liquid nitrogen.

Figure 3. Isothermal treatments installation for phase transformations.

In order to perform the experiments, the tube is evacuated to about 1.33x104 Pa and in the fol‐
lowing inert gas is injected. This procedure is carried out five times to ensure the removal of
oxygen inside of the tube. Next, the high temperature zone is activated reaching the tempera‐
ture of 800 °C, at a rate of 10 °C/min. At this time, the isothermal treatment zone is heated up to
the desired isothermal treatment temperature. After reaching the temperature of 800 °C, the
sample is shifted to the high temperature zone. The sample remains in this region for an hour in
order to stabilize the high temperature γ phase. In the following, the sample is cooled until iso‐
thermal temperature and time programed. Finally, once reached the time of isothermal treat‐
ment the sample is quenched in water.
This innovative isothermal treatments installation eliminates the quenching in tin bath or mix‐
ture of lead-tin-bismuth between the zones of high temperature and isothermal temperature.
Furthermore, this automated installation ensures a great reproducibility of the experiments.
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4. Microstructural and phase characterizations
A variety of different techniques can be used for microstructural and phase characteriza‐
tions as metallography, Vickers microhardness, X-ray diffraction, dilatometry, electrical re‐
sistivity, thermal measurement techniques, magnetic permeability among others. Generally,
more than one technique can be used in a complementary way.
Below are described some techniques used to obtain the TTT curves for the system U-Zr-Nb
showing some limitations and difficulties as also the samples preparation applied on each
technique.
The most common techniques used to determine the TTT curves that are available in most
laboratories are: (i) optical microscopy, (ii) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) coupled
with energy dispersive spectroscopy X-ray (EDS), (iii) Vickers microhardness (HV), (iv) Xray diffraction (DRX) associated with the Rietveld method.
4.1. Sample preparation
In the first time, the samples should be taken randomly and prepared by conventional met‐
allographic techniques as cutting, mounting, grinding and mechanical and electrolytic pol‐
ishing until to obtain a specular surface.
Optical microscopy is employed to observe mainly precipitates, phases and grains. To reveal
the grains it is utilized electrolytic etching with a common solution 10wt% of oxalic acid in
water. The revelation of the grains is a difficult task for the U-Zr-Nb alloys. The major diffi‐
culty is the revelation of phases formed on the isotherms for low-temperature region where
microstructural characteristics of phase transformation are not clear. In order to overcome
this problem it is necessary an extensive study aimed at determining optimized solutions of
chemical attack for this alloys. For the 600 °C isotherm, for example, the microstructure is
easily revealed, and there is no problem in identifying the progress of the transformation.
The electrolytic attack and their solutions are well known in these conditions.
For X-ray diffraction analysis, the sample preparation is identical to metallographic proce‐
dure presented above but without electrolytic etching. Due to the high density of the urani‐
um in these alloys, analysis by X-ray diffraction is restricted only to some atomic layers.
Thus, care must be taken in metallographic preparation to avoid mechanical deformations
induced on the sample surface. These deformations are manifested as broadening of the
Bragg reflections making it difficult to analysis phases mainly because the uranium metasta‐
ble phases have peaks very close together.
The sample preparation is identical to metallographic procedure above for the techniques
as Vickers microhardness, scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive spectro‐
scopy X-ray.
4.2. Optical microscopy
The optical microscopy is one of the techniques used in the construction of TTT diagrams. As men‐
tioned above, good quality of the micrographs is related to an adequate sample surface which is
not always easy to obtain for the U-Zr-Nb system, especially for low-temperature isotherms.
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Some optical micrographies are presented in Figure 4 as examples of the evolution of the
TTT diagrams for U-3Zr-9Nb alloy treated isothermally at 600 °C for times of 100, 1000 and
10,000 min, utilizing the isothermal treatment installation (Figure 3). Similar microstructural
characteristics are also observed for the U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb system submitted to the same ther‐
mal treatment conditions.
As can be seen in the Figure 4, the phase transformation γ→α + γ occurs during up to 10,000
min. The γ phase appears as a single phase at 100 minutes (Figure 4a) and in Figure 4b there
is clearly distinct regions, i.e., untransformed γ phase and a perlitic phase (α + γ). Already at
10,000 minutes (Figure 4c) a perlitic structure is present in the entire sample. Thus, the per‐
litic structure grows gradually over the whole sample.

Figure 4. Optical micrographies of U-3Zr-9Nb alloy isothermally transformed at 600 °C for (a) 100 min, (b) 1000 min
and (c) 10,000 min.
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The fraction of transformed phases for construction of the TTT diagram can be performed
through software image analyzer. The Quantikov® software [8], which was developed at
CDTN is utilized for quantification of the phases of U-Zr-Nb alloys and includes modules
for digital image processing, geometric measurements, graphics and hypertexts.
4.3. Scanning electron microscopy and X-ray energy dispersive spectrometer
Scanning electron microscopy coupled with energy dispersive spectroscopy of X-rays is an‐
other technique employed to construct the TTT diagrams for the U-Zr-Nb system. A wide
range of high resolution and depth of field of the SEM analysis allows to obtain images with
three-dimensional appearance showing microstructural details not revealed in the optical
microscope. Figure 5 shows some SEM micrographies for U-3Zr-9Nb alloy obtained from
studies in U-Zr-Nb alloys in our laboratory. From this figure, the lamellae can be observed
in more detail compared with the optical micrographies. Figure 5b emphasizes the lamellar
structure during the isothermal treatment at 10,000 minutes.

Figure 5. SEM micrographies of U-3Zr-9Nb alloy isothermally transformed at 600 °C for 10,000 min with different
magnifications.
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The chemical microanalysis of each element in the alloys are simultaneously detected by
the EDS technique. This technique has advantage to allow chemical analysis on a very
small region on the samples. This chemical analysis can be performed by two ways: (i)
stationary, when the electron probe remains in a given position until complete X-ray
events are recorded by the detector and (ii) scanning, when the electron probe moves
over a line on the samples covering a determined length [9]. For the system U-Zr-Nb
both modes of analysis are important. The stationary mode may be employed, for exam‐
ple, for microanalysis of precipitates and different chemical structures observed in the
sample. The scanning mode is particularly useful to verify the concentration of a particu‐
lar element across different regions.
An example of EDS analysis is shown in Figure 6 where the concentration of the elements
uranium, niobium and zirconium are monitored along a given line length. On the left upper
side of the figure, the micrograph of the sample shows, the presence of a precipitate (dark
region) embedded in the matrix (light region). The drawn arrow passes through the matrix
and precipitate indicating the direction path of electron probe. It is observed in this graph a
sharp change in elements composition in the precipitate region showing the predominance
of the elements niobium and zirconium.

Figure 6. EDS chemical microanalysis on the U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb alloy.

4.4. Vickers microhardness
The Vickers microhardness is a technique widely used to study phase transformations in al‐
loys under isothermal conditions especially due to their sensitivity to distinguish different
phases. For the U-Zr-Nb system , Vickers microhardness has a particular importance for as‐
sessing the evolution of the phase transformations especially for a low temperature isotherm
region. As mentioned earlier, this region is difficult to be analyzed by microscopy due to the
difficulty in revealing the structure.
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Vickers microhardness results, as shown in Figure 7, present an increase in the microhard‐
ness from the high-temperature isothermal phase transformations to regions of low temper‐
ature (about 300 °C). In this region of low temperature, the microhardness continuously
increases with aging time. These results have similar behavior with Dean results [2]. But, in
the high temperature region, approximately 600 °C, Dean microhardness results show an
abrupt increasing conflicting very much from our results. Faced the differences mentioned it
is important to mention that the microhardness results are very scarce in the literature for
the U-Zr-Nb alloys what it makes necessary to investigate the microhardness in these alloy
in a systematic way covering this shortcoming.

Figure 7. Vickers microhardness results for U-Zr-Nb alloys.

4.5. X-ray Diffraction
The X-ray diffraction is the main technique used to study the phase transformations in mate‐
rials. A comprehensive study of X-ray diffraction for the U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb alloy was conducted
by Yakel in 1976 [10], where the main metastable phases were identified. Uranium based al‐
loys have a high absorption coefficient for X-ray which limits diffraction analysis in the sur‐
face layers of samples making it dependent on the surface preparation as discussed above.
Additionally, patterns of X-ray diffraction peaks exhibit excessive enlargement which also
contributes to increase the difficulties of the analysis particularly where the proximity of
Bragg reflections are very close.
In order to overcome these problems, the Rietveld method emerges as a powerful technique
for analyzing the X-ray diffraction data. The Rietveld method works to reduce the difference
between the observed experimental diffraction pattern and the calculated diffraction pattern
from a known structural model. In other words, the calculated diffraction pattern is modi‐
fied by adjusting specific parameters to be as close as possible to the experimental pattern.
This allows extract information of material structure, e.g., adjusted lattice parameter and
quantitative analysis of phases, making the method a relevant tool in the studies of the
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phase transformation in the system U-Zr-Nb. A complete description of the mathematical
involved in the Rietveld analysis can be obtained in the reference [11].
Figure 8 shows a typical Rietveld analysis for the U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb and U-3Zr-9Nb alloys. Both
alloys were subjected to isothermal treatment at 600 °C for 10,000 minutes. As can be seen in
the patterns of Figure 8, only perlitic structure are present indicating the occurrence of γ
phase transformation to α + γ. In this analysis, the red points corresponds the experimental
diffractograms, the green line represents the calculated diffractogram and the magenta line
is the difference between the observed and calculated patterns. Black and red marks corre‐
spond to Bragg reflections of γ and α phases, respectively. Through the intensity of the main
peaks, it can be inferred that the α phase transformation is highest in the alloy with a lower
content of alloying elements, i.e., U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb alloy. The accurate quantification of the per‐
centage of transformed phase and the evaluation of the lattice parameter of the structures
formed are the major contribution of the Rietveld method to study the isothermal transfor‐
mation system in U-Zr-Nb.

Figure 8. Rietveld refinements of the alloys aged 24 hours at 600 °C: (a) U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb, (b) U-3Zr-9Nb.
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5. Construction of the time-temperature-transformation curve and study
the kinetics of phase transformation
We reported that isothermal treatments in function of time are needed to determine the
transformation-temperature-time curves being the time given on a logarithmic scale due to
the nature of the process of isothermal transformation. It is also reported the techniques uti‐
lized for determining the percentage of phase transformed for construction of TTT dia‐
grams. Thus, the TTT diagrams are constructed through isothermal treatments
accomplished by phase characterization.
For kinetics studies of phase transformations, it is necessary to construct curves, usually re‐
ferred to S-curves. In these curves, the transformed phase fractions are given as a function of
time of transformation and important informations about the isothermal as nucleation time,
start--transformation time, half-transformation time half and end-transformation time.
The S-curves for the U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb alloy adapted from Vandermeer [7] and Karnowsky [5]
at different temperatures are shown in Figure 9 and it can be noted that the temperature
change the shape of the transformation S-curves as a result of its influence on the kinetics of
phase transformation.

Figure 9. S-curves for the U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb alloy. (a), (c) (d) and (f) adapted from [7]; (b) and (e) from [5].
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The determination of S-curves is generally accompanied by a study of the kinetics of phase
transformation under isothermal conditions through the phenomenological model described
by Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov and represented by the following equation:
f = 1 - exp (-k t n )

(1)

where f is the fraction transformed, t is the aging time and k and n are constants. The value
of n constant allows to perform a series of inferences on the mechanism of phase transfor‐
mation under isothermal conditions. The constants n and k can be obtained by linearization
of this equation where n is the slope of the curve and k is the interception of y axis. Figure 10
shows the linearized curves of the isothermal temperatures of 579° C and 510 ° C which Scurves are shown in Figures 9a and 9b. Through the determined n values, the mechanisms
of phase transformations can be inferred in Christian work [6].

Figure 10. Linearized curves of the isothermal temperatures of 579 °C and 510 °C (adapted from [5] and [7]).

If the kinetics of phase transformation is governed by only one mechanism, the curve loglog
(1/(1-f)) vs. log t shows a linear behavior as that shown in Figure 10 for the U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb
alloy for the isotherms of high temperature. However, in the case of low isothermal temper‐
ature the U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb alloy does not exhibit a curve of linear behavior. Instead of the
curves present two regions with different slopes indicating the occurrence of two mecha‐
nisms governing the kinetics of isothermal phase transformations. The complete elucidation
of the mechanisms present in the phase transformations for U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb alloy is still at a
preliminary stage and needs to be extensively investigated.
The construction of the TTT diagrams can be accomplished by the transfer of the S- curves
as shown schematically in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Scheme of construction of the TTT diagrams from S- curves (adapted from [12]).

6. Conclusions
This Chapter presents the state of the art of TTT diagrams of the U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb alloy as well
as the development about this subject in the CDTN. It was observed that the study of the
phase transformations and TTT diagrams is more focused on U2.5Zr7.5Nb alloy and even
thus there are many disagreements in the phase characterization mainly in the phases
present in the isothermal regions of lower temperatures. Moreover, a huge shortcoming ex‐
ists in the literature about the development of TTT diagrams in other compositions of the UZr-Nb system.
In this context, orientations to study the isothermal phase transformations and to develop
the TTT diagrams for the U-Zr-Nb system were presented. Furthermore, the methods and
techniques employed as well as the care involved in each experimental step are also shown.
Summarizing the main informations in this Chapter are listed below:
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• It was shown the main techniques utilized in the development of TTT diagrams for the UZr-Nb system;
• Experimental results carried out at CDTN for isotherms at 300 ° C and 600 °C were presented;
• Finally, it was described an innovative installation for isothermal treatments developed at
CDTN. This allows that the study of isothermal phase transformations in the U-Zr-Nb system
will be performed in a more accurate way by monitoring of the involved stages in the proce‐
dures adopted. Thus, further diagrams will be constructed with isotherms in the temperature
range between about 100 ° to 650 ° C for alloys of U-2.5Zr-7.5Nb and U-3Zr-9Nb.
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Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction
Nuclear power plant utilities have to make business in a very competitive market. There‐
fore, some of them may have interest to increase the competitiveness through the use of nu‐
clear fuels which could achieve very high burnups, beyond 70 GWd/Ton. In order to reach
and surpass this value may be necessary to work with uranium enrichments higher than the
traditional 5% limit. Make real such nuclear fuels demands heavy investments in R&D.
Advanced PWR nuclear fuels that will be able to burn well beyond 70 GWd/Ton necessa‐
rily need to have, among other things, uranium enrichments higher than 5%, thus leading
to the necessity of using extremely efficient burnable poisons. Gadolinium oxide, also
known as Gadolinia (Gd2O3) is currently used as burnable poison for PWR fuel. The fabri‐
cation processes, properties and behavior of Gadolinia mixed in UO2 fuel are well known
and well established. Seven Gadolinium isotopes naturally exist on earth. From these, on‐
ly two isotopes, the Gd-155 and Gd-157 have extremely high thermal neutron absorption
cross sections.
Burnable poisons containing gadolinium have the undesirable effect of reducing the thermal
conductivity of UO2-Gd2O3 fuel and thus leading to higher temperature profiles in the fuel.
In order to avoid such hot spots the currently available PWR rods use lower U-235 enrich‐
ment in all fuel pellets containing gadolinium. The use of gadolinium enriched in the most
important isotopes, Gd-155 and Gd-157, to absorb neutrons, may permit to reduce the con‐
tent of Gadolinia (Gd2O3) in the pellets and thus to improve the thermal conductivity of the
fuel rods. This could permit to use the same U-235 enrichment in both types of fuel pellets,
the ones with UO2-Gd2O3 and those with only UO2.

© 2013 Dalle et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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This Chapter has the objective to theoretically investigate the neutronic behavior of PWR
fuels that would use UO2-Gd2O3 compositions in which the gadolinium content is enriched
from the natural abundance to a 100% Gd-155 and Gd-157 isotopes. The Monte Carlo burn‐
up codes system Monteburns [1] is used to perform the simulations. They will evaluate only
the effects that modifications in the fuel composition produce over the curves of reactivity x
burnup. Indeed, the infinite neutron multiplication factor (kinf) is used to plot the curves in‐
stead reactivity. The first set of these simulations aims to estimate the effects of variations in
the contents of natural gadolinium and in the uranium enrichment. In the next set, the gado‐
linium content and the uranium enrichment are fixed, and the gadolinium isotopic composi‐
tions are modified by changing the enrichment of Gd-155 and Gd-157 until 100% to each
isotope. This procedure is repeated to uranium enrichments going from 2.85% to 15%. After
all, one last set of simulations evaluates the influence of the 100% Gd-155 and 100% Gd-157
enriched Gadolinia content. All the results are presented graphically and discussed. Finally,
the optimized fuel composition is presented.

2. Physical model
2.1. Geometry and materials data
Figure 1 shows the 3x3 lattice of infinite fuel pin cells used in the simulations. One fuel rod
containing the burnable poison (UO2-Gd2O3) is located at the centre of the lattice and it is
surrounded by seven rods containing standard fuel (UO2) and one empty position (control
rod guide tube). This geometry is kept to all the simulations. Only the isotopic compositions
of the UO2 and UO2-Gd2O3 pellets are changed to the several cases simulated. As the 3x3 lat‐
tice is infinite the reflexive boundary condition was assumed.

Figure 1. Infinite fuel pin cells 3x3 lattice.
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The simulations were done considering that the fuel rods have the same geometric charac‐
teristics of the rods used in the AREVA FOCUS 16x16 fuel elements. Design data for this
fuel is presented in [2]. Table 1 show some of the characteristics of the fuel rods adopted in
the simulation model. Table 2 shows the thermal power and the uranium mass loaded in a
typical 1300 MWe PWR reactor. These parameters are necessary to calculate the average
specific power used in the burnup calculations. Table 3 presents the atomic number densi‐
ties used in the model for water and cladding material (Zircalloy-4 was used instead of
PCA-2B due the lack of information for this alloy).
Parameter

Unit

Value

Outer diameter of cladding

cm

1.0750

Inner diameter of cladding

cm

0.9300

Active length

cm

390.00

Pitch

cm

1.430

Fuel Rods

Cladding Material

PCA-2B

Fuel Pellets
Outer diameter

cm

0.9110

Outer diameter

cm

1.38

Thickness

cm

0.0700

Guide tubes

Cladding Material

PCA-2B

Table 1. Geometry data of the fuel rods and guide tubes.

Parameter

Value

Thermal power (MW)

4000

Uranium mass (Ton)

~ 111

Table 2. Thermal power and uranium mass of a typical 1300 MWe PWR reactor
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MATERIAL

Atoms/barn.cm

Nuclide
ZIRCALOY-4
Natural Cromium

7.5891e-05

Natural Iron

1.4838e-04

Natural Zirconium

4.2982e-02

WATER
H-1

6.6242e-02

O-16

3.3121e-02

Table 3. Atomic number densities of cladding and cooling materials.

Finally, Table 4 presents the theoretical compositions of the several simulated fuels. These
fuels are the alloys in which the uranium and gadolinium enrichments and the contents of
Gadolinia and uranium dioxide are modified. In the simulations these compositions refer to
the UO2-Gd2O3 rod in the center of the 3x3 lattice and the UO2 rods surrounding it. The cal‐
culation of the atomic number densities of the nuclides of Uranium, Gadolinium and Oxy‐
gen in fresh fuels to the several inputs was automatized by a MS Excel electronic
spreadsheet.
Important to mention that the inputs 0050 (0.0% Gadolinia and 5.0% U235 enrichment for
UO2-Gd2O3 rod) and 7028 (7.0% gadolínia and 2.8% U235 enrichment for UO2-Gd2O3 rod) re‐
fer to real (commercial) FOCUS [2] fresh fuels and are always used to compare the behavior
of the others theoretical fuels simulated.
Some studies regarding sensitivities of the neutron cross sections to temperatures were per‐
formed and presented in [3, 4]. These studies led to the conclusion that the MCNP [5] point‐
wise neutron cross sections data library.66c can be used satisfactorily by Monteburns to
simulate the fuel burnup of the lattice in spite of this set of cross sections data be processed
at room temperature (293 K). As shown in [4] the results for overall production and destruc‐
tion of the main nuclides during the burnup are similar if using library.66c or other libraries
processed at higher temperatures.
2.2. Burnup intervals, important nuclides and neutron cross sections
In the simulations the rods were irradiated until around 90 GWd/ton. This total burnup was
divided into several intervals with the burnup step values increasing since 0.5 until 25 days.
Nuclides which the atom fraction, weight fraction, fraction of absorption, and fraction of fis‐
sion greater than 10-4 were considered important nuclides and therefore its one group cross
section were calculated for each burnup step. Sensitivities studies were performed to deter‐
mine this importance fraction. However, there are a few nuclides with the importance fraction
greater than 10 -4 to which the one group cross sections were not calculated due to the lack of
data in the MCNP standard libraries. The MCNP.66c pointwise neutron cross sections data
were used preferably.
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UO2-Gd2O3
Input Name

Gd2O3

Composition

Content(%)

UO2
(%U-235)

UO2 Content
(%)

(%U-235)

0050

0

Natural

5.0

100

5.0

1050

1.0

Natural

5.0

99.0

5.0

2045

2.0

Natural

4.5

98.0

5.0

3038

3.0

Natural

3.8

97.0

5.0

4035

4.0

Natural

3.5

96.0

5.0

5033

5.0

Natural

3.3

95.0

5.0

6031

6.0

Natural

3.1

94.0

5.0

7028

7.0

Natural

2.8

93.0

5.0

hgd4015

2.0

40%Gd-155 and 15% Gd-157

2.8

98.0

5.0

hgd6010

2.0

60%Gd-155 and 10% Gd-157

2.8

98.0

5.0

hgd8005

2.0

80%Gd-155 and 05% Gd-157

2.8

98.0

5.0

hgd9900

2.0

100%Gd-155 and 0% Gd-157

2.8

98.0

5.0

hgd1540

2.0

15%Gd-155 and 40% Gd-157

2.8

98.0

5.0

hgd1060

2.0

10%Gd-155 and 60% Gd-157

2.8

98.0

5.0

hgd0580

2.0

05%Gd-155 and 80% Gd-157

2.8

98.0

5.0

hgd0099

2.0

0%Gd-155 and 100% Gd-157

2.8

98.0

5.0

gd4015

2.0

40%Gd-155 and 15% Gd-157

5.0

98.0

5.0

gd6010

2.0

60%Gd-155 and 10% Gd-157

5.0

98.0

5.0

gd8005

2.0

80%Gd-155 and 05% Gd-157

5.0

98.0

5.0

gd9900

2.0

100%Gd-155 and 0% Gd-157

5.0

98.0

5.0

gd1540

2.0

15%Gd-155 and 40% Gd-157

5.0

98.0

5.0

gd1060

2.0

10%Gd-155 and 60% Gd-157

5.0

98.0

5.0

gd0580

2.0

05%Gd-155 and 80% Gd-157

5.0

98.0

5.0

gd0099

2.0

0%Gd-155 and 100% Gd-157

5.0

98.0

5.0

gdx4015

2.0

40%Gd-155 and 15% Gd-157

6.0

98.0

6.0

gdx6010

2.0

60%Gd-155 and 10% Gd-157

6.0

98.0

6.0

gdx8005

2.0

80%Gd-155 and 05% Gd-157

6.0

98.0

6.0

gdx9900

2.0

100%Gd-155 and 0% Gd-157

6.0

98.0

6.0

gdx1540

2.0

15%Gd-155 and 40% Gd-157

6.0

98.0

6.0

gdx1060

2.0

10%Gd-155 and 60% Gd-157

6.0

98.0

6.0

gdx0580

2.0

05%Gd-155 and 80% Gd-157

6.0

98.0

6.0

gdx0099

2.0

0%Gd-155 and 100% Gd-157

6.0

98.0

6.0

gdd4015

2.0

40%Gd-155 and 15% Gd-157

10.0

98.0

10.0

gdd6010

2.0

60%Gd-155 and 10% Gd-157

10.0

98.0

10.0

gdd8005

2.0

80%Gd-155 and 05% Gd-157

10.0

98.0

10.0

gdd9900

2.0

100%Gd-155 and 0% Gd-157

10.0

98.0

10.0

gdd1540

2.0

15%Gd-155 and 40% Gd-157

10.0

98.0

10.0

gdd1060

2.0

10%Gd-155 and 60% Gd-157

10.0

98.0

10.0
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UO2-Gd2O3
Input Name

Gd2O3

Composition

Content(%)

UO2
(%U-235)

UO2 Content
(%)

(%U-235)

gdd0580

2.0

05%Gd-155 and 80% Gd-157

10.0

98.0

10.0

gdd0099

2.0

0%Gd-155 and 100% Gd-157

10.0

98.0

10.0

gdq4015

2.0

40%Gd-155 and 15% Gd-157

15.0

98.0

15.0

gdq6010

2.0

60%Gd-155 and 10% Gd-157

15.0

98.0

15.0

gdq8005

2.0

80%Gd-155 and 05% Gd-157

15.0

98.0

15.0

gdq9900

2.0

100%Gd-155 and 0% Gd-157

15.0

98.0

15.0

gdq1540

2.0

15%Gd-155 and 40% Gd-157

15.0

98.0

15.0

gdq1060

2.0

10%Gd-155 and 60% Gd-157

15.0

98.0

15.0

gdq0580

2.0

05%Gd-155 and 80% Gd-157

15.0

98.0

15.0

gdq0099

2.0

0%Gd-155 and 100% Gd-157

15.0

98.0

15.0

1551510

1.0

100%Gd-155

15.0

99.0

15.0

1551515

1.5

100%Gd-155

15.0

98.5

15.0

1551520

2.0

100%Gd-155

15.0

98.0

15.0

1551525

2.5

100%Gd-155

15.0

97.5

15.0

1551530

3.0

100%Gd-155

15.0

97.0

15.0

1551540

4.0

100%Gd-155

15.0

96.0

15.0

1571510

1.0

100% Gd-157

15.0

99.0

15.0

1571515

1.5

100% Gd-157

15.0

98.5

15.0

1571520

2.0

100% Gd-157

15.0

98.0

15.0

1571525

2.5

100% Gd-157

15.0

97.5

15.0

1571530

3.0

100% Gd-157

15.0

97.0

15.0

1571540

4.0

100% Gd-157

15.0

96.0

15.0

Table 4. Enrichments and Gadolinia contents of the fuels.

3. Results and analysis
The results of the various simulations will be graphically presented in the next pages. The
subtitles, on right side of the graphs, indicate the input simulated as showed in Table 4. The
focus of the analyses is to estimate the behavior of the fuel reactivity as a function of the
burnup for the 3x3 lattice of fuel rods. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the infinite neutron
multiplication factor (kinf) for fuels with natural Gadolinia content from 0 to 9.9% and differ‐
ent uranium enrichment. As expected, the higher reactivity peak found is to the fuel without
any Gadolinia (input 0050) and the peak occurs at zero burnup. The greater is the content of
Gadolinia in the fuel the smaller is the reactivity of the fresh fuel. In addition, for all fuels
containing Gadolinia the reactivity peak is observed after some days of irradiation and not
at zero burnup condition. These peaks moves to the right (to higher burnups) as the Gadoli‐
nia content increases.
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Figure 2. Infinite neutron multiplication factor as a function of burnup – changing Gadolinia content and %U-235.

3.1. Evolution of the infinite neutron multiplication factor as a function of the burnup –
Gadolinia content fixed in 2% and changing the enrichments of Gd155, Gd157 and U235
The results presented in this section refer to Gadolinia contents in fuels lower than 7%. Usu‐
ally this content is the limit to commercial fuels in order to avoid stronger effects affecting
the thermal conductivity. As a starting point is used 2.0% Gadolinia content like recom‐
mended in [6]. In addition, the natural composition of the gadolinium in the simulations is
modified to represent enrichments of Gd-155 and Gd-157 in the range from 5.0% to 100%.
Figure 3 (zoomed to the first 450 days of burnup in Figure 4) shows the evolution of kinf as a
function of burnup to the 3x3 lattice to: UO2-Gd2O3 fuel rod, enriched 2.8% in U-235, and the
seven UO2 fuel rods surrounding it enriched 5.0% in U-235. The zoomed Figure 4 shows
clearly that all simulated fuels have the reactivity peak lower than the peak observed to the
reference fuel 0050 that is free of Gadolinia. The lowest reactivity peak was found to the oth‐
er reference fuel (7028 - natural Gadolinia) and its curve is very close to the curve of the fuel
with 100% Gd-155. Such results are very exciting to proceed simulating fuels having higher
U-235 enrichments until to find a composition to which the reactivity peak is close to the
0050 fuel. Figures 5 to 15 show the results of these simulations to U-235 enrichments in the
range of 5.0% to 15.0% (subtitles are always as Table 4).
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Figure 3. Infinite neutron multiplication factor as a function of burnup – 2.0% Gd2O3, 2.8% U-235, changing Gd-155
and Gd-157 enrichments.

Figure 4. Zoom of Figure 3 (beginning of burnup interval).
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Increasing the U-235 enrichment of the UO2-Gd2O3 fuel rod to 5.0%, Figures 5 and 6 are ob‐
tained. One can notice a slight growth in reactivity of the compositions simulated and the
curves for the eight inputs, after the peaks region, started to decouple from 7028 curve to‐
wards the 0050 curve.

Figure 5. Infinite neutron multiplication factor as a function of burnup – 2.0% Gd2O3, 5.0% U-235, changing Gd-155
and Gd-157 enrichments.

Figure 6. Zoom of Figure 5 (beginning of burnup interval).
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Next step of the simulations considered 6.0% of U-235 enrichment in the fuel. Figure 7 plots
the results (Figure 8 zoomed it until 600 days). As expected, the reactivities of the fuels con‐
taining enriched gadolinium continue growing and surpass the 0050 curve after a few hun‐
dred days of burnup. However, the reactivity peak for the 0050 is, so far, the greatest.

Figure 7. Infinite neutron multiplication factor as a function of burnup – 2.0% Gd2O3, 6.0% U-235, changing Gd-155
and Gd-157 enrichments.

Figure 8. Zoom of Figure 7 (beginning of burnup interval).
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The simulations are going to continue while the reactivity peak of the 0050 reference fuel
is not exceeded. Figure 9 (and Fig. 10) shows the results for fuel compositions with 10%
U-235. The reference fuel 0050 still has the greatest reactivity peak but the others gadolini‐
um enriched compositions are getting closer. Furthermore, it is clearly evident the reactiv‐
ity gain of the gadolinium enriched fuels for higher burnups as well as the flattening of
its reactivity peaks.

Figure 9. Infinite neutron multiplication factor as a function of burnup – 2.0% Gd2O3, 10.0% U-235, changing Gd-155
and Gd-157 enrichments.

Figure 10. Zoom of Figure 9 (beginning of burnup interval).
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The next three figures are plots of the gadolinium enriched fuels having 15.0% of U-235. Fig‐
ure 11 shows the whole burnup interval, and the Figures 12 and Fig. 13 are the zoomed, re‐
spectively, in the beginning and at the end of the burnup interval. They show that the
reactivity peaks of the gadolinium enriched fuels finally come close to the 0050 peak. In ad‐
dition, Figure 11 shows very clearly the reactivity gain of these fuels, compared to the refer‐
ence fuels, in the whole burnup interval. Reference fuel 0050, for instance, after around 500
days of burnup, has its reactivity reduced to a value that the gadolinium enriched fuels will
achieve only after around 1700 days. Finally, it is extremely important to notice that the fuel
compositions with higher enrichments in Gd-155 have the reactivity peak more flattened
than the others and the reactivity peaks occurs at zero burnup, just like the fuels without
burnable poison. Therefore, the next analyses are going to focus in compositions with 100%
Gd-155 (compositions with 100% Gd-157 will be studied too, just for comparison).

Figure 11. Infinite neutron multiplication factor as a function of burnup – 2.0% Gd2O3, 15.0% U-235, changing
Gd-155 and Gd-157 enrichments.
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Figure 12. Zoom of Figure 11 (beginning of burnup interval).

Figure 13. Zoom of Figure 11 (end of burnup interval).

3.2. Evolution of the infinite neutron multiplication factor as a function of the burnup –
Fixed 15% U235, 100% Gd155 and Gd157 enrichments; Gadolinia contents change
Thus far, the studies performed have shown that a fuel composition with 2% Gd2O3 and
98% UO2, enriched at 15% U-235 and at 100% Gd-155 is able to keep high reactivities at
very long burnups. Furthermore, the reactivity peak of this composition occurs at zero
burnup and it is a bit lower than the peak for the reference fuel. Nevertheless, this 2% Ga‐
dolinia content was settled based in [6]. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate changes in
such parameter.
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The Figure 14 presents the evolution of the reactivity for compositions with 100% Gd-155
and 15.0% U-235 enrichments and Gadolinia contents from 1.0% to 4.0%, as listed in Table 4.
Figure 15 shows the same results for a composition with 100% Gd-157. It is observed from
these figures that when the gadolinium content is reduced to 1% the reactivity peaks sur‐
pass the maximum value achieved by the reference fuel 0050. However, this reactivity peak
is not exceeded by fuel compositions with Gadolinia content within 1.5% to 4.0%. Moreover,
it is very evident the advantage of using enrichments of 15% U-235 and 100% Gd-155 (in‐
stead of 100% Gd-157) due to the absence of reactivity peaks after the fresh fuel condition.
Strictly from the neutronic point of view, fuel compositions having the Gadolinia content
within 1.5% to 4.0%, high Gd-155 enrichment (~100%) and percentage of U-235 around 15%
can be technologically very attractive to keep the reactivity at high and stable levels, even
for very long burnups. Nevertheless, this study is incomplete for neither has thermal-hy‐
draulic nor thermo-mechanical analyses of these fuels. The physical model may also be im‐
proved towards a whole reactor core instead of a simple lattice. It is also absent any
economic analysis regarding uranium and gadolinium at these levels of enrichment. These
problems can be addressed in future works.
Finally, Figure 16 is presented to show clearly the evolution of fuel compositions having
100% Gd-155 and 2.0% Gd2O3 in different U-235 enrichments.

Figure 14. Infinite neutron multiplication factor as a function of burnup – 100% Gd-155, 15% U-235 and changing
content of Gd2O3.
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Figure 15. Infinite neutron multiplication factor as a function of burnup – 100% Gd-157, 15% U-235 and changing
content of Gd2O3.

Figure 16. Infinite neutron multiplication factor as a function of burnup – fuel compositions having 100% Gd-155,
2.0% Gd2O3 and different U-235 enrichments.
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4. Conclusions
Monte Carlo Burnup codes system Monteburns was used to simulate 3x3 lattices of rods
containing several fuel compositions with different enrichments and contents of uranium
and gadolinium oxides. The greater is the content of Gadolinia in the fuel the smaller is the
reactivity of the fresh fuel. In addition, for fuels containing Gadolinia the reactivity peak is
observed after some days of irradiation and not at zero burnup condition. These peaks
moves to higher burnups as the Gadolinia content increases. The rise of the uranium-235 en‐
richment in the fuel can compensate the reduction of reactitivity due to the use of Gadolinia
as burnable poison and even lead to higher burnups and longer cycles. It was found that
fuel compositions having the Gadolinia content within 1.5% to 4.0%, 100% Gd-155 enrich‐
ment and 15% U-235 enrichment may keep high and stable levels of reactivity for very long
burnups. In addition, the reactivity peak occurs at zero burnup, just like the fuels without
any burnable poison, and the Gadolinia content is within a range that can be able to avoid
the undesired effect in the fuel thermal conductivity.
Thus far, strictly from the neutronic point of view, fuel compositions having the Gadolinia
content within 1.5% to 4.0%, high Gd-155 enrichment (~100%) and U-235 enrichment around
15% can be technologically very attractive. Nevertheless, additional analyses of thermal-hy‐
draulic and thermo-mechanical properties for these fuels are needed. These problems can be
addressed in future works as well as an economic analysis regarding uranium and gadolini‐
um at these levels of enrichment and the physical model can be improved towards a whole
reactor core model.
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1. Introduction
The development of a nuclear fuel for research reactor applications must take into account
the non-proliferation of nuclear grade materials for weapons requirements, according to the
Reduced Enrichment of Research and Test Reactors (RERTR) program. To minimize a po‐
tential problem with the use of high enriched fuels, i.e., the production of Pu and its possible
utilization in nuclear weapons, several reactors have been converted their fuels from high to
low enrichment. It is now acceptable a level of less than 20% of U235.
However, to compensate for the resultant loss of power, fuel densities must be raised and,
thus, a new class of fuels, mainly the metallic ones, is under development. Those fuels are
replacing the current oxides and silicides, and the most promising candidate has emerged
from the binary system U-Mo, gamma phase stabilized, according firstly to the confirmation
of its good behavior under fabrication and irradiation conditions, observed in several “in
pile” tests performed over the years [1]. Compositions of 7 and 10 wt. % molybdenum are
considered to be the most promising for the gamma-stabilized uranium fuels.
γUMo fuels can be used in two main configurations in fuel plates. If mixed as metallic pow‐
der in aluminum powder matrix, they are called dispersion fuels. The other way, a foil of
γUMo is co-rolled with the aluminium cladding to achieve metallic bonding. In this configu‐
ration, they are called monolithic fuels. Since in the fabrication process, mainly in the rolling
of the fuel plates, temperature is needed to ensure metallurgical stability, formation of new
compounds can be observed [2]. For example, it was observed that, for the U-Mo-Al system,
compounds of (γUMo)Alx, (2≤x≤4) have some deleterious results over the fuel plate´s per‐
formance, due to the production of new uranium phases. Most of the new phases have low

© 2013 de Oliveira and de Andrade; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
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thermal conductivity, causing changes in the temperature profiles of the plate, leading to a
non-uniform and excessive swelling, among other unwanted effects.
Works have been carried out with the objective of producing more stable and nonreactive
fuel phases, as well as more chemically stable matrices. From the results of several experi‐
ments carried out over the years, called RERTR experiments, studying UMoX-Al system re‐
actions in diffusion-pairs systems, it was determined that ternary additions of X = Zr, Ti or
Si to the fuel γUMo particles and the addition of Si to the matrix are the most promising
candidates for the minimization of the reactions and the formation of the interaction layer.
Park et al. [3, 4] showed that under certain experimental conditions, an increase in the con‐
tent of Zr, Si and Ti minimized the extent of the interaction layer for atomized fuels. Howev‐
er, such ternary elements could promote the γ-UMo decomposition into alpha-U, a more
reactive phase, as a side deleterious effect. Most recently [5], it is shown that, for the usual
compositions of 7, 10 and 12 % wt. Mo, the interaction layer is actually formed by 2 to 7 sub
layers. The number of sub layers is a function of the molybdenum content.
In terms of the fabrication of γUMo alloys and their use as fuels, chemical resistance with
the aluminium matrix is only one of the phenomena that must be taken into account, but
also the temperatures at which the oxidation reactions starts. The presence of air in the proc‐
esses of powder fabrication [6], like hydration-dehydration, atomization or machining, will
change fuel’s particle chemical and physical properties, so does its behavior under irradia‐
tion. The definition of the temperature of oxidation as one of the temperature limits of fabri‐
cation appears advantageous, to prevent oxidation. Together with the oxidation limit, the
temperature with the start of reaction with aluminum is also used as a process temperature
limit, mainly in the rolling of the fuel plates. They are also interesting in the verification of
possible oxidation reactions occurring during the aluminum experiments.
The main objective of this work is to contribute to the study of the chemical stability of the
high density and low enriched γ-UMo hypoeutectoid alloys fuels, currently being consid‐
ered to replace the low density ones, such as U3O8 and the high density silicides USi, U3Si2
and U3Si. For this to be accomplished, it is presented and discussed an alternative approach,
to the study of the reactions of the formation of the interaction U-Mo-Al layers by means of
solid state diffusion-pairs, based on thermal analysis.
It is given here an emphasis on the results of the technique of differential thermal analysis
(DTA) and on the choice of a convenient parameter for the analysis of stability and defini‐
tion of a stability criterion. This technique was chosen to perform the studies of the reac‐
tions, due to its simplicity and the production of results with high accuracy.

2. Experimental procedure
Samples of uranium alloys and aluminum were assembled in alumina crucibles, in the reac‐
tion chamber of the thermal analyzer furnace. Thermal cycles, comprising heating and cool‐
ing ramps, were utilized to the observation of the melting and solidification points of
aluminum and any reaction products, when formed. After a vacuum level of 10-3 mbar, tem‐
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perature was raised at 10oC/min from the room up to 1000oC, and decreased at the same
rate. Temperatures and energies of reactions, showed as peaks in the HF curves, were ex‐
tracted directly from the DTA curves and, when necessary, calculated. A blank consisting of
pure aluminum was obtained, to serve as a comparison basis between the reactive and the
non-reactive systems.
Analysis of the results was carried out based on the following considerations, given by the ex‐
amination of the blank curve, and extensive to all the experiments. Differences between the
melting points of aluminum and γUMo alloys are of the order of 600oC. Thus, during the heat‐
ing ramp of the thermal cycle, the first peak shown in the curves was related to the melting of
aluminum. Since the contact area between the solid fuel and liquid aluminum, produced dur‐
ing the thermal cycles, are larger than the presented by the aluminum when it is kept in its po‐
rous form, such as in the compacts, an increase in the probability of the reaction between Al
and γUMo is expected. If a reaction occurs, the corresponding peaks must to appear, indicat‐
ing release or absorption of heat, after the melting peak of aluminum. Since the mass of the sys‐
tem could be considered as a conserved quantity, due to the slight differences observed
between the initial and final masses during the experiments, reaction indicates the formation
of phases other than the original ones, usually having different thermal properties, when com‐
pared to the reactants. In previous papers, it was determined that, when a ternary UMoAl com‐
pound is formed, its stability is strongly dependent on its composition, some of them
originating amorphous phases, with bad performance under irradiation.
To check for the changes in the composition of the original or reactant system, a careful exami‐
nation of the cooling curve was also carried out. On the cooling ramp, the area under the peak
corresponding to the aluminum solidification depends on the extent of the reaction of alumi‐
num consumption in the heating step of the cycle. If no aluminum is consumed, indicating that
no reaction occurred, it is expected the 1:1 proportion between the cooling (solidification) and
heating (melting) areas under the peaks, as shown by the curve of the pure aluminum.
Some possible criteria for the stability of the alloys under aluminum, based on the experi‐
mental observations above, were devised, through a comparison between the energies given
by the areas enclosed by both peaks, in the melting and solidification parts of the thermal
cycle heat flow curves, obtained for each alloy and normalized for the reactant masses. Low
cooling / heating ratios indicate low aluminum available for solidification, due to reaction
and formation of a stable compound. To verify the possible oxidation of the samples, a com‐
parison between the visual states of the samples, from the reactions with aluminum and
oxygen, was made after the end of the thermal cycles. Also, it was made a comparison be‐
tween the curves for aluminum and oxidation experiments.
Experiments for the stability studies in oxidizing atmosphere were carried out with the
same thermal cycles used in the aluminum compatibility experiments. Two classes of sam‐
ples were analyzed, the as cast and the thermally treated ones. Samples of the γUMo alloys
(5 to 10% wt. Mo) were produced for the oxidation-DTA experiments. Synthetic air (80% ni‐
trogen and 20% oxygen) was introduced into the furnace chamber to guarantee the continu‐
ous supply of oxygen during experiments.
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The curves of heat flow (HF), mass and temperature, as a function of time, were obtained,
and the strategy adopted was to simply register the points on the heat flow curves when the
reaction with air started, as given by the DTA equipment. In addition, to compare the effects
on stability, promoted by the homogenization treatments, a curve comparing the differences
between the starting and maximum points for each composition was constructed, enabling
us to derive some conclusions regarding gamma stability under oxygen. Normalization of
the curves were carried out to the determination of the areas, the curves shown above are
the original ones, given during the experiments.
Based on the experimental data, the next step was the construction of the stability curves.
They are curves relating the area under some of the events defining a phenomena, for exam‐
ple, solidification and melting of aluminum peaks and possible reactions for the γUMo-Al
systems, and temperatures of the starting of the reaction, in the case of the γUMo-O2 sys‐
tems, as a function of the composition x of the gamma γ-UxMo alloys. The determination of
the extremes (maxima or minima) of the curves, and the analysis of their surroundings, indi‐
cates a range of optimal composition, for the improvement of the γ-UxMo alloys fuel proper‐
ties in terms of fabrication and during reactor operation.
Analysis presented here was based on the curves given by the DTA equipment, and the phe‐
nomenology relating to the presence of the peaks, due to oxidation reactions, impurities,
exothermic or endothermic reactions, changes of the physical states of the system, and the
effects of other contaminants are being carried out.

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Aluminum
The first graph shows the results of the blank experiment, carried out for the same heating
and cooling cycles, having as “reactant” only pure aluminum. It was observed the ratio be‐
tween the areas under the solidification and melting events was 1:1.12, almost 1:1, indicating
the conservation of the aluminum mass in the system, respecting our experimental errors,
during the thermal cycle, and also indicating no interference in the experimental results due
to aluminum mass loss.
Figures 2 to 5 shows the experimental heat flow curves obtained for each alloy composition,
together with the thermal cycle, the curve in red. Points depicted in Figure 2 are called
events associated with the phenomena, related to the stability analysis. They are shown in
Tables 1 to 3, and described below, the symbol * refers to data for the as cast sample. The
events are: A: first peak, before the start of the aluminum melting; B: start of the melting; C:
endothermic heat flow peak for the melting; D: minimum, ending the melting process; E:
start of a reaction between uranium alloy and aluminum; F: exothermic peak of reaction; G:
end of the reaction; H: another transformation (reaction) peak; I: start of the physical trans‐
formation of some new compound formed; J: exothermic peak of the transformation; L: end
of the transformation; M: solidification of aluminum starts; N: exothermic peak of the solidi‐
fication, and O: end of the solidification.
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Figure 1. Heat flow and thermal cycle curves for pure aluminum [7].

To describe a specific phenomenon, it is suggested the following, based on the events taken
as points in the HF curves, and according to the above description. A phenomenon like
melting, solidification, etc., defines a set of coordinates given by the events. For example, the
pure aluminium melting phenomenon is defined by the events B, C and D. From the data of
table 1, their coordinates are B = (4429; 654.54; 0.38), C = (4580; 678.87; 154.78) and D = (4663;
694.12; -0.21).
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Figure 3. Heat flow for γU6Mo, homogenized 1000oC [7].
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First assessment of the values of temperature, heat flow and times, for each of the points,
are given in the Tables 1 to 3. Examination shows the evolution of peaks during heating
and cooling, after the melting and before the solidification peaks, indicating regions for
the formation of the reaction products. Visual examination of the samples showed no
changes in their volumes, against the observed and expected volume changes in the oxi‐
dation experiments.
Event

γU5Mo

γU6Mo*

γU6Mo

γU7Mo

γU8Mo

γU10Mo

Alo

A

1358

1343

1365

1370

1385

1358

1370

B

4380

4355

4365

4350

4428

4353

4429

C

4570

4548

4575

4558

4573

4565

4580

D

-----

-----

-----

4665

-----

-----

4663

E

4690

4653

4690

4695

4613

4653

-----

F

4848

4858

4833

4868

4808

4970

-----

G

5074

5040

5075

5438

5125

5158

-----

H

5903

5855

5895

5735

5873

5700

-----

I

8498

8525

8493

8405

8525

8470

-----

J

8570

8578

8583

8568

8625

8590

-----

L

8700

8725

8658

8695

8705

8703

-----

M

8700

8725

8658

8695

8705

8703

8638

N

8790

8778

8763

8730

8760

8758

8738

O

8871

8918

8853

8870

8918

8835

8898

Table 1. Times (s) for the experimental events [7].

It was stated [8] that reactions of γUMo alloys with aluminum started typically at the tem‐
perature of 645oC. In Figure 1, it was indicated a temperature of 641oC for the melting point
of the aluminum, and, as can be viewed in Figures 2 to 8, it is suggested that chemical reac‐
tion started soon after the melting phenomena. Thus, it is confirmed the validity of the fun‐
damental assumptions of our approach, to the detection of possible reactions in the U-MoAl system. The formation of a layer of liquid aluminum in contact with the γUMo particles
promotes an effective contact between both surfaces, enhancing the probability of reaction.
The entries of the Table 1 are the times of the occurrence of each event for each of the DTA
experiments shown in the figures above. They were shown because of their importance in
the calculus of the total heat released or absorbed in the system, which defines our stability
parameter.
The entries of the Table 2 are the respective temperatures, and the entries of the Table 3 are
the respective heat flows. In the following discussions and data analysis, it could be helpful
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to made the association X→ (t; T; Φ), where X = event, given by the A, B, C, etc., and the
triple (t; T; Φ) giving its coordinates in the three-dimensional space comprised by the experi‐
ments. If no reaction occurs, peaks D and E are coincident, no F peak will appear. In this
case, D defines aluminum transformation, and E defines a reaction in the system.
From the data listed in Tables 1, 2 and 3, it is possible to calculate the areas under the peaks,
to the determination of the total heat released or absorbed on the system. These results are
listed in the Table 4.
The areas were calculated by the determination of the areas below a peak of a set of events.
For an example, a triangle basis gives the total time of the phenomena, and the heights are
the maximum heat flows. For the purposes of the stability analysis, values of the areas were
taken as positive. However, negative signs are still shown, to emphasize the thermodynami‐
cal nature of the phenomena, endothermic or exothermic.
Event

γU5Mo

γU6Mo*

γU6Mo

γU7Mo

γU8Mo

γU10Mo

Alo

A
B

123.32

117.6

124.31

125.88

130.64

123.31

126.24

647.54

643.77

644.14

643.22

654.69

643.19

654.54

C

678.15

674.42

678.86

674.5

676.85

676.48

678.87

D

-----

-----

-----

694.12

-----

-----

694.12

E

699.35

693.2

697.85

699.13

684.16

692.71

-----

F

726.92

728.75

723.76

729.2

719.69

747.24

-----

G

762.68

757.62

762.38

822.39

720.77

777.12

-----

H

901.02

893.09

898.95

871.4

894.95

866.97

-----

I

678.93

674.78

678.22

690.58

672.98

680.48

-----

J

667.3

666.39

663.75

664.36

656.88

661.06

-----

L

646.0

642.24

651.53

643.49

643.76

642.79

-----

M

646.0

642.24

651.53

643.49

643.76

642.79

654.62

N

631.96

634.48

634.48

638.15

635.48

634.52

612.32

O

615.99

611.08

619.74

615.07

609.19

621.53

640.27

Table 2. Temperatures (oC) for the experimental events [7].

For the reaction phenomena H, clearly shown in the figures with the exception of γU8Mo
and γU10Mo alloys, it was difficult to define a complete phenomenon in terms of events.
The region around this point is being analyzed, and the results will be presented in a future
work, together with a more accurate interpretation of the peaks, based on thermodynamical
and chemical consideration.
The studies of the reactions in the system U-Mo-Al are important in nuclear technology,
since the formation of a stable layer of an insulating material is deleterious to the fuel’s per‐
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formance. Earlier works, like the previously mentioned in the introduction, determined the
composition of this layer as a ternary of (UMo)Al3 and (UMo)Al4. However, most recent and
accurate works [5] determined that the layer is a combination of at least 2 to 7 sublayers,
each having specific composition. According to Perez et al [5], for an UMo alloy with 7 wt%
Mo, it was determined for the sublayer near aluminum of UMo2Al20, UAl4 and UAl. For the
second sublayer, UMo2Al20 and UAl4, and up to the pure γ-U7Mo, the layers are composed
by UMo2Al20, UAl4 and UAl3, UMo2Al20 and UAl3, U6Mo4Al43, UMo2Al20 and UAl3, U6Mo4Al43
and UAl3, and finally U6Mo4Al43 and γ-U. For an alloy of γ-U10Mo, 3 sublayers appeared,
UMo2Al20 plus UAl4, U6Mo4Al43, UMo2Al20 and UAl3, and the nearest from the fuel phase the
composition is U6Mo4Al43, UAl3 and γ-U. This set of materials have different properties un‐
der irradiation, for example, U6Mo4Al43 transforms to an amorphous structure at less than 1
damage per atom (dpa) and, at 100 dpa, presenting a high density of voids, which is related
to possible sites for bubble nucleation in their structure. The presence of the ternary phases
from the U-Mo-Al is responsible for the poor irradiation performance of the fuels, under ir‐
radiation conditions.
Evento

γU5Mo

γU6Mo*

γU6Mo

γU7Mo

γU8Mo

γU10Mo

Alo

A

26.71

29.,92

17.41

25.,55

22.71

29.19

16.86

B

-14.56

-8.59

-16.31

-21.6

-0.04

-17.31

0.38

C

64.31

104.87

144.76

111.51

149.6

142.04

154.78

D

-----

-----

-----

-43.44

-----

-----

-0.21

E

-24.28

-31.35

-39.38

-42.68

-1.24

-27.23

-----

F

-110.15

-121.39

-181.82

-103.98

-126.05

-111.52

-----

G

-21.14

-15.42

-24.06

-16.48

-11.01

-17.14

-----

H

-17.64

-10.9

-15.78

-11.8

-0.9

-1.19

-----

I

20.65

17.98

-6.66

4.4

-2.66

-5.68

-----

J

7.34

-5.76

-23.96

-8.86

-28.34

-20

-----

L

21.46

15.08

-14.8

0.64

-9.65

-12.58

-----

M

21.46

15.08

-14.8

0.64

-9.65

-12.58

-8.63

N

-37.81

-71.68

-60.61

-40.36

-80.25

-76.43

-164.3

O

22,.8

16.99

-6.72

4.31

-3.08

-10.48

-9.42

Table 3. Heat flows (μV) for the experimental events [7]

To solve this problem, it is studied in the RERTR experiments ternary additions to the γUMo alloys and also additions in the matrix, and the elements considered as promising are
Zr, Ti, and Si. It is a convenient approach to keep the layer stable, since fuel properties and
performance can be estimated with accuracy. γ-U7Mo and γ-U10Mo are the most studied
for this purpose.
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Event / mi / EiγU5Mo

γU6Mo*

γU6Mo

γU7Mo

γU8Mo

γU10Mo

Alo

mt

149.144

148.909

168.991

173.298

175.507

155.642

mc

75.836

73.94

89.5

97.437

91.654

77.095

mAl

73.308

74.692

79.491

75.86

83.853

78.546

Et

174.04

249.83

331.96

261.11

158.37

316.71

Ec

342.27

503.14

626.79

464.40

303.25

639.38

EAl

354.07

498.07

701.75

596.49

331.47

627.57

441.89

Area

25.9

37.2

56.1

45.3

27.8

49.3

36.2

225.13

254.72

341.96

318.98

349.87

289.87

82.010

BCD(E)

D(E)FG
Et
Ec

442.76

512.98

645.68

567.33

669.96

585.21

EAl

458.03

507.82

722.89

728.70

732.28

574.39

Area

-33.6

-37.9

-57.8

-55.3

-61.4

-45.1

H (Area)

-17.64

-10.9

-15.78

-11.8

-0.9

-1.19

74.38

30.21

13.27

19.04

22.76

16.27

---

IJL(M)
Et
Ec

36.55

60.83

25.05

33.87

43.58

32.85

EAl

37.80

60.22

28.05

43.50

47.63

32.25

Area

-2.7

-4.5

-2.2

-3.3

-3.9

-2.5

---

L(M)NO
Et

68.71

113.69

57.52

42.79

89.66

54.35

Ec

135.13

228.97

108.61

76.12

171.69

109.73

EAl

139.79

226.66

121.60

97.77

187.67

107.71

492.35

Area

-10.3

-16.9

-9.7

-7.5

-15.7

-8.5

-40.4

Table 4. Areas (mV.s), reduced for the samples masses [7].

However, it was shown by our results that there is a strong tendency for reactions in all the
compositions, evidenced by the events and phenomena from the curves. One of the ways to
support the above arguments is due to the evaluation of the differences in the areas above
the solidification and melting peaks of the aluminum, shown in Figures 2 to 8. From the
blank experiment, it was obtained an area ratio of 1.12, which was not kept constant in the
U-Mo-Al system experiments. Thus, some amount of aluminum was consumed, probably
by the reactions D(E)FG and H, as is shown in the heating ramps. During cooling, free alu‐
minum solidifies, producing a less intense N peak. The difference allows us to estimate
masses for the products and other quantitative parameters, together with the analysis of the
IJL(M) phenomena.
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In the first column of the Table 4, Event corresponds to the set of coordinates of a phenom‐
enon, defined by the letters A, B, C, etc.; mi is the masses considered for the analysis, for the
calculations, i = c for the fuel, i = Al for the aluminum, and i = t for the total mass, the sum of
of mi and mc. They appear in the first three lines of data. A row starting with Ei, i = c, Al or t,
presents the normalization results for the respective masses. Since we are analyzing the be‐
havior of the aluminum peaks and with aluminum, rows of interest are labeled with EAl.
Data listed in Table 4 were obtained from Tables 1 to 3, and used to build the stability curve,
presented on Figure 6. It can be noted that γU9Mo alloy data is not listed. It was detected a
possible misinterpretation of the data during the software data process for this specific alloy.
So, it is not included in the stability analysis graphic. A detailed verification is in progress,
however will not be presented in the present article.
Phenomena like BCDE, DEFG, H, IJLM, LMNO and others that can be derived from the
complete analysis of the heat flow or gain of mass curves, can all be studied for stability con‐
siderations. To exemplify, next figure is constructed considering the exothermic reaction
peaks resulting from the DEFG phenomena, for each alloy.
From Figure 9 it is possible to observe that there is a tendency for the production of more
exothermic reactions with aluminum when we consider compositions of 7 to 8%wt Mo. In
terms of stability, it indicates that, if a reaction of the formation of the interaction layer is
going to occur during fabrication or during reactor operation, compounds formed are prob‐
ably more stable than those formed in the extremes of the composition.

-30
-35

Polynomial fit of DEFG data

Area (mV.s)

-40
-45
-50
-55
-60
-65
-70
4

5

6

7

8

% wt Mo

Figure 9. Results from the phenomenon DEFG.
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Since the interaction layer formation is a phenomenon with high probability of occurrence,
due to the temperatures involved during fabrication, irradiation conditions, etc., formation
of such stable compounds are favoured.
Also from Figure 9, it is indicated that more stable compounds are formed in the region be‐
tween 7 to 8% wt. Mo. The second-degree polynomial fit indicates the composition of
7.701% as a minimum, thus as the most stable one. This result is confirmed by the analysis of
the results of the oxidation experiments, explained in the following item.
3.2. Oxygen or oxidizing atmosphere
The results of the differential thermal analysis for the γUMo alloys are presented below, Fig‐
ures 10 to 21, showing the curves of mass gain, thermal cycle and heat flow. For each sys‐
tem, it was determined the temperatures where oxidation occurs, with the total mass gain
after the experiments.
Since, during the fabrication of the fuel plates, we are interested in the temperature where
chemical reactions start, first assessment of stability criteria was defined in terms of the max‐
imum temperatures and the starting temperature of oxidation. Since a parabolic behavior is
obtained, if we analyze the temperature differences between the as cast and thermally treat‐
ed samples, it was stated as a possible second criterion, which takes into account the differ‐
ences in microstructure for each class of samples.
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Figure 10. Curves of heat flow and mass gain, γU5Mo, homogenized 1000oC [7].
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Figure 11. Curves of heat flow and mass gain, γU5Mo, as cast [7].
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Figure 13. Curves of heat flow and mass gain, γU6Mo, as cast [7].
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Figure 14. Curves of heat flow and mass gain, γU7Mo, homogenized 1000oC [7].
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Figure 15. Curves of heat flow and mass gain, γU7Mo, as cast [7].
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Figure 16. Curves of heat flow and mass gain, γU8Mo, homogenized 1000oC [7].
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Figure 17. Curves of heat flow and mass gain, γU8Mo, as cast [7].
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Figure 18. Curves of heat flow and mass gain, γU9Mo, homogenized 1000oC [7].
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Figure 19. Curves of heat flow and mass gain, γU9Mo, as cast [7].
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Figure 20. Curves of heat flow and mass gain, γU10Mo, homogenized 1000oC [7].
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Figure 21. Curves of heat flow and mass gain, γU10Mo, as cast [7].

The temperatures of the start and maximum of oxidation are presented in Table 5 and
shown graphically in the Figure 22. The choice for the first peak is mandatory for fabrication
purposes, since it indicates a maximum of temperature to avoid oxidation of the fuel in an
oxygen-rich environment.
The results shows that thermally treated alloys are more resistant to the oxidation than the
as cast ones, and this resistance slightly increases with the increase in Mo content, showing a
discontinuity for the case of the 6%wt, Figure 22. The abnormal behavior of the γU6Mo alloy
is possibly due to several factors, like its more refined grain structure, some impurity that
acted as inoculants, or even to a more pronounced Mo segregation, which possibly was not
reduced with thermal treatments. This abnormal behavior was also observed during irradia‐
tion, in the first RERTR tests [1], and some authors suggest that at this percentage another
kind of mechanism of alpha precipitation, instead of the gamma to alpha conversion, occurs.
thermally treated

as cast
Start

Maximum

Start

Maximum

temperature (oC)

temperature (oC)

temperature (oC)

temperature (oC)

γU5Mo

549.70

660.31

581.35

687.55

γU6Mo

517.80

630.67

536.26

646.75

γU7Mo

542.21

672.36

553.29

680.34

γU8Mo

545.10

672.57

558.84

676.30

γU9Mo

535.25

675.82

565.35

679.73

γU10Mo

526.03

675.03

577.15

694.16

Alloy composition

Table 5. Main temperature events, for the γUMo compositions tested [7]
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Figure 22. Temperatures of the first DTA peaks, γ-UMo alloys.

Instead of defining a peak or starting temperature as a stability criterion, it was found more
accurate to state one which is related to the alloy’s microstructure. This stability criterion is
based on the determination of the curves of the differences in oxidation temperatures be‐
tween the as cast and thermally treated samples, for each of the Mo contents, at the maxi‐
mum and start temperatures. The respective graphics are shown below.
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Figure 24. Oxidation temperature differences at start [7].

Comparing the microstructures of the as cast and thermally treated alloys, it is observed that
high amounts of alpha phase are presented in the low Mo (5 to 6% wt) alloys, decreasing
with the increase in the Mo content. On the other side, porosity increases with the Mo addi‐
tions, as shown in the curves for alloy’s density as a function of composition, see [7]. Since
diffusion of oxygen is enhanced by the presence of porosities, and the reactive characteristic
of the samples are characterized by the presence of the alpha phase, it is expected for the
stability curve to have an extreme. Oxygen diffusion through the samples could be im‐
proved when the Mo content is at the extremes of composition. In the intermediate composi‐
tion ranges there is neither enough alpha nor porosity to react with oxygen, leading to the
behavior shown in Figures 23 and 24.
The point of minimum in both curves indicates whether the effect of the thermal treatments
is minimal on these compositions. For the reactions with air, the point of minimum is at the
value of 7.079 (54) %wt of molybdenum, for the curves of start of oxidation temperatures,
while for the curve of maxima, the point of minimum was at 7.990 (147) %wt of molybde‐
num. For the ease of visualization, a second degree polynomial fit was applied to the curves.
The minimum obtained is at 7.094 and 7.894 %wt of molybdenum, and the equations are:
ΔT = 250.4587 – 67.403%Mo + 4.7507 ( %Mo )

2

(1)

ΔT = 187.5971 – 46.5249%Mo + 2.4968 ( %Mo )

(2)

and:
2
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Through the use of the differential operator [d / d(%Mo)] over the ΔT = f (%Mo) curve, the
minima mentioned above were obtained after [dΔT/ d(%Mo)] = 0, since we are searching for
% of Mo addition values for the optimal stabilization of the UMo alloys.

Figure 25. Micrographies of γUMo alloys, 5% wt. Mo (left) and 10%wt. Mo (right) [7].

In other words, the behavior of the temperature differences for the maximum and starting
oxidation for a given %wt molybdenum concentration parameter, is explained by the fact
that a thermal treatment applied to a stable alloy will not produce a remarkable effect in
terms of changes in the oxidation process, if the alloy has a stable structure. So, the differen‐
ces in the oxidation temperatures are at a minimum value for such compositions.
Also, the analysis performed for this set of experiments confirms the results of the experi‐
ments with aluminum, enabling the use of the temperature differences as a parameter for
the evaluation of the stability of the alloys.

4. Conclusions
One of the main problems with γUMo for the use as fuels in research reactors is its reaction
with the Al matrix. Additions of ternary elements have been considered to keep the fuel in‐
tegrity in terms of its chemical and physical properties, during fabrication and irradiation.
In the present work, the choice was for the analysis of the behavior of the binary γUMo al‐
loys, in conditions near of the possible chemical environments found in the fabrication and
under irradiation. Instead of the study of the effect of ternary additions in the stabilization
of the alloys, it is also convenient to study the stability of the binary alloys, in order to set an
optimal interval of Mo additions. It is suggested here the use of a differential thermal analy‐
sis to provide, based on the definition of some stability criteria, an alternative way to assess
the alloys who promotes optimal properties.
The Gaussian or parabolic behavior can also be related to the alloy’s stability. As explained
above, hypoeutectoid γUMo alloys can be viewed, according to its compositions, as having
remarkable different properties. When related to its behavior in the presence of the alpha
phase, whose content decreases with the addition of Mo, or in terms of density, since porosi‐
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ty tends to increase with an increase in Mo percentage, stability results are very different.
Thus it is natural to suppose that there will be an extreme in the stability parameter, adopt‐
ed here as the difference in oxidation temperatures between the as cast and thermally treat‐
ed samples for the same %wt. Mo. The minimum is shown in compositions of 7 to 8%wt.
Mo, where the systems achieve optimal conditions in terms of stability, when thermal treat‐
ments produces minimal effects in the performance of the fuels under oxidation.
On the other hand, their behavior in the presence of aluminum shows an extreme near the
same compositions of the oxidation experiments, also leading to the conclusion that between
seven and eight percent of Mo we can obtain more stable alloys. The thermodynamics and
possible mechanism of stabilization, and the parabolic and Gaussian behavior of the results,
are objects of our current studies.
The results agreed with the choice of the composition of 7% wt. Mo for the fabrication of
γUMo fuels and its use in research reactors. The data presented here is supported by previ‐
ous results, regarding UMo fuel reactions with aluminium. Thus, it was shown that the DTA
experiments carried out in this work, together with the definition of a suitable stability pa‐
rameter, can be used as an alternative way to the analysis of the stability of the γ-UMo sys‐
tems, for use as fuels in nuclear research reactors.
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Probabilistic Safety Assessment Applied to Research
Reactors
Antonio César Ferreira Guimarães and
Maria de Lourdes Moreira
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/53012

1. Introduction
This chapter presents a Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) and an uncertainty modeling
review of a fuzzy approach applied to the Greek Research Reactor (GRR - 1) of the National
Center for Scientific Research ‘‘Demokritos’’ [1]. The work was performed as part of the
Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) for the Research Reactor [2] in view of the development of
new research reactors for radioisotopes production. As it occurs in any reliability study,
statistically non-significant events report add a significant uncertainty level in the failure rates
and basic events probabilities used on the Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and in the probabilities
of the EndState sequence in the Event Tree (ET) analysis. In order to model this uncertainty, a
fuzzy approach was employed to reliability analysis of the GRR -1 Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA) as Initiator Event (IE). As a case example, a guillotine rupture of the largest (10’’) pipe
connected to the bottom of the reactor during full power operation is assumed as the initiator
event. The final results have revealed that the proposed approach may be successfully applied
to modeling of uncertainties in safety studies.
As part of the licensing process for nuclear power plants can be highlighted three important
points and that are part of the official document of the IAEA [3], which can act as recommen‐
dations by the agency and should be adopted by anyone who is involved with nuclear reactors
projects, they are:
Licensing principles should be established in the regulatory and legal framework. Examples
of licensing principles can be presented as follows: The analysis approach to safety should be
clearly defined, including the use of deterministic and probabilistic methodologies and analytical
tools [3].

© 2013 Guimarães and Moreira; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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1.

The following should be verified by the licensee to ensure that safety requirements are
met: Design basis analyses and beyond design basis analyses, fault tree analyses, and
probabilistic safety assessments, as appropriate [3].

2.

There are several examples of documents and one important to be submitted to the
Regulator is a preliminary safety analysis report before authorization to begin construc‐
tion, which may include information on site evaluation, the design basis, nuclear and
radiation safety, deterministic analyses and complementary probabilistic safety assess‐
ment [3].

It is notorious the use of probabilistic methods in the three recommendations mentioned in
the agency’s document, and thus our work seeks to make a small contribution to safety
assessment studies for nuclear power plant and research reactors.
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is a classical methodology that describes each accident's
sequence through events trees (ETs), which combined success and failure of the performance
or no safety system in an accident or a transient sequence. These initiating events result in
sequences of the actions and system demands which may be modeled by the ETs. The accident
consequences of the NPP status depend on the plant safety systems performance. The
evaluation of the safety systems performance needs the component information, operational
data, human error probability and physical phenomenon influence to each accident scenario.
An overview of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) methodologies used in the nuclear power
licensing process and safety studies was introduced by Keller and Modarres [4].
Regardless of all innovations which were performed by this new generation of reactors, the
possibility of accidents and faults of the security systems still remains. Therefore, committed
studies should have accomplished in order to analyze the reliability of this plant concerning
the DBAs, which take into account the possibilities of damage for the reactor core in the most
different accident’s scenarios. To develop the PSA study involving an important technique
known as event tree approach, it is necessary the study of another technique known as fault
tree analysis [5], that is the determination of a top event characterized by the failure of the
present system in the ET. The Fault Tree analysis is being used in the last fifteen years to
evaluate top event in probabilistic safety assessment (PSA level I & II) studies of Pressurized
Water Reactor (PWR) nuclear power plants (NPP) and Research Reactors (RR).
The International Atomic Agency has published guides for PSA in research reactors [6] [7], in
order to facilitate the application of PSA in that content. In this situation it is very common to
employ some generic database, which are not applicable, because the results do not show the
real situation of the system function for the future recommendations of project modifications
or operational procedure, as the study concludes. In most cases, the Monte-Carlo methods
have been used for uncertainty analysis and then, from the obtained results some other
important aspects are addressed, like critical component and contribution of the uncertainty
of each component for system general uncertainty [8].
Considering also the use of generic data, which was referred in last paragraph, the quantifi‐
cation and propagation of the uncertainty in this study is a very difficult assignment. In this
context it is difficult to quantify reliability due to the large number of uncertainties associated
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with the proper functioning of the front line system of research reactors. Therefore, an
appropriate methodology should be proposed. The fuzzy methodology [9] and its engineering
applications [10] [11] has been successively applied to uncertainty modeling in fault tree
analysis. In this work the fuzzy set theory has been used in order to be accomplished. Con‐
sidering the above mentioned, the main objective of the work presented here, was the
development of an efficient fuzzy approach to be applied on reliability analysis of the Greek
- I Research Reactor large break Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA).

2. Description of fuzzy methodology
When the unreliability of each component has a point estimate, the top event unreliability will
also be a point estimate. In this work, the component failure probabilities are considered as
triangular fuzzy sets to incorporate the uncertainties of each relevant parameter. The mem‐
bership function, μX (x), of a triangular fuzzy set is defined as:

mX ( x ) =max ëé0,1 - ( x - x1 ) / ( x 2 - x1 ) ùû , x1 £ x £ x 2 ,

(1)

mX ( x ) = 1 , x = x2 ,

(2)

mX ( x ) = max 0,1 -

( x3 - x ) / ( x3 - x2 )

], x 2 £ x £ x 3 ,

(3)

μX(x) = 0 otherwise,
with

mX ( x 2 ) =1

(4)

mX ( x1 ) =mX ( x 3 ) = 0,

(5)

and

and [x 1, x 3] are lower bound and upper bound of triangular fuzzy sets. These values may be
obtained from the point median value and the error factor (EF) of the failure probability [12].
The lower bound, middle value, and the upper bound are defined as:
x1 = q p /EF

(6)
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x2 = q p

(7)

x 3 = q p .EF

(8)

where, EF = 5 if 0.01 < qp, EF= 3 if 0.001 < qp < 0.01, EF=10 if qp < 0.001 and qp is the point median
value of the failure probability. The fuzzy evaluation of the failure probability of the top event
in a fault tree is carried out using α-cut method. The top event can be represented by an N x 2
array, where N is the number of alfacuts.
2.1. Importance measures
The identification of critical component is essential for the safety analysis of any relevant
system. Many measures are available in probabilistic approach like risk achievement worth,
Birnbaum importance, Fussel Vesely importance and so on. Two different importance
measures are introduced and they are (1) FIM - Fuzzy Importance Measure and (2) FUIM Fuzzy Uncertainty Importance Measure.
2.1.1. Fuzzy Importance Measure (FIM)
The evaluation of the contribution of different basic events is essential to identify the critical
components in the system. The top event failure probability by making the component ‘i’ fully
unavailable (q=1) is:

Q q = 1 = f ( q1, q 2 ,...., q i -1,1, q i +1,....., q n )
i

(9)

and for component ‘i’ fully available is:

Q q = 0 = f ( q1, q 2 ,...., q i -1,0, q i +1,....., q n )
i

(10)

The fuzzy importance measure (FIM) is defined as:
FIM=ED[Qqi =1,Qqi =0]

(11)

where, ED [Qqi = 1, Qqi = 0,], is the Euclidean distance between two fuzzy sets A and B. ED is

defined as:

ED éë A, B ùû = å

(( a - b ) + (a - b ) )
2

L

L

2

U

U

0.5

a i , i = 1,2,..., N

(12)
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where aL, bL and aU, bU are the lower and upper values of fuzzy set A and B respectively at each
α-level.
2.1.2. Fuzzy Uncertainty Importance Measure (FUIM)
For the importance measure known as fuzzy uncertainty importance measure is proposed to
identify the components which contribute maximum uncertainty to the uncertainty of the top
event, and is defined as:
FUIM = ED éë Q, Qi ùû

(13)

where Q = top event failure probability, Qi = top event probability when error factor for
component ‘i’ is unity ( EFi = 1), i.e. the parameter of the basic event has a point value or crisp
value.

3. GRR — 1 Research reactor system description
3.1. Plant familiarization and information gathering
Reactor GRR-1 is a typical 5 MW pool-type reactor with MTR-type fuel elements [1] [2], cooled
and moderated with demineralized light water. In line with the international Reduced
Enrichment for Research and Test Reactor (RERTR) programme, the core has been recently
fuelled with Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) elements of U3Si2-Al type. The fuel enrichment is
19.75% and the fissile loading is 12.34 g of 235U per plate. The equilibrium LEU core contains
28 standard fuel elements and 5 control fuel elements, arranged on a 6x9 element grid plate.
Each standard fuel element consists of 18 flat plates. The control fuel element is of the same
size as the standard element but consists of only 10 plates, thus providing an inner gap for the
insertion of the control blades. The control material is composed of Ag (80%), Cd (5%) and In
(15%). The core is reflected by Beryllium on two opposite faces and is surrounded by a
practically infinite thickness of pool water. One graphite thermal column is adjacent to one
side of the core. In the middle of the core there is a flux trap. The core is suspended in a 9-m
deep water pool of a volume of approximately 300 m3. The fuel elements are cooled by
circulating the water of the pool at a rate of 450 m3/h. The water flows downward through the
core, passes through a decay tank and then pumped back to the pool through the heat
exchangers. A weighted flapper valve attached to the bottom of the core exit plenum enables
natural circulation through the core in the absence of forced flow circulation. Core inlet
temperature, i.e. pool water, is not permitted to exceed 450C. Pool temperature depends on
reactor power, as well as on external temperature, because the latter affects heat dissipation
in the cooling towers. In practice, core inlet temperature has been observed to vary in the range
between 200C and 440C. Also quite homogeneous temperature conditions prevail in the pool,
considering that similar measurements are routinely recorded from thermocouples located at
distant positions in the pool (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Coolant plenum and safety flapper (source Aneziris et al., 2004)

Determination and selection of plant operating states.
The following plant operation states have been considered.
1.

Nominal full power operation (5MW)

2.

Reduced power operation

3.

Start-up operation

4.

Reactor subcritical, reactor pool available.
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Nominal full power operation is a plant operating state bracketing all others from the safety
point of view. This is due to the fact that the reactor pool constitutes a large heat sink that is
always available, regardless of the operating state of the reactor
Initiating event selection
An initiating event is an event that creates a disturbance in the plant and has the potential to
lead to core damage, depending on the successful operation of the various mitigating systems
in the plant. Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCA) are all events that directly cause loss of integrity
of the primary coolant pressure boundary. Transient initiators are those that could create the
need for a reactor power reduction or shutdown and subsequent removal of decay heat.

3.2. Safety functions
Five basic safety functions incorporate the design of the Greek Research Reactor.
Functions that aiming at preventing core damage to occur following an initiating event:
1.

Control reactivity

2.

Remove core decay heat and stored heat

3.

Maintain primary reactor coolant inventory

4.

Protect containment integrity (isolation, overpressure)

5.

Scrub radioactive materials from containment atmosphere

For each safety function will be presented the corresponding front-line system of the research
reactor:
1.

Control reactivity -Reactor Protection System (RPS): Automatic and Manual

2.

Remove core decay heat and stored heat: Primary Heat Removal System, Reactor Pool
(Natural Convection) and Emergency Core Cooling System.

3.

Maintain primary reactor coolant inventory - Reactor Pool Isolation

4.

Protect containment integrity (isolation, overpressure):Containment Isolation and Emergen‐
cy Ventilation System.

5.

Scrub radioactive materials from containment atmosphere: Emergency Ventilation System

These front-line systems are described in detail the Safety Analysis of the Research Reactor.
Reactor Protection System (RPS) - The safety system consists of two independent safety
channels, the magnet power supply, and the safety circuit with scrams, reverses interlocks and
alarms.
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Primary Heat Removal System - This system performs the basic safety function of heat
removal from the reactor core both under power operation, as well as, following shutdown.
Reactor pool – Natural Convection - The reactor pool presents a major heat sink capable of
independently absorbing the heat generated in the core in most of the cases. Natural convection
is made possible through the opening of a weighted flapper valve sealing the core exit plenum.
Emergency Core Cooling System - In the event of a LOCA accident resulting in loss of the
primary water and core uncovery the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) can spray the
reactor core through a 5cm diameter pipe with water coming from a 250 m3 storage tank
located 30 m higher than the surface of the reactor pool. The water tank can be continuously
filled by the city water.
Containment Isolation - In the event of an emergency, the normal ventilation system of the
containment stops and the containment is isolated through the automatic closure of all existing
openings. At the same time the Emergency Ventilation system starts operating.
Emergency Ventilation System - Following a manual scram, the pumps of the ventilation
system stop and the emergency ventilation starts automatically, removing the possibly
contaminated air in a rate of 1500 m3/h.
Electric Power Supply System - This is the only support system for the front line systems
described above. The system consists of the main power which is received from the utility plus
the following sources:
Non Break Unit: Stand-by Unit, Central Stand-by Unit and Diesel Motor
3.3. LOCA between others initiator events
Five initiating events have been identified in the Greek research reactor, which are the
following: Loss of coolant (LOCA), Loss of Flow (LOFA), Excess reactivity, Loss of offsite
power (LOOP), Flow Blockage. The associated thermal-hydraulic analysis is given in detail in
[13]. Loss of flow might occur in the three ways: either owing to failure of both pumps, or to
the failure of the safety flapper or to the butterfly value failure. Finally the following seven
initiators are presented:
a.

Loss of Coolant (LOCA)

b.

Loss of Flow owing to pump failure

c.

Loss of Flow owing to flapper failure

d.

Loss of Flow owing to butterfly value failure

e.

Excess reactivity

f.

Loss of offsite power (LOOP)

g.

Flow Blockage
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4. Large LOCA as application methodology
As an application of our methodology was chosen fuzzy LOCA initiating event. Event Tree
(ET) models the possible response of the reactor to loss of coolant. ET (see Figure 2) comprises
the following events:
1.

LOCA (Initiate Event - IE) - It is assumed that during full power operation there is a
guillotine rupture of the largest (10’’) pipe connected to the bottom of the reactor.

2.

Availability of reactor protection system - Following LOCA the reactor protection system,
both automatic and manual systems should shut down the reactor. Success of this event
results in scram and hence in interruption of the fission chain reaction.

3.

Pool isolation - Following LOCA the pool should be isolated from the cooling system. This
occurs if the butterfly valves close, either manually or automatically, within 16 min
following the accident. Successful isolation of the pool from the location of the break
results in the core being immerged in the pool.

4.1. Event and fault tree of the LOCA
Since the probability of failure P is generally less than 0.1, the probability of success (1-P1) is
always close to 1. Thus, the probability associated with the upper (success) branches in the tree
is assumed to be 1 [14], see Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Event Tree (ET) for the initiating event LOCA
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The probability of occurrence of events in a sequence is the product of conditional probabilities
of the individual events in that chain. In this study, was considered that, the successive events
in a sequence are independent, then the probability of a sequence is the product of unconditional
probabilities of the individual events (so each front-line system has P failures as identical) [15].
The final results in terms of probabilities for all sequences, No. 1 - 17 (Eqs. 14 - 30), in the event
tree, can be determined multiplying each value of probabilities in the branch, following the
procedure described as:
No. 1 PIE

(14)

No. 2 - PIE x ( 1-P1) x ( 1-P2 ) x P3 x ( 1-P5 ) x ( 1-P6 )

(15)

No. 3 - PIE x ( 1-P1) x ( 1-P2 ) x P3 x ( 1-P5 ) x P6

(16)

No. 4 - PIE x ( 1-P1) x ( 1-P2 ) x P3 x P5

(17)

No. 5 - PIE x ( 1-P1) x P2 x ( 1-P4 )

(18)

No. 6 - PIE x ( 1-P1) x P2 x P4 x ( 1-P5 ) x ( 1-P6 )

(19)

No. 7 - PIE x ( 1-P1) x P2 x P4 x ( 1-P5 ) x P6

(20)

No. 8 - PIE x ( 1-P1) x P2 x P4 x P5

(21)

No. 9 - PIE x P1 x ( 1-P2 ) x ( 1-P3 ) x ( 1-P5 ) x ( 1-P6 )

(22)

No. 10 - PIE x P1 x ( 1-P2 ) x ( 1-P3 ) x ( 1-P5 ) x P6

(23)

No. 11 - PIE x P1 x ( 1-P2 ) x ( 1-P3 ) x P5

(24)

No. 12 - PIE x P1 x ( 1-P2 ) x P3 x ( 1-P5 ) x ( 1-P6 )

(25)

No. 13 - PIE x P1 x ( 1-P2 ) x P3 x ( 1-P5 ) x P6

(26)
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No. 14 - PIE x P1 x ( 1-P2 ) x P3 x P5

(27)

No. 15 - PIE x P1 x P2 x ( 1-P5 ) x ( 1-P6 )

(28)

No. 16 - PIE x P1 x P2 x ( 1-P5 ) x P6

(29)

No. 17 - PIE x P1 x P2 x P5

(30)

All probabilities of failure of each system (P1 - P6) are calculated using the Fault Tree meth‐
odology (see figs. 3 - 6). The final upper value of the FT is named of top event, and expressed
by the probability calculated using the Minimal Cut Set (MCS). Fault Tree analysis is a
technique by which many events that interact to produce other events can be related using
simple logical relationships (AND, OR, etc.,); these relationships allow a methodical structure
building that represents the system. Symbols called GATES (AND, OR,..), are used to graph‐
ically arranging the events into a tree structure, during the synthesis of the tree (represented
in the Figs 3 - 6 by simbols 1, 2, 3,..., etc.).
A new approach was proposed in this study using fuzzy logic to try uncertainties, using the
procedure described for FT and ET to calculate Top Event Probability and EndState Probability.
Basic events in the FT are treated as fuzzy numbers, with lower bound and upper bound. The
top event determined in each FT now represents a Fuzzy Top event, with lower and upper
bound, to treat the uncertainty in the FT analysis. Following these procedures, the probabilities
calculated for ET have fuzzy numbers to make the product, and then the addition, subtraction,
and product of the two or more fuzzy numbers are done following the recommendations
described in [16]. In this approach triangular membership functions are used as fuzzy numbers
(triplet a1 a2 a3).
The addition of triangular fuzzy number A =(a1, a2, a3) and B =(b1, b2, b3) is defined as:
A+B= (a1+b1 , a2+b2 , a3+b3)

(31)

Thus the addition of two triangular fuzzy numbers is again a triangular fuzzy number.
Similarly subtraction of two triangular fuzzy numbers is also a triangular fuzzy number and
it can be given by the following expressions:
A-B= (a1-b1 , a2-b2 , a3-b).

(32)

The multiplication of two fuzzy numbers A =(a1, a2, a3) and B =(b1, b2, b3) denoted as A*B can
be defined as:
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P=a1b1,Q=a2b2, R= a3b3.

(33)

It is evident that the resulting fuzzy number A *B is not a triangular fuzzy number. But in most
of the cases, computation with resulting fuzzy numbers becomes very tedious. Thus it is
necessary to avoid the second and higher degree terms to make them computationally easy
and therefore the product of two fuzzy numbers is reduced to a triangular fuzzy number (P,
Q, R) or (a1b1,a2b2, a3b3).
Applying this concept in the expressions defined from ET, the final result of each sequence is
also a triangular fuzzy number, reflecting the uncertainty.
Frequencies of initiating event (IE) appearing in Event Trees ET are estimated according to
values in IAEA [7].

4.2. System fault tree with top event "Reactor protection system failure", in case of LOCA

Figure 3. System Fault Tree with top event "Reactor protection system failure", in case of LOCA
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4.3. System fault tree with top event "No pool isolation"

Figure 4. System Fault Tree with top event "No pool isolation"

4.4. System fault tree with top event "Natural circulation heat removal failure"

Figure 5. System Fault Tree with top event "Natural circulation heat removal failure"
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4.5. System fault tree with top event "Emergency core cooling system failure"

Figure 6. System Fault Tree with top event "Emergency core cooling system failure"

4.6. System fault tree with top event "Containment system failure"

Figure 7. System Fault Tree with top event "Containment system failure"
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4.7. System fault tree with top event "No Emergency ventilation", in case of LOCA

Figure 8. System Fault Tree with top event "No Emergency ventilation", in case of LOCA

5. Results
The studies presented in this chapter, considered a large LOCA GRR - 1 research reactor as a
case example. A preliminary study pointed out the classical probabilistic safety analysis. We
have used the systems fault tree approach to determine the top event probability in each
system, i.e., Reactor Protection System (RPS), Pool Isolation (PI), Natural Circulation Heat
Removal (NCHR), Emergency CCS (ECCS), Containment Isolation (CI), and Emergency
Ventilation (EV). Applying the values of the probabilities assigned to each basic event in each
front line system (see Table 1 - 6), the FuzzyFTA computer coding was used and it has been
calculated the fuzzy top event probability to each system, considered in the event trees
presented (Figs. 3 - 8). In the Table 7, we can see the upper and lower bound (where alfa-cuts
= 0) and middle value (alfa-cuts = 1) of the fuzzy top event calculated to each front line system.
The results obtained by use of FuzzyFTA are presented in picture format. Figure 9 presents
the result of the fuzzy top event to the RPS. The results for PI, NCHR, ECCS, CI and EV are
not presented here due to graphical similarities. In Figure 10 and 11, is presented the ranking
of components with respect to its fuzzy importance measure (FIM) and the fuzzy uncertainty
importance measure (FUIM) of the component in relation to general uncertainty of the system
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for RPS. The results FIM and FUIM for PI, NCHR, ECCS, CI and EV are not presented here for
graphical similarities.
The results obtained for each front line system, to probability of fuzzy top event, are used to
calculate the probability of the EndState frequency by using the expressions given previously
for the calculation using ET (section 4.1, Eqs 14 - 30). The probability of Event Initiator (PIE)
for LOCA is 1.2 E-4 / year [1] [2]
In reference [17] was developed a guideline for estimating the lower and upper bound of the
estimated failure rate. So the value of IE probability for purposes of calculating is (1.2E-05
1.2E-04 1.2E-03). For all operations of subtraction (1-P) in ET, where P is now a fuzzy number,
for probabilities of failure of each system, the value "1" becomes (1 1 1).
Substituting the values of probability and performing fuzzy operations of subtraction, and
multiplication can find the final values shown in Table 8 for fuzzy probabilities of each
EndState sequences.
Component failure rates and the corresponding unavailabilities for front-line and support
systems are given in [2]. The source of the failure rates is the IAEA database [18].

Table 1. Description of Basic Events and Probabilities for RPS
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Table 2. System Fault Tree with top event "No pool isolation"

Table 3. System Fault Tree with top event "Natural circulation heat removal failure"

Table 4. System Fault Tree with top event "Emergency core cooling system failure"
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Table 5. System Fault Tree with top event "Containment system failure"

Table 6. System Fault Tree with top event "No Emergency ventilation"

Table 7. Upper and Lower Bound of the fuzzy top event
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Figure 9. In the case of RPS, show the lower bound and upper bound ranking to fuzzy top event considering the Fault
Tree full and with Minimal Cut Set (MCS). Only the MCS results are represented in graphic form.
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Figure 10. RPS results of FIM and FUIM ranking (importance and uncertainty of the each basic event to general sys‐
tem) and graphic representation of these results, using FT with MCS.
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Figure 11. RPS continuation
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Table 8. Frequency of Release - EndState of the Event Tree

6. Conclusion
Recent studies about severe accidents in conventional research reactors pointed to the very
low core melt frequency from a initiator event Loss of Coolant (LOCA) of 1.4E-6 by year, for
Frequency of core damage and 1.16E-2 for Conditional probability of core damage (/year),
given initiator.
The lack of event data record or the use of generic data might have led to high uncertainty
level in crisp core melt frequency. The results achieved showed this tendency and the need to
apply an uncertainty modeling approach.
The proposed methodology, likewise, was able to generate more realistic and statistically
significant numbers. A fuzzy approach is able to estimate consistent values and thresholds for
safety assessment as well as to model the high uncertainty level inherent to front-line systems.
The data range (lower and upper bounds) showed on Table 8, permit us to conclude that the
front line systems introduced by research reactor, in the event tree (ET) have significantly
elevated the safety plant level.
The case study presented here has confirmed the great advantage of applying this methodol‐
ogy to the LOCA initiator event in current research reactors and future reactor projects for
radioisotopes production.
The uncertainty evaluation presented here allow us to propose the use of this methodology as
an alternative approach to be applied in probabilistic safety assessments, particularly in cases
where relevant operational data records are not available such as innovative design.
With the assistance of the FuzzyFTA program it was possible to determine the top event of
each fuzzy fault tree for each front line system, thus including the calculation of the forecast
uncertainty due to the presence of uncertainty in the basic events. It was also possible, using
fuzzy concept, to determine measures fuzzy (FIM) which allows the components’ rank
number, determining the most important components which have greater or lesser relevance
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to the system as a whole, well as the measure of uncertainty of each component through its
ranking (FUIM), and its importance to overall system uncertainty. Furthermore, in case of the
RPS the two components more important for the RPS system are components 1 and 2. For the
overall system uncertainties the two components that are the components most contribute 6
and 10. Thus, it can be the same reasoning applies for the other front-line system using the
results obtained by using the FuzzyFTA program for each system.
Using approximations in operations of fuzzy numbers it can be calculated the fuzzy uncer‐
tainty associated with probability for each EndState sequence, as if the results were as triangle
function. The results thus obtained allow calculating the risk associated with the event initiator,
with a degree of uncertainty. Thus, in calculating the final risk (probability of the EndState
sequence x consequence), its reduction may be aided by the use of the values of uncertainties
in the probabilities in the EndStates of the sequences, together with changes at the level of
projects to reduce the general uncertainties of the each front-line system of the event tree and
by the end the associated risk.
Improvements can be made in new projects of research reactors for radioisotopes production
using this concept to increase the reliability of the project.
The unavailability of the system also plays an important factor when the nuclear project is
involved with the production of radioisotopes.
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1. Introduction
Fifty years ago, on June 26, 1954, in the town of Obninsk, near Moscow in the former USSR,
the first nuclear power plant was connected to an electricity grid to provide power. This was
the world's first nuclear power plant to generate electricity for a power grid, and produced
around 5 MWe [1]. This first nuclear reactor was built twelve years after the occurrence of
the first controlled fission reaction on December 2, 1942, at the Manhattan Engineering Dis‐
trict, in Chicago, Illinois, US. In 1955 the USS Nautilus, the first nuclear propelled submar‐
ine, equipped with a pressurized water reactor (PWR), was launched. The race for nuclear
technology spanned several countries and soon commercial reactors, called first generation
nuclear reactors, were built in the US (Shippingport, a 60 MWe PWR, operated 1957-1982,
Dresden, a boiling water reactor, BWR, operated 1960-1978, and Fermi I, a fast breeder reac‐
tor, operated 1957-1972) and the United Kingdom (Magnox, a pressurized, carbon dioxide
cooled, graphite-moderated reactor using natural uranium).
A few years after the projects had developed many nuclear safety concepts were extended
and then implemented in second-generation nuclear systems, consisting of reactors current‐
ly in operation, as the PWR, CANDU (Canadian Deuterium Uranium Reactor), BWR (Boil‐
ing Water Reactor), GCR (Gas-Cooled Reactor), and VVER (Water - Water Power Reactor),
the latter developed by the former Soviet Union. At this time, other concepts were studied in
parallel, such as liquid metal cooled reactors and the reactors with thorium and uranium
molten salt, which did not propagate commercially and/or remained in experimental coun‐
tertops. Operating or decommissioned power reactor designs can be found in [2].

© 2013 P. Duarte et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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With operating experience gained in recent decades, digital instrumentation development
and lessons learned from the accidents at TMI (Three Mile Island), Chernobyl and recently
Fukushima, Generation III and III+ reactor designs have incorporated improvements in ther‐
mal efficiency and included passive system safety and maintenance costs and capital reduc‐
tion. There are several designs of these so called advanced reactors and some are being built
in the U.S. and China.
In 2001, nine countries (Argentina, Republic of Korea, Brazil, Canada, Republic of South Af‐
rica, United Kingdom, France, United States and Japan) signed the founding document of
Generation IV International Forum (GIF) in order to develop nuclear systems that can fulfill
the increasing world electric power needs with high safety, economics, sustainability and
proliferation resistance levels [3]. The Russian Federation, People´s Republic of China, Swit‐
zerland and Euratom have joined this group. Since then, GIF has selected the six most prom‐
ising reactor system designs to be developed until 2030 and has created research groups on
materials, fuel and fuel cycle, conceptual design, safety, thermal-hydraulics, computational
methods validation and others in order to develop the necessary technology on an interna‐
tional cooperation basis.
According to IAEA [4], an accessible, affordable and sustainable energy source is fundamen‐
tal to the development of modern society. Current scenarios predict a global demand for pri‐
mary energy 1.5-3 times higher in 2050 as compared to today, and a 200% relative increase
in the demand for electricity. Nuclear power is an important source that should be consid‐
ered, because it is stable power on a large scale, with virtually no greenhouse gas emissions
and low environmental impact as compared to fossil fuels, and can produce heat for chemi‐
cal processes in industry and for hydrogen generation. In this context, GIF is seeking to de‐
velop more economical, sustainable and safe nuclear reactors, from their fuel cycles to
decommissioning and waste treatment, and thus meet the world’s energy needs.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the goals for Generation IV reactor
systems, section 3 discusses the current six Generation IV reactor system design description
and research on the subject. Section 4 focuses on the first reports concerning reactor safety
and risks [5], particularly the Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology (ISAM). Section 5
addresses economic aspects of this new reactor generation [6]. Section 6 concerns the discus‐
sion on proliferation resistance and physical protection [7]. Section 7 encompasses a set of
general conclusions on the subject, addressing mainly the relevance of these nuclear system
concepts.

2. Goals for generation IV nuclear energy systems
Before selecting the reactors that will be part of the Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP),
the founding countries of the Generation IV International Forum selected eight key objec‐
tives able to make these reactor designs vital in the near future. These eight goals based on
concepts of sustainability, economic competitiveness, safety, physical protection and nuclear
proliferation resistance are described below [3]:
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1.

Sustainability-1 – NGNP will provide sustainable energy generation that meets clean air
objectives and provides long-term system availability and effective fuel utilization for
worldwide energy production;

2.

Sustainability-2 – NGNP will minimize and manage their nuclear waste and notably re‐
duce the long-term administrative burden, thereby improving protection for the public
health and the environment.

3.

Economics-1 – NGNP will have a clear life-cycle cost advantage over other energy sources.

4.

Economics-2 – NGNP will have a level of financial risk comparable to other energy
projects.

5.

Safety and Reliability-1 – NGNP operations will excel in safety and reliability.

6.

Safety and Reliability-2 – NGNP will have a very low frequency and degree of reactor
core damage.

7.

Safety and Reliability-3 – NGNP will eliminate the need for offsite emergency response.

8.

Proliferation resistance and Physical Protection – NGNP will increase the assurance that
they are very unattractive and the least desirable route for diversion or theft of weaponsusable materials, and provide increased physical protection against acts of terrorism.

With these concepts in mind, projects already in operation, in test or just conceptual have
been analyzed and six promising nuclear reactors have been selected to be designed and
built in this endeavor.

3. The six reactor concepts under discussion
Based on GIF goals, six reactor designs have been selected to be developed and constructed
by 2030. Such reactors must meet the safety and security, sustainability, economics and pro‐
liferation resistance criteria defined as essential for this new generation. That is, projects
must: consider the entire fuel cycle to obtain a higher fuel burn-up and consequently less
actinides in the final waste, reducing their lifetime in final repositories; increase the thermal
efficiency with combined cycles and cogeneration; aim at the production of hydrogen, be in‐
trinsically safe, with negative reactivity coefficients and achieve competitive costs since their
construction.
GIF has divided the involved countries in working groups formed by laboratories, universi‐
ties, and government agencies, according to the experience and interest of each to develop
the projects of the following reactors: Very-high-temperature reactor (VHTR), Gas-cooled
fast reactor (GFR), Supercritical-water-cooled reactor (SCWR), Sodium-cooled fast reactor
(SFR), Lead-cooled fast reactor (LFR) and Molten salt reactor (MSR). For each project specific
groups of materials, computational methods, fuel and fuel cycle, thermal-hydraulics, safety
and operation and others have been created. The first four reactor concepts are completely
defined and the remaining two are in progress.
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A major challenge for almost every project is the development of new materials for the reac‐
tor primary systems that can tolerate temperatures up to 1000 °C without reducing safety
margins. Another point is the need to develop and validate computer codes both in neutron‐
ics and thermal-hydraulics projects with little or no available operational experience. These
issues and the obtained solutions will be discussed next.
3.1. Very-high-temperature reactor (VHTR)
The VHTR is one of the most promising projects of Generation IV reactors, given the experi‐
ence in gas-cooled reactors that many countries developed in recent decades. The first reac‐
tors of this type were designed by the UK and France for the production of plutonium [8],
were graphite-moderated and used CO2 as a coolant, which limited the maximum tempera‐
ture at 640 oC, when chemical reactions occur between gas and moderator. Later, the use of
helium (although more costly) was justified by having better heat transfer properties, and
permit increasing the core outlet temperature.
The current GIF design consists of a helium-cooled reactor with graphite as a moderator,
TRISO fuel and coolant outlet temperature above 900 oC. There are two core concepts: the
prismatic block-type and the pebble bed-type. The first type follows the line of the High
Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) developed and built by Japan initially with
coolant exit temperature of 850 oC and then 950 oC in April 2004 [9]. The second is the result
of the German program, which was later imported by the People's Republic of China and
developed in the Republic of South Africa as the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR). Both
designs use TRISO fuel (see Figure 1), which consists of a spherical micro kernel of oxide or
oxycarbide fuel and coating layers of porous pyrolytic carbon (buffer), inner dense pyrolytic
carbon (IPyC), silicon carbide (SiC) and dense outer pyrolytic carbon (OPyC).

Pyrolytic Carbon 40/1000mm
Silicon Carbide Barrier Coating 35/1000mm
Inner Pyrolytic Carbon 40/1000mm
Porous Carbon Buffer 95/1000mm

5mm Graphite Layer
Coated Particles Embedded
in Graphit Matrix

Pebble

0,92 mm
Prismatic
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Particles

0,5 mm

Compacts

Fuel Sphere
60 mm

Fuel Element

Figure 1. TRISO fuel for prismatic block-type and pebble bed-type cores [10,11].
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The goal of achieving an exit temperature of 1000oC coolant will allow the VHTR to generate
electricity with high efficiency and provide heat for hydrogen production and for refineries,
petrochemical and metallurgical industries. For this purpose, research is being done to eval‐
uate the use of other materials, such as uranium-oxicarbide UCO and ZrC, which increase
the capacity of TRISO fuel burn-up, reduce the permeability of fission products and increase
resistance to high temperatures in case of an accident (above 1600 °C) [12]. Although a oncethrough uranium fuel cycle is planned reactors have potential for this deep-burn of plutoni‐
um and minor actinides, as well as the use of thorium based fuel [13].
The experimental reactor HTTR in Japan and HTR-10 in China support the development of
the VHTR, in particular providing important information on safety and operational charac‐
teristics. The research group on computational methods validation and benchmarking uses
these reactors to validate computer codes in the areas of thermal hydraulics, thermal me‐
chanics, core physics and chemical transport.
3.2. Gas-cooled fast reactor (GFR)
Another project selected by GIF of a gas-cooled reactor is the GFR, the fast-neutron-spec‐
trum, helium-cooled and closed fuel cycle reactor. The selection of this reactor was based on
its excellent potential for long-term sustainability, in terms of the use of uranium and of
minimizing waste through reprocessing and fission of long-lived actinides [14,15]. In terms
of non-proliferation, the objective of high burn-up together with actinide recycling results in
spent fuel that is unattractive for handling. The use of gas as coolant means achieving high
temperatures, so that this design also has the purpose of providing process heat and ena‐
bling hydrogen production.

Figure 2. Updated layout of ALLEGRO featuring two main heat exchange loops [15].

One of the proposed designs is a 1200 MWe reactor, operating at 7 MPa, coolant exit temper‐
ature of 850oC, an indirect combined cycle with He-N2 gas mixture for intermediate gas cy‐
cle and natural convection as passive safety system [14]. At least two fuel concepts that meet
the proposed design are being studied: a ceramic plate-type fuel assembly and a ceramic
pin-type fuel assembly. In this latter, the fuel assembly is based on a hexagonal lattice of
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fuel-pins and the materials used are uranium and plutonium carbide as fuel, and silicon car‐
bide as cladding [16].
An experimental reactor called ALLEGRO (Fig. 2) with 80 MWth will be the first built GFR
with the objective of demonstrating the feasibility and qualifying technologies for fuel, fuel
assembly and new safety systems. It is important to notice the interface between GFR and
VHTR reactors, which use helium as a coolant and power conversion technology using gas
turbines and cogeneration, as many efforts on component and materials development are
being held together.
3.3. Supercritical-water-cooled reactor (SCWR)
The SCWR concept emerged at the University of Tokyo in 1989 and became a global concern
after being selected by the Generation IV International Forum in 2002 [17]. The SCWR is a
high-temperature, high-pressure, water-cooled reactor that operates above the thermody‐
namic critical point of water (374 oC, 22.1 MPa). This last feature eliminates coolant boiling,
since both liquid and gaseous states can coexist. Thus, according to [18], the need for recir‐
culation and jet pumps, pressurizer, steam generators, and steam separators and dryers in
current LWRs is eliminated. Still, according to [18] the main mission of this reactor design is
the generation of low-cost electricity.
A more advanced project is the Japanese 1620 MWe SCWR consisting of a pressure-vessel
type, once-through reactor and a direct Rankine cycle system. Figure 3 is a simplified system
where steam leaves the pressure vessel at 560 oC and 25 MPa, passes through moisture sepa‐
rator valves and control valves, high and low pressure turbines connected to the generator,
condenser, low and high pressure pumps, a deaerator (to remove dissolved gases) to return
to the pressure vessel. Because of supercritical water condition, no phase change occurs,
which means that the coolant continuously passes from the liquid state to the gaseous state.

Figure 3. The Japanese Supercritical Water Reactor (JSCWR) [17].
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Another concept proposed by Canada is generically called CANDU-SCWR [19], it is a pres‐
sured tube type reactor with fuel channels separating the light water coolant from the heavy
water moderator. The supercritical steam is led directly to the high-pressure turbine, elimi‐
nating the need of steam generators as the JSCWR.
3.4. Sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR)
The Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor is among the six candidate designs selected for their poten‐
tial to meet Generation IV technology goals. It is a fast-spectrum, sodium-cooled reactor and
closed fuel cycle for efficient management of actinides and conversion of fertile uranium
Three options are under consideration (Figure 4): a large size loop type sodium-cooled reac‐
tor with uranium-plutonium oxide fuel (1500 MWe), a medium size pool-type system with
600 MWe and a small size modular type with plutonium-minor actinide-zirconium metal al‐
loy fuel [20].

Figure 4. Loop, modular and pool configuration [20,21]

Heat capacity and high thermal conductivity of liquid-metal coolants provides large thermal
inertia against system heating during loss-of-flow accidents. Furthermore, due the non-cor‐
rosive characteristic of sodium coolant, the reactor core and primary system components do
not degrade even over very long residence times in the reactor, so that maintenance require‐
ments are minimized. However sodium reacts chemically with air and water and requires a
great coolant system seal.
3.5. Lead-cooled fast reactor (LFR)
The application of lead coolant in nuclear systems began in the 1970s in the ancient Soviet
Union with systems cooled by Lead-Bismuth Eutectic (LBE), which were developed for nu‐
clear-powered submarines [22]. Two of the currently proposed designs for international co‐
operation are the Small Secure Transportable Autonomous Reactor (SSTAR, Fig. 5) and the
European Lead-cooled System (ELSY). Both concepts are lead-cooled, with passive decay
heat removal and nitride fuels. A closed fuel cycle is expected for the efficient conversion of
fertile uranium and actinide management for this reactor.
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Figure 5. Small Secure Transportable Autonomous Reactor [22].

Lead flows in the reactor core cooling it by natural circulation and passes through Pb-to-CO2
heat exchangers located between the vessel and the cylindrical shroud. It is noteworthy that
lead has been chosen as coolant rather than LBE to drastically reduce the amount of alphaemitting 210Po isotope produced [22]. Many studies on the choice of fuel and fuel cycle have
been proposed since 2004 when an international cooperation through GIF began. Features of
this reactor, like enabling fissile self-sufficiency, autonomous load following, operation sim‐
plicity, reliability, transportability, as well as a high degree of passive safety, make it a
unique proliferation resistant, safe and economical design.
3.6. Molten salt reactor (MSR)
Investigation of molten-salt reactors started in the late 1940s as part of the United States'
program to develop a nuclear powered airplane [23]. Today, research on this reactor has
been resumed due to its inclusion as one of the six Generation IV reactor types. MSRs have
been initially considered as thermal-neutronic-spectrum graphited-moderated concepts, but
since 2005 R&D has focused on the development of fast-spectrum MSR concepts. The Mol‐
ten Salt Fast Reactor core is a cylinder of the same diameter and height, where nuclear reac‐
tions occur in the fuel salt. Two options have been considered for the fuel cycle: 233Ustarted MSFR and TRU(fuelled with transuranic elements)-started MSFR [24]. The salt
processing scheme relies on both on-line and batch processes (Fig. 6) to satisfy the con‐
straints for a smooth reactor operation while minimizing losses to waste stream [25]. A sim‐
plified schematic of the online processing can be seen in Figure 6, where fuel fission gas
extraction and actinide separation occur.
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Figure 6. TMSR (MSFR) reference fuel salt processing [25].

A survey of the main features of the reactors discussed here is displayed in Table 1. It is im‐
portant to remember that these projects are in development and there are different views in
the same reactor line. Some reactors are already testing their designs with full construction
and will be essential for future validation methodologies. If these six reactors achieve their
ultimate goals, they will not only bring more advanced technology, but new concepts of saf‐
er, sustainable and economical nuclear reactors. Some of these aspects will be discussed in
more detail in the following sections.

GFR

SCWR

MSR

SFR

VHTR

LFR

Neutrons energy

Fast

Thermal

Thermal or fast

Fast

Thermal

Fast

Power (MWe)

1200

Up to 1500

1000

50 - 1500

~200

19.8 - 600

TRISO

MOX or Nitrides

MOX or Metal

Fuel type

Plate or ceramic

UO2 pellet

Molten salt

Coolant

Helium

Light water

Molten salt

Sodium

Helium

Lead

Moderador

-

Light water

-

-

Graphite

-

850oC

625oC

1000oC

~500oC

1000oC

~500oC

Pressure * (MPa)

7

25

~0.1

~0.1

5-7

~0.1

Fuel Cycle

Closed

once through

Closed

Closed

once through

Closed

Outlet
temperature

* Primary system pressure.
Table 1. Survey of Generation IV Nuclear Reactors.
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4. The integral safety assessment methodology (ISAM)
4.1. GIF safety philosophy
Since the very beginning, Safety and Reliability issues were extensively considered, repre‐
senting three of the eight goals of Generation IV Nuclear Energy Systems [26]. Safety, to‐
gether with waste management and nuclear proliferation risks, remains as one of the key
problems of nuclear energy. Consequently, a new generation of Nuclear Power Plants
(NPPs) has to face and solve these problems convincingly.
In spite of past nuclear accidents, including the most recent at Fukushima Daiichi, NPPs
have an excellent safety record and still remain as a safe and high-power energy production
technology without greenhouse gases emissions. Unfortunately, public acceptance continues
to be an important impediment.
In this context, the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) safety objectives have been ori‐
ented to substantially upgrade safety and enhance public confidence in NPPs, by means of
an increasing use of inherent safety features, a major reduction of core damage frequency
and by eliminating the need for offsite emergency response in case of accidents [26]. It was
immediately recognized the necessity of a standard methodology for Generation IV safety
assessments. The methodology would allow a uniform safety evaluation of different NPP
concepts with respect to Generation IV safety goals [26].
During the past 60 years safety assessment has evolved, from the initial deterministic analy‐
sis through conservative assumptions and calculations, to an increasing application of a
best-estimated deterministic approach, in conjunction with probabilistic methods [27, 28].
Best-estimated and probabilistic assessments identify potential accidents scenarios that
could be important contributors to risk [28]. As a consequence, Probabilistic Safety Analysis
(PSA) is having a more prominent and fundamental role in the design process and licensing
analysis, as part of an integrated approach, risk-informed, which also includes Deterministic
Analysis and Defense in Depth Philosophy [29]. This new safety assessment conception, in‐
tegrating probabilistic and deterministic analysis with an extensive application of the De‐
fense in Depth principle, constitutes the basis for the Generation IV safety assessment
methodology.
4.2. Phenomena identification and ranking tables (PIRT)
In 2004, the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory proposed a Re‐
search and Development Program Plan, identifying the R&D needs for the next generation
nuclear plant (NGNP) design methods [30]. Later, in 2008, the Idaho National Laboratory
prepared a report for the US Department of Energy with a R&D Technical Program Plan for
the NGNP methods [31]. Both reports were focused on the development of tools to assess
the neutronic and thermal-hydraulic behavior of the Very High Temperature Reactor
(VHTR) systems, using a Phenomena Identification and Ranking Tables (PIRT) informed
R&D process.
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The first two steps of the proposed methodology are 1) Scenario Identification, where opera‐
tional and accident scenarios that require analysis are indentified, and 2) PIRT, where im‐
portant phenomena are identified and ranked for each scenario. In the following stages of
the methodology, analysis tools are evaluated to determine whether important phenomena
can be calculated and operational and accident scenarios that require study are analyzed.
PIRT was developed in the late 1980s, for the qualification of deterministic safety codes for
Light Water Reactors [32, 33]. It is a systematic way of gathering information from experts
on a specific subject, and ranking the importance of the information, in order to meet some
decision-making goal [34]. An important part of the process is to also identify the associated
uncertainties, usually by scoring the knowledge bases for the phenomena. Example of suc‐
cessful PIRT applications in thermal-hydraulics, severe accidents, fuels, materials degrada‐
tion, and nuclear analysis may be found in [34]. An extensive application of PIRT is reported
in [33, 35, 36], for the determination of code applicability for the analysis of selected scenar‐
ios with uncertainty evaluations.
4.3. The risk-informed and performance-based approach
In 2007, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) developed a risk-in‐
formed and performance-based regulatory structure for the licensing of future NPPs, with
broader use of design specific risk information and applicable to any reactor technology
[29]. Defense in Depth remains basic to this framework, providing safety margins to com‐
pensate for the uncertainties in the requirements for design, construction and operation.
In this model, PSA and the Licensing Basis Events (LBEs) deterministic calculations are
closely linked. LBEs are selected developing a Frequency-Consequence (F-C) curve, which is
used together with the plant specific PSA.
The performance-based approach is applied whenever possible, so that performance history
is used to focus attention on the most important safety issues. Objective criteria are estab‐
lished for evaluating performance.
4.4. Defense in depth: The objective provisions tree (OPT)
IAEA has also proposed a new safety approach and a methodology to generate technologyneutral safety requirements for advanced and innovative reactors [37]. The document identi‐
fied several areas requiring further development, such as the replacement of qualitative
safety objectives for quantitative ones, the enhancement of Defense in Depth, further devel‐
opment of PSA, the application of methodologies early in the design process, the use of an
iterative design process to demonstrate the adequacy of Defense in Depth and a comprehen‐
sive review of the existing safety approach.
The Objective Provisions Tree (OPT) methodology [38, 39] was suggested as a tool to sys‐
tematically examine all possible options for provisions to prevent and/or control challenging
mechanisms jeopardizing Defense in Depth. OPT is a systematic critical review of the De‐
fense in Depth implementation. It identifies the required provisions that jointly ensure the
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prevention or control of a mechanism that represents a challenge for a safety function,
which is part of a Defense in Depth Level. The existence of several challenges for each safety
function and several mechanisms contributing to a given challenge leads to a tree structure.
The set of provisions, jointly ensuring the prevention of one mechanism, constitutes a Line
of Protection (LOP).
The proposed main pillars of the new IAEA safety approach are Quantitative Safety Goals
(correlated with each level of Defense in Depth), Fundamental Safety Functions, and De‐
fense in Depth (generalized, including probabilistic considerations). Quantitative Safety
Goals are based on the condition that plant states with significant frequency of occurrence
have only minor or no potential radiological consequences, according to the F-C curve,
called Farmer´s Curve.
Defense in Depth essential characteristics were described as exhaustive, balanced and grad‐
uated. “Balanced” means that no family of initiating events should dominate the global fre‐
quency of plant damage states. “Graduated” means that a progressive defense excludes the
possibility of a particular provision failure to generate a major increase in potential conse‐
quences, without any possibility of recovering the situation at an intermediate stage.
4.5. The risk and safety working group (RSWG)
A Risk and Safety Working Group (RSWG) was created in the frames of the Generation IV
Forum to develop a safety approach for Generation IV Nuclear Systems. After its initial
meeting in 2005, the first major work product, establishing the basis for the required safety
approach, was released by the end of 2008 [40]. The document recommended the early ap‐
plication of a cohesive safety philosophy based on a concept of safety that is “built-in, not
added-on”. The identification of risks must be as exhaustive as possible. The remaining lack
of exhaustiveness of the accident scenarios should be covered by the notion of enveloped sit‐
uations and the implementation of the Defense in Depth principles. A re-examination of the
safety approach was proposed, complementing the IAEA suggestions [37] with the follow‐
ing attributes:
• Risk-informed, combining both probabilistic and deterministic information.
• Understandable, traceable, and reproducible.
• Defensible. Whenever possible, known technology should be used.
• Flexible. New information and research results should be easily incorporated.
• Performance-based.
RSWG recommended a safety approach that manages simultaneously deterministic practi‐
ces and probabilistic objectives, handling internal and external hazards. Besides the Defense
in Depth characteristics previously mentioned (exhaustive, balanced and graduated) [37],
RSWG added the followings: tolerant and forgiving. “Tolerant” means that no small devia‐
tion of a physical parameter outside the expected range can lead to severe consequences (ab‐
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sence of cliff-edge effects). “Forgiving” means the availability of a sufficient grace period
and the possibility of repair during accident conditions.
RSWG recognized safety related technology gaps for the six reactor concepts selected by the
Generation IV Forum in different technical areas such as updated safety approach, fuel, neu‐
tronics, thermal aerolics/hydraulics, materials & chemistry, fuel chemistry, passive safety
and severe accident behavior. An effective mix of modeling, simulation, prototyping and
demonstrations should be used to reduce the existing uncertainties and lack of knowledge.
4.6. The integral safety assessment methodology (ISAM)
During 2008 the RSWG began the development of the methodology for Generation IV safety
assessments, stated in [26]. The methodology would integrate PSA and several other techni‐
ques, such as PIRT and OPT, with an extensive deterministic and phenomenological model‐
ing [41]. In 2009 the RSWG focused its work on the development of a methodology that was
denominated Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology (ISAM) [42].
ISAM consists of five distinct analytical tools which are structured around PSA:
• Qualitative Safety Requirements/Characteristic Review (QSR).
• Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT),
• Objective Provision Tree (OPT).
• Deterministic and Phenomenological Analyses (DPA).
• Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA).
From its original conception, it was clearly established that ISAM is not intended to dictate
requirements or compliance with safety goals to designers. Its intention is solely to provide
useful insights into the nature of safety and risk of Generation IV systems for the attainment
of Generation IV safety objectives. ISAM will allow evaluation of a particular Generation IV
concept or design relative to various potentially applicable safety metrics or “figures of mer‐
it” (FOM) [42, 43].
During 2010 the RSWG focused its work on the finalization of ISAM methodology presented
in 2009. ISAM was conceived as a methodology providing specific tools to examine relevant
safety issues at different points in the design evolution, in an iterative fashion through the
development cycle. It is considered well integrated, and when used as a whole, offers the
flexibility to allow a graded approach to the analysis of technical issues of varying complexi‐
ty and importance [5].
Finally, the document describing the Generation IV Integrated Safety Assessment Methodol‐
ogy (ISAM) was available in June, 2011 [5]. According to this report, a principal focus of
RSWG is the development and demonstration of an integrated methodology that can be
used to evaluate and document the safety of Generation IV nuclear systems.
An important remark is that the safety approach for Generation IV nuclear systems should
differ from the one, usually applied to previous reactor generations, in which safety is gen‐
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erally “added on” by applying safety assessments to relatively mature designs and introduc‐
ing the results in many cases as “backfits”. ISAM is therefore intended to support
achievement of safety that is “built-in” rather than “added on” by influencing the direction
of the concept and design development from its earliest stages [5].
It is envisioned that ISAM will be a “tool kit” used in three different ways:
• As an integrated methodology, throughout the concept development and design phases,
revealing insights capable of influencing the design evolution. ISAM can develop a more
detailed understanding of safety-related design vulnerabilities, and resulting risk contrib‐
utors. New safety provisions or design improvements can be identified, developed, and
implemented relatively early.
• Applying selected elements of the methodology separately at various points throughout
the design evolution to yield an objective understanding of safety-related issues (such as
risk contributors, safety margins, effectiveness of safety provisions, uncertainties, etc.) im‐
portant to decision makers.
• In the late stages of design maturity, for decision makers and regulators to measure the
level of safety and risk associated with a given design relative to safety objectives or li‐
censing criteria (“post facto” application).
ISAM is essentially a PSA-based safety assessment methodology, with the additional
strength of other tools, tailored to answering specific types of questions at various stages of
design development. The methodology is well integrated. Although individual analytical
tools can be selected for separate and exclusive use, the full value of the integrated method‐
ology is derived from using each tool, in an iterative fashion and in combination with the
others, throughout the development cycle. Figure 7 shows the overall task flow of ISAM and
indicates which tools are intended for each phase of Generation IV system technology devel‐
opment [5].

Pre-Conceptual Design
Primarily
Qualitative

Conceptual Design

Formulation

Final Design

Refinement of Safety Features and Criteria

Licensing and Operation

Primarily
Quantitative

Qualitative Safety Review (QSR

Phenomena Identification Ranking
Table (PIRT)
· Identify important phenomena
· Characterize state of knowledge
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA)
· Provides integrated understanding of risk and
safety issues
· Allows assessment of risk implications of
design variations
· In principle , allows comparison to technology
neutral risk metrics

Figure 7. ISAM Task Flow [5].

Objective Provision Tree (OPT)
· List provisions that assure implementation of DiD
· DiD level
safety function
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provisions
Deterministic and Phenomenological Analysis
(DPA)
· Demonstrate conformance with design intent and
assumptions
· Characterize response in event sequences resulting
from postulated initiating events
· Establish margins to limits, success criteria for SSCs
in PRA, and consequences
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The methodology comprises several stages, from the pre-conceptual design to licensing and
operation, with the corresponding safety features and criteria moving from primarily quali‐
tative to quantitative. In the early design stages, the main role corresponds to the qualitative
safety analysis techniques QSR, PIRT and OPT, but Deterministic and Phenomenological
Analysis (DPA) and Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) are introduced earlier in compar‐
ison with the current practice for previous reactor generations. DPA and PSA are the key
techniques to be applied during the last stages corresponding to final design, licensing and
operation, where safety criteria are mainly quantitative.
4.7. The qualitative safety features review (QSR)
Only one of the tools integrated in ISAM is completely new, and was developed specially
for Generation IV Reactor Systems: the Qualitative Safety features Review (QSR). QSR is in‐
tended to provide a systematic means of ensuring and documenting that the evolving Gen‐
eration IV system concept of design incorporates the desirable safety-related attributes and
characteristics that are identified and discussed in [40].
QSR is conducted using a template structure organized according to the first four levels of
Defense in Depth (prevention, control, protection and management of severe accidents). The
review is based on an exhaustive check list of safety good practices and recommendations
applicable to Generation IV systems. Design options are evaluated, identifying their
strength or weakness, and qualified as favorable, unfavorable or neutral in relation with the
desirable characteristics.
An exhaustive and detailed check list is essential for the QSR quality. To generate the list, a
top-down functional approach is conducted, as shown in Figure 8 [5]. Firstly, the recom‐
mendations from RSWG, IAEA standards, INSAG and INPRO guidelines and other referen‐
ces, organized according to the levels of Defense in Depth, are detailed as much as possible,
for a technology neutral condition. Finally, the defined neutral characteristics are used to de‐
velop the set of specific recommendations for a particular technology. In this process, the
characteristics and features are grouped in four classes, moving from general recommenda‐
tions to detailed specific attributes [5]:
Class 1: Generic and Technology neutral.
Class 2: Detailed and Technology neutral.
Class 3: Detailed and Technology neutral but applicable to a given safety function.
Class 4: Detailed and applicable to a given safety function and specific technology.
RSWG has developed check lists covering desirable Classes 1 to 3 safety characteristics for
the first four levels of Defense in Depth. Class 3 recommendations were determined for the
safety function “Decay Heat Removal” [5]. It is considered that QSR applications will be im‐
portant for the identification of Generation IV R&D needs.
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Levels of the Defence in depth
Ø Prevention
Ø Control
Ø Protection and severe accident prevention
Ø Severe accident management
Ø Consequences mitigation & offsite measure

Recommendations from the RSWG and
Other references

Identification of the Design Objectives
Ø Class 1 – Generic & Technology neutral
Ø Class 2 – Detailed & Technology neutral
Ø Class 3 – Detailed & Technology neutral but applicable to a given safety function
Ø Class 4 – Detailed, Technology specific and applicable to a given safety function

ASSESSMENT CONCLUSIONS
Ø For a selected option to achieve a given mission
Ø For the system as a whole

GEN IV System Characteristics
Ø Options for a given safety function

Figure 8. Top-down approach to establish safety recommendations derived from a QSR [5]

4.8. PIRT and OPT
In ISAM, PIRT and OPT are tools that complement each other. PIRT is used to identify phe‐
nomena impacting accident scenarios while OPT finds out the necessary Defense in Depth
provisions to prevent, control or mitigate the corresponding phenomena. They can be itera‐
tively applied from conceptual to mature designs. Both techniques are basically qualitative
tools based on expert elicitation.
PIRT is more expert-dependant due to the complexity and diversity of possible phenomena
involved in accident scenarios. The expert panel selects a FOM, for example, the fission
products release, the maximum core coolant temperature, etc.; and the PIRT process is ap‐
plied to each of the identified accident scenarios to determine and categorize the safety-re‐
lated phenomena and the uncertainties in their knowledge. Usually a four level scale is used
to rank the phenomena importance (high, medium, low or insignificant) and existing knowl‐
edge (full, satisfactory, partial or very limited). The ranked values of importance and uncer‐
tainty are useful to determine R&D effort priorities for accident scenarios. Safety issues
located in the region of high importance and large uncertainty have the greatest priorities.
OPT is a systematic and structured top-down method for a fully characterization of the De‐
fense in Depth architecture by identifying in detail the set of objective realistic countermeas‐
ures against a great diversity of safety-deteriorating mechanisms. Following a deductive
approach, the model goes from each level of defense throughout the safety objectives and
physical barriers; down to the safety functions and their challenges, until challenging mech‐
anisms at the lowest tree levels are deduced and the associated sets of objective provisions
in opposition to them, constituting LOPs, are determined. Figure 9 shows the tree structure
of the OPT process [39].
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Figure 9. OPT process to determine Defense in Depth objective safety provisions [39]

The application of OPT is expected to contribute from early stages to the built-in safety ap‐
proach proclaimed as part of Generation IV safety assessment philosophy. Its final objective
is to ensure that Defense in Depth satisfies the desirable attributes of being exhaustive, bal‐
anced, progressive, tolerant and forgiving [5]. During the pre-conceptual and conceptual de‐
sign phases OPT will serve as an important guidance to research efforts in order to achieve
the mentioned Defense in Depth attributes by means of robust, reliable and simple design
solutions. OPT can also identify degradation mechanisms representing feedbacks to PIRT.
4.9. DPA and PSA
PSA is the principal basis of ISAM, but DPA also constitutes a vital component, providing
support to PSA, as well as to PIRT and OPT. Following the Risk-informed methodology,
ISAM integrates PSA, DPA and Defense in Depth (evaluated using the OPT). The two mutu‐
ally complemented methodologies, PSA and DPA, contribute to assess important phenom‐
ena identified in the PIRT process, and can also evaluate the effectiveness of LOPs deduced
by means of OPT. DPA is indispensable to understand NPP safety issues, providing quanti‐
tative insights, important as PSA inputs. Best-estimated deterministic computer codes are
preferred, incorporating sensitivity analyses to cover the existing uncertainties, depending
on the design stage. One important challenge is the upgrade, development and validation of
deterministic computer codes and their necessary input data to perform convincing safety
assessments of some innovative reactor concepts.
RSWG supports the idea of applying PSA from the earliest practical stages of the design proc‐
ess, and continuing its application iteratively throughout the evolution of the design concept
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until its maturity, in the stages of final design, licensing and operation. The PSA scope should
comprise both internal and external events. PSA is recognized as a fundamental tool to priori‐
tize properly design and operational issues which are more significant to safety, contributing
in this way to a proper balance between costs and safety effectiveness of Generation IV Nuclear
Energy Systems. PSA advantages for a systematic understanding and evaluation of risk uncer‐
tainties is also remarked. It is expected that PSA will contribute to understand differences in the
level of safety of diverse technical proposals and select the designs that better fulfill the selec‐
tion safety criteria for a given Generation IV reactor concept.
The traditional PSA metrics of Core Damage Frequency (CDF) and Large Early Release Fre‐
quency (LERF) remain useful, although the first one does not apply to all the new reactor
concepts. It has been recommended the generalization of CDF as “undesirable event with
significant source term mobilization”. The principal risk metric that should be used for com‐
paring Generation IV concepts is the Farmer’s Curve, oriented to the Generation IV Safety
objective regarding the elimination of off-site emergency response [5]. To achieve its leading
role, PSA must be validated as part of a rigorous quality assurance program, including a
peer review conducted by independent experts.
4.10. ISAM: Experiences and perspectives
ISAM is a relatively new methodology which is still under development and adjustment. It
is recognized that the methodology will need to be modified or updated based on the les‐
sons and findings derived from the Fukushima accident [5, 44].
An example of a preliminary ISAM application to the Japanese Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor
(JSFR) is described in [5]. A PIRT process was conducted for the reactor shutdown by the
passive Self-Actuated Shutdown System (SASS) upon an Unprotected Loss of Flow (ULOF)
accident. OPT results are presented for the safety function “Core heat removal” of Defense
in Depth Level 3, indentifying several mechanisms for the challenge “Degraded or disrup‐
tion of heat transfer path” and their corresponding LOPs. Applicability of DPA and PSA is
also shown.
RSWG demonstration that ISAM can be used to evaluate and document the safety of Gener‐
ation IV nuclear systems, supported by an extended use of the methodology in practical ap‐
plications, is only beginning but has excellent perspectives of becoming a future reality. It
will certainly depend on international efforts and progress in the materialization of Genera‐
tion IV reactor concepts. RSWG has been asked for GIF to work toward the provision of in‐
creasingly detailed guidance for application of ISAM in the development of Generation IV
systems [44].

5. Generation IV: Economical aspects [6]
The economic modeling working group (EMWG) was formed in 2004 for developing a cost
estimating methodology to be used for assessing Generation IV International Forum (GIF)
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systems against its economic goals. Its creation followed the recommendations from the eco‐
nomics crosscut group of the Generation IV roadmap project that a standardized cost esti‐
mating protocol be developed to provide decision makers with a credible basis to assess,
compare, and eventually select future nuclear energy systems, taking into account a robust
evaluation of their economic viability. The methodology developed by the EMWG is based
upon the economic goals of Generation IV nuclear energy systems, as adopted by GIF: to
have a life cycle cost advantage over other energy sources, to have a level of financial risk
comparable to other energy projects (i.e., to involve similar total capital investment and cap‐
ital at risk).
This section briefly describes an economic model for Generation IV nuclear energy systems
[6] and the accompanying software [45] in which the guidelines and models were imple‐
mented. These tools will integrate cost information prepared by Generation IV system de‐
velopment teams during the development and demonstration of their concept, thus assuring
a standard format and comparability among concepts. This methodology will allow the
Generation IV International Forum (GIF) Experts Group to give an overview to policy mak‐
ers and system development teams on the status of available economic estimates for each
system and the relative status of the different systems with respect to Generation IV eco‐
nomic goals. Figure 10 displays the structure of the integrated nuclear energy economic
model. The following discussion is based on this figure.

Research, Development &
Demonstratioins (RD& D)

Guidelines – Code of Accounts (COA)

Technical Scope

Decommissioning
Low Level Waste

CAPITAL AT RISK

Annual Operation & Maintenance

Fuel Cycle Model
G4-ECONS
G4-ECONS-FCF

Levelized Unit of Emergy Cost (LUEC )
or Levelized Unit of Product Cost (hydrogen, etc)
G4-ECONS

Waste

ECONOMICS

Figure 10. Structure of the integrated nuclear energy economic model [6].

The model is split in four parts: construction/production, fuel cycle, energy products, and
modularization.
Cost estimates prepared by system design teams should report the overall direct and indi‐
rect costs for reactor system design and construction (base construction cost) and an esti‐
mate of the reactor annual operation and maintenance costs. The intent is that these costs be
developed using the GIF COA described in [6], prepared by the methods outlined therein.
The decision maker, however, needs more than just the overall costs in each life cycle cate‐
gory. Of particular interest are the cost per kilowatt of installed capacity and the cost of elec‐
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tricity generation (cost per kilowatt-hour) from such systems, including the contribution of
capital and non-fuel operations.
Ref. [6] describes how interest during construction (IDC), contingencies, and other supple‐
mental items are added to the base construction cost to obtain the total project capital cost.
This total cost is amortized over the plant economic life so that the capital contribution to
the levelized unit of energy cost (LUEC) can be calculated. Operation and maintenance
(O&M) and decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) costs, along with electricity pro‐
duction information, yield the contributions of non-fuel costs to the overall cost of electrici‐
ty. These algorithms have been derived from earlier Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
nuclear energy plant databases (NECDB) [46, 47], to calculate these costs.
Fuel cycle materials and services are purchased separately by the utility or the fuel subcon‐
tractor. For fuel cycles commercially deployed, there are mature industries worldwide that
can provide these materials and services. Markets are competitive, and prices are driven by
supply and demand. The fuel cycle model requires as inputs the amount of fuel needed for
the initial core and subsequent equilibrium cores, along with the fissile enrichment of the
uranium or plutonium, and, for uranium, the transaction tails assay assumed by the enrich‐
ment service provider. The EMWG model uses algorithms similar to those described in [48]
to estimate the overall cost for each step and ultimately the unit cost contribution of fuel to
electricity cost. Background material on the economic aspects of fuel cycle choices including
information on nuclear materials and fuel cycle service unit costs for conventional reactor
types that use commercially available fuels can be found in NEA reports [48, 49]. These
documents include cost data on fuel reprocessing and high-level waste disposal for closed
fuel cycles and spent fuel disposal for the once-through option.
Innovative fuel cycles or fuel cycle steps for which no industrial scale or commercial facili‐
ties currently exist, especially for fuel fabrication, reprocessing, and waste disposal are also
addressed. For example, the Very-High-Temperature Reactor system will require high-tem‐
perature particle fuel and the SFR (Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor) system might require inno‐
vative pyrometallurgical and pyrochemical facilities for fuel fabrication, reprocessing, and
re-fabrication. For such systems, price data for fuel cycle services generally are not readily
available. Therefore, a unit cost of fuel cycle services, such as $/kgHM (heavy metal) for fuel
fabrication, should be calculated using a methodology similar to that used for LUEC calcula‐
tion for the reactor system. The design team must supply data on the design and construc‐
tion costs for the facilities, along with an estimate of their annual production rates and
operation costs. Algorithms discussed in [6] can produce rough approximations of the unit
costs.
The heat generated by some Generation IV systems has the potential for uses other than
electricity generation, such as the production of hydrogen by thermal cracking of steam.
There are also possible co-production models where the heat is used for both electricity pro‐
duction and process heat applications. The energy products model deals with these issues
and is also discussed.
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Cost issues and possible economic benefits that might result from modularization or factory
production of all or part of a reactor system are also discussed [6].
The aim is to furnish a standardized cost estimating protocol to provide decision makers
with a credible basis to assess, compare, and eventually select future nuclear energy systems
taking into account a robust evaluation of their economic viability. To provide a credible,
consistent basis for the estimated costs, early estimates of the evolving design concepts are
expected to be based on conventional construction experience of built plants. This limitation
is desirable from a consistency point of view because it can provide a reasonable starting
point for consistent economic evaluation of different reactor concepts.
Of particular interest in this sense is the work by Hejzlar et al [50], related to the Gas Cooled
Fast Reactor (GFR). They discuss challenges posed by the GFR when striving for the ach‐
ievement of balance among the Generation IV goals. According to Carelli et al [51], the nu‐
clear option has to face not only the public opinion sensibility, mainly related to plant safety
and waste disposal issues, but also the economic evaluation from investors and utilities, par‐
ticularly careful on that energy source and in deregulated markets. Smaller size nuclear re‐
actors can represent a viable solution especially for developing countries, or countries with
not-highly-infrastructured and interconnected grids, or even for developed countries when
limitation on capital at risk applies. A description of Small-Medium size Reactor (SMR) eco‐
nomic features is presented, in a comparison with the state-of-the-art Large size Reactors. A
preliminary evaluation of the capital and operation and maintenance (O&M) costs shows
that the negative effects of the economies of scale can be balanced by the integral and modu‐
lar design strategy of SMRs.

6. Proliferation resistance and physical protection [7]
Technical and institutional characteristics of Generation IV systems are used to evaluate sys‐
tem response and determine its resistance against proliferation threats and robustness
against sabotage and terrorism. System response outcomes are expressed in terms of a set of
measures.
The methodology is organized to permit evaluations to be performed at the earliest stages of
system design and to become more detailed and more representative as design evolves. Un‐
certainty of results is incorporated into the evaluation.
The results are intended for three types of users: system designers, program policy makers,
and external stakeholders. Program policy makers will be more likely to be interested in the
high-level results that discriminate among choices, while system designers and safeguards
experts will be more interested in results that directly relate to design options that will im‐
prove their performance (e.g., safeguards by design).
The proliferation resistance and physical protection Working Group has based its specifica‐
tion of the evaluation methodology scope on the definition of the Generation IV prolifera‐
tion resistance and physical protection goal. The Generation IV Technology Roadmap (DOE,
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2002b) [52] formally defined the following proliferation resistance and physical protection
goal for future nuclear energy systems:
Generation IV nuclear energy systems will increase the assurance that they are a very unattractive
and the least desirable route for diversion or theft of weapons-usable materials, and provide increased
physical protection against acts of terrorism.
The definition of proliferation resistance adopted by the Working Group agrees with the
definition established at the international workshop sponsored by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA, 2002b)[53].
Formal definitions of proliferation resistance and physical protection have been established
as presented next.
Proliferation resistance is that characteristic of a nuclear energy system that prevents the di‐
version or undeclared production of nuclear material and the misuse of technology by the
host state seeking to acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices.
Physical protection (robustness) is that characteristic of a nuclear energy system that pre‐
vents the theft of materials suitable for nuclear explosives or radiation dispersal devices and
the sabotage of facilities and transportation by sub-national entities or other non-host state
adversaries.
The proliferation resistance and physical protection technology goal for Generation IV nu‐
clear energy systems, when combined with the definitions of proliferation resistance and
physical protection, is therefore as follows.
A Generation IV nuclear energy system is to be the least desirable route to proliferation by
hindering the diversion of nuclear material from the system and hindering the misuse of the
nuclear energy system and its technology in the production of nuclear weapons or other nu‐
clear explosive devices.
A Generation IV nuclear energy system is to provide enhanced protection against theft of
materials suitable for nuclear explosives or radiation dispersal devices and enhanced protec‐
tion against sabotage of facilities and transportation. The proliferation resistance and physi‐
cal protection methodology provides the means to evaluate Generation IV nuclear energy
systems with respect to the following categories of proliferation resistance and physical pro‐
tection threats:
Proliferation Resistance – Resistance to a host state’s acquisition of nuclear weapons by:
• Concealed diversion of material from declared flows and inventories;
• Overt diversion of material from declared flows and inventories;
• Concealed material production or processing in declared facilities;
• Overt material production or processing in declared facilities;
• Concealed material production or processing by replication of declared equipment in
clandestine facilities.
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• Physical Protection (robustness)
• Theft of nuclear weapons-usable material or information from facilities or transportation;
• Theft of hazardous radioactive material from facilities or transportation for use in a dis‐
persion weapon (radiation dispersal device or “dirty bomb”);
• Sabotage at a nuclear facility or during transportation with the objective to release radio‐
active material to harm the public, damage facilities, or disrupt operations.
Figure 11 illustrates the most basic methodological approach. For a given system, analysts
define a set of challenges, analyze system response to these challenges, and assess outcomes.
The challenges to the nuclear energy system are the threats posed by potential proliferate
states and by sub-national adversaries. The technical and institutional characteristics of Gen‐
eration IV systems are used to evaluate the system response and determine its resistance to
proliferation threats and robustness against sabotage and terrorism. The outcomes of the
system response are expressed in terms of proliferation resistance and physical protection
measures.

Threats

CHALLENGES

Proliferation Resistance
& Physical Protection

SYSTEM RESPONSE

Assessment

OUTCOMES

Figure 11. Basic framework for the proliferation resistance and physical protection evaluation methodology [7]

The evaluation methodology assumes that a nuclear energy system has been at least concep‐
tualized or designed, including both intrinsic and extrinsic protective features of the system.
Intrinsic features include the physical and engineering aspects of the system; extrinsic fea‐
tures include institutional aspects such as safeguards and external barriers. A major thrust
of the proliferation resistance and physical protection evaluation is to elucidate the interac‐
tions between intrinsic and extrinsic features, study their interplay, and then guide the path
toward an optimized design.
The structure for the proliferation resistance and physical protection evaluation can be ap‐
plied to the entire fuel cycle or to portions of a nuclear energy system. The methodology is
organized as a progressive approach to allow evaluations to become more detailed and
more representative as system design evolves. Proliferation resistance and physical protec‐
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tion evaluations should be performed at the earliest stages of design when flow diagrams
are first developed in order to systematically integrate proliferation resistance and physical
protection robustness into the designs of Generation IV nuclear energy systems along with
the other high-level technology goals of sustainability, safety and reliability, and economics.
This approach provides early, useful feedback to designers, program policy makers, and ex‐
ternal stakeholders from basic process selection (e.g., recycling process and type of fuel), to
detailed layout of equipment and structures, to facility demonstration testing.
Figure 12 provides an expanded outline of the methodological approach. The first step is
threat definition. For both proliferation resistance and physical protection, the threat defini‐
tion describes the challenges that the system may face and includes characteristics of both
the actor and the actor’s strategy. For proliferation resistance, the actor is the host state for
the nuclear energy system, and the threat definition includes both the proliferation objec‐
tives and the capabilities and strategy of the host state. For physical protection threats, the
actor is a sub-national group or other non-host state adversary. The physical protection ac‐
tors’ characteristics are defined by their objective, which may be either theft or sabotage, and
their capabilities and strategies.

CHALLENGES

Threat definition

System element identification
SYSTEM
RESPONSE

Target identification and categorization

Pathway identification and refinement

Measure estimation

Pathway comparison
OUTCOMES

System assessment & result presentation

Figure 12. Framework for the proliferation resistance and physical protection evaluation methodology [7]

The proliferation resistance and physical protection methodology does not determine the
probability that a given threat might or might not occur. Such evaluations may come from
national threat evaluation organizations. The proliferation resistance and physical protec‐
tion evaluation is based on design features of facilities as well as institutional considerations.
Therefore, the selection of what potential threats to include is performed at the beginning of
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a proliferation resistance and physical protection evaluation, preferably with input from a
peer review group organized in coordination with the evaluation sponsors. The uncertainty
in the system response to a given threat is then evaluated independently of the probability
that the system would ever actually be challenged by the threat. In other words, prolifera‐
tion resistance and physical protection evaluations are challenge dependent.
The detail with which threats can and should be defined depends on the level of detail of
information available about the nuclear energy system design. In the earliest stages of con‐
ceptual design, where detailed information is likely limited, relatively stylized but reasona‐
ble threats must be selected. Conversely, when design has progressed to the point of actual
construction, detailed and specific characterization of potential threats becomes possible.
When threats have been sufficiently detailed for the particular evaluation, analysts assess
system response, which has four components:
1.

System Element Identification. The nuclear energy system is decomposed into smaller
elements or subsystems at a level amenable to further analysis. The elements can com‐
prise a facility (in the systems engineering sense), part of a facility, a collection of facili‐
ties, or a transportation system within the identified nuclear energy system where
acquisition (diversion) or processing (proliferation resistance) or theft/sabotage (physi‐
cal protection) could take place.

2.

Target Identification and Categorization. Target identification is conducted by system‐
atically examining the nuclear energy system for the role that materials, equipment, and
processes in each element could play in each of the strategies identified in the threat
definition. Proliferation resistance targets are nuclear material, equipment, and process‐
es to be protected from threats of diversion and misuse. Physical protection targets are
nuclear material, equipment, or information to be protected from threats of theft and
sabotage. Targets are categorized to create representative or bounding sets for further
analysis.

3.

Pathway Identification and Refinement. Pathways are potential sequences of events and
actions followed by the actor to achieve objectives. For each target, individual pathways
are divided into segments through a systematic process, and analyzed at a high level.
Segments are then connected into full pathways and analyzed in detail. Selection of ap‐
propriate pathways will depend on the scenarios themselves, the state of design infor‐
mation, the quality and applicability of available information, and the analyst's
preferences.

4.

Estimation of Measures. The results of the system response are expressed in terms of
proliferation resistance and physical protection measures. Measures are the high-level
characteristics of a pathway that affect the likely decisions and actions of an actor and
therefore are used to evaluate the actor’s likely behavior and outcomes. For each meas‐
ure, the results for each pathway segment are aggregated as appropriate to compare
pathways and assess the system so that significant pathways can be identified and
highlighted for further assessment and decision making
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The measures for proliferation resistance are:
• Proliferation Technical Difficulty – The inherent difficulty, arising from the need for tech‐
nical sophistication and materials handling capabilities, required to overcome the multi‐
ple barriers to proliferation.
• Proliferation Cost – The economic and staffing investment required to overcome the mul‐
tiple technical barriers to proliferation, including the use of existing or new facilities.
• Proliferation Time – The minimum time required to overcome the multiple barriers to
proliferation (i.e., the total time planned by the Host State for the project).
• Fissile Material Type – A categorization of material based on the degree to which its char‐
acteristics affect its utility for use in nuclear explosives.
• Detection Probability – The cumulative probability of detecting a proliferation segment or
pathway.
• Detection Resource Efficiency – The efficiency in the use of staffing, equipment, and fund‐
ing to apply international safeguards to a nuclear energy system.
• The measures for physical protection are:
• Probability of Adversary Success – The probability that an adversary will successfully
complete the actions described by a pathway and generate a consequence.
• Consequences – The effects resulting from the successful completion of the adversary’s
action described by a pathway.
• Physical Protection Resources – The staffing, capabilities, and costs required to provide
PP, such as background screening, detection, interruption, and neutralization, and the
sensitivity of these resources to changes in the threat sophistication and capability.
By considering these measures, system designers can identify design options that will im‐
prove system proliferation resistance and physical protection performance. For example, de‐
signers can reduce or eliminate active safety equipment that requires frequent operator
intervention.
The final steps in proliferation resistance and physical protection evaluations are to integrate
the findings of the analysis and to interpret the results. Evaluation results should include
best estimates for numerical and linguistic descriptors that characterize the results, distribu‐
tions reflecting the uncertainty associated with those estimates, and appropriate displays to
communicate uncertainties.
Further literature on the subject of this section comprises, for example, the paper by Bari et al
[54], where the general methodology for proliferation resistance and physical protection is dis‐
cussed and applied. An application to an example sodium fast reactor is discussed in terms of
elicitation in [55]. An application concerning nuclear fuel cycles is discussed in [56]. A practical
tool to assess proliferation resistance of nuclear energy systems is discussed in [57].
Proliferation resistance is discussed in [58] concerning the mobile fuel reactor, which is not one
of Generation IV concepts in discussion, but interesting insights may be found therein. Penner
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et al [59] discuss new reactor designs and construction where a Generation IV design perspec‐
tive is presented and proliferation resistance is set as an issue of utmost importance. Lennox et
al [60] discuss the plutonium issue from the point of view of Generation IV designs.
The molten salt reactor is focused on proliferation issues in Ref. [61] also. Here proliferation
considerations are discussed in face of the reactor operation because without the removal of
plutonium and uranium from the fuel mixture, the reactivity starts to fluctuate and needs
compensation. Uri and Engel [62] discuss non-proliferation attributes of molten salt reactors,
as, for example, less plutonium stocks.
Myths of the proliferation resistance approach are focused in Ref. [63].

7. Conclusions
The discussion presented in this chapter clearly shows that much effort has been developed
on a worldwide basis for conceiving the reactors that will be in use around 2030. Due to its
beginning as a military weapon, nuclear energy is not an energy option that is accepted
without strong restrictions in many countries. This resistance has been particularly aggra‐
vated immediately after the accidents in Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and the recent one in
Fukushima. Many lessons learned from these accidents have been employed in the concep‐
tion of Generation IV reactors, as many of them had already been implemented in Genera‐
tion III reactors, like Westinghouse's AP1000.
The Generation IV philosophy for reactor development brings into light concerns about sus‐
tainability, economic viability, safety, and security translated into the concepts of prolifera‐
tion resistance and physical protection. These are new concepts that are playing the
dominante roles in reactor development for the future. It is also noteworthy that safety anal‐
ysis is to be stressed, mainly the application of the risk-informed decision making approach
for licensing purposes. Certainly, this integrated phylosophy will do much for turning nu‐
clear energy systems much more acceptable by the final users.
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Nuclear Reactors Technology Research Across
the World

Chapter 8

Thermal Hydraulics Prediction Study for an Ultra High
Temperature Reactor with Packed Sphere Fuels
Motoo Fumizawa
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/53371

1. Introduction
Nowadays, very high temperature gas-cooled reactor (VHTR) design studies and utilization
studies are investigated energetically in the some international conference, especially in the
ICONE20 conference (Allelein, 2012, Iwatsuki, 2012, Sato, 2012). The VHTR project so called
GIF is developing the design study to establish 1,000 °C as a coolant outlet temperature and
to realize the hydrogen production (GIF-002-00,2002, Shiozawa,2005), where GIF is the
Generation IV International Forum. For a long time, a fundamental design study has been
carried out in the field of the high temperature gas-cooled reactor i.e. HTGR (Fumizawa,
1989b, Fumizawa, 2007), which showed that a coolant outlet temperature was around 900 °C.
The interest of HTGR is increasing in many countries as a promising energy future option.
There are currently two research reactors of HTGR type that are being operated in Japan and
China. The inherent safety of HTGR is due to the large heat capacity and negative temperature
reactivity coefficient. The high temperature heat supply can achieve more effective utilization
of nuclear energy. For example, high temperature heat supply can provide for hydrogen
production, which is expected as alternative energy source for oil. Also, outstanding thermal
efficiency will be achieved at about 900 °C with a Brayton-cycle gas turbine plant.
However, the highest outlet coolant temperature of 1316 °C had been achieved by
UHTREX, in Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory at the end of 1960’s (El-Wakil, 1982,
Hoglund,1966). It was a small scale Ultra High Temperature Nuclear Reactor (UHTR). The
coolant outlet temperature would be higher than 1000 °C in the UHTR. The UHTREX
adopted the hollow rod type fuel; the highest fuel temperature was 1,582 °C, which
indicated that the value was over the current design limit. According to the handy
calculation, it was derived that the pebble type fuel was superior to the hollow type in the
field of fuel surface heat transfer condition (Fumizawa, 1989a).

© 2013 Fumizawa; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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In the present study, the fuels have changed to the pebble type so called the porous media. In
order to compare the present pebble bed reactor and UHTREX, a calculation based on HTGRGT300 was carried out in the similar conditions with UHTREX i.e. the inlet coolant temperature
of 871°C, system pressure of 3.45 MPa and power density of 1.3 w/cm3. The main advantage
of pebble bed reactor (PBR) is that high outlet coolant temperature can be achieved due to its
large cooling surface and high heat transfer coefficient making possible to get high thermal
efficiency. Besides, the fuel loading and discharging procedures are simplified; the PBR system
makes it possible that the frequent load and discharge are easier than the other reactor system
loaded block type fuel without reactor shutdown. This report presents thermal-hydraulic
calculated results for a concept design PBR system of 300MWth of the modular HTGR-GT300
with the pebble types of fuel element as shown in Figure 1. A calculation for comparison with
UHTREX have been carried out and presented as well.
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The concept of pebble bed type HTGR

Figure 1. A concept of pebble bed reactor of HTGR –GT300
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2. Porosity experiment
It is very important to measure the porosity of fuel in the reactor core. The porosity experiments
carried out in both conditions of fully shaken down to the closest possibly packing and nonvibration, because the reactor is normally operated in the condition of non-vibration. The
porosity was measured by packed iron balls in the graduated cylinder and the number of iron
balls, which was counted with the accurate electronic balance of PM-6100 produced by Mettler
Inst. Corp. As the result, the relation of porosity and diameter ratio was shown in Figure 2.
Porosityεchanges from 0.4 to 0.7 in the present experiment. Porosityεwill vary from 0.4 to 0.55
at the large diameter ratio beyond 8. In the figure, it is clear that the value of porosity of nonvibration is larger than the case of fully vibrating condition (El-Wakil, 1982). The difference is
very important to analyze the fuel temperature and thermal-hydraulic calculation
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Figure 2. The relation of porosity and diameter ratio. Solid line was quoted from the reference (El-Wakil, 1982).
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3. Reactor description
3.1. Concept of modular HTGR-GT300 and GT-600
A concept of pebble-bed type HTGR are shown in Figures 2 and 3 with the main nuclear and
thermal-hydraulic specifications presented in Table 1. In the case that the thermal power is
300MW (GT-300), the average power density changes to 4.8 MW/m3. The coolant gas enters
from outer shell of primary coolant coaxial tube to the pressure vessel at temperature of 550°C
and pressure of 6 MPa, follows the peripheral region of side reflectors up to the top and goes
downward through the reactor active core. The outlet coolant goes out through the inner shell
of primary coolant tube at temperature of 900°C. The cylindrical core is formed by the blocks
of graphite reflector with the height of 9.4m and the diameter of 2.91m. There exist the holes
in the reflector that some of them used for control rod channels and the others used for boron
ball insertion in case of accident. In the case that the thermal power is 600MW (GT-600), the
average power density changes to 9.6 MW/m3.
3.2. Fuel element
The two types of pebble fuel elements, consisting of fuel and moderator, are shown in Figure
3. One is solid type where radius of inner graphite rco=0, and the other is shell type fuel element.
The fuel compacts are a mixture of coated particles (Fumizawa, 1989a).

Thermal power (MW)

300 / 600

Coolant

Helium

Inlet coolant temperature (°C)

550

Outlet coolant temperature (°C)

900

Coolant Pressure (MPa)

6

Total coolant flow rate (kg/s)

172.1 / 344.2

Effective core coolant flow rate Weff (kg/s)

141.2 / 282.4

Core diameter (m)

2.91

Core height (m)

9.4

Uranium enrichment (wt %)

10

Average power density(MW/m3)

4.8 / 9.6
6cm

Fuel type (for standard case)

diameter
pebble

Table 1. Major nuclear and thermal-hydraulic specification of GT-300 and GT-600
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Figure 3. Relation of shell type fuel element and temperature difference, in the case that no inner graphite zone is
called the solid type, i.e., rco=0

4. Thermlhydraulic analysis
4.1. PEBTEMP code
A one-dimensional thermal-hydraulic computer code was developed that was named
PEBTEMP (Fumizawa, 2007) as shown in Figure 4. The code solves for the temperature of fuel
element, coolant gas and core pressure drop using assumed power, power distribution, inlet
and outlet temperature, the system pressure, fuel size and fuel type as input data.
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The options for fuel type are of the pebble type; the multi holes blockk type and the pin-inblock type. The power distribution for cases of cosine and exponential is available. The users
can calculate for the other distributions by preparing the input file.
The maximum fuel temperature will be calculated in PEBTEMP as follows:
T f ( z) = Tin + DTcl ( z) + DT film ( z) + DTsl ( z) + DTcom

(1)

Where T f (z): fuel temperature at the center of fuel element i.e. the maximum fuel temperature;
ΔT cl: gas temperature increment from inlet to height z; T in: gas inlet temperature; ΔT film (z):
temperature difference between fuel element surface and coolant gas at z; ΔT sl (z): temperature
difference between fuel matrix surface and fuel element surface; ΔT com (z): temperature

difference between maximum fuel temperature and outer surface fuel temperature; q ‴ : power
density; A f: fuel element surface area; z: axial distance from the top of the core; g: coolant mass
flow rate; C p: coolant heat capacity.

Analysis method
Sphere fuel
Unit cell model

Fuel Temperature analysis code for
High Temperature gas-cooled reactor

(porosity=0.39)

Thermal conduction Eq.

The option of thermal
power distribution are
as follows:
(1)Cosine
(2)exponential
i.e. same fuel center
temperature in axial

Sphere fuel

Coolant flow

Z
Figure 4. Analysis method of thermal-hydraulic computer code PEBTEMP

4.1.1. Temperature difference in the spherical fuel element
Figure 3 shows fuel configuration of the solid type and the shell type fuel element. In the solid
type, ΔTcom is given as follows;
DTcom ( z) = Tco - Tc
=

q¢¢¢( z)rc2
6lc

(2)
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In case of shell type fuel element, ΔTcom can be calculated by following expression;
DTcom ( z) = Tco - Tc
=

2r 3 ö
q¢¢¢( z) æ 2
ç rc - 3rco2 + co ÷
6lc çè
rc ÷ø

(3)

4.1.2. Film temperature difference
The film temperature differences are calculated as follows;
DT film = Ts - Tch
=

q¢¢¢( z)rc3

(4)

3rs2 h

4.1.3. Heat transfer coefficient
Heat transfer coefficient h in Equation (4) is calculated using following correlation (Heil, 1969):
h = 0.68 r vsC p Re -0.3 Pr -0.66

Re =

r vs d
(1 - e ) m

(5)

(6)

Where, ρ: coolant density; v s: coolant velCity; Re: Reynolds number; Pr: Prandtl number; ε:
porosity; d: fuel element diameter and μ: viscosity of fluid.
4.1.4. Pressure drop
Pressure drop through the core expresses by following correlation (Heil, 1969):

DP = 6.986

(1 - e )n +1

e

3

Re -p n r vs2

H
K + DPa
d

n = 0.22

K = 1 - (1 + n + 3

(7)

(8)

1-e

e

)0.26

d
R

(9)
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Re p =

r vs d
h

(10)

Where, H: core height; R: core radius and ΔP a: acceleration pressure drop.
4.2. Effective flow rate calculation
As many blocks of graphite form the reflector, there exist gaps by which the coolant flow may
pass through as shown in Figure 5. Actually, only one portion of coolant passes through the
reactor core from the top to bottom. This portion is called effective flow rate and can be
calculated iteratively in the code. It is well known that the pressure drop in the PBR core is
higher than that of the hollow type or the multi-hole type fuel core. Considering the pressure
drop, the empirical equation used in this code is as follows (Fumizawa, 1989a):
Weff = 0.98 - 0.012 DP

(11)

Where, W eff: effective coolant flow rate that has dimensionless value due to the normalization
by the total coolant flow rate (kg/s).
ΔP: pressure drop through the core (kPa)
Figure 6 shows the flowchart of iterative calculation with effective coolant flow rate. The
pressure drop effect for effective coolant flow rate in the PBR core is presented in the author’s
former paper (Fumizawa, 2007).

5. Calculation results
5.1. Calculation results for HTGR-GT300
Figure 7 shows the coolant pressure as a function of fuel diameter with different effective
coolant flow rate from 0.5 – 1.0. This figure shows that the coolant pressure strongly depends
on the effective coolant flow rate as well as fuel element diameter especially in case of the
diameter smaller than 4cm. The pressure drop is inversely proportional with fuel element
diameter.
Figure 8 shows the dependence of maximum fuel temperature on fuel diameter and leakage
flow. The maximum fuel temperature of solid type and shell type fuel elements was calculated
for different fuel diameter from 3.5 cm to 10 cm and the coolant flow leakage was taken into
account. According to Eq. (9), the core adopted small diameter fuel element means high leakage
coolant flows. In the viewpoint of the thermal-hydraulics, the diameter of solid type fuel
around 5 cm has the lowest fuel temperature. The fuel temperature in case of shell type fuel is
lower than that of solid type, and the thinner layer of fuel matrix the lower fuel temperature
can be achieved.
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Figure 7. Coolant pressure as a function of fuel diameter for different effective coolant flow rate

Figure 8. Maximum fuel temperature dependence on fuel diameter and leakage flow
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Figure 9. Dependence of maximum fuel temperature on outlet coolant temperature for GT-300 with different porosity and Weff=1.

Figure 9. Dependence of maximum fuel temperature on outlet coolant temperature for GT-300 with different
porosity and Weff=1.
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Figure 10. Dependence of maximum fuel temperature on outlet coolant temperature for GT-600 with different porosity and Weff=1.

Figure 10. Dependence of maximum fuel temperature on outlet coolant temperature for GT-600 with different
porosity and Weff=1.

5.3. Calculation for a New Ultra High Temperature Reactor Experiment (NUHTREX)
The highest outlet coolant temperature has been achieved in case of UHTREX ,i.e.,Ultra High Temperature Reactor Experiment
(Fumizawa, 1989b) at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. UHTREX is the 3 MWth gas cooled reactor loaded hollow cylinder fuel
element type in the hollow cylinder graphite block. The coolant (Helium) flows horizontally outward from inner hollow through
fuel channel. The maximum outlet coolant temperature of 1316oC was recorded on June 24, 1969 (Fumizawa, 2000).
In order to compare the present PBR case with the UHTREX case, a calculation for a HTGR-GT300 was carried out using conditions
similar to the UHTREX case, i.e. an inlet coolant temperature of 871oC, system pressure of 3.45 MPa and power density of 1.3
W/cm3. The hot channel factor of 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 are chosen for the present calculation. The calculated results are presented in
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5.3. Calculation for a New Ultra High Temperature Reactor Experiment (NUHTREX)
The highest outlet coolant temperature has been achieved in case of UHTREX,i.e.,Ultra High
Temperature Reactor Experiment (Fumizawa, 1989b) at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
UHTREX is the 3 MWth gas cooled reactor loaded hollow cylinder fuel element type in the
hollow cylinder graphite bl Ck. The coolant (Helium) flows horizontally outward from inner
hollow through fuel channel. The maximum outlet coolant temperature of 1316°C was
recorded on June 24, 1969 (Fumizawa, 2000).
In order to compare the present PBR case with the UHTREX case, a calculation for a HTGRGT300 was carried out using conditions similar to the UHTREX case, i.e. an inlet coolant
temperature of 871°C, system pressure of 3.45 MPa and power density of 1.3 W/cm3. The hot
channel factor of 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 are chosen for the present calculation. The calculated
results are presented in Figure 11. The results indicate that the fuel temperature of the present
PBR case is much lower value compared to that of the UHTREX case, i.e. 1582 °C. Therefore,
the present PBR system design will be named as NUHTREX i.e. New UHTREX, which will be
one of the UHTR. Figure 12 shows the maximum fuel temperature in various core porosity
and fuel diameter. High fuel temperature obtained from the high porosity and large fuel
diameter, where Weff=1.0, solid type fuel, standard case.

Figure 11. Dependence of maximum fuel temperature on outlet coolant temperature for NUHTREX with different hot
channel factor (Kr) and UHTREX case.
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Figure 12. The maximum fuel temperature in various core porosity and fuel diameter

6. Conclusions
From present study, following items are summarized. It is clear that the value of porosity of
non-vibration is larger than the case of fully vibrating condition. High fuel temperature
obtained from the high porosity and large fuel diameter. In the viewpoint of the thermalhydraulics, it is clarified that the diameter of solid type fuel around 5 cm has the lowest fuel
temperature. The fuel temperature in case of shell type fuel is lower than that of solid type,
because the thinner layer of fuel matrix the lower fuel temperature can be achieved. The
maximum fuel temperature (Tmax) for GT-600 is higher than that for GT-300, for instance,
Tmax for GT-600 is 168 °C higher than that for GT-300 where the outlet coolant temperature
is 900 °C and the porosity is 0.39.

Nomenclature
Af: fuel element surface area; (m2)
Cp: coolant heat capacity; (J/kgK)
g: coolant mass flow rate; (kg/s)
H: core height; (m)
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h : heat transfer coefficient; (W/m2K)
q’’’: power density; (W/m3)
R: core radius; (m)
Re: Reynolds number
Tf(z): fuel temperature at the center of fuel element, i.e., the maximum fuel temperature; ( °C)
Tin: gas inlet temperature; (°C)
Tout: gas outlet temperature; (°C)
Weff: effective coolant flow rate, dimensionless value due to the normalization
z: axial distance from the top of the core; (m)
ΔP: pressure drop through the core (kPa)
ΔPa: acceleration pressure drop; (kPa)
ΔTcl: gas temperature increment from inlet to height z; (°C)
ΔTcom(z): temperature difference between maximum fuel temperature and outer surface fuel
temperature; (°C)
ΔTfilm(z): temperature difference between fuel element surface and coolant gas at z; (°C)
ΔTsl(z): temperature difference between fuel matrix surface and fuel element surface; (°C)
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Chapter 9

Benefits in Using Lead-208 Coolant for Fast Reactors
and Accelerator Driven Systems
Georgy L. Khorasanov and Anatoly I. Blokhin
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/52321

1. Introduction
The chapter is dedicated to the analysis of benefits in using lead enriched with the stable
lead isotope, Pb-208, instead of natural mix of stable lead isotopes, Pb-204, Pb-206, Pb-207
and Pb-208, as heavy liquid metal coolant for core and top-lateral blankets of critical reactors
on fast neutrons (FR) and for subcritical blanket of accelerator driven system (ADS). Pb-208
has very low cross sections, less than 0.3 mbarn, of neutron radiation capture below 50 keV
of neutron energy and high threshold, around 2.6 MeV, for inelastic interaction of neutrons
with Pb-208 nuclei. These features of Pb-208 as coolant allow reaching economy of neutrons
in FR and ADS core and blanket, hardening neutron spectra, favorable conditions for per‐
formance of fuel breeding and minor actinides incineration.

2. Small neutron absorption in FR and ADS coolant from lead-208
In the range of neutron energies below 20 MeV microscopic cross sections of radiation
neutron capture by the lead isotope Pb-208 are smaller than the cross sections of radiation
neutron capture by natural lead, Pb-nat, which is proposed as heavy liquid metal coolants
for future lead fast reactors (LFRs). This difference is especially large, by 3-4 orders of
magnitude, for intermediate and low energy neutrons, En <50 keV. Share of neutrons with
energies less than 50 keV is usually about 20-25% of all neutrons in FR or ADS cores and
it increases in lateral and topical blankets of FRs. In Fig. 1 cross sections of radiation neu‐
tron capture by the lead isotopes Pb-204, Pb-206, Pb-207, Pb-208 and the natural mix of
lead isotopes Pb-nat in the ABBN-93 system [1] of 28 neutron energy groups are resulted.
The cross sections are received on the basis of files of the evaluated nuclear data for the
ENDF/B-VII.0 version library.

© 2013 Khorasanov and Blokhin; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Figure 1. Microscopic cross sections of radiation neutron capture, σ(n,g), by stable lead isotopes and natural mix of
lead isotopes taken from the ENDF/B-VII.0 library. Cross sections are represented in the ABBN-93 system of 28 neutron
energy groups.

It is visible, that practically for all of the 28 neutron energy groups of the ABBN-93 system,
the cross sections of radiation neutron capture by the lead isotope Pb-208 are less than the
cross sections of radiation neutron capture by the mix of lead isotopes Pb-nat, and this dif‐
ference is especially strong, of 3-4 orders of magnitudes, for intermediate and low energy
neutrons,En<50 keV.
In this chapter section benefits of the use of molten Pb-208 instead of Pb-nat as coolant are
demonstrated on the model of the ADS blanket offered for transmutation minor actinides
(МА) in a number of nowadays developed scenarios of destruction nuclear plant waste
products. Calculations of neutron and physical characteristics of the ADS subcritical core
have been performed by means Monte Carlo technique with the MCNP/4C code [2] and
NJOY program specially developed with the help of the library of cross sections on the ba‐
sis of ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluated nuclear data files. As initial data the following ones were
taken [3]:
• Annular core with a source of neutrons – a target on its axis,
• Calculated with the Monte-Carlo technique a spectrum of spallation neutrons in the tar‐
get consisted of the modified lead-bismuth eutectic – Pb-208 (80%)-Bi (20%),
• Proton beam energy– Ep=600 MeV,
• The effective multiplication factor for the subcritical core cooled by Pb-208 –Kef =0.970,
• Thermal capacity delivered in the subcritical core in the rated regime – N=80 MW,
• Core coolant – lead-208, Pb-208 (100%), or natural lead, Pb-nat (100%).
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For reduction the core dimensions and minimization the quantity of the coolant, a mix of
mononitrides of the depleted uranium, U-238, and plutonium from the PWR spent nuclear
fuel and MA as the ADS core fuel was considered. Pu and МА contents in the uranium-plu‐
tonium mix were accepted equal to 15%.
The calculated basic technical parameters of the 80 MW thermal Pb-208/Pb-nat cooled ADS core,
satisfying the initial data, are resulted in Table 1.

Parameters

Values

Subcritical core thermal power

80 MW

Annular core outer diameter

123.7 cm

Annular core inner diameter

56.0 cm

Annular core height

110.0 cm

Core fuel

(U+Pu+MA)15N

Total fuel inventory

5410 kg

Total heavy metal inventory

5090 kg

Total Pu and Minor Actinides inventory

810 kg

Mean pin linear power

188 W/cm

Mean volume power density

118 W/cm3

Effective multiplication factor

Кef=0.970 for Pb-208

for the core cooled by Pb-208/Pb-nat

Кef=0.953 for Pb-nat

Proton beam energy

600 MeV

Proton beam current required to deliver 80 MWthermal core

Ip=2.8 mA for Pb-208

power

Ip=4.3 mAfor Pb-nat

Proton beam power required to deliver 80 MWthermal core

Np=1.68 MW for Pb-208

power

Np=2.58 MW for Pb-nat

Table 1. Parameters of the 80 MWthermalPb-208/Pb-nat cooled ADS core.

On the basis of the microscopic cross sections, σ(n, g), in 28 group approximation and neu‐
tron spectra calculated by means the MCNP/4C code for subcritical core cooled with molten
Pb-208 or Pb-nat the one-group cross sections, <σ(n, g)>=∑σn φn/∑φn,of radiation neutron
capture by the isotope Pb-208 and by the mix of isotopes Pb-nat averaged over correspond‐
ing neutron spectra of subzones 1-9 of the ADS subcritical core have been calculated. The
ADS annular subcritical core was uniformly divided in 9 subzones. One-group cross sec‐
tions <σ(n, g)> of radiation neutron capture by Pb-208 and Pb-nat averaged over corre‐
sponding neutron spectra for subzones 1-9 of the ADS core are given in Table 2.
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Subzone 1

Subzone 2

Subzone 3

0.86/5.08

0.85/5.22

0.74/5.86

Target-

Subzone 4

Subzone 5

Subzone 6

source of neutrons

0.92/4.50

0.90/4.83

0.83/5.50

Subzone 7

Subzone 8

Subzone 9

0.82/5.62

0.83/4.74

0.73/5.24

Table 2. One-group cross sections of neutron radiation capture by coolants:Pb-208 (bold) /Pb-nat in the ADS
subcritical core subzones. Cross sections in mbarns are given.

The mean value of <σ(n, g)> for Pb-208 calculated from the data given in the Table 2 for sub‐
zones 1-9 is equal to 0.83 mbarn, that is by 6.2 times smaller than the mean value of <σ(n, g)>
for Pb-nat (5.18 mbarn). This is evidence of small neutron absorption in the coolant from
lead-208. This allows using the neutron surplus for reducing initial fuel load, increasing plu‐
tonium breeding, etc.
A possibility of using a low neutron absorbing coolant from lead-208 in the project of
critical FR RBEC-M having 900 MW thermal power and fueled with uranium–plutonium
[4] was also analyzed. In this reactor project the eutectic of lead (45%) and bismuth
(55%) is envisaged. Pb-Bi coolant is characterized by relatively low melting temperature
but has no potential in its using in full scaled nuclear power due to low stocks of bis‐
muth and its high post radiation radio toxicity via polonium-210. As is known next gen‐
eration of LFRs and ADSs, for example the BREST and the EFIT, are planned to be
cooled with natural lead.
Neutron and physical characteristics of two reactors were calculated. Reactor RBEC-M is
cooled with lead-bismuth as it has been firstly designed at the Kurchatov Institute, the
Russian Federation. The second version of the reactor, RBEC-M, is cooled with lead-208
[5, 6]. These reactors are distinguished only by materials of coolant and coolant’s temper‐
atures are closely spaced. All other characteristics of these two reactors are similar. In
these conditions the masses of uranium-plutonium fuel to reach criticality were calculat‐
ed. The economy of the fuel load in the critical reactor RBEC-M cooled with lead-208 has
been recognized. Then neutron fluxes in the core, lateral and low topical blankets of
these two critical reactors were calculated. Calculations have been performed with the
Monte Carlo code MCNP/4С, the special program NJOY and in using the neutron cross
section data from the library ENDF/B-VII.0.
In Fig. 2 the microscopic cross sections of radiation capture of neutrons by lead-208 and PbBi are given. The cross sections are taken from the ENDF/B-VII.0 library and they are repre‐
sented in the ABBN-93 28 neutron energy group’s approximation.
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Figure 2. Microscopic cross sections of radiation capture of neutrons by lead-208 and Pb-Bi. Data are taken from the
ENDF/B-VII.0 library.

From Fig. 2 follows that for all of neutron energies represented, the microscopic cross sec‐
tions of neutron capture by Pb-Bi are larger in comparison with Pb-208. For energies below
En<50 keV the cross sections of neutron radiation capture by lead-208 are by 3-5 orders of
magnitude smaller than the cross section of neutron capture by Pb-Bi.
In Table 3 the one-group cross sections of neutron radiation capture by two various cool‐
ants, Pb-Bi and Pb-208, in RBEC-M neutron spectra are presented.

Name
of reactor

Small fuel
enrich-ment
zone

Middle fuel
enrichment
zone

Big fuel

Lateral

enrich-ment

blanket

zone

zone

Topical

Topical

blanket below blanket below
small enrich- middle enrichment zone

ment zone

Topical
blanket below
big
enrich-ment
zone

RBEC-M
(lead 45%-

3.7119

3.6239

3.6640

4.8288

5.3238

5.2248

5.4097

0.9330

0.9419

0.9393

0.8660

0.8087

0.8122

0.7901

bismuth 55%)
RBEC-M
(lead-208
100%)

Table 3. One-group cross sections of neutron radiation capture by coolants (Pb-Bi or Pb-208) of FR RBEC-M. Cross
sections in millibarns are given.
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From Table 3 follows that reactor RBEC-M with coolant from lead-208 is characterized with
minimum value of mean one-group cross sections of neutron capture by the coolant in the
core, <σ>=0.94 millibarns. The corresponding mean cross section for the RBEC-M reactor
core cooled by Pb-Bi is equal to 3.67 millibarns. As concerns the lateral and topical blankets,
the one-group cross section of neutron capture by Pb-Bi exceeds the value of corresponding
cross section for Pb-208 by 6-7 times. The small value of cross sections and corresponding
excess of neutrons in the zones of the reactor RBEC-M cooled with Pb-208 can be used for
reducing the fuel load in the reactor core, conversion of depleted uranium into plutonium
and transmutation of minor actinides and long-lived fission products immersed in the later‐
al and topical zones.

3. Gain in core fuel loading due to excess of neutrons
As it follows from Table 1, in the ADS with subcritical blanket of 80 MW thermal power the cal‐
culated effective neutron multiplication factor, Кef, increases from Кef=0.953 for coolant from
Pb-nat to Кef=0.970 for Pb-208 as coolant. In this replacement of the coolant proton beam power
required to deliver 80 MW thermal blanket power will be reduced from 2.58 MW for Pb-nat to
1.68 MW for Pb-208. The gain in proton beam power equal to 0.9 MW arising in using low neu‐
tron absorbing coolant from Pb-208 is very valuable taking into account the high cost of 600
MeV energy proton beam power, approximately $100 millions/MW according Ref. 7.
In LFR conditions the behavior of Кef is very similar. In LFR RBEC-M of 900 MW thermal
power in replacement its standard lead-bismuth coolant with lead-208 Kef increases from its
standard value, Кef=1.00957, to the value Кef=1.0246. It was calculated that to leave this coef‐
ficient at the standard level, i.e. to ensure the criticality, Kef=1.00957, the quantity of power
grade plutonium in uranium-plutonium nitride fuel must be decreased from 3,595 kg to
3,380 kg, i.e. Pu enrichment in the fuel will be decreased from its initial value of 13.7% down
to 13.0%. The economy in initial core fuel loading equal to 215 kg power grade plutonium
per 340 MW of electrical power is very valuable taking into account that by this time the
power grade plutonium stockpile reprocessed from light water reactors (LWRs) is expected
to be insufficient for possible introducing in future a plenty of FRs in the countries quickly
increasing their nuclear power. Now in France, the most advanced country on nuclear fuel
reprocessing; only 8.5 tons/year of power grade Pu are available after reprocessing 1150 tons
of spent fuel from LWRs.

4. Increasing the fuel breeding gain in FRs and ADSs cooled with
lead-208
The excess of neutrons due to their small absorption in lead-208 can be used for fuel breed‐
ing and transmutation of long-lived radiotoxic fission products. As an example, we assume
the radiation capture of neutrons by uranium-238 leading to creation of plutonium-239 [9].
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The affectivity of this process will be as large as the value of one-group cross section of radi‐
ation neutron capture by uranium-238 nucleus is great. At neutron energies near to En=5-10
eV microscopic cross sections of neutron capture by uranium-238 have maximum equal to
170 barns as it can be seen from Fig. 3.

U-238(n,g)

Cross-section, barn
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Figure 3. Microscopic cross sections of neutron radiation capture by U-238; taken from ENDF/B-VII.0 library.

That is why if the neutron spectra contains an increased share of neutrons of small and inter‐
mediate energies the corresponding one-group will be larger. In Table 4 the one-group cross
sections of neutron radiation capture by U-238 in the ADS subcritical blanket cooled with
Pb-208 or Pb-nat are given.

Target-source of neutrons

Subzone 1

Subzone 2

Subzone 3

0.34/0.32

0.45/0.43

1.23/0.58

Subzone 4

Subzone 5

Subzone 6

0.27/0.23

0.22/0.28

0.67/0.35

Subzone 7

Subzone 8

Subzone 9

0.55/0.46

0.46/0.33

1.18/0.61

Table 4. One-group cross sections of neutron radiation capture, <σ(n,g)>, by U-238 in the ADS subcritical core
subzones cooled with Pb-208 (bold) /Pb-nat. Cross sections in barns are given.

The mean value of U-238 one-group radiation neutron capture cross section averaged over
subzones 1-9 is equal to 0.6 barns for coolant from Pb-208 and to 0.4 barns for coolant from Pbnat. The difference is due to excess of neutrons in the subzones 3, 6, 9 with smaller neutron en‐
ergies at blanket’s periphery and corresponding greater share of low energy neutrons.
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Mass accumulation (gram/kg U-238)

In Fig. 4and Fig.5 the results of estimation of Pu-239 accumulation and U-238 incineration in
the subzone 3 of the 80 MW thermal ADS are given. These calculations were performed us‐
ing ACDAM code developed in the IPPE [8].

100
Pu-239, ADS+Pb208, cell=3
Pu-239, ADS+Pbnat, cell=3

80
60
40
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Irradiation time, years

Figure 4. Accumulation of Pu-239 in grams in inserting 1 kg of U-238 in the neutron spectrum of the 80 MW ADS
subzone 3. The bold line corresponds to ADS cooled with Pb-208 and the dash line - to ADS cooled with Pb-nat.
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Figure 5. Mass decreasing of U-238 from its initial mass of 1 kg inserted in the neutron spectrum of the 80 MW ADS
subzone 3. The bold line corresponds to ADS cooled with Pb-208 and the dash line - to ADS cooled with Pb-nat.
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Similar behavior of U-238 one-group neutron capture cross section can be seen for LFR
RBEC-M. The RBEC-M core is divided into 4 cells, its positions are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Cell positions in the RBEC-M core.

In Fig.6 and Fig.7 neutron fluxes ratio acting in the cell number 5 and lateral cell number 11
cooled with Pb-208/Pb-Bi are given.
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Figure 6. Neutron fluxes ratio in linear scale for RBEC-M cell 5 cooled with Pb-208/Pb-Bi.
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Figure 7. Neutron fluxes ratio in linear scaleforRBEC-M cell 11 (lateral blanket) cooled with Pb-208/Pb-Bi.

It can be seen that in using Pb-208 as coolant the share of main part of neutrons is increasing
as well as the share of relatively small part of neutrons of low energy is also increasing. The
last circumstance is due to small absorption of neutrons below their energy of 50 keV.
In Table 6 the one-group cross sections of neutron radiation capture by U-238 are given.

<σ(n,g)/>, barns

Cell 5

Cell 6

Cell 7

Cell 11 - Lateral

0.273/0.273

0.262 /0.261

0. 271/0.269

0.575/0.532

Table 6. One-group cross sections of neutron radiation capture, by U-238 in the RBEC-M core cells cooled with Pb-208
(bold) /Pb-Bi.

It is visible that one-group cross sections of neutron radiation capture, <σ(n,g)>, by U-238in
the RBEC-M lateral blanket is equal to 0.575 barns which is very close to the value of
<σ(n,g)>=0.6 barns for ADS blanket.
The one-group cross sections for this nuclide averaged over neutron spectra of LFRs and
ADSs cooled with lead-208 are approximately of 0.6 barns which are comparable with the
one-group cross sections for typical breeders.

5. Hardening of ADS and FR neutron spectra in using lead-208 instead of
natural lead or lead-bismuth
In nuclear power installations with fast neutrons, ADSs and FRs, the mean energy of core
neutrons does not exceed 0.5 MeV, while the mean energy of fission neutrons emitted by
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uranium-235, for example, is equal to 1.98 MeV. In Fig. 8 typical spectrum of neutrons in the
core of lead fast reactor and spectrum of fission neutrons emitted by uranium-235 are given.
It is visible that LFR neutron spectrum is strongly moderated as compared with the spec‐
trum of fission neutrons. Neutron moderation is due to interaction of neutrons with fuel,
structural materials and coolant.
Meanwhile hard spectrum of neutrons in ADS and FR core is preferable for incineration of
minor actinides (MA). Incineration of long-lived radio toxic MA – neptunium, americium
and curium – is one of the key problem of the nuclear power engineering. The world fleet of
light water reactors (LWR) produces about 3.2 tons of MA per year as wastes. It is expected
to incinerate MA in future ADSs which will be able consuming MA in quantities of 40% of
fuel heavy atoms (h. a.). But ADS installation creation is a very expensive way and it needs a
long time. It exists an opportunity to incinerate MA in FR core but from reactor’s safety
point of view the FR core can be loaded with MA in quantities not more than 2.5% of h. a.
As alternative it is possible to load a radial blanket with the fuel having MA of 10% of h. a.
But to avoid curium-242 accumulation during americium transmutation it is desirable to in‐
cinerate MA via their fission. In Fig. 9 microscopic fission cross section for one of MA, name‐
ly americium-241, is given.
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Figure 8. Neutron spectrum in the fuel zone of the 700 MWthermalLFR (2) and spectrum of U-235 fission neutrons (1) in
the ABBN-93 neutron energy group system.
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Figure 9. Microscopic fission cross sections for americium-241 taken from ENDF/B-VII.0 library.

It is visible that for fast neutron region there is a threshold equal to 0.1 MeV above which
Am-241 fission cross sections are growing up to 2-3 barns at En=1-10 MeV. In the range of
thermal and intermediate neutron energies, En<10 keV, Am-241 fission cross sections are al‐
so large enough but at these energies neutron capture cross sections are too large as it is
shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10. Microscopic neutron radiation capture cross sections for Am-241 taken from ENDF/B-VII.0 library.
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For estimation of Am-241 incineration capability, the neutron spectra in 80 MW ADS subcriti‐
cal blanket were calculated using МCNP-4C code and nuclear data library ENDF/B-VII.0. Cal‐
culations were performed in the ABBN-energy group structure system with 28 neutron energy
groups.On the base of calculated neutron spectra for above mentioned 9 subzones of the ADS
blanket the mean energies of neutrons and one-group fission cross sections for Am-241 were
calculated. In Table 7 one-group fission cross sections calculated for Am-241 are given.
Subzone 1

Subzone 2

Subzone 3

0.2854/0.3310

0.2886/0.1984

0.2197/0.1168

Target-

Subzone 4

Subzone 5

Subzone 6

source of neutrons

0.3335/0.3725

0.3681/0.3334

0.2429/0.2630

Subzone 7

Subzone 8

Subzone 9

0.2245/0.1711

0.2483/0.2594

0.2194/0.1932

Table 7. One-group Am-241 fission cross sections in barns for subzones 1-9 of the 80 MW subcritical blanket cooled
with Pb-208 (bold) and Pb-nat.

As follows from these calculations, the replacement of coolant from Pb-nat with Pb-208 in
ADS blanket leads to increasing the mean neutron energy averaged over 1-9 subzones from
its value 0.3785 to 0.4026 MeV, i.e. on 6.4%. In this case the one-group Am-241 fission cross
section averaged over 1-9 subzones increases from 0.2488 to 0.2700 barns, i.e. on 8.5%. In Fig.
11 the calculated dependence of one-group fission cross sections for Am-241 upon mean
neutron energy is given. It is visible that these cross sections are growing as the neutron en‐
ergy increases. From this Figure it can be concluded that there is a relatively high reserve to
reach the maximum available mean neutron energy equal to 1.98 MeV which corresponds to
mean neutron energy of neutrons emitted by uranium-235.

Figure 11. The calculated dependence of one-group fission cross sections for Am-241 upon mean neutron energy.
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Similar calculations for LFR RBEC-M have been performed. For RBEC-M core and its lat‐
eral blanket the neutron spectra were calculated using МCNP5 code and nuclear data li‐
brary ENDF/B-VII.0. Calculations were performed in the ABBN-energy group structure
system with 28 neutron energy groups. On the base of calculated neutron spectra for sev‐
eral zones of the LFR core and lateral blanket the mean energies of neutrons were calcu‐
lated. As follows from these calculations, the replacement of coolant from Pb-Bi with
Pb-208 in RBEC-M leads to increasing the core mean neutron energy from its standard
value 0.3992 MeV to 0.4246 MeV, i.e. on 6.4%. The one-group fission cross section for
Am-241 included in core fuel in small quantities is increasing under these conditions from
0.2716 to 0.2981 barns, i.e. on 9.8%.
As concerns the RBEC-M lateral blanket, in switching coolant from Pb-Bi to Pb-208, its mean
neutron energy increases from 0.2509 to 0.2662 MeV, i.e. on 6.1%.Under these conditions the
one-group fission cross section for Am-241 is increasing up to 10%.
Thus, it can be concluded in nuclear installations with fast neutrons the replacement of natu‐
ral lead or lead-bismuth with lead-208 as coolant leads to increasing the mean energy of
neutrons approximately on 6% and corresponding increasing the one-group fission cross
section of Am-241 on 8-10%. It must be mentioned once more that incineration of Am-241
via fission is more preferable than its transmutation because it allows avoiding creation of
Cm-242 which has relatively high thermal emission that creates some difficulties in handling
spent fuel containing MA.

6. Conclusion
It is shown that the one-group cross sections of neutron radiation capture, <σ(n,g)>, for
Pb-208 used as ADS and FR core coolant are equal to 0.8-0.9 mbarns, which are by 4-7 times
smaller than the mean value of <σ(n,g)> for Pb-nat or Pb-Bi used as ADS and FR core cool‐
ant and by 2-3 times are smaller than for sodium coolant.
The mean value of <σ(n, g)> for U-238 leading to conversion into Pu-239 for ADS and FR
core cooled with Pb-208 is equal to 0.6 barns which is comparable with the value of the same
nuclide one-group cross section <σ(n, g)> for neutron spectrum of the FR core cooled with
sodium.
In the ADS with subcritical blanket of 80 MW power the calculated effective neutron multi‐
plication factor, Кef, increases on 1.7% in replacement of coolant from Pb-nat to Pb-208. In
this replacement the proton beam power required to deliver 80 MW blanket power will be
reduced to 0.9 MW.
In FR conditions the behavior of Кef is very similar. In LFR RBEC-M of 900 MW thermal
power in replacement its standard lead-bismuth coolant with lead-208 Kef increases on 1.5%.
This replacement leads to decreasing power grade Pu enrichment in the fuel from its initial
value of 13.7% to 13.0% that means economy in fuel loading equal to 630 kg of power grade
plutonium per 1 GW electrical.
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The replacement of coolant from Pb-nat with Pb-208 in ADS blanket leads also to increas‐
ing the mean neutron energy averaged over the blanket from 0.3785 to 0.4026 MeV, i.e. on
6.4%. In the FR RBEC-M the replacement of coolant from Pb-Bi with Pb-208 leads to in‐
creasing the core mean neutron energy from its standard value 0.3992 MeV to 0.4246 MeV,
i.e. also on 6.4%.
The harder spectrum of neutrons in ADS and FR core is for example preferable for incinera‐
tion of Am-241 via its fission to avoid Cm-242 accumulation. It is shown that in neutron
spectrum hardening on 6.4% the one-group Am-241 fission cross section averaged over ADS
blanket or FR core increases on 8-10% from its initial value of 0.24 barns. In further increas‐
ing FR core neutron energy, if possible, the Am-241 fission cross section might be increased
up to the value of 1.4 barns.
The advantages of the neutron and physical characteristics of molten Pb-208 allow consider‐
ing it as a perspective material as coolant for next generation fast reactors.
The possibility of using Pb-208 as coolant in commercial fast critical or subcritical reactors
requires a special considering but relatively high content of this isotope in natural lead,
52.3%, and perspectives of using high performance photochemical technique of lead isotope
separation [10, 11] allow expecting to obtain in future such a material in large quantities and
under economically acceptable price. Besides, the principal possibility of acquisition of ra‐
diogenic lead containing high enriched lead-208, up to 93%, exists [12].
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Chapter 10

Nuclear Power as a Basis for Future Electricity Production
in the World: Generation III and IV Reactors
Igor Pioro
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/51916

1. Introduction
It is well known that the electrical-power generation is the key factor for advances in any other
industries, agriculture and level of living (see Table 1). In general, electrical energy can be
produced by: 1) non-renewable sources such as coal, natural gas, oil, and nuclear; and 2)
renewable sources such as hydro, wind, solar, biomass, geothermal and marine. However, the
No.

Country

Watts per person

Year

HDI* (2010)

1

Norway

2812

2005

1

2

Finland

1918

2005

16

3

Canada

1910

2005

8

4

USA

1460

2011

4

5

Japan

868

2005

11

6

France

851

2005

14

7

Germany

822

2009

10

8

Russia

785

2010

65

9

European Union

700

2005

10

Ukraine

446

2005

11

China

364

2009

89

12

India

51

2005

119

69

* HDI – Human Development Index by United Nations; The HDI is a comparative measure of life expectancy, literacy,
education and standards of living for countries worldwide. It is used to distinguish whether the country is a developed,
a developing or an under-developed country, and also to measure the impact of economic policies on quality of life.
Countries fall into four broad human-development categories, each of which comprises ~42 countries: 1) Very high – 42
countries; 2) high – 43; 3) medium – 42; and 4) low – 42.
Table 1. Electrical-energy consumption per capita in selected countries (Wikipedia, 2012).

© 2013 Pioro; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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49.6% Coal

68% Thermal

49.6% Coal

16% Hydro

0.01% Solar
3.0% Oil
6.5% Hydro 0.7% Other

18.8% Gas

19.3% Nuclear

16% Nuclear

(a) R u s s i a

0.4% Geothermal
0.4% Wind
1.3% Biomass

( b ) USA

44.7% Thermal

3.8% Gas

78.1% Nuclear

5.5% Hydro

11.1% Hydro

3.9% Coal
1.8% Other
fossil fuel

49.8% Nuclear

1.3% Waste-to-energy
& wind

(c) Ukraine

(B)

(A)

(d) France

(C)

The net capacity factor of a power plant (Wikipedia, 2012) is the ratio of the actual output of a power plant over a
period of time and its potential output if it had operated at full nameplate capacity the entire time. To calculate the
capacity factor, take the total amount of energy the plant produced during a period of time and divide by the amount
of energy the plant would have produced at full capacity. Capacity factors vary significantly depending on the type of
fuel that is used and the design of the plant. Typical capacity factors for modern NPPs can be within 90%, thermal and
hydro-electric power plants can be on average within 45% (can vary within 10 – 99% depending on local conditions),
wind power plants – 20 – 40% and photovoltaic solar power plants – 15 – 20%.
*

Figure 1. (A). Electricity production by source in selected countries (data from 2005 – 2010 presented here just for
reference purposes) (Wikipedia, 2012). (B). Power generated by various sources in the Province of Ontario (Canada) on
June 19, 2012 (based on data from http://ieso.ca/imoweb/marketdata/genEnergy.asp). (C). Capacity factors* of vari‐
ous power sources in the Province of Ontario (Canada) on June 19, 2012 (based on data from http://ieso.ca/imoweb/
marketdata/genEnergy.asp).
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main sources for electrical-energy production are: 1) thermal - primary coal and secondary
natural gas; 2) nuclear and 3) hydro. The rest of the sources might have visible impact just in
some countries (see Figure 1). In addition, the renewable sources such as wind (see Figure 1b,c)
and solar are not really reliable sources for industrial power generation, because they depend
on Mother nature and relative costs of electrical energy generated by these and some other
renewable sources with exception of large hydro-electric power plants can be significantly
higher than those generated by non-renewable sources. Therefore, thermal and nuclear
electrical-energy production will be considered further.

2. Thermal power plants
In general, the major driving force for all advances in thermal and Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs)
is thermal efficiency. Ranges of thermal efficiencies of modern power plants are listed in Table
2 for references purposes.

1) Cooling tower; 2) Cooling-water pump; 3) Transmission line (3-phase); 4) Step-up transformer (3-phase); 5) Electri‐
cal generator (3-phase); 6) Low-pressure steam turbine; 7) Condensate pump; 8) Surface condenser; 9) Intermediatepressure steam turbine; 10) Steam control valve; 11) High-pressure steam turbine; 12) Deaerator; 13) Feedwater
heater; 14) Coal conveyor; 15) Coal hopper; 16) Coal pulverizer; 17) Boiler steam drum; 18) Bottom-ash hopper; 19)
Superheater; 20) Forced-draught (draft) fan; 21) Reheater; 22) Combustion-air intake; 23) Economiser; 24) Air pre‐
heater; 25) Precipitator; 26) Induced-draught fan; and 27) Flue-gas stack.
Figure 2. Typical scheme of coal-fired thermal power plant (Wikipedia, 2012):
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No

Power Plant

1

Combined-cycle power plant (combination of Brayton gas-turbine cycle (fuel natural or Liquefied

Gross
Efficiency %
Up to 62

Natural Gas (LNG); combustion-products parameters at the gas-turbine inlet: T in ≈ 1650°C) and
Rankine steam-turbine cycle (steam parameters at the turbine inlet: T in ≈ 620°C (Tcr = 374°C)) (see
Figure 8).
2

Supercritical-pressure coal-fired thermal power plant (new plants) (Rankine-cycle steam inlet turbine

Up to 55

parameters: P in ≈ 25-38 MPa (Pcr = 22.064 MPa), T in ≈ 540-625°C (Tcr = 374°C) and T reheat ≈ 540-625°C)
(see Figures 2 and 3).
3

Subcritical-pressure coal-fired thermal power plant (older plants) (Rankine-cycle steam: P in ≈ 17 MPa, T Up to 40
in

4

≈ 540°C (Tcr = 374°C) and T reheat ≈ 540oC) (see Figure 2).

Carbon-dioxide-cooled reactor (Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR) (see Figure 12)) NPP (Generation Up to 42
III, current fleet) (reactor coolant – carbon dioxide: P ≈ 4 MPa and T in / T out ≈ 290 / 650°C; secondary
Rankine-cycle steam: Pin ≈ 17 MPa (T sat ≈ 352°C) and T in ≈ 560°C (Tcr = 374°C))

5

Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (SFR) NPP (see Figure 15) (Generation III and IV, currently just one reactor – Up to 40
BN-600 operates in Russia) (reactor coolant – liquid sodium: P ≈ 0.1 MPa and T max ≈ 500-550°C;
secondary Rankine-cycle steam: Pin ≈ 14 MPa (T sat ≈ 337°C) and T in ≈ 505°C (Tcr = 374°C)).

6

Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) NPP (Generation III+, to be implemented within next 1–10 years)

Up to 36-38

(reactor coolant – light water: P ≈ 16 MPa (Tsat = 347°C) and T out ≈ 327°C; secondary Rankine-cycle
steam: Pin ≈ 7.8 MPa and T in = Tsat ≈ 293°C).
7

PWR NPP (see Figure 9) (Generation III, current fleet) (reactor coolant – light water: P ≈ 16 MPa (Tsat =

32-36

347°C) and T in / T out ≈ 290 / 325°C; secondary Rankine-cycle steam: Pin ≈ 7.2 MPa and T in = Tsat ≈
288°C).
8

Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) NPP (see Figure 10) (Generation III, current fleet) (reactor coolant light

~34

water; direct cycle; steam parameters at the turbine inlet: P in ≈ 7.2 MPa and T in = Tsat ≈ 288°C).
Advanced BWR (ABWR) NPP (Generation III+) has approximately the same thermal efficiency.
9

RBMK reactor (boiling reactor, pressure-channel design) NPP (see Figure 14) (Generation II and III,

~32

current fleet) (reactor coolant light water; direct cycle; steam parameters at the turbine inlet: P in ≈ 6.6
MPa and T in = Tsat ≈ 282°C).
10

Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) NPP (see Figure 11) (Generation III, current fleet) (reactor

~32

coolant – heavy water: Pin ≈ 11 MPa; Pout ≈ 10 MPa (Tsat = 311°C) and T in / T out ≈ 265 / 310°C; secondary
Rankine-cycle steam (light water): Pin ≈ 4.6 MPa and T in = Tsat ≈ 259°C).
1
Gross thermal efficiency of a unit during a given period of time is the ratio of the gross electrical energy generated by a
unit to the thermal energy of a fuel consumed during the same period by the same unit. The difference between gross
and net thermal efficiencies includes internal needs for electrical energy of a power plant, which might be not so small
(5% or even more).

Table 2. Typical ranges of thermal efficiencies (gross1) of modern thermal and nuclear power plants (shown just for
reference purposes).

3. Coal-fired thermal power plants
For thousands years, mankind used and still is using wood and coal for heating purposes. For
about 100 years, coal is used for generating electrical energy at coal-fired thermal power plants
worldwide. All coal-fired power plants (see Figure 2) operate based on, so-called, steam
Rankine cycle, which can be organized at two different levels of pressures: 1) older or smaller
capacity power plants operate at steam pressures no higher than 16 – 17 MPa and 2) modern
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large capacity power plants operate at supercritical pressures from 23.5 MPa and up to 38 MPa
(see Figure 3). Supercritical pressures1 mean pressures above the critical pressure of water,
which is 22.064 MPa (see Figure 4). From thermodynamics it is well known that higher thermal
efficiencies correspond to higher temperatures and pressures (see Table 2). Therefore, usually
subcritical-pressure plants have thermal efficiencies of about 34 – 40% and modern supercrit‐
ical-pressure plants – 45 – 55%. Steam-generators outlet temperatures or steam-turbine inlet
temperatures have reached level of about 625°C (and even higher) at pressures of 25 – 30 (35
– 38) MPa. However, a common level is about 535 – 585°C at pressures of 23.5 – 25 MPa (see
Figure 3).
In spite of advances in coal-fired power-plants design and operation worldwide they are still
considered as not environmental friendly due to producing a lot of carbon-dioxide emissions
as a result of combustion process plus ash, slag and even acid rains (Pioro et al., 2010). However,
it should be admitted that known resources of coal worldwide are the largest compared to that
of other fossil fuels (natural gas and oil).
For better understanding specifics of supercritical water compared to water at subcritical
pressures it is important to define special terms and expressions used at these conditions. For
better understanding of these terms and expressions Figures 4 – 7 are shown below.

4. Definitions of selected terms and expressions related to critical and
supercritical regions (Pioro and Mokry, 2011a)
Compressed fluid is a fluid at a pressure above the critical pressure, but at a temperature below
the critical temperature.
Critical point (also called a critical state) is a point in which the distinction between the liquid
and gas (or vapour) phases disappears, i.e., both phases have the same temperature, pressure
and specific volume or density. The critical point is characterized by the phase-state parameters
Tcr, Pcr and Vcr (or ρcr), which have unique values for each pure substance.
Near-critical point is actually a narrow region around the critical point, where all thermophys‐
ical properties of a pure fluid exhibit rapid variations.
Pseudocritical line is a line, which consists of pseudocritical points.
Pseudocritical point (characterized with Ppc and Tpc) is a point at a pressure above the critical
pressure and at a temperature (Tpc > Tcr) corresponding to the maximum value of the specific
heat at this particular pressure.
Supercritical fluid is a fluid at pressures and temperatures that are higher than the critical
pressure and critical temperature. However, in the present chapter, a term supercritical fluid
includes both terms – a supercritical fluid and compressed fluid.
1 See some explanations on supercritical-pressures specifics at the end of this section.
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Figure 3. Supercritical-pressure single-reheat regenerative cycle 600-MWel Tom’-Usinsk thermal power plant (Russia)
layout (Kruglikov et al., 2009): Cond P – Condensate Pump; CP – Circulation Pump; Cyl – Cylinder; GCHP – Gas Cooler of
High Pressure; GCLP – Gas Cooler of Low Pressure; H – Heat exchanger (feedwater heater); HP – High Pressure; IP –
Intermediate Pressure; LP – Low Pressure; and TDr – Turbine Drive.
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Figure 4. Pressure-Temperature diagram for water.

Supercritical “steam” is actually supercritical water, because at supercritical pressures fluid is
considered as a single-phase substance. However, this term is widely (and incorrectly) used
in the literature in relation to supercritical “steam” generators and turbines.
Superheated steam is a steam at pressures below the critical pressure, but at temperatures above
the critical temperature.
General trends of various properties near the critical and pseudocritical points (Pioro et al.,
2011; Pioro and Mokry, 2011a; Pioro and Duffey, 2007) can be illustrated on a basis of those of
water. Figure 5 shows variations in basic thermophysical properties of water at a supercritical
pressure of 25 MPa (also, in addition, see Figure 6). Thermophysical properties of 105 pure
fluids including water, carbon dioxide, helium, refrigerants, etc., 5 pseudo-pure fluids (such
as air) and mixtures with up to 20 components at different pressures and temperatures,
including critical and supercritical regions, can be calculated using the NIST REFPROP
software (2010).
At critical and supercritical pressures a fluid is considered as a single-phase substance in spite
of the fact that all thermophysical properties undergo significant changes within critical and
pseudocritical regions (see Figure 5). Near the critical point, these changes are dramatic. In the
vicinity of pseudocritical points, with an increase in pressure, these changes become less
pronounced (see Figure 6).
At supercritical pressures properties such as density (see Figure 5) and dynamic viscosity
undergo a significant drop (near the critical point this drop is almost vertical) within a very
narrow temperature range, while the kinematic viscosity and specific enthalpy (see Figure 5)
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undergo a sharp increase. The volume expansivity, specific heat, thermal conductivity and
Prandtl number have peaks near the critical and pseudocritical points (see Figures 5 and 6).
Magnitudes of these peaks decrease very quickly with an increase in pressure (see Figure 6).
Also, “peaks” transform into “humps” profiles at pressures beyond the critical pressure. It
should be noted that the dynamic viscosity, kinematic viscosity and thermal conductivity (see
Figure 5) undergo through the minimum right after critical and pseudocritical points.
The specific heat of water (as well as of other fluids) has a maximum value in the critical point.
The exact temperature that corresponds to the specific-heat peak above the critical pressure is
known as a pseudocritical temperature (see Figure 4). At pressures approximately above 300
MPa (see Figure 6) a peak (here it is better to say “a hump”) in specific heat almost disappears,
therefore, such term as a pseudocritical point does not exist anymore. The same applies to the
pseudocritical line. It should be noted that peaks in the thermal conductivity and volume
expansivity may not correspond to the pseudocritical temperature (Pioro et al., 2011; Pioro and
Mokry, 2011a; Pioro and Duffey, 2007).
In general, crossing the pseudocritical line from left to right (see Figure 4) is quite similar as
crossing the saturation line from liquid into vapour. The major difference in crossing these two
lines is that all changes (even drastic variations) in thermophysical properties at supercritical
pressures are gradual and continuous, which take place within a certain temperature range
(see Figure 5). On the contrary, at subcritical pressures there is properties discontinuation on
the saturation line: one value for liquid and another for vapour (see Figure 7). Therefore,
supercritical fluids behave as single-phase substances (Gupta et al., 2012). Also, when dealing
with supercritical fluids we usually apply the term “pseudo” in front of a critical point, boiling,
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film boiling, etc. Specifics of heat transfer at supercritical pressures can be found in Pioro et al.
(2011), Mokry et al. (2011), Pioro and Mokry (2011b), and Pioro and Duffey (2007).

5. Combined-cycle thermal power plants
Natural gas is considered as a relatively “clean” fossil fuel compared to coal and oil, but still
emits a lot of carbon dioxide due to combustion process when it used for electrical generation.
The most efficient modern thermal power plants with thermal efficiencies within a range of
50 – 62% are, so-called, combined-cycle power plants, which use natural gas as a fuel (see
Figure 8).
In spite of advances in thermal power plants design and operation, they still emit carbon
dioxide into atmosphere, which is currently considered as one of the major reasons for a climate
change. In addition, all fossil-fuel resources are depleting quite fast. Therefore, a new reliable
and environmental friendly source for the electrical-energy generation should be considered.

Figure 8. Working principle of combined-cycle thermal power plant (gas turbine (Brayton cycle) and steam turbine
(Rankine cycle) plant) (Wikipedia, 2012): 1 electrical generators; 2 steam turbine; 3 condenser; 4 circulation pump; 5
steam generator / exhaust-gases heat exchanger; and 6 gas turbine.
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6. Nuclear power plants
6.1. Modern nuclear reactors
Nuclear power is also a non-renewable source as the fossil fuels, but nuclear resources can be
used for significantly longer time than some fossil fuels plus nuclear power does not emit
carbon dioxide into atmosphere. Currently, this source of energy is considered as the most
viable one for electrical generation for the next 50 – 100 years.
For better understanding specifics of current and future nuclear-power reactors it is important
to define their various classifications.
6.2. Classifications of nuclear-power reactors
1.

By neutron spectrum: (a) thermal (the vast majority of current nuclear-power reactors),
(b) fast (currently, only one nuclear-power reactor is in operation in Russia: SFR – BN-600),
and (c) interim or mixed spectrum.

2.

By reactor-core design:

i.

Neutron-core design: (a) homogeneous, i.e., the fuel and reactor coolant are mixed
together (one of the Generation IV nuclear-reactors concepts) and (b) heterogeneous,
i.e., the fuel and reactor coolant are separated through a sheath or cladding (currently,
all nuclear-power reactors);

ii.

General core design: (a) Pressure-Vessel (PV) (the majority of current nuclear-power
reactors including PWRs, BWRs, etc.) and (b) Pressure-Channel (PCh) or PressureTube (PT) reactors (CANDU ((CANada Deuterium-Uranium) reactors, RBMKs),
EGPs (Power Heterogeneous Loop reactor (in Russian abbreviations)), etc.).

3.

By coolant:

i.

Water-cooled reactors: (a) Light-Water (H2O) Reactors (LWRs) - PWRs, BWRs,
RBMKs, EGPs, and (b) heavy-water (D2O) reactors – mainly CANDU-type reactors.

ii.

Gas-cooled reactors: Carbon-dioxide-cooled reactors (Magnox2 reactors (Gas-Cooled
Reactors (GCRs)) and AGRs) and helium-cooled reactors (two Generation IV nuclearreactor concepts); (c) liquid-metal-cooled reactors: SFR, lead-cooled and leadbismuth-cooled reactors (Generation IV nuclear-reactor concepts); (d) molten-saltcooled reactors (one of Generation IV nuclear-reactor concepts); and (e) organicfluids-cooled reactors (existed only as experimental reactors some time ago).

4.

By type of a moderator (Kirillov et al., 2007): (a) liquid moderator (H2O and D2O are
currently used in nuclear-power reactors as moderators) and (b) solid moderator (graph‐
ite3 (RBMKs, EGPs, Magnox reactors (GCRs), AGRs), zirconium hydride (ZrH2), beryllium
(Be) and beryllium oxide (BeO)).

2 In this reactor the fuel-rod sheath is made of magnesium alloy known by the trade name as “Magnox”, which was used
as the name of the reactor (Hewitt and Collier, 2000).
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5.

By application: (a) power reactors (PWRs, BWRs, CANDU reactors, GCRs, AGRs, RBMKs,
EGPs, SFR from current fleet) (b) research reactors (for example, NRU (National Research
Universal) (AECL, Canada, http://www.aecl.ca/Programs/NRU.htm), etc.), (c) transport
or mobile reactors (submarines and ships (icebreakers, air-carriers, etc.), (d) industrial
reactors for isotope production (for example, NRU), etc., and (e) multipurpose reactors
(for example, NRU, etc.).

6.

By number of flow circuits: (a) single-flow circuit (once-through or direct-cycle reactors)
(BWRs, RBMKs, EGPs); (b) double-flow circuit (PWRs, PHWRs, GCRs, AGRs) and (c)
triple-flow circuit (usually SFRs).

7.

By fuel enrichment: (a) Natural-Uranium fuel (NU) (99.3%wt of non-fissile isotope
uranium-238 (238U) and 0.7% of fissile isotope uranium-235 (235U)) (CANDU-type reactors,
Magnox reactors), (b) Slightly-Enriched Uranium (SEU) (0.8 – 2%wt of 235U), (c) LowEnriched Uranium (LEU) (2 – 20% of 235U) (the vast majority of current nuclear-power
reactors: PWRs, BWRs, AGRs, RBMKs, EGPs), and (d) Highly-Enriched Uranium (HEU)
(>20%wt of 235U) (can be SFR).

8.

By used fuel (Peiman et al., 2012): (a) Conventional nuclear fuels (low thermal conduc‐
tivity): Uranium dioxide (UO2, used in the vast majority of nuclear-power reactors), Mixed
OXides (MOX) ((U0.8Pu0.2)O2, where 0.8 and 0.2 are the molar parts of UO2 and PuO2, used
in some reactors) and thoria (ThO2) (considered for a possible use instead of UO2 in some
countries, usually, with large resources of this type of fuel, for example, in India); and (b)
alternative nuclear fuels (high thermal conductivity): Uranium dioxide plus silicon
carbide (UO2–SiC), uranium dioxide composed of graphite fibre (UO2–C), uranium
dioxide plus beryllium oxide (UO2–BeO), uranium dicarbide (UC2), uranium monocar‐
bide (UC) and uranium mononitride (UN); the last three fuels are mainly intended for use
in high-temperature Generation IV reactors.

First success of using nuclear power for electrical generation was achieved in several countries
within 50-s, and currently, Generations II and III nuclear-power reactors are operating around
the world (see Tables 3 and 4 and Figures 9-15). In general, definitions of nuclear-reactors
generations are as the following: 1) Generation I (1950 – 1965) – early prototypes of nuclear
reactors; 2) Generation II (1965 – 1995) – commercial power reactors; 3) Generation III (1995 –
2010) – modern reactors (water-cooled NPPs with thermal efficiencies within 30 – 36%; carbondioxide-cooled NPPs with the thermal efficiency up to 42% and liquid sodium-cooled NPPs
with the thermal efficiency up to 40%) and Generation III+ (2010 – 2025) – reactors with
improved parameters (evolutionary design improvements) (water-cooled NPPs with the
thermal efficiency up to 38%) (see Table 5); and 4) Generation IV (2025 - …) – reactors in
principle with new parameters (NPPs with the thermal efficiency of 43 – 50% and even higher
for all types of reactors).
3 After the Chernobyl NPP severe nuclear accident in Ukraine in 1986 with the RBMK reactor, graphite is no longer
considered as a possible moderator in any water-cooled reactors.
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1. PWRs (see Figure 9 and Tables 6 and 7) – 267 (268) (248 (247) GWel); forthcoming – 89 (93 GWel).
2. BWRs or ABWRs (see Figure 10 and Table 8) – 84 (92) (85 (78) GWel); forthcoming – 6 (8 GWel).
3. GCRs (see Figures 12 and 13) – 17 (18) (9 GWel), UK (AGRs (see Figure 12) – 14 and Magnox (see Figure 13) – 3);
forthcoming – 1 (0.2 GWel).
4. PHWRs (see Figure 11) – 51 (50) (26 (25) GWel), Argentina 2, Canada 22, China 2, India 18, Pakistan 1, Romania 2, S.
Korea 4; forthcoming – 9 (5 GWel).
5. Light-water, Graphite-moderated Reactors (LGRs) (see Figure 14 and Table 6) – 15 (10 GWel), Russia, 11 RBMKs and
4 EGPs1 (earlier prototype of RBMK).
6. Liquid-Metal Fast-Breeder Reactors (LMFBRs) (see Figure 15 and Table 6) – 1 (0.6 GWel), SFR, Russia; forthcoming – 4
(1.5 GWel).
EGP –channel-type, graphite moderated, light water, boiling reactor with natural circulation.

1

Table 3. Operating and forthcoming nuclear-power reactors (in total - 435 (444) (net 370 (378) GWel) (Nuclear News,
2012); (in Italic mode) - number of power reactors before the Japan earthquake and tsunami disaster in spring of
2011) (Nuclear News, 2011).

No.

Nation

# Units

Net GWel

1.

USA

104

103

2.

France

58

63

3.

Japan1

50 (54)

44 (47)

4.

Russia

33

24

5.

S. Korea

21 (20)

19 (18)

6.

Canada2

22

15

7.

Ukraine

15

13

8.

Germany

9 (17)

12 (20)

9.

UK

18 (19)

10

10.

China 14 (13)

11 (10)

Currently, i.e., in October of 2012, only 2 reactors in operation. However, more reactors are planned to put into operation.

1

Currently, i.e., October of 2012, 18 reactors in operation and 4 already shut-down.

2

Table 4. Current nuclear-power reactors by nation (10 first nations) (Nuclear News, 2012); (in Italic mode) - number of
power reactors before the Japan earthquake and tsunami disaster in spring of 2011) (Nuclear News, 2011).
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ABWR – Toshiba, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Hitachi-GE (Japan-USA) (the only one Generation III+ reactor design
already implemented in the power industry).
Advanced CANDU Reactor (ACR-1000) AECL, Canada.
Advanced Plant (AP-1000) – Toshiba-Westinghouse (Japan-USA) (6 under construction in China and 6 planned to be
built in China and 6 – in USA).
Advanced PWR (APR-1400) – South Korea (4 under construction in S. Korea and 4 planned to be built in United Arad
Emirates).
European Pressurized-water Reactor (EPR) AREVA, France (1 should be put into operation in Finland, 1 under
construction in France and 2 in China and 2 planned to be built in USA).
VVER1 (design AES2-2006 or VVER-1200 with ~1200 MWel) – GIDROPRESS, Russia (2 under construction in Russia and
several more planned to be built in various countries). Reference parameters of Generation III+ VVER (Ryzhov et al.,
2010) are listed below:
Parameter

Value

Thermal power, MWth

3200

Electric power, MWel

1160

NPP thermal efficiency, %

36

Primary coolant pressure, MPa

16.2

Steam-generator pressure, MPa

7.0

Coolant temperature at reactor inlet, oC

298

Coolant temperature at reactor outlet, C

329

NPP service life, years

50

Main equipment service life, years

60

Replaced equipment service life, years, not less than

30

Capacity factor, %

up to 90

Load factor, %

up to 92

Equipment availability factor

99

Length of fuel cycle, years

4-5

Frequency of refuellings, months

12-18

Fuel assembly maximum burn-up, MW day/kgU

up to 60-70

Inter-repair period length, years

4-8

Annual average length of scheduled shut-downs (for refuellings, scheduled maintenance

16-40

o

work), days per year
Refueling length, days per year

≤16
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Number of not scheduled reactor shutdowns per year

≤1

Frequency of severe core damage, 1/year

<106

Frequency of limiting emergency release, 1/year

<107

Efficient time of passive safety and emergency control system operation without operator’s

≥24

action and power supply, hour
OBE/SSE, magnitude of MSK-64 scale

6 and 7*

Compliance with EUR requirements, yes/no

Yes

*RP main stationary equipment is designed for SSE of magnitude 8.
VVER or WWER - Water Water Power Reactor (in Russian abbreviations).

1

AES – Atomic Electrical Station (Nuclear Power Plant) (in Russian abbreviations).

2

Table 5. Selected Generation III+ reactors (deployment in 5–10 years).

Figure 9. Scheme of typical Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) (Russian VVER) NPP (ROSENERGOATOM, 2004) (courtesy
of ROSENERGOATOM): General basic features – 1) thermal neutron spectrum; 2) uranium-dioxide (UO2) fuel; 3) fuel
enrichment about 4%; 4) indirect cycle with steam generator (also, a pressurizer required (not shown)), i.e., double
flow circuit (double loop); 5) Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) with vertical fuel rods (elements) assembled in bundle
strings cooled with upward flow of light water; 6) reactor coolant and moderator are the same fluid; 7) reactor cool‐
ant outlet parameters: Pressure 15 – 16 MPa (Tsat = 342 – 347°C) and temperatures inlet / outlet 290 – 325°C; and 8)
power cycle - subcritical-pressure regenerative Rankine steam-turbine cycle with steam reheat4 (working fluid - light
water, turbine steam inlet parameters: Saturation pressure of 6 – 7 MPa and saturation temperature of 276 – 286°C).
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Figure 10. Scheme of typical Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) NPP (courtesy of NRC USA): General basic features – 1) ther‐
mal neutron spectrum; 2) uranium-dioxide (UO2) fuel; 3) fuel enrichment about 3%; 4) direct cycle with steam separa‐
tor (steam generator and pressurizer are eliminated), i.e., single-flow circuit (single loop); 5) RPV with vertical fuel rods
(elements) assembled in bundle strings cooled with upward flow of light water (water and water-steam mixture); 6)
reactor coolant, moderator and power-cycle working fluid are the same fluid; 7) reactor coolant outlet parameters:
Pressure about 7 MPa and saturation temperature at this pressure is about 286°C; and 8) power cycle - subcriticalpressure regenerative Rankine steam-turbine cycle with steam reheat.

4 For the reheat the primary steam is used. Therefore, the reheat temperature is lower than the primary steam temperature.
In general, the reheat parameters at NPPs are significantly lower than those at thermal power plants.
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Figure 11. Scheme of CANDU-6 reactor (PHWR) NPP (courtesy of AECL): General basic features – 1) thermal-neutron
spectrum; 2) natural uranium-dioxide (UO2) fuel; 3) fuel enrichment about 0.7%; 4) indirect cycle with steam genera‐
tor (also, a pressurizer required (not shown)), i.e., double-flow circuit (double loop); 5) pressure-channel design: Calan‐
dria vessel with horizontal fuel channels (see Figure 16c); 6) reactor coolant and moderator separated, but both are
heavy water; 7) reactor coolant outlet parameters: Pressure about 9.9 MPa and temperature close to saturation
(310°C); 8) on-line refuelling; and 9) power cycle - subcritical-pressure regenerative Rankine steam-turbine cycle with
steam reheat (working fluid light water, turbine steam inlet parameters: Saturation pressure of ~4.6 MPa and satura‐
tion temperature of 259°C).
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Figure 12. Scheme of Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR) (Wikimedia, 2012). Note that the heat exchanger is con‐
tained within the steel-reinforced concrete combined pressure vessel and radiation shield.

Figure 13. Scheme of Magnox nuclear reactor (GCR) showing gas flow (Wikipidea, 2012). Note that the heat exchang‐
er is outside the concrete radiation shielding. This represents an early Magnox design with a cylindrical, steel, pressure
vessel.
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Figure 14. Scheme of Light-water Graphite-moderated Reactor (LGR) (Russian RBMK) NPP (ROSENERGOATOM, 2004)
(courtesy of ROSENERGOATOM).

Figure 15. Scheme of Liquid-Metal Fast-Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) or SFR (Russian BN-600) NPP (ROSENERGOATOM,
2004) (courtesy of ROSENERGOATOM).
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Parameter

VVER-440

VVER-1000
(Figure 9)

EGP-6

RBMK-1000

BN-600

(Figure 14)

(Figure 15)

Thermal power, MWth

1375

3000

62

3200

1500

Electrical power, MWel

440

1000

12

1000

600

Thermal efficiency, %

32.0

33.3

19.3

31.3

40.0

Coolant pressure, MPa

12.3

15.7

6.2

6.9

~0.1

Coolant massflow rate, t/s

11.3

23.6

0.17

13.3

6.9

270/298

290/322

265

284

380/550

Steam massflow rate, t/s

0.75

1.6

0.026

1.56

0.18

Steam pressure, MPa

4.3

5.9

6.5

6.6

15.3

Steam temperature, °C

256

276

280

280

505

3.8/11.8

4.5/10.9

4.2/3.0

11.8/7

2.1/0.75

Fuel enrichment, %

3.6

4.3

3.0;3.6

2.0-2.4

21;29.4

No. of fuel bundles

349

163

273

1580

369

Coolant inlet/outlet
temperatures, °C

Reactor core: Diameter/Height
m/m

Table 6. Major Parameters of Russian Power Reactors (Grigor’ev and Zorin, 1988).

Pressure Vessel (PV) ID, m

3.91

PV wall thickness, m

0.19

PV height without cover, m

10.8

Core equivalent diameter, m

2.88

Core height, m

2.5

Volume heat flux, MW/m3

83

No. of fuel assemblies

349

No of rods per assembly

127

Fuel mass, ton

42

Part of fuel reloaded during year

1/3

Fuel

UO2

Table 7. Additional parameters of VVER-1000.

Power
Thermal output, MWth

3830

Electrical output, MWe

1330

Thermal efficiency, %

34

Specific power, kW/kg(U)

26

Power density, kW/L

56
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Power
Average linear heat flux, kW/m

20.7

Fuel-rod heat flux average/max, MW/m2

0.51/1.12
Core

Length, m

3.76

OD, m

4.8

Reactor-coolant system
Pressure, MPa

7.17

Core massflow rate, kg/s

14,167

Core void fraction average/max

0.37 / 0.75

Feedwater inlet temperature, °C

216

Steam outlet temperature, °C

290

Steam outlet massflow rate, kg/s

2083
Reactor Pressure Vessel

Inside Diameter, m

6.4

Height, m

22.1

Wall thickness, m

0.15
Fuel

Fuel pellets

UO2

Pellet OD, mm

10.6

Fuel rod OD, mm

12.5

Zircaloy sheath (cladding) thickness, mm

0.86

Table 8. Typical parameters of US BWR (Shultis and Faw, 2008).

Analysis of data listed in Table 3 shows that the vast majority nuclear reactors are water-cooled
units. Only reactors built in UK are the gas-cooled type, and one reactor in Russia uses liquid
sodium for its cooling.
UK carbon-dioxide-cooled reactors consist of two designs (Hewitt and Collier, 2000): 1) older
design – Magnox reactor (GCR) (see Figure 13) and 2) newer design – AGR (see Figure 12). The
Magnox design is a natural-uranium graphite-moderated reactor with the following parame‐
ters: Coolant – carbon dioxide; pressure - 2 MPa; outlet/inlet temperatures – 414/250°C; core di‐
ameter – about 14 m; height – about 8 m; magnesium-alloy sheath with fins; and thermal
efficiency – about 32%. AGRs have the following parameters: Coolant – carbon dioxide; pres‐
sure - 4 MPa; outlet/inlet temperatures – 650/292°C; secondary-loop steam – 17 MPa and 560°C;
stainless-steel sheath with ribs and hollow fuel pellets (see Figure 16b); enriched fuel 2.3%; and
thermal efficiency – about 42% (the highest in nuclear-power industry so far). However, both
these reactor designs will not be constructed anymore. They will just operate to the end of their
life term and will be shut down. The same is applied to Russian RBMKs and EGPs.
Just for reference purposes, typical fuel elements (rods) / bundles of various reactors are shown
in Figure 16, and typical sheath temperatures, heat transfer coefficients and heat fluxes are
listed below.
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Typical maximum sheath temperatures for steady operation (Hewitt and Collier, 2000)
300oC
320oC
450oC
750oC
750oC

BWR
PWR
Magnesium alloy (Magnox reactor)
AGR stainless steel
SFR

Typical heat-transfer-coefficient values for reactor coolants (Hewitt and Collier, 2000)
High-pressure carbon dioxide (forced convection)
Boiling water in a kettle (nucleate pool boiling)
Water (single-phase forced convection)
PHWR
Liquid sodium (forced convection)
Boiling water (flow boiling)

1 kW/m2K
10 kW/m2K
30 kW/m2K
46 kW/m2K
55 kW/m2K
60 kW/m2K

Typical Heat Fluxes (HFs) for steady operation (Hewitt and Collier, 2000)
HF, MW/m2 Tsheath-Tfluid, oC
Boiling water in a kettle
CANDU reactor
BWR
PWR
SFR

0.15
0.625
1.0
1.5
2.0

15
14
15
50
35

Scheme 1. Typical maximum sheath temperatures for steady operation (Hewitt and Collier, 2000)

All current NPPs and oncoming Generation III+ NPPs are not very competitive with modern
thermal power plants in terms of their thermal efficiency, a difference in values of thermal
efficiencies between thermal and NPPs can be up to 20 – 30% (see Table 2). Therefore, new
generation NPPs should be designed and built in the nearest future.

7. Next generation nuclear reactors
The demand for clean, non-fossil based electricity is growing; therefore, the world needs to
develop new nuclear reactors with higher thermal efficiencies in order to increase electricity
generation and decrease detrimental effects on the environment. The current fleet of NPPs is
classified as Generation II and III (just a limited number of Generation III+ reactors (mainly,
ABWRs) operates in some countries). However, all these designs (here we are talking about
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Figure 16. Typical PWR bundle string (courtesy of KAERI, http://www.nucleartourist.com/systems/pwrfuel1.htm) (a);
AGR ribbed fuel element with hollow fuel pellet (Hewitt and Collier, 2000) (b); and CANDU reactor fuel channel
(based on AECL design) (c).
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only water-cooled power reactors) are not as energy efficient as they should be, because their
operating temperatures are relatively low, i.e., below 350°C for a reactor coolant and even
lower for steam.
Currently, a group of countries, including Canada, EU, Japan, Russia, USA and others have
initiated an international collaboration to develop the next generation nuclear reactors
(Generation IV reactors). The ultimate goal of developing such reactors is an increase in
thermal efficiencies of NPPs from 30 – 36% to 45 - 50% and even higher. This increase in thermal
efficiency would result in a higher production of electricity compared to current LWR
technologies per 1 kg of uranium.
The Generation IV International Forum (GIF) Program has narrowed design options of nuclear
reactors to six concepts. These concepts are: 1) Gas-cooled Fast Reactor (GFR) or just High
Temperature Reactor (HTR), 2) Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR), 3) Sodium-cooled
Fast Reactor (SFR), 4) Lead-cooled Fast Reactor (LFR), 5) Molten Salt Reactor (MSR), and 6)
SuperCritical Water-cooled Reactor (SCWR). Figures 17 – 24 show schematics of these
concepts. These nuclear-reactor concepts differ one from each other in terms of their design,
neutron spectrum, coolant, moderator, operating temperatures and pressures. A brief de‐
scription of each Generation IV nuclear-reactor concept has been provided below.

Reactor Parameter

Unit

Reference Value

Reactor power

MWth

600

Coolant inlet/outlet temperatures

°C

490/850

Pressure

MPa

9

Coolant massflow rate

kg/s

Average power density

MWth/m

Reference fuel compound
Net-plant efficiency

320
100

3

UPuC/SiC (70/30%) with about 20% Pu
%

48

Table 9. Key-design parameters of Gas-cooled Fast Reactor (GFR) concept.

Gas-cooled Fast Reactor (GFR) or High Temperature Reactor (HTR) (see Figure 17 and Table
9.) is a fast-neutron-spectrum reactor, which can be used for the production of electricity and
co-generation of hydrogen through thermochemical cycles or high-temperature electrolysis.
The coolant is helium with inlet and outlet temperatures of 490 and 850°C, respectively. The
net plant efficiency is about 48% with the direct Brayton helium-gas-turbine cycle. Table 9 lists
a summary of design parameters for GFR (US DOE, 2002). However, due to some problems
with implementation of the direct Brayton helium-gas-turbine cycle, the indirect Rankine
steam cycle or even indirect supercritical carbon-dioxide Brayton gas-turbine cycle are also
considered. The indirect cycles will be linked to the GFR through heat exchangers.
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Figure 17. Scheme of Gas-cooled Fast Reactor (GFR) NPP concept (US DOE).

Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) (see Figure 18) is a thermal-neutron-spectrum reactor.
The ultimate purpose of this nuclear-reactor design is the co-generation of hydrogen through
high-temperature electrolysis. In a VHTR, graphite and helium have been chosen as the
moderator and the coolant, respectively. The inlet and outlet temperatures of the coolant are
640 and 1000°C, respectively, at a pressure of 7 MPa (US DOE, 2002). Due to such high outlet
temperatures, the thermal efficiency of VHTR will be above 50%. A summary of design
parameters of VHTR are listed in Table 10 (US DOE, 2002).
In general, the US DOE supports research on several Generation IV reactor concepts (http://
nuclear.energy.gov/genIV/neGenIV4.html). However, the priority is being given to the VHTR,
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as a system compatible with advanced electricity production, hydrogen co-generation and
high-temperature process-heat applications.

Figure 18. Scheme of Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) plant concept with co-generation of hydrogen (US
DOE).

Reactor Parameter

Unit

Reactor power

MWth

Reference Value
600

Average power density

MWth/m

610

Coolant inlet/outlet temperatures

°C

640/1000

Coolant/Massflow rate

kg/s

Helium/320

3

Reference fuel compound
Net-plant efficiency

ZrC-coated particles in pins or pebbles
%

>50

Table 10. Key-design parameters of Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) concept.

Similar to GFR, SFR (see Figure 19) is a fast-neutron-spectrum reactor. The main objectives of
SFR are the management of high-level radioactive wastes and production of electricity. SFR
uses liquid sodium as a reactor coolant with an outlet temperature between 530 and 550°C at
the atmospheric pressure. The primary choices of fuel for SFR are oxide and metallic fuels.
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Table 11 lists a summary of design parameters of SFR (US DOE, 2002). The SFR concept is also
on the priority list for the US DOE (http://nuclear.energy.gov/genIV/neGenIV4.html).
Currently, SFR is the only one Generation IV concept implemented in the power industry.
Russia and Japan are leaders within this area. In particularly, Russia operates SFR at the
Beloyarsk NPP (for details, see BN-600 in Table 6) and constructs even more powerful SFR –
BN-850. Japan has operated SFR at the Monju NPP some time ago (http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Monju_Nuclear_Power_Plant). In Russia and Japan the SFRs are connected to the
subcritical-pressure Rankine steam cycle through heat exchangers (see Figure 19). However,
in the US and some other countries a supercritical carbon-dioxide Brayton gas-turbine cycle is
considered as the power cycle for future SFRs, because carbon dioxide and sodium are
considered to be more compatible than water and sodium. In general, sodium is highly reactive
metal. It reacts with water evolving hydrogen gas and releasing heat. Due to that sodium can
ignite spontaneously with water. Also, it can ignite and burn in air at high temperatures.
Therefore, special precautions should be taken for safe operation of this type reactor. One of
them is the triple-flow circuit with the intermediate sodium loop between the reactor coolant
(primary sodium) and water as the working fluid in the power cycle.

Figure 19. Scheme of Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR) NPP concept (US DOE, 2002).
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Reactor Parameter
Reactor power

Unit

Reference Value

MWth

1000–5000

%

40–42%

Thermal efficiency
Coolant

Sodium

Coolant melting/boiling temperatures
Coolant density at 450°C
Pressure inside reactor

°C
kg/m

844

MPa

~0.1

°C

530–550

Coolant maximum outlet temperature
Average power density

98/883
3

MWth/m3

350

Reference fuel compound

Oxide or metal alloy

Cladding

Ferritic or ODS ferritic

Average burnup

GWD/MTHM

~150–200

Table 11. Key-design parameters of SFR concept (also, see Table 6 for parameters of currently operating SFR BN-600).

Reactor Parameter
Reactor power (thermal/electrical)
Thermal efficiency

Unit

Brest-300

MW

700/300

Coolant density at 450°C
Pressure inside reactor
Coolant inlet/outlet temperatures

2800/1200

%

43

°C

328/1743

kg/m3

10,520

Primary coolant
Coolant melting/boiling temperatures

Brest-1200

Lead

MPa

~0.1

°C

420/540

Coolant massflow rate

t/s

40

158

Maximum coolant velocity

m/s

1.8

1.7

t

16

64

years

5

5–6

Fuel
Fuel loading
Term of fuel inside reactor

UN+PuN

Fuel reloading per year
Core diameter/height

1
m/m

Number of fuel bundles

2.3/1.1

4.8/1.1

185

332

Fuel-rod diameter

mm

9.1; 9.6; 10.4

Fuel-rod pitch

mm

13.6

°C

650

Maximum cladding temperature
Steam-generator pressure
Steam-generator inlet/outlet temperatures
Steam-generator capacity
Term of reactor

MPa

24.5

°C

340/520

t/s

0.43

1.72

years

30

60

Table 12. Key-design parameters of LFRs planned to be built in Russia (based on NIKIET data).
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LFR (see Figure 20) is a fast-neutron-spectrum reactor, which uses lead or lead-bismuth as the
reactor coolant. The outlet temperature of the coolant is about 550°C (but can be as high as
800°C) at an atmospheric pressure. The primary choice of fuel is a nitride fuel. The supercritical
carbon-dioxide Brayton gas-turbine cycle has been chosen as a primary choice for the power
cycle in US and some other countries, while the supercritical-steam Rankine cycle is considered
as the primary choice in Russia (see Table 12).

Figure 20. Scheme of Lead Fast Reactor (LFR) NPP concept (US DOE).

MSR (see Figure 21) is a thermal-neutron-spectrum reactor, which uses a molten fluoride salt
with dissolved uranium while the moderator is made of graphite. The inlet temperature of the
coolant (e.g., fuel-salt mixture) is 565°C while the outlet temperature reaches 700°C. However,
the outlet temperature of the fuel-salt mixture can even increase to 850°C when co-generation
of hydrogen is considered as an option. The thermal efficiency of the plant is between 45 and
50%. Table 13 lists the design parameters of MSR (US DOE, 2002).
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Figure 21. Scheme of Molten Salt Reactor (MSR) NPP concept (US DOE, 2002).

Reactor Parameter
Reactor power

Unit

Reference Value

MWel

1000

Net thermal efficiency

%

Average power density

MWth/m

Fuel-salt inlet/outlet temperatures

°C

Moderator
Neutron-spectrum burner

4450
3

22
565/700 (800)
Graphite
Thermal-Actinide

Table 13. Key-design parameters of MSR concept.

The design of SCWRs is seen as the natural and ultimate evolution of today’s conventional
water-cooled nuclear reactors (Schulenberg and Starflinger, 2012; Pioro, 2011; Oka et al.,
2010; Pioro and Duffey, 2007):
1.

Modern PWRs operate at pressures of 15 − 16 MPa.

2.

BWRs are the once-through or direct-cycle design, i.e., steam from a nuclear reactor is
forwarded directly into a turbine.
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3.

Some experimental reactors used nuclear steam reheat with outlet steam temperatures
well beyond the critical temperature, but at pressures below the critical pressure (Saltanov
and Pioro, 2011). And

4.

Modern supercritical-pressure turbines, at pressures of about 25 MPa and inlet tempera‐
tures of about 600°C, operate successfully at coal-fired thermal power plants for more than
50 years.

Parameters

Unit

PV SCWR Concepts

Country

−

Spectrum

−

Thermal

Fast

Thermal

MW

1500

1700

1600

%

34

44

45

Power electrical
Thermal efficiency
Pressure

Russia

USA

MPa

25

25

25

ºC

280/550

280/530

280/500

Massflow rate

kg/s

1600

1860

1840

Core height/diameter

m/m

3.5/2.9

4.1/3.4

4.9/3.9

−

UO2

MOX

UO2

Enrichment

%wt

−

−

5

Maximum cladding temperature

ºC

630

630

−

Moderator

−

H2O

−

H2O

Coolant inlet/outlet temperatures

Fuel

Table 14. Modern concepts of Pressure-Vessel Super Critical Water-cooled Reactors (PV SCWRs) (Pioro and Duffey,
2007).

In general, SCWRs can be classified based on a pressure boundary, neutron spectrum and/or
moderator (Pioro and Duffey, 2007). In terms of the pressure boundary, SCWRs are classified
into two categories, a) Pressure Vessel (PV) SCWRs (see Figure 22), and b) Pressure Tube (PT)
or Pressure Channel (PCh) SCWRs (see Figures 23 and 24). The PV SCWR requires a pressure
vessel with a wall thickness of about 50 cm in order to withstand supercritical pressures. Figure
22 shows a scheme of a PV SCWR NPP. Table 14 lists general operating parameters of modern
PV-SCWR concepts. On the other hand, the core of a PT SCWR consists of distributed pressure
channels, with a thickness of about 10 mm, which might be oriented vertically or horizontally,
analogous to CANDU and RBMK reactors, respectively. For instance, SCW CANDU reactor
(Figure 23) consists of 300 horizontal fuel channels with coolant inlet and outlet temperatures
of 350 and 625°C at a pressure of 25 MPa (Pioro and Duffey, 2007). It should be noted that a
vertical-core option (Figure 24) has not been ruled out; both horizontal and vertical cores are
being studied by the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL). Table 15 provides information
about modern concepts of PT SCWR.
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Figure 22. Schematic of Pressure-Vessel Super Critical Water-cooled Reactor (PV SCWR) NPP concept (US DOE, 2002).
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Figure 23. General scheme of Pressure-Tube (PT) SCW-CANDU-reactor NPP concept (courtesy of Dr. R. Duffey, AECL).

Figure 24. Vertical core-configuration option of PT SCW-CANDU-reactor concept (courtesy of AECL).
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Parameters

Unit

PT-SCWR concepts
Canada

Country

−

(Figures 23 and

Russia (NIKIET)

24)
Spectrum

−

Thermal

Thermal

Fast

Thermal

MWel

1220

1200

1200

850

Thermal efficiency

%

48

44

43

42

Coolant pressure

MPa

25

24,5

25

25

ºC

350−625

270−545

400−550

270−545

Mas flowrate

kg/s

1320

1020

−

922

Core height/diameter

m/m

/7

6/12

3.5/11

5/6.5

−

UO2/Th

UCG

MOX

UO2

Enrichment

%wt

4

4,4

−

6

Maximum cladding temperature

ºC

850

630

650

700

Moderator

−

D2O

Graphite

−

D2O

Power electrical

Coolant temperature

Fuel

Table 15. Modern concepts of PT SCWRs (Pioro and Duffey, 2007).

In terms of the neutron spectrum, most SCWR designs are a thermal spectrum; however, fastspectrum SCWR designs are possible (Oka et al., 2010). In general, various liquid or solid
moderator options can be utilized in thermal-spectrum SCWRs. These options include lightwater, heavy-water, graphite, beryllium oxide, and zirconium hydride. The liquid-moderator
concept can be used in both PV and PT SCWRs. The only difference is that in a PV SCWR, the
moderator and coolant are the same fluid. Thus, light-water is a practical choice for the
moderator. In contrast, in PT SCWRs the moderator and coolant are separated. As a result,
there are a variety of options in PT SCWRs.
One of these options is to use a liquid moderator such as heavy-water. One of the advantages
of using a liquid moderator in PT SCWRs is that the moderator acts as a passive heat sink in
the event of a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA). A liquid moderator provides an additional
safety feature5, which enhances the safety of operation. On the other hand, one disadvantage
of liquid moderators is an increased heat loss from the fuel channels to the liquid moderator,
especially, at SCWR conditions.
The second option is to use a solid moderator. Currently, in RBMK reactors and some other
types of reactors such as Magnox, AGR, and HTR, graphite is used as a moderator. However,
graphite may catch fire at high temperatures at some conditions. Therefore, other materials
such as beryllium, beryllium oxide and zirconium hydride may be used as solid moderators.
5 Currently, such option is used in CANDU-6 reactors.
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In this case, heat losses can be reduced significantly. On the contrary, the solid moderators do
not act as a passive-safety feature.
High operating temperatures in SCWRs lead to high fuel centreline temperatures. Currently,
UO2 has been used in LWRs, PHWRs, etc. However, the uranium-dioxide fuel has a lower
thermal conductivity, which results in high fuel centerline temperatures. Therefore, alternative
fuels with high thermal-conductivities such as UO2-BeO, UO2-SiC, UO2 with graphite fibre,
UC, UC2, and UN might be used (Peiman et al., 2012).
However, the major problem for SCWRs development is reliability of materials at high
pressures and temperatures, high neutron flux and aggressive medium such as supercritical
water. Unfortunately, up till now nobody has tested candidate materials at such severe
conditions.

8. Conclusions
1.

Major sources for electrical-energy production in the world are: 1) thermal - primary coal
and secondary natural gas; 2) nuclear and 3) hydro.

2.

In general, the major driving force for all advances in thermal and nuclear power plants
is thermal efficiency. Ranges of gross thermal efficiencies of modern power plants are as
the following: 1) Combined-cycle thermal power plants – up to 62%; 2) Supercriticalpressure coal-fired thermal power plants – up to 55%; 3) Carbon-dioxide-cooled reactor
NPPs – up to 42%; 4) Sodium-cooled fast reactor NPP – up to 40%; 5) Subcritical-pressure
coal-fired thermal power plants – up to 38%; and 6) Modern water-cooled reactors – 30 –
36%.

3.

In spite of advances in coal-fired thermal power-plants design and operation worldwide
they are still considered as not environmental friendly due to producing a lot of carbondioxide emissions as a result of combustion process plus ash, slag and even acid rains.

4.

Combined-cycle thermal power plants with natural-gas fuel are considered as relatively
clean fossil-fuel-fired plants compared to coal and oil power plants, but still emits a lot of
carbon dioxide due to combustion process.

5.

Nuclear power is, in general, a non-renewable source as the fossil fuels, but nuclear
resources can be used significantly longer than some fossil fuels plus nuclear power does
not emit carbon dioxide into atmosphere. Currently, this source of energy is considered
as the most viable one for electrical generation for the next 50 – 100 years.

6.

However, all current and oncoming Generation III+ NPPs are not very competitive with
modern thermal power plants in terms of thermal efficiency, the difference in values of
thermal efficiencies between thermal and nuclear power plants can be up to 20 – 25%.

7.

Therefore, new generation (Generation IV) NPPs with thermal efficiencies close to those
of modern thermal power plants, i.e., within a range of 45 – 50% at least, should be
designed and built in the nearest future.
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Nomenclature
P, p pressure, Pa
H specific enthalpy, J/kg
m massflow rate, kg/s
T temperature, °C
V specific volume, m3/kg
Greek letters
ρ density, kg/m3
Subscripts
cr critical
el elctrical
in inlet
pc pseudocritical
s, sat saturation
th thermal

Abbreviations
ABWR Advanced Boiling Water Reactor
AECL Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
AGR Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor
BN Fast Neutrons (reactor) (in Russian abbreviation)
BWR Boiling Water Reactor
CANDU CANada Deuterium Uranium
DOE Department Of Energy (USA)
EGP Power Heterogeneous Loop reactor (in Russian abbreviations)
EU European Union
GCR Gas-Cooled Reactor
GFR Gas Fast Reactor
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HP High Pressure
HTR High Temperature Reactor
ID Inside Diameter
IP Intermediate Pressure
KAERI Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (South Korea)
LFR Lead-cooled Fast Reactor
LGR Light-water Graphite-moderated Reactor
LMFBR Liquid-Metal Fast-Breeder Reactor
LP Low Pressure
LWR Light-Water Reactor
MOX Mixed OXides
NIKIET Research and Development Institute of Power Engineering (in Russian abbreviations)
or RDIPE, Moscow, Russia
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology (USA)
NPP Nuclear Power Plant
NRC National Regulatory Commission (USA)
NRU National Research Universal (reactor), AECL, Canada
PCh Pressure Channel
PHWR Pressurized Heavy-Water Reactor
PT Pressure Tube
PV Pressure Vessel
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor
RBMK Reactor of Large Capacity Channel type (in Russian abbreviations)
RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel
SC SuperCritical
SCW SuperCritical Water
SCWR SuperCritical Water Reactor
SFR Sodium Fast Reactor
UK United Kingdom
USA United States of America
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VHTR Very High Temperature Reactor
VVER Water-Water Power Reactor (in Russian abbreviation)
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1. Introduction
It is generally considered that nuclear energetics started with the discovery of nuclear fission
in 1939 [1,2]. But much earlier, in 1913, H.Moseley, a prominent pupil of E. Rutherford [3],
analyzed the possibilities of direct conversion of ionizing radiation to electricity and was the
first to experimentally demonstrate that ionizing radiation did produce electricity [4,5]. Henry
Moseley is known among most physicists as the author of “Moseley’s law”, connecting the
energy characteristics of X-Ray emission of chemical elements with their atomic numbers [1].
On the other hand, his experiments in 1913 on creating an electrostatic potential between two
insulated electrodes subjected to ionizing irradiation can be considered as the starting point
for nuclear power engineering. At least his electric circuits are widely applied in modern
nuclear reactors for detection of ionizing radiation by means of direct charging devices and
separation of electric charges by ionizing irradiation for direct conversion of radiation to
electricity is the subject of wide speculation [4–7]. These considerations seem to be quite natural
because ionization means separation of positive and negative electric charges which is the basis
of any kind of generation of electrical energy. In the middle of the 20th century when Nuclear
Power Plants (NPP) started their scheme of electric energy production using a fairly long chain
of “nuclear fission – heating energy – water vapor – vapor electric generator” transformations,
discussions about direct “radiation – electricity” conversion continued [6,7]. Nowadays, after
two global disasters at NPP (1986 – Chernobyl, 2011 – Fukushima), the issue of direct gener‐
ation of electricity from nuclear and radiation processes has become extremely urgent because
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this way of energy production would convert nuclear power engineering from a hazardous
phenomenon to the most economic and ecologically safe technology.
The abovementioned disasters at nuclear power plants with significant radioactive contami‐
nation of the environment and a large amount of human victims induced a severely negative
attitude of the officials and human society to nuclear power engineering in most civilized
countries. Besides, the society is highly anxious about the ecological danger of radioactive
wastes because their amount will grow inevitably with increased production of nuclear energy.
These two negative factors connected with nuclear power plants induce serious obstacles for
further development of nuclear power engineering. Moreover, several governments have
decided to gradually close their NPP (e.g. Germany). But objective comparative analysis of the
ecological dangers of nuclear-based and carbon-based energy production shows that the latter
is much more harmful to human life due to continuous accumulation of carbon dioxide in the
Earth atmosphere and the related green house effect. Its negative influence on our climate is
growing inevitably resulting in weather instabilities with extreme hazardous phenomena.
Therefore, an intensive search for ways to improve the safety of Nuclear Power Plants in order
to make them more acceptable to our society is a burning problem. In addition to ecological
problems, the competition between nuclear, carbon, solar, hydro and other techniques of
electrical energy production involves their economical effectiveness. Our studies of the
prospects of application of nanostructures and shaped solids demonstrate that these two kinds
of materials are capable to improve essentially either the ecological safety or the effectiveness
of NPP as well as radioactive waste storage. Such improvements are based on development
of units and devices for: 1) operative differential monitoring of radiation flows inside active
reactors zones for instantaneous detection of damages of uranium oxide rod cladding inside
nuclear reactors and optimization of regulation of reactor functioning; 2) direct conversion of
radiation flows to electrical energy inside the reactors, in water pools with depleted nuclear
fuel rods pulled out from the reactors and in radioactive waste stores anywhere.
The next part of this chapter is devoted to analysis of the current situation with active zone
control, energy production effectiveness, resource electricity supplies, utilization of radioac‐
tive wastes at nuclear power plants around the world. The drawbacks of these systems as
well as possible ways of elimination of these drawbacks are discussed. Two subsequent parts
describe the properties of nanostructures and shaped sapphire which can be useful for nuclear
power engineering. Manifold enhancement of radiation hardness in nanostructures and
possibilities of direct transformation of radiation to electricity connected with active migration
of electron excitations between nano-grains are described. A set of experimental facts
confirming good radiation hardness of shaped sapphire is presented. The subsequent part
deals with application of nanostructures and shaped solids to continuous and informative
monitoring of radiation flows, nuclear fuel elements and other constituents inside active
reactor zones. The prospects of improving the safety and economic characteristics of NPP
connected with these innovations are described. The sixth part is devoted to practical ways
of direct conversion of radiation to electricity at NPP, radioactive waste storage and other
objects of nuclear engineering based on nanostructures and shaped solids. The influence of
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application of direct radiation-to-electricity conversion on safety and effectiveness of NPP is
discussed.
The conclusion of this chapter summarizes the improvements in safety and effectiveness of
nuclear power engineering resulting from application of nanostructures and shaped crystals.
The terms of their possible realization are estimated.

2. Current situation with control of active zones, effectiveness and safety
of nuclear energy production
In spite of the wide variety of designs of nuclear reactors, their operation is described with a
set of typical processes. Uranium or plutonium nuclear fission produces two secondary nuclear
splinters with the total kinetic energy of about 80 % of the total energy of the process (Fig. 1)
[1, 2]. The rest of the fission energy is distributed between the secondary neutrons, alpha and
beta particles and gamma radiation. The fissile nuclear fuel in the form of enriched uranium
oxide pellets is contained inside the cylindrical fuel elements with metal cladding made of
either zirconium alloy or stainless steel. Usually, when the cladding is not damaged, the
neutron and gamma particles escape from the fuel element to the outer space whereas other
fission products remain inside the rod. The major part of the energy is converted to heating
directly inside a rod. Water or some other cooler is circulating between the assemblies of fuel
rods, absorbs their thermal energy and delivers it from the active zone of the reactor to the
outer space where heating is converted to electricity.. The gamma and neutron radiation
emitted from the fuel rods is absorbed either inside the active zone or in the reactor shielding.
Monitoring of the reactor operation inside the active zone is usually performed with radiation
detectors registering neutron and gamma flows and with thermoelectric devices measuring
the distribution of the temperature inside the reactor [1–7]. The rate of the nuclear fission is
regulated with absorbers of neutron flows (cadmium, boron, etc.) by means of variation of
their content inside the active zone (in the most cases by means of introduction of rods with
absorbing material into the active zone or dissolving of the absorbing elements in the water
used for cooling).
Typical nuclear reactors contain thousands of fuel rods with fissile material (enriched with
U235 or Pu239 ), collected to assemblies containing several tens of rods. The temperature of the
cooling liquid when it leaves the active zone and its flow intensity are the main factors
determining the electric power that can be achieved by the electric converters installed outside.
The liquid is heated as it passes by the fuel rods where the nuclear fission takes place. The
specific fission power is determined by the total amount of the fissile nuclei and the flow of
fast and thermal neutrons irradiating the rod. On the other hand, these flows are determined
by the intensities of the fission in other rods, the processes of moderation and absorption of
neutrons, etc. Thus, the set of the fuel rods is a multi-component system with a huge amount
of links and feedbacks that are flexible, so it is natural to expect local fluctuating instabilities
of the fission rate and corresponding oscillations of temperatures within separate rods and
their assemblies. For example, one can assume that thermal growth of a certain fuel rod will
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Figure 1. Scheme of 235U nuclear fission induced by a thermal neutron.

produce a vapor bubble in its vicinity, resulting in local focusing or defocusing of the neutron
flows related to their additional scattering produced by water nonhomogeneities and further
increase or decrease of the fission rate and the corresponding variations of the local tempera‐
ture and radiation instabilities. Severe fluctuations of the fission rate and local temperatures
can develop in fractions of seconds. For instance, the fission rate and corresponding power of
the Chernobyl reactor before its disaster increased many fold in a second due to the drawbacks
of the regulation system, boiling of water and the human errors. The fission rate is determined
mainly by absorption of thermal neutrons. But the presence of the Pu 239 isotope (about 1%) in
the depleted fuel rods after their removal from the active zones reveals the participation of fast
neutrons also in the nuclear fission processes. The exchange with the fast neutrons occurring
between the neighboring rods provides a positive feedback as an additional factor for local
fast oscillations of the reactor operation. These temperature oscillations create oscillating
internal stresses in the claddings of the rods which are capable of inducing their cracking with
subsequent penetration of the radioactive splinters from the rod interior to the cooling liquid
and then to the outside of the reactor core.
Thus, observations of the amplitudes and characteristic times of fast instabilities of fissile rates,
radiation flows and temperatures in separate rods seem to be important for better under‐
standing of the internal processes in reactors and further improvement of their operation
control, regulation and energy effectiveness. From this viewpoint, monitoring of the averaged
values of these parameters commonly done by means of measurements with thermoelectric
and direct charging devices seems to be too slow (the characteristic times of these devices are
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of the order of several tens of seconds [1,2]). The averaging of the temperature and radiation
flows proceeds inevitably due to the very long characteristic times of these devices. So, we
must confess that up to now there is no available information on faster instabilities. We suppose
that this is due to the absence of fast radiation detectors and temperature sensors with
satisfactory radiation hardness for stable functioning within intense gamma and neutron flows
inside active zones of nuclear reactors.
Our studies on nanocrystalline scintillators show that their radiation hardness can be im‐
proved up to the level required for measurements inside active zones of nuclear reactors (see
part 3 of this chapter). In Part 4 we describe radiation hard light guides made of (based on)
shaped sapphire and glass fibers with a complex cross-section in the form of photonic crystals.
Part 5 describes the experimental schemes of local measurements of radiation flows and
temperatures by means of nano-scintillators and radiation hard light guides with a temporal
resolution better than one millisecond. It should be emphasized that radiation flows can be
measured differentially, i.e. separate sets of data on gamma-, alpha-, beta-particle flows, fast
and thermal neutrons can be registered. The intensities of scintillation flashes can be used for
estimation of fast temperature variations of the rod claddings. On the other hand, the data on
the oscillations of the cladding temperatures enable determination of the amplitudes of the
thermo-elastic stresses and strains of the rods. By these means much more adequate informa‐
tion on the working resources of the claddings can be obtained.
It is worth noting that differential measurements of intensities of beta- and alpha- flows
provide reliable information on local cladding damages, because these particles are usually
localized inside the rods and their presence in the external region points to perforation of the
cladding. Hence, the damage of the cladding can be revealed much earlier than the moment
when the radioactive splinters washed out by the cooling liquid from the rods appear outside
the active zone. Prompt detection of such perforations ensures fast removal of the damaged
fuel assembly before the total radioactive contamination of the cooling chain. Thus, shutdown
of the reactor can be avoided resulting in improvement of its ecological safety and economic
effectiveness.
On the other hand, operative information on the neutron and gamma flows from definite fuel
rods would result in better optimization of the fuel usage, because the degree of fissile material
depletion will be determined for every separate fuel rod (or at least for separate assemblies of
rods). So, more exhausted assemblies will be substituted earlier and the total coefficient of fuel
usage will be increased.
Generally speaking, the data on differentiated flows of various ionizing radiations obtained
with good temporal and spatial resolutions could ensure deeper understanding of the physical
processes in nuclear reactors providing their better safety and effectiveness.
The Fukushima NPP disaster showed that the resource electrical supplies of the reactor cooling
system based on diesel engines are not reliable because their moving parts can be broken by a
water flow or any other accident, whereas fuel delivery can become problematic due to
destruction of roads. Our experiments on propagation of ionizing radiation through triplelayer nanostructures including a strongly absorbing electrical conductor, an insulator and a
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weakly absorbing conductor showed that such adequately constructed structures can pro‐
vide direct, sufficiently efficient conversion of neutron and gamma radiations to electricity.
These devices could be attached to the assemblies of the depleted fuel rods taken out of the active
zones and stored in cooling pools until exhaustion of their radiation. On the other hand, besides
essential improvement of reliability of resource electrical supplies of NPP these converters could
change (transform) the situation with nuclear wastes. Nowadays they are the cause of social
tensions due to their radioactivity, because such radioactive materials will become low cost
sources of electricity and a source of commercial profit (see part 6). Annual exploitation of a
nuclear power plant results in 1.500 cubic meters of radioactive waste per one GWt of electri‐
cal power which is the power of an average nuclear reactor [1,2]). Considering the fact that the
Nuclear Power Plants around the world have now more than 400 nuclear reactors, the annual
amount of radioactive wastes can be estimated as 600,000 cubic meters As it will be seen from
the arguments presented below, direct conversion of their radiation to electricity can produce
the amount of energy equivalent to construction of several tens of new nuclear reactors.

3. Unique features of nanostructures applicable to nuclear power
engineering
The current situation with monitoring operation of nuclear reactors, utilization of depleted
fuel rods and radioactive wastes described in the previous part shows that the safety and
effectiveness of nuclear power engineering could be essentially improved with application of
much faster detectors for separate control of different kinds of ionizing radiation inside the
active zones and direct radiation-electricity converters for application at NPP as reliable
sources of reserve electricity supplies as well as in nuclear waste stores for production of
electrical energy for NPP own needs and supply of the surrounding areas. These problems
have been pressing since the very beginning of nuclear engineering (see, for instance, books
[4,6,7]). Moreover, nuclear reactions inside fuel rods are connected with the electrical charge
separation process that is the main constituent of any generator of electrical energy. So, direct
conversion of nuclear fission energy to electricity would be the most natural decision. But very
short distances of charged particle propagation inside condensed materials require nanoscopic
dimensions of construction elements of such converters [7–14]. So, when the main construction
elements of experimental converters had thicknesses exceeding tens of micrometers, the
energy effectiveness of the radiation – electricity converters was extremely low (less than 0.01
% with respect to the energy of absorbed ionizing radiation, see, for instance, one of the patents
on this issue [16]). Hence, prior to active studies of technologies based on nano-dimensional
materials and their properties, development of fast and radiation hard detectors as well as
sufficiently effective radiation- electricity converters remained problematic.
A great body of the experimental and theoretical results on interaction of ionizing radiations
with nanostructures demonstrated the prospects for developing either fast and radiation hard
detectors for selective registration of gamma, neutron, alpha, beta and proton flows or direct
converters of such types of radiation to electricity [10 – 14, 17 - 20]. Among the main features
of nano-dimensional materials which provide successful development of their based devices
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are the high probability of structural defects or electron excitation to reach quickly the external
boundary of the nano-dimensional grain as well as a significant ratio of the amount of surface
atoms to the total amount of the atoms in the grain. The surface -to-volume ratio varies
inversely with nanoparticle size. On the other hand, absorption of any kind of external
irradiation by a nanoparticle is proportional to its volume whereas re-emission of the absorbed
energy to the external space is proportional to the surface. Hence, the absorption rate decreases
in accordance with the third power of the particle radius whereas the decrease of the reemission rate is much slower, i.e. proportional to the square of the radius. So, at a certain radius
value the re–emission rate becomes equal to the rate of external pumping. This means that
particles with smaller radii will not change their stationary state when subjected to this kind
of irradiation because the absorbed energy returns to the external space by means of reemission via the surface (by surface re-emission). This consideration belongs to the arguments
confirming the increase of radiation stability of nano-particles following the decrease of their
dimensions.
It is (rather) easy to show that the stability of nano-particles with respect to accumulation of
radiation defects should be immediately enhanced with the decrease of their dimensions.
Surfaces of solids are well known channels of annihilation of structural defects [22]. Thus,
intensive irradiation-induced migration of point defects towards the external grain boundaries
is able to enhance manifold radiation hardness of materials with respect to their bulk radiation
hardness. This effect is explained by fast annihilation of radiation-induced defects as compared
to the rate of irradiation pumping of the material. The time interval between the moment of
creation of a point defect by radiation and its annihilation at the surface is inversely propor‐
tional to the square of the radius of the particle divided by the coefficient of diffusion of defects
of this kind [20]:
1
D
»
t a R2

(1)

On the other hand, the frequency of absorption of the ionizing radiation particle quanta by
this particle is proportional to its volume multiplied by the intensity of the radiation flux and
the absorption coefficient of the material (2)

n ï = F × k × R × p R 2 = p F × kR 3

(2)

Comparison of expressions (1) and (2) enables to conclude that the critical intensity of radiation
flux Fc that the particle subjected to irradiation can withstand without accumulation of defects
and the corresponding degradation of its structure and properties is inversely proportional to
the fifth power of the particle radius, i.e. it increases fast with decreasing dimensions:
Fc = D / p k R 5

(3)
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Therefore, it is clear that in this version of determination of radiation hardness for any
irradiation intensity it is possible to select the critical nanoparticle radius when particles with
smaller radii will withstand such radiation intensity, because annihilation of the point defect
created by radiation due to the particle diffusion to the surface will proceed faster than
production of a new one.
Besides, surface atoms belong to the category of structural defects themselves, because the
atomic structure around them does not resemble the bulk structure. When the particle
dimensions become less than 100 nm, the averaged concentration of these defects (i.e. the
number of the surface atoms with respect to the total amount of the atoms in the particle)
exceeds 1 %. This value is much higher than the averaged concentration of point defects which
can be created in the bulk by radiation. So the influence of radiation-induced defects on the
electron properties of the particles will be negligible with respect of the influence of the surface.
Hence, either the atomic or electron structure of the nanoparticles subjected to irradiation
should preserve their initial parameters even with high intensities appropriate for active zones
of nuclear reactors.
The good stability of nanoparticles observed during their studies in scanning and transmission
electron microscopes when they are subjected to irradiation of electron beams with high energy
flow density shows that most of the incident energy is scattered outside. The possible scattering
channels are secondary electrons and X-rays, thermal and optical radiation. Our studies of Xray excited luminescence of composites composed of inorganic polymer (polystyrene, etc.) bound nanoparticles showed that in this case most absorbed X-ray energy is not stored in the
absorbing particle [21, 23-26,28]. Other authors confirm enhancement of the radiation hardness
of the materials transforming ionization radiations when the dimensions of their grains
become nanoscopic [29, 30]. The energy is transferred to the surrounding organic molecules
by means of secondary electrons and soft X-rays, excitons, light photons. These phenomena
can be used for direct conversion of radiation energy to electricity in composite structures
when one of the components is characterized by much stronger absorption of ionizing
radiation than the other. In this case the radiation will produce separation of electric charges
between these two components resulting in generation of an electromotive force. The idea of
direct conversion of radiation to electrical energy has been discussed in scientific publications
since the beginning of the 20th century [3-5]. But as it mentioned above, the experiments
provide too low effectiveness of this conversion (not more than 0.01%) [16]. The abovemen‐
tioned direct charging detectors can be classified as a type of low-efficiency radiationelectricity converter [2] which is too small for practical energy generators. But application of
layered structures of radiation-electricity converters with nanoscopic ranges opens up new
prospects for increasing conversion effectiveness. Theoretical estimations show that about 80%
of radiation energy can be transformed to electricity by means of nano-dimensional converters
with optimized structure, see, for example, patent application and publications [13,14, 17-20].
But the scheme of nano-structural converters described there implies artificial constructions
made of nano-tubes and nano-layers which can be rather expensive to produce. Below we will
present one of the possible and more economic ways for construction of radiation-electricity
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converters with an effectiveness sufficient for practical applications and a relatively low
production cost [45, 49-51].
Up to now a wide variety of different techniques of preparation of nanoscintillators and other
nanoscopic solids applicable to nuclear engineering have been developed [41, 42, 44–48].

4. Shaped sapphire and glass fiber radiation hard light guides with hollow
cores
The considerations presented above show that applications of scintillating nanoparticles are
rather promising for fast monitoring of radiation fluxes inside cores of nuclear reactors,
because they possess sufficient radiation hardness for stable work within high intensity
radiation fluxes. But the scintillation light emitted by these particles should be delivered to the
outside of the core where the radiation intensity is much lower and photodetectors transform‐
ing the scintillation pulses to electric signals can be installed.
So radiation hard light guides are quite necessary. Usual silica fibers applied widely as light
guides do not possess sufficiently high radiation stability [34]. We propose two other kinds of
light guides that are radiation hard for effective transfer of light signals from cores of reactors
to photodetectors. The first kind uses shaped sapphire fibers grown by the EFG technique.
Several papers of independent authors devoted to shaped sapphire single crystals show that
this material is able to withstand intensive radiation flows inside active zones of nuclear
reactors [31–34]. Moreover, the color centers produced by irradiation deteriorate the optical
transparency of sapphire in the ultraviolet region whereas we can choose nanoscintillators
emitting light in the visible range. On the other hand, the color centers can be bleached by a
laser beam with a wavelength in their absorption band. It should be emphasized that single
crystalline sapphire tubes manufactured at the Institute of Solid State Physics (ISSP) RAS
(Chernogolovka, Russia) were successfully used as guides of neutron flows inside the core of
nuclear reactor in Grenoble and demonstrated a high radiation stability of their properties and
structure [38, 39]. Another original technique for preparation of sapphire fibers with a
modulated core of lateral structures made by regulation of the chemical composition of the
melt delivered to the growth region have been developed [35–37]. Modulation of the chemical
compositions of the fibers by varying the content activators of light emission along or across
the fiber ensures control of spectral compositions of light emission from different fiber regions.
Below we will describe the possibilities of differential radiation flow monitoring achieved by
modulation of local chemical compositions of sapphire fibers doped by titanium. The examples
of sapphire fibers grown in Chernogolovka are presented in Figs. 2–5.
The core of another radiation hard fiber light guide does not contain any solid, i.e. it is empty
[43]. So, nothing can be damaged by irradiation of the core. The localization of the light flow
along the fiber axis is achieved by the specific geometry of the micro-channels in the fiber cross
– section. The channels are parallel to the fiber axis whereas in the transverse direction they
form a photon crystal limiting light propagation in radial directions (Fig. 6). The design was
patented by ISSP [46].
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Figure 2. Non-doped single crystalline sapphire fibers grown by EFG technique at ISSP [35-37].

Figure 3. Scheme of growth of single crystalline sapphire fiber with doped core.

5. Differential and fast monitoring of radiation flows inside active zones
for better safety and optimized operation of nuclear reactors
Shaped sapphire nanocrystalline scintillators and fibers possess high radiation hardness and
can be used effectively for fast differential control of radiation fluxes in active zones of nuclear
reactors. Due to their small dimensions, the composition and structures of nanoscintillators
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Figure 4. Cathode luminescence micrograph of the cross-section of the sapphire fiber with doped core (upper photo)
and radial distribution of the luminescence intensity across the radius (below). Titanium was used as the dopant.

are regulated over a wide range providing excellent opportunities for optimized selection of
materials for registration of specific types of radiation. Nanocrystalline particles are placed at
lateral surfaces of fiber light guides which also possess high radiation hardness.. The light
signals delivered to the outside of the active zone are characterized by millisecond duration
and transfer separate information on the intensities of the radiation flows of fast and thermal
neutrons, alpha and beta particles, gamma – quanta in definite points of the reactor core to the
entrance of the control system. Such a design provides well – timed preventing of accidents
and optimized control of the reactor operation. For instance, fiber light guides placed along
the claddings of the fissile rods enable timely control of the wall tightness. With intact walls
the scintillators register neutron and gamma radiation only, because alpha and beta particles
cannot penetrate through the cladding. But as soon as the wall has become too thin, beta
emission occurs and with thinning of the wall there also appears alpha – emission. In this case
the light guide transfers a warning signal to the regulation system much earlier than the
radioactive substances reach the outside of the active zone. Thus, fiber- scintillator detectors
ensure timely preventing of diverse accidents which increases significantly the reliability of
the reactor operation.
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Figure 5. Cathode luminescence of shaped sapphire fiber with modulation of activator doping along the fiber axis.
Titanium was used as the dopant.

Figure 6. Radiation hard light guide with empty core, transverse propagation of light limited by photon crystal geom‐
etry [43, 46].

As it was mentioned above, development of differential monitoring of radiation fluxes inside
active zones of nuclear reactors with temporal resolution much better than a second is desirable
for deeper understanding of the physical processes inside nuclear reactors, preventing of
leakages of radioactive wastes, more complete burning of fission fuel, etc., in other words, for
general improvement of reactor safety and energy effectiveness. Application of nano-dimen‐
sional scintillators and radiation hard light guides which can work reliably inside active zones
of reactors allow for resolving this problem. High radiation hardness of nano size scintillators
as well as other nano-dimensional objects was discussed in the previous part. Scintillation light
registration of the level of radiation flow in a certain point of the active zone will be transferred
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by of the light guides to the outside of the active zone where photodetectors can be installed
for transformation of light to electric signals for further computer processing (Fig. 7).

Figure 7. Scheme of transfer of scintillation signals to photodetectors outside the reactor core.

At least two kinds of radiation hard light guides can used for the delivery of scintillation signals
to the outside of the active zone: shaped sapphire and glass fibers (Fig. 2) with empty cores
with cross-sections in the form of photonic crystals (Fig. 6). According to the measurements
made by V.V. Nesvizhevskiy at the Institut Laue-Langevin (Grenoble, France) [38, 39], the
products made from shaped sapphire crystals at ISSP RAS invariably retain their parameters
in the active zone of the reactor. The data are supported by the direct experiments on the
transparency of sapphire fibers subjected to ionizing irradiation [31-34]. On the other hand,
light guides with transversal geometry of photonic crystals contain empty cores whose
transparency cannot be deteriorated by radiation defects [30, 46]. Based on the above, the
researchers at the ISSP RAS are developing various combinations of nanocrystal scintillators
and light sapphire fiber waveguides for rapid differential control of radiation flows inside
nuclear reactors [40 – 42, 47]. Radiation hard nano-scintillators are placed at the lateral guide
surfaces (Fig. 8).
As one of the nano-particles absorbs ionizing radiation it produces a light outburst of a definite
color. Here differentiation means to obtain separate information about the intensities of the
fluxes of the fast and slow neutrons, alpha-, beta-, and gamma radiation in specific points of
the active zone. Such information appears quite useful for improving the safety of the reactor
operation and optimizing its operational parameters (for example, for improve the burnup
fraction of the fissile materials in the fuel elements).
The information on the intensities of different ionizing radiations is differentiated with the aid
of the nanoscintillators on the basis of a wide variation of their structure. The ISSP RAS has
developed the techniques of synthesis of nanocrystal scintillators with largely varied compo‐
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Figure 8. Deposition of nanoscintillators with various dopants at lateral surfaces of radiation hard light guides.

sitions and sizes to ensure selective information on any specific type of radiation (Fig. 9) [21,
23-25, 44].

Figure 9. Lutetium-sodium fluoride nanoscintillators doped with cerium activator.

Thus, the prevalence of heavy elements (tungsten, lutecium, lead, etc.) enhances sensitivity to
hard gamma-radiation. When alloying with gadolinium, lithium, boron increases the role of
scintillations induced by thermal neutrons. Hydrogen saturation of nanoparticle allows
receiving scintillation signals from the fast neutrons. The selective sensitivity of the radiation
detectors to fast neutrons can be ensured by making compositions of inorganic nanoscintilla‐
tors and organic molecules [23, 24, 41, 47, 48]. When fast neutrons collide with the protons of
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the organic matter, the protons penetrate fast into the inorganic particles contacting with these
molecules and exciting their scintillation radiation. For selectivity in relation to alpha-ray and
beta-ray radiation the depth of its penetration into the material may be strongly limited (alpharays: by units of microns, beta-rays: by tens of microns). Thus, for selective recording of the
charged particles, it is sufficient to place the relevant nanoscintillators in a thin layer on the
outer surface of the light waveguide. The scintillation signals from different radiations may
be of different spectral compositions. For example, nanoscintillators activated with cerium will
produce blue flashes, green flashes will be produced by terbium and red flashes by europium.
As stated above, nanoscintillators may be fixed on the lateral surface of the same sapphire light
waveguide in order to register different radiations. Separating the scintillators by the spectral
compositions of the light emission at the light waveguide output enables to determine the
specific radiation in the relevant point of the active zone. When nanoscintillators are uniformly
positioned along the whole light waveguide length, the coordinate of the scintillation radiation
point may be determined from the ratio of the signal amplitudes at the opposite ends of the
light waveguide. As the light passing along the light waveguide reduces exponentially, the
difference of the distances between the point of radiation of scintillation flash and the ends of
the light waveguide is determined as the logarithm of the ratio of intensities of the relevant
signals (Fig. 10).

Figure 10. Scheme showing localization of point of damage of fuel rod cladding.

The control of impermeability of the fuel-element cladding may serve an example of the
efficiency of separate recording of ionizing radiations for improving the reactor safety. When
a fiber sapphire light waveguide with fixed nanoscintillators is positioned along its outer wall,
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as described above for specific radiations (see Fig. 8), and the cladding is fully impermeable,
only gamma and neutron radiation signals will be recorded from the light waveguide (as the
alpha and beta particles generated by the nuclear reactions cannot pass through an imperme‐
able wall). With thinning and further perforation of the cladding wall the alpha and beta
radiations will start. Hence, the sapphire fiber located near the fuel element will send a signal
“colored” for the alpha and beta radiations to the control equipment (first, the beta-ray signal
will appear; then, as the cladding “perforation” develops, the alpha particle signal will occur).
As nanoscintillators are quite fast radiation detectors, and the signals go along a light wave‐
guide at the speed of light, the response time of the control system to a cladding defect will
not exceed milli-seconds. This is much faster than the moment when a radioactive leak appears
at the active zone outlet. Hence, efficient emergency actions can be taken much faster. Hence,
fixing a sapphire light waveguide with specially adjusted nanoscintillators to every fuel
element will significantly improve the reactor safety. Moreover, this method of control ensures,
without extra risk, the service life of a fuel element in the active zone, improving the fuel burn
up fraction and the reactor efficiency as a whole. It is important to note that beta radiation
control ensures detection of corrosion-induced thinning of the fuel-element cladding down to
several tens of microns prior to perforation. Thus, active zone emergencies can be prevented
as such, increasing, in parallel, the service life of the fuel assembly.
Composite scintillators made of a combination of inorganic nanoparticles and organic
luminofors efficiently record fast neutrons, and, due to the fast transfer of the electronic
excitations from the inorganic nanoparticle to the organic phosphor increase considerably the
response speed of the radiation detectors.

6. Practical development of direct radiation-electricity converters based on
nanostructures
In the formation of nanostructures, due to the small sizes of their grains, the role of the
interactions of the atomic and electronic excitations with the interface surfaces is extremely
great. The radiation defects diffuse rapidly to the surface and annihilate on it. The nonequili‐
brium electrons formed upon interaction of the ionizing radiations with the nanoparticles
collide repeatedly, with their edges during their lifetime. Bremsstrahlung and transition
radiations are generated during these collisions and electrons are also emitted.. The above
processes rapidly carry the consequences of the radiation effects outside; hence, the radiation
strength of the nanostructures increases manyfold as their sizes decrease. On this basis, several
new devices are proposed; which could to stabilize work in a field of intense radiation,
ensuring efficient transformation of ionizing radiations into electric power, based on the
external photoelectric effect and thermal electromotive force. For example, in a nanostructure
of alternating “light weight conductor — insulator — heavy metal” layers gamma radiation is
absorbed, mainly, in the heavy metal. This induces emission of photoelectrons; some of them
coming, via the insulator layer, to the light weight conductor (these may be, for example, thin
aluminum or graphite layers of). Thus, the heavy metal gets a positive charge while the light
weight conductor acquires extra electrons and gets a negative charge, i.e., an electromotive
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force is generated. When the electrodes interlock via a current receiver, work is produced in
the latter. Thus, the energy of the ionizing radiation is directly transformed into electric energy.
The produced power is determined by the difference of the potentials between the electrodes
and summed current which is directly related to the number of the electrons transferred from
one electrode to the other. Meanwhile, this number depends upon the configuration of the
heavy metal surface because only the electrons whose normal to the surface component of the
momentum exceeds a certain threshold will take part in the charge transfer. From this
viewpoint, the flat geometry of the electrode is far from being advantageous because only a
relatively small number of the electrons can move in the direction required. The coaxial
configuration with an insulator layer and a tubular light weight conductor around the heavy
metal axis (this configuration is close to that of the direct charge transducers used to record
the ionizing radiations [1, 2] is much closer to the optimum. When the thickness of the heavy
metal conductor is comparable to the track length of the hot photoelectrons, a significant share
of them will take part in the electrode charge exchange, and, hence, in the transformation of
the absorbed radiation into electric energy.
From the viewpoint of the above, the honeycomb structure of the cylindrical cells with
conductive walls when the core of the cells is filled with heavy metal separated from the walls
with a thin insulator layer seems appropriate. At the ISSP RAS we use biomorphic silicon
carbide structure as the basis for such a device (see Fig.11). Such structure is obtained as
follows: a cross-cut piece of wood (in this case spruce was used) was subjected to pyrolysis,
i.e., thermal disintegration in an oxygen-free medium. The pyrolysis yielded a carbonic frame
reproducing the structure of the channels parallel to the tree growth axis (upper Figure).
Following this, the carbonic frame was saturated with silicon yielding a silicon carbide frame
reproducing the original morphology of the wood [49-51]. The silicon carbide surface was
oxidized to obtain a silicon dioxide insulating layer. Next, a metal layer was applied to the
inner surfaces of the channels. In such a configuration, the total current-forming surface is
fairly large: with the spruce cross-section surface of 1 cm2 and thickness of 1 cm the inner
surface of the cells is about 3000 cm2. The Figures 11 and 12 show the inner configuration of
the cell with visible nanograins of the silicon carbide (that make the surface even larger). The
carbon of the pyrolyzed wood frame forming the integrated structure for the whole frame
works as a light weight conductor. In this case, the silicon carbide plays the role of a mechanical
frame. It is made sufficiently thin to allow transfer of photoelectrons emitted from the heavy
metal to the light weight conductor.
In the second variant of thermoelectric generator the silicon carbide formed as described above
plays the key role in transforming the heat into electricity. In one of the variants of the generator
the contact surface of the silicon carbide with the carbon frame acts as the double charge layer.
On thermal generation inside this layer of nonequilibrium electrons and holes the inner
difference of potentials carries them in opposite directions generating electric current. The
intensity of the current is determined by the surface of the silicon carbide — carbon contact
that is, as it has been shown above, quite large.
A set of tubular radiation-electric and thermal-electric converters that may be coaxially put
onto a cylindrical assembly of fuel cells will, at a 100 kW total flow of energy from the assembly,
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generate at least 20 kW of electric energy. As the fuel containment sump of the reactor can
contain several hundred assemblies of the kind (depending upon the reactor type) the total
power output from the sump will be several megawatts. Compared with the working reactor
power this makes only fractions of a percent, and, hence, is insignificant. However, the
Fukushima 1 accident has shown the critical need, in an event of emergency, for a redundant
and absolutely reliable source of electric power. For this purpose NPPs usually have diesel
generators. However, their start requires at least a minute, and they need fuel to be supplied.
Moreover, a serious accident may damage the moving parts of the diesel generators. Mean‐
while, radiation and thermoelectric generators need no fuel, have no moving parts, and work
nonstop; hence, they can be much more reliable. The key issue of reliability of such generators
is the radiation strength of their generating units. As the main elements of these generating
units are nanocrystals, a high radiation strength of the generating units may be expected.
As for nuclear power engineering, it is important to point out that the silicon carbide is a wide
zone semiconductor, with a high thermochemical stability, and capable to retain its high
semiconductor capacities up to 600÷800ºС. Thus, generally speaking, it can work not only in
the sumps of the used fuel assemblies but in the active zones of reactors, as well.
There is another prospect for the nuclear power engineering use of the above radiation-electric
and thermal-electric generators based on biomorphic silicon carbide: standalone electricity
sources for radioactive waste storage sites. As such storage sites are arranged, as a rule, in back
lands, the possibility to get the electric energy without fuel supplies or power transmission
lines seems extremely attractive..

Figure 11. Electronic microscopy image of cross cut surface of spruce after pyrolysis.
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Figure 12. High magnification image of morphology of inner wall of channel in pyrolyzed wood after synthesis of sili‐
con carbide by siliconizing.

γ-Ray irradiation of layered structures consisting of interleaving layers of heavy metal,
insulator, and lightweight metal produces electromotive power [49-51]. This occurs due to the
prevailing absorption of γ-radiation with heavy metal, thus resulting in emission of fast
electrons. Some fraction of them penetrates the lightweight metal making it negatively
charged. The contact of the lightweight and heavy metals under an external load makes these
electrons return through it into the heavy metal, thus performing useful work. The ratio of this
work to the radiation energy absorbed by the layered structure determines the efficiency of
radiation-electricity conversion in devices of this kind.
Ideally, all electrons dislodged from the heavy emitter reach the lightweight conductor and
are absorbed there. If each of these electrons returns from the collector to the emitter through
the external circuit, electric current I will occur in the circuit.
I = e × N = e × g × h × w (K + W ) ,

(4)

where e is elementary charge; ℏ is Plank's constant; ω is circular wave frequency of electro‐
magnetic field; K is electron kinetic energy; γ is photon flux absorbed in the emitter material;
W is electronic work function.
In the external circuit with electrical resistance R, electric power will occur. It is possible to
estimate the efficiency (η is the efficiency factor) of the system, which is determined as the ratio
of power generated in the external circuit W ext to the power of the absorbed γ-rays W abs :
2
h = Wext Wabs = I 2 × R g × h × w = é éë e × g × h × w ( K + W )ùû × R ù g × h × w ,
êë
úû

(5)
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From formula (5) one can see that as the electron kinetic energy K in the denominator decreases,
the efficiency factor is expected to increase monotonously until the energy reaches zero;
however, in order to have current I in the external circuit, there should be potential difference
ϕ = I ⋅ R between the emitter and the collector.
For the electrons escaping from the emitter to overcome this potential difference and to reach
the collector, their kinetic energy should be not lower than this difference multiplied by
elementary charge:
K ³ e × f = e × I × R = e 2 × g × h × w × R (K + W) .

(6)

From (6) there follows a quadratic equation for the minimum acceptable value of kinetic energy
of emitted electrons, by solving which we obtain:
K = - W 2 + (W 2 4 + e 2 × g × h × w × R).

(7)

As one can see from expression (7), in the ideal case, when the system is pumped with gammarays so much that the second term under the square root e 2 ⋅ γ ⋅ ℏ ⋅ ω ⋅ R is much higher than

the first one W 2 / 4 (therefore, power consumption of the work function can be neglected), the
efficiency factor value in expression (5) approaches unity within the accuracy of the energy
spent on the work function.
The physical sense of this derivation is as follows: when the kinetic energy of electrons emitted
from the emitter to the collector becomes equal to their electrostatic energy between the emitter
and the collector, the electrons enter the collector with zero kinetic energy, thus eliminating
heat release losses. Therefore, the efficiency factor approaches unity, i.e. the ideal value. But,
if kinetic energy exceeds the value
K = e × g × h ×w × R ,

(8)

then, according to expression (5), the efficiency factor starts to decrease in inverse proportion
to kinetic energy.
With the opposite approach, i.e. when the first term under the square root in equation (7) is
much higher than the second one, the kinetic energy of emitted electrons only slightly exceeds
the work function; therefore, a sufficiently high charge cannot be accumulated on the collector,
and the efficiency of the system will be always low.
Despite the fact that the efficiency of an idealized system could reach 100 %, the experimental
data reported in the patent [16] have shown an efficiency factor of ~ 10-5 %. Below we analyze
the reasons of such a considerable discrepancy, and discuss the ways to improve the efficiency
of conversion of ionizing-radiation energy into electricity up to a practically significant level.
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1.

Non-optimal geometry of converters. In the experiments mentioned above, the layered
converters were of planar geometry. At photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering
of gamma-rays, the directions of outgoing electrons receiving their energy do not coincide
with the initial direction of radiation propagation; hence, the planar geometry means that
traveling of the predominating fraction of these electrons is strongly deviated from the
normal line to the outflow surface. Due to this, the distance to the collector increases and
can considerably exceed the full range of the fast electron. Accordingly, such electrons fail
to leave the plate and participate in formation of radiation EMF. From this point of view,
spherical geometry for the heavy metal fragments absorbing gamma-rays seems to be
optimal. But for these photoelectrons to travel into the lightweight metal, the size of the
spheres should not exceed their ranges. Besides, all spheres should be electricallyconnected to each other. Since the ranges of fast electrons in heavy metals are of the micron
or even submicron scales, manufacture of such a device is a complicated engineering
problem. As an intermediate stage, the geometry of biomorphic silicon-carbide or carbon
matrices described earlier [49 - 51] can be used, where heavy metal (lead or tin) fills parallel
micro channels formed by means of pyrolysis and siliconizing of wood sections (see figure
below). Although the geometry of parallel metal micro fibers is far from the geometry of
spheres, it is much more beneficial for photoelectron emission in comparison with the
planar geometry.

Figure 13. Matrix of silicon carbide microchannels obtained by wood pyrolysis filled with tungsten (left picture); and
with lead (right picture).

2.

Excessive thickness of heavy metal layers. In the patent [16], the planar structure “heavy metal
– insulator – lightweight metal” is formed by layers, each of tens of micrometers thick.
This thickness is acceptable for the light metal (collector) that is intended to capture
emitted electrons; but for the heavy metal (emitter) such thicknesses significantly exceed
the optimum values and contribute to a considerable decrease of the effect of radiation
separation of charges. A considerable fraction of both primary and secondary electrons
(occurring in collisions with the primary ones via collision ionization) fail to travel such
long distances and stop in the heavy metal. Naturally, these electrons do not participate
in the generation of useful current in the external circuit.
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3.

Excessive thickness of the insulator. In the case of excessive insulator thickness, many of the
electrons emitted by heavy metal are stopped in the insulator layer. Apart from the fact
that these electrons do not reach the light metal and accordingly drop out of the process
of formation of useful current, they considerably decrease the electrical resistance of the
insulator, contributing to the return of the emitted electrons from the lightweight metal
to the heavy metal not via the external circuit, but immediately back through the insulator
layer. Reduction of the insulator thickness will allow increasing the conversion efficiency
considerably. For example, with the insulator thickness reduced from 200 μm to 1 μm in
the papers [49 - 51], the conversion efficiency increased by 3 orders. At the same time, this
value should be sufficient to prevent breakdown, as well as large leakage current.

The most preferable insulator is a vacuum layer, where emitted electrons make no impact such
as collision ionization, and consequently, the probability of backflow is minimized, being
determined only by the tunnel process. With the purpose to create an insulator with properties
close to vacuum, it is possible to use a layer of aerogel (material formed by fibers of such
dielectrics as aluminum oxide or silicon oxide, the porosity of which exceeds 95 % [15]), and
mechanical strength allows holding the layers of heavy and lightweight metals at a certain
distance preventing their direct contact.
4.

Non-optimal energy of electrons leaving the emitter. The optimal energy of electrons leaving
the emitter corresponds to the situation, when by the moment of entering the collector,
all the kinetic energy has already been spent on overcoming the repulsive potential
between the emitter and the collector. Besides, the electron needs a certain kinetic energy
store for losses when travelling in the insulator. Note that in a real situation, electrons
leaving the emitter have certain statistical spread of energy; therefore, it is almost
impossible to achieve an exact situation, when all electrons would precisely spend their
all kinetic energy before reaching the collector. The energy required for electrons to exit
from the emitter is largely determined by the range of the electron in the absorbent
material and by the energy of initial radiation. Therefore, adjustment of exit energy
primarily implies selection of the optimal size and shape of the emitter surface, and this
adjustment should be performed with reference to the technical parameters of particular
operating conditions.

Conversion of energy of fast neutrons created in fission processes to electricity needs prelimi‐
nary transfer of a neutron kinetic energy to kinetic energy of a proton. This necessity is
explained by the too small cross - section of a neutron interaction with electrons and a much
bigger corresponding cross - section of a proton. The micro-channels of biomorphic matrices
can be filled with material containing a high percentage of hydrogen atoms. For example, pure
water H2O can be used as a preliminary converter of this kind. Parrafin and other organic
materials are acceptable as well. Protons generated by fast neutrons will produce showers of
fast electrons which will penetrate through the insulator nano-layer to the light conductor as
in the case described above.
It should be noted that sources of ionizing radiation can be placed just inside the microcapillaries. For example, it can be metal uranium or uranium oxide. The experimental studies
of nuclear energy conversion to electricity in plane layered structures with U235 [13, 14] revealed
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a conversion efficiency of 25 %. Microcapillary structures based on biomorphic matrices
provide much better geometry for penetration of electrical charges generated in nuclear
reactions through the insulating layer to the collector. So we can assume that filling of
biomorphic matrices described above with nuclear fuel will increase the conversion efficiency
to higher values.

7. Conclusion
Energy effectiveness and ecological safety of nuclear power engineering can be improved
essentially with application of nanoparticles, layered nanostructures, shaped sapphire and
microporous light guides as well as microcapillary biomorphic matrices. On the one hand,
usage of these materials can improve essentially the situation at operating NPP and at stores
of radioactive wastes. Nanoscintillators fixed at lateral surfaces of radiation hard light guides
are capable to deliver instantaneous information about local situations at separate fuel rods
and their assemblies with temporal resolution of milliseconds and spatial resolution of
centimeters. This information will form the basis for much deeper understanding of operation
of rather complicated multi-component objects such as NPP. Besides, this information will
improve essentially the safety and effectiveness of performance of nuclear reactors.
Direct converters of radiation energy to electricity will improve significantly the safety of
operation of nuclear reactors and transform radioactive wastes from the object of continuous
anxiety of the society to ecologically safe and low cost fuel.
Moreover, qualitatively new designed of nuclear reactors can be developed based on nanostructured fissile fuel deposited inside micro-capillary matrices. Reactors of this kind will
produce most energy by direct conversion of nuclear energy to electricity. Due to this radical
improvement their construction will be more simple, economic and safe. The volume of
radioactive wastes will also be reduced.
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Multilateral Nuclear Approach to Nuclear Fuel Cycles
Yusuke Kuno
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction
The Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (Fu-NPP) accident, which occurred in March
2011, has significantly influenced the recent trend in the growing interest in nuclear reactor
deployment. On the other hand, it is common knowledge that there remain problems in
global climate changes and energy security in the long term view that human-beings are ob‐
liged to solve. Meanwhile, the issue on treatment of spent fuels (SFs) has become remarka‐
bly recognized. These facts should result in the continuous needs of nuclear energy and
proper management of SFs, i.e., well-organized nuclear fuel cycle (NFC) services, including
uranium mining, refining, conversion, enrichment, reconversion, fuel fabrication, spent fuel
treatment such as storage, reprocessing, and repository.
The concerns for the nuclear proliferation of so-called “Sensitive Nuclear Technologies
(SNTs)”, and weapon-use nuclear materials, namely, enrichment technology (frontend),
spent fuel reprocessing technology (backend) and fissile materials will increase. The latter
includes concern with worldwide increase in the amount of SFs, which may have to be stor‐
ed in individual states. Namely, there will be growing concerns from the nuclear non-prolif‐
eration and security perspectives that plutonium may globally proliferate as a form of SFs.
Measures for nuclear non-proliferation have so far been taken mainly by the combination of
institutional systems and supply side approaches (see Fig.1). International society has been
responding to the above-mentioned concerns by strengthening schematic measures centered
around the safeguards under the NPT and Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear
Material, etc. Bilateral agreements represent the latter one (supply side approach) particular‐
ly those between the US and individual states that have been functioning strongly. Howev‐
er, increase in the supply of fuel source materials from the Eastern Block has been
remarkable in recent years, as shown in Fig.2, which may potentially weaken the influence
of the Western Block on nuclear non-proliferation.
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The measures for enhancement of nuclear non-proliferation on the supply side that mainly
consist of the nuclear power technology advanced countries may interfere with the inaliena‐
ble right of peaceful uses of nuclear power that is guaranteed by Article 4 of the NPT. Thus,
there is a need to develop nuclear non-proliferation measures with high non-proliferation ca‐
pacity based on new concepts which are completely different from the conventional ones. In
addition, as for the nuclear security for handling SNTs and nuclear materials as well as safety
management of nuclear facility operations, the conventional state-by-state efforts have limita‐
tions from the viewpoints of effectiveness, efficiency, and economic reasonability.

Institutional systems for nuclear non-proliferation and nuclear security
Treaty on the NonProliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (NPT)
Partial Test Ban Treaty
(PTBT)
Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty
(CTBT) still not enforced

IAEA Comprehensive
Safeguards Agreement
(Obligatory based on Article 3
of NPT)
Convention on Physical
Protection of Nuclear
Material

Treaty of Nuclear
Terrorism
Prevention

NuclearWeapon-Free
Zone Treaty

Paving the way to commencement of negotiation for
Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty (FMCT)

Supply-side approach (Non-proliferation
according to conditions set by the
supplying countries)

Nuclear Supplies Group
(NSG): Out of Scope of NPT
London Guideline
Nuclear related Dual-use
equipment, material,
software and related
technology

IAEA Additional
Protocol

Measures for
enhancement
of nonproliferation
by bilateral
agreements

Zangger Committee
Nuclear exclusive goods

Demand-side approach (Measures to
reduce incentives on the side of
receiving countries)

Multilateral
Nuclear Approach
including fuel
supply guarantee
(MNA)

Other
international
agreements/
cooperation
PSI, GTRI, UN
Security Council
Resolution 1540,
etc.

Fig. 1. International Effort for Nuclear Non-proliferation
Figure 1. International Effort for Nudear Non-proliferation

Demand side approach represented by Multilateral Nuclear Approach (MNA), where serv‐
ices on the frontend and the backend are provided to the states possessing nuclear power
plants without interfering with the inalienable right in NPT and measures for nuclear nonproliferation properly function, may be one of the most effective and efficient goals to solve
all the problems discussed above. Originally the MNA was proposed as an idea to reduce
the possibility of nuclear proliferation of sensitive technologies by supplying enrichment
and reprocessing services to newcomer countries [1].
Regional MNA, e.g., in Asian regions, may also complement or reinforce the weakened nonproliferation regime of Western Block-based regions.
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In the foreseeable future, most of newcomer countries utilizing nuclear energy would like to
have a reliable system of fresh fuel supply and spent fuel treatment services, free of any po‐
litical disruptions to fuel their nuclear reactors.
Several proposals [2,3] on the Multilateral Nuclear Approach (MNA) have recently been
studied and a few are now ready to be implemented, in which no restraint of the peaceful
use of nuclear energy due to the issues of proliferation of sensitive technologies is taken into
account. Recent discussions, however, tend to focus on reliable fuel supply, namely frontend of NFC, where proliferation of uranium enrichment can be deterred. At the same time,
the MNA capability to provide assurance/service that the SFs be managed properly is ac‐
tually more important [4].
Storing SFs as well as possessing those in power reactors in individual countries remains
problematic not only for Safety but also the risks in nuclear proliferation/Safeguards and Se‐
curity (3S), due to the presence of large amounts of imbedded plutonium (Pu). Although Pu
in SFs is protected by its high radiation dose rate, the technology to separate the plutonium
from SFs (reprocessing) is not as difficult as uranium enrichment technology. It is therefore
important to address the issues associated with the backend of the nuclear fuel cycle and to
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propose to properly manage/treat SFs. In this context, MNA may also be beneficial from the
viewpoints of 3S.

2. Historical review of international framework discussions – Past and
recent proposals concerning MNA
2.1. Historical review of international framework [5]
From the perspective of preventing proliferation of SNTs, the concept of “international con‐
trol” has been proposed for a long time.
The old one is the international control of nuclear materials, which was developed under the
Truman Administration in 1946 (i.e. pooling all nuclear materials, etc. in an international or‐
ganization and lending them to states that want them). In January 1946, the United Nations
Atomic Energy Commission (UNAEC) was founded based on the proposal by the US, the
UK and Canada in November 1945 [6] that asked the international control of atomic energy,
i.e., “control of atomic energy to the extent necessary to ensure its use only for peaceful pur‐
poses” and “elimination from national armaments of atomic weapons and of all other major
weapons adaptable to mass destruction”. In this way, MNA has been encouraged in line
with the use of nuclear energy.
In the US, “A Report on the International Control of Atomic Energy” (also known as the
“Acheson-Lilienthal Report”) was prepared for discussion in the UNAEC. Based on the
Declaration on the Atomic Bomb, the Report proposed to establish a new international or‐
ganization called the “Atomic Development Authority (ADA)” which owns all fissionable
material and controls them under effective leasing arrangements [7]. The report also pro‐
posed that the ADA would be in charge of all “dangerous” activities relating to raw ma‐
terials, construction and operation of production plants, and the conducting of research
into explosives, while “non-dangerous” nuclear activities, such as the construction and
operation of power-producing piles, “would be left in national hands”. It is interesting to
note that in the report, all nuclear fuel cycle activities, except nuclear reactors, were cate‐
gorized as “dangerous activities” and should not be conducted by an individual state.
In 1946, Bernard Baruch, the US representative to the UNAEC, submitted his plan for the
international control of nuclear energy based on the Acheson-Lilienthal Report [8]. Howev‐
er, he modified the report by inserting the prohibition of the development of nuclear-weap‐
ons capability by new states and punishment for violations of such prohibition. The plan
was not accepted by the Soviet Union and as a result, the international control of nuclear
energy did not bear fruit in the 1940s.
This plan was later put on the table of the UNAEC in the form of “Baruch Plan” by UN
Representative B. Baruch. However, the Plan did not take off successfully because it was
contradicting with the US’s free enterprise system of that time as it was promoting inter‐
national ownership of the US technology. It also reached a deadlock in the negotiations
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between the US and the Soviet Union. However, the Plan triggered the “Age of Interna‐
tional Collaboration for Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy” in the “Atoms for Peace” speech
by US President Eisenhower in 1953 at the UN. In this initiative, the uranium bank (re‐
serve) with an intension of international management of fissile materials was proposed.
After these debates, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was established in
1957. Provision of nuclear materials, etc. became one of the missions of the IAEA. Howev‐
er, the uranium bank plan was eventually abandoned because a) uranium supply was not
as limited as was initially envisioned, and b) competition of commercial nuclear energy
technology/supply of nuclear materials in the major supplying states based on the above
speech was intensified.
In post-war Europe, the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM) was establish‐
ed to promote nuclear energy development. The most important requirement of the EURA‐
TOM Convention was “to guarantee nuclear materials supply” by the member states [2]. At
the same time, the Convention had safeguard systems to ensure that the nuclear materials
within EURATOM were to be used only for peaceful uses.
International debate with regards to exporting nuclear technology and material/equip‐
ment promoted another international framework concerning the supply. In 1971, the
Zangger Committee was established. The member states shall apply the IAEA’s safe‐
guards to the exported “nuclear materials” when exporting them to the non-NPT mem‐
ber states without nuclear weapons as well as when transporting them from these nonnuclear weapons states. The Committee also created a list of equipment as subjects of the
regulation. Meanwhile, after the first nuclear test by India, the Nuclear Suppliers Group
(NSG) was established in 1974 for a similar purpose. The NSG controls exports based on
the so-called “NSG Guidelines”, the guidelines designed for the states which export nu‐
clear energy related equipment, material and technologies (it is a “gentleman’s agree‐
ment” without any legal binding power).
In 1975, the IAEA began the exploration of the first Regional Nuclear Fuel Cycle Center
(RFCC) [9] and assessed the advantages of applying backend to the RFCC. The RFCC re‐
port examined and presented basic research from international and regional approaches
regarding the backend of fuel cycle in various geographical sites. From 1977 to 1980, the
International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) [10] was conducted, and the effec‐
tiveness of nuclear fuel cycle was thoroughly evaluated by 8 working groups (WGs).
Through this activity, many WGs picked up “fuel cycle center” and described it as a sys‐
tematic arrangement to strengthen nuclear non-proliferation. Furthermore, for the spent
fuel issues, they considered the fuel cycle as a solution that includes legal framework and
multinational arrangement. Based on the results of the INFCE, the IAEA supported the
experts group to examine the concept of international plutonium storage (IPS) [9], estab‐
lished the Committee for Assurance of Supply (CAS) [9] in 1980 and continued the delib‐
eration until 1987. The experts’ examination concluded that the multilateral approach was
technically and economically feasible but there were still issues in terms of difficulty in
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prerequisites for participation and transfer of rights towards nuclear non-proliferation.
Most of those activities, initiated by the US-initiatives, could not agree on the non-prolif‐
eration commitments and conditions that would entitle states to participate in the multi‐
lateral activities” [11], because nuclear developed states in Western Europe and Japan had
already engaged in the development of their own sensitive capabilities. Therefore, they
tried to maintain their activities, and not let them be interfered with by such initiatives.
Developing states, especially NAM states, argued that any requirements for the non-pro‐
liferation commitment of not engaging in sensitive nuclear activities were against Article
IV of the NPT. They also insisted such a requirement would discriminate between the
“haves” and “have-nots” of sensitive capabilities, in addition to there being an existing
discrimination by the NPT between “NWS” and “NNWS”. The US was thus left alone
and could not gain enough support for promoting its initiatives any further. Together
with Cold War tensions, a decline in the growth rate of the US economy and a decrease
of energy demand due to the second oil shock in 1979, and discouragement of nuclear en‐
ergy use after TMI and the Chernobyl accidents in 1979 and 1986, the US itself lost its
motivation for MNA.
At GLOBAL 93, an international conference, the “International Monitored Retrievable
Storage System (IMRSS)” [12] was proposed by Dr. Häfele from Germany. IMRSS pro‐
posed that spent fuel and plutonium shall be stored in a retrievable condition under mon‐
itoring by an international entity. It chose the IAEA as a desirable entity to lead the
initiative. Although it was considered a temporally measure to buy some time until the
conclusion of whether SFs would be directly disposed or plutonium would be retrieved,
there was no development thereafter. Dr. A. Suzuki of the University of Tokyo made a
proposal for spent fuel storage in the East Asia region, and Dr. J-S. Choi of CISAC/Stan‐
ford University made a proposal for the regional treaty including regional spent fuel stor‐
age. Their proposals show the significance of the systems in which the host states offer
interim storage of SFs for a limited time (40 to 50 years), even though the handling of SFs
from other states is not easy.
In 1994, the US and Russia agreed that the US would purchase 500 tons of highly-en‐
riched uranium (HEU) from Russia, convert it to low-enriched uranium (LEU) and make
peaceful uses of it. Furthermore, both states agreed that each state would declare 50 tons
of excess plutonium to be used for defense purposes, dismantle and retrieve 34 tons from
nuclear weapons, and convert it to power generating fuel as MOX. For the purpose of nu‐
clear non-proliferation, the US also began the “Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear
Fuel Acceptance Program (FRRSNFA)” in 1996 to accept the US-origin spent HEU and
LEU fuels from foreign research reactors by May 2009. Furthermore, under the Russian
Research Reactor Fuel Return (RRRFR) Program, some 2 tons of HEU and some 2.5 tons
of LEU SFs, which were previously supplied by Soviet Union/Russia to foreign reactors,
were shipped to the Mayak reprocessing complex near Chelyabinsk. The US and the Rus‐
sian Federation cooperated in several repatriation projects for Russian-origin HEU fuels.
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Based on the recognition that SFs and high level waste (HLW) are the common critical issues
which could be factors to hinder nuclear energy promotion in the East Asia region, the Pacif‐
ic Nuclear Council (PNC) began deliberation to promote understanding and cooperation for
the management of SFs and HLW among the PNC members and to investigate possibilities
of the International Interim Storage Scheme (IISS) in 1997. The IISS is managed at national,
regional, or international levels and is to augment (not to replace) the national system. The
IISS operates during the contract period from the time when SFs and HLW are deposited to
the storage facility in the host state till the time when “they are returned to the originating
state”. The host state would be responsible for safety and safeguards of the storage facility
and receive financial compensation from the contact member state, which is the owner of
the SFs and HLW.
In reality, the interim storage of SFs, a part of a reprocessing contract, had been offered by
reprocessing operators such as the BNFL and the AREVA. With this system, the state which
makes a reprocessing contract can store SFs as long as it is stored in the reprocessing facility;
however the separated plutonium and HLW at the time of reprocessing would be returned
to the state. On the other hand, the concepts of the IMRSS, the RSSFEA, regional treaty and
the IISS demand the host state to store or dispose of other state’s SF. However, this is not
easy in reality.
2.2. Recent proposalsp [13, 14]
The concerns about nuclear proliferation by states and the acquisition of nuclear weapons
by terrorists has grown after nuclear testing by India/Pakistan in 1998 and the terrorist at‐
tack on September 11, 2001. The nuclear weapons black market network issues by Demo‐
cratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, hereafter referred to as North Korea), Libya, Iran
and A.Q. Khan are driving the international society to make efforts through various trials
and proposals in preventing proliferation of the SNT related to fuel cycle such as isotope
separation and reprocessing.
The proposals made by Ex-Director General of the IAEA, Dr. M. ElBaradei, in October 2003
presented that (1) reprocessing and enrichment operations must be restricted under the mul‐
tinational control, (2) nuclear energy system shall have nuclear non-proliferation resistance,
and (3) multinational approaches shall be considered for the management and disposal of
SFs and radioactive waste. However, it was anticipated that his idea of a multilateral system
of SNTs and radioactive substances would take a long time to overcome the issues.
Former US President G.W. Bush strongly demanded in his speech at the Defense University
in February 2004 that exporting SNTs should be limited to the states which were already us‐
ing them on a full scale and respecting the Additional Protocol. However, this proposal may
lead to international cartels and may split the member states into the states with SNTs and
without SNTs. The “Nuclear Fuel Leasing” proposal by V. Rice, et al. and “Nuclear Fuel
Service Assurance Initiative” proposal by E. Moniz, et al. expect the improvement of nuclear
non-proliferation though institutionalization. However, the proposals still contain a concern
over supply assurance to the user states as well as a concern over the dichotomization of the
member states, similar to the other proposals.
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Later, a group of experts for multinational nuclear (fuel cycle) approaches (MNA) was
formed (ElBaradei Commission). The group was assigned to (1) identify and provide an
analysis of issues and options relevant to multilateral approaches to the frontend and back‐
end of the nuclear fuel cycle, (2) provide an overview of policy, legal, security, economic,
institutional and technological incentives and disincentives for cooperation in multinational
arrangements, and (3) provide a brief review of the historical and current experiences and
analysis relating to multinational fuel cycle arrangements. In the report, MNA was assessed
based on two primary factors, namely, assurance of supply and services, and assurance of
nuclear non-proliferation. Furthermore, 3 potential MNA options were presented.
i.

To strengthen existing market mechanisms case by case with assistance from gov‐
ernments through long-term and transparent arrangement;

ii.

To establish an international supply assurance such as fuel bank in collaboration
with the IAEA as an organization to assure fuel supply; and

iii.

To promote voluntary transformation of existing facilities of member states to
MNA (including regional MNA by collaborative ownership and collaborative ad‐
ministration)

The study results by the expert group at the IAEA are summarized in INFCIRC/640, which
give an impact on the successive examination of multinational approach framework. After
this report, a number of proposals related to supply assurance and multilateral approaches
were put forward. The following are some of these proposals/approaches [15]:
1.

In order to achieve “Reliable Fuel Supply (RFS) Initiative”, announced by former Secre‐
tary of the US Department of Energy (DOE), Bodman in September 2005, the US is in
the process of down-blending about 17.4 tons of HEU to about 290 tons of LEU (4.9%)
within 3 years and storing them. The RFS Initiative was later renamed to the American
Assured Fuel Supply (AFS) and it will be operational in 2012.

2.

During the discussion of fuel supply assurance at the Global Nuclear Energy Partner‐
ship (GNEP), the US, in collaboration with the partner states, declared that it would
aim at establishing a fuel service mechanism including fuel supply at frontend and
SF disposal at backend to achieve international nuclear non-proliferation. In the Non‐
proliferation Impact Assessment (NPIA) presented by DOE in January 2009, the im‐
portance of maintaining advanced reprocessing capacity including minor actinide
recycling was insisted. It also emphasized the significance of the US’s participation in
the overall fuel services including backend service in order to suppress incentives for
the emerging states to individually develop enrichment and reprocessing technolo‐
gies. Later, being influenced by political regime change, the GNEP terminated its do‐
mestic activities (i.e. cancellation of prompt construction of commercial reprocessing
facility and fast reactor) and decided that they would maintain international collabo‐
ration framework as International Framework for Nuclear Energy Cooperation (IF‐
NEC) only for international activities from 2010. The fuel supply working group at
IFNEC expressed its willingness to support collaborative actions among member
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states and organizations towards establishment of an international fuel supply frame‐
work. It would also provide trustworthy and worth-the-cost fuel services/supply to
the global market and provide options relating to the development of nuclear energy
usage in accordance with reductions of nuclear proliferation risks. The new director
expressed his speech its willingness to achieve so-called “from cradle to graveyard”.
3.

World Nuclear Association (WNA) proposed a three-level assurance mechanism: 1) ba‐
sic supply assurance provided by the existing market, 2) collective guarantees by en‐
richment operators supported by relevant governmental and the IAEA commitments,
and 3) government stocks of enriched uranium product. According to them, it is neces‐
sary to promote the idea of an international reprocessing recycling center when nuclear
energy usage is expanded in the future.

4.

Reliable Access to Nuclear Fuel (RANF) (nuclear fuel supply assurance concept by 6
states): Similar to the above, this proposal contains a three-level mechanism: 1) supply
through market, 2) system in which enrichment operators would substitute for each
other based on the collaboration with the IAEA, and 3) virtual or physical low-enriched
uranium banks by a state or the IAEA.

5.

Japanese proposal: The states willing to participate shall voluntarily register at/notify
the IAEA of their capacities (current stockpiles and supply capacity), and the member
states shall notify the IAEA of their service provision capacity in accordance with the
availability of service utilization capability by three levels (Level 1: provision of service
on the domestic commercial basis – no exporting on a commercial scale, Level 2: inter‐
national provision on a commercial basis, Level 3: storage that can be exported for a
short time). The IAEA would make an agreement of standby-arrangement with mem‐
ber states and manage the system. If the fuel supply actually gets confused in a state,
IAEA will play a role as a mediator. This proposal is to improve market transparency,
prevent supply termination, and augment the RANF proposal.

6.

UK Enrichment Bond proposal: Enrichment tasks shall be carried out by domestic en‐
richment operators. The supplying state, the consuming state and the IAEA will make a
treaty in advance. The IAEA shall approve commitment of the consuming state for nu‐
clear non-proliferation. If assurance is activated by bonding, the supplying state would
not be prevented from supplying enrichment services to a consuming state. This pro‐
posal is to enhance credibility of supply assurance mechanisms and augment the RANF
proposal. The Bond proposal was later renamed the Nuclear Fuel Assurance (NAF) pro‐
posal and was approved by the IAEA Board of Governors in March, 2011.

7.

The Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI) proposal [16]: This is a storage system for LEU
stockpiles possessed and controlled by the IAEA, and it is the anchor proposal for ac‐
tual realization. For the activity of the NTI, the US pledged $50 million, Norway $5 mil‐
lion, the United Arab Emirates $10 million, the EU $32 million, and Kuwait offered $10
million. The total pledge has reached $107 million. Furthermore, in April 2009, Kazakh‐
stan’s President Nazarbayev announced that the country was ready to receive the IAEA
nuclear fuel bank and officially announced its willingness to be a host state in January
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2010 (INFCIRC/782). In May 2009, the IAEA presented a proposal for deliberation at the
Board of Governors meeting held in June 2009. The proposal included consuming
state’s requirements in relation to the IAEA nuclear fuel bank, supply processes, con‐
tents of model agreement (e.g. supply price of LEU, safeguards, nuclear material protec‐
tion, nuclear liability), etc. Later, at a regular Board of Governors meeting on December
3, 2010, the establishment of “nuclear fuel bank” which will internationally manage and
supply LEU to be used as fuel for nuclear energy generation was agreed on. If the IAEA
receives a request from a state which cannot purchase LEU due to exceptional circum‐
stances impacting availability and/or transfer and is unable to secure LEU from the
commercial market, state-to-state arrangements, or by any other such means, the IAEA
will supply LEU to the state at the market price under the guidance of the Director Gen‐
eral of IAEA. Through this agreement, the first system in which LEU would be control‐
led by an international organization began. The IAEA owns the bank based on the
contributions from the member states. The Board of Directors will later deliberate the
location of the bank. Kazakhstan is already declaring its candidacy to be a host state.
The resolution was proposed collaboratively by over 10 states including the US, Japan
and Russia and was adopted with 28 states voting in favor. The developing countries
which were planning to have nuclear energy later had been insisting that the bank
would lead to a monopoly of nuclear technology by developed countries and “right for
peaceful use of nuclear energy” stipulated by the NPT would be threatened. To address
this issue, the resolution clearly stated that it would not “ask for abandoning” nuclear
technology development by each state and obtained understanding from the develop‐
ing countries.
8.

International Uranium Enrichment Center (IUEC) [17]: The IUEC was established in
Angarsk, Russia, with investment by Russia and Kazakhstan. The IUEC is not only to
assure supply but to provide uranium enrichment services. Thus, this proposal is
more realistic than the others. The proposal states that the uranium enrichment tech‐
nology will be black-boxed, namely, the investing states will not be informed, and
the technology will be under the control of the IAEA. Other than Russia and Kazakh‐
stan, Armenia and Ukraine are now members of the IUEC, while Uzbekistan is ex‐
pressing its intention of participation. It will have the LEU reserve of two 1000MWlevel cores. In May 2009, for the deliberation at the IAEA Board of Governors
meeting held in June, Russia submitted the proposal including the summary of agree‐
ment for LEU storage between the IAEA and Russia and summary of agreement for
the LEU supply between the IAEA and the consuming states. In November 2009, be‐
ing led by Russia, the nuclear advanced states submitted a resolution to the IAEA
Board of Governors in November. The resolution was to seek approval of two agree‐
ment plans: 1) agreement plan between the IAEA and Russia to establish the LEU re‐
serve under Russian IUEC, and 2) a model agreement plan between the IAEA and
the LEU recipient states concerning the LEU supply from the reserve. The resolution
was approved by a majority. In March 2010, the IAEA’s Director General, Amano,
and Director General of Rosatom Nuclear Energy State Corporation, Kiriyenco, sign‐
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ed on the agreement for the establishment of the LEU reserve under Russian IUEC,
and the LEU storage was established in December, 2010.
9.

Multinational Enrichment Sanctuary Project (MESP) (proposed by Germany): This pro‐
posal is for the IAEA to manage enrichment plants and exportation on an extra-territo‐
rial basis in a host state. The SNT will be black-boxed.

10. The Science Academies of the US and Russia presented analysis and proposals for nu‐
clear fuel assurance as a measure to prevent proliferation of nuclear weapons under the
title of “Internationalization of Nuclear Fuel Cycle – Goals, Strategies, and Challeng‐
es”13. In its report, the options and technological issues for the future international nu‐
clear fuel cycle are presented. The report also contains the analysis of the incentives for
the states that opt for accepting fuel supply assurance and developing enrichment or re‐
processing facilities and do not opt for it. Furthermore, they examined new technologies
for reprocessing/recycling and new reactors and made various proposals to the govern‐
ments of the US and Russia and other nuclear supplier states to stop proliferation of
SNTs and contribute to reduction in the risk of nuclear weapons proliferation. The re‐
port analyzed and summarized critical issues and presented several standards for as‐
sessing the options.

Figure 3. Transition of Proposals/Initiatives for International/Regional Management of Nuclear Fuel Cycle Relevant to
Nuclear Non-proliferation
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Figure 3. summarizes the flow of nuclear non-proliferation measures centered on multilater‐
al approach/supply assurance in the past. As shown, the debates have become more and
more active in recent years, and the need for internationalization of fuel cycle, which was
not very realistic until now, is gradually becoming a reality. As described above, as of De‐
cember 2011, the IAEA nuclear fuel bank, LEU reserve in Angarsk, Russia, and the UK’s
NFA proposal were approved by the IAEA Board of Governors, and the US’s AFS begin its
operation in 2012.
2.3. Issues with the past and current proposals
Most of the past proposed MNAs had never been implemented in any form until the nuclear
fuel bank 7) and the LEU-IUEC storage 8) were approved by the IAEA Board of Governors.
It was probably because nuclear proliferation was not recognized as a sufficiently serious is‐
sue and there was not a very strong economic motivation. Many proposals included unfair
double standards, i.e., “have” and “have not”, and inconsistency with Market Mechanism.
Also need of MNA may not have matured, or become critical yet.
However, as explained above, the situation has been changing in the last few years. Despite the
Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant accident as well as the actual global concern over nuclear
non-proliferation, the expansion of peaceful uses of nuclear energy in the world is unavoida‐
ble in the a long term. In that sense, the role of supply assurance was reviewed, and some of the
above mentioned proposals have been approved by the IAEA Board of Governors.

3. Significance of MNA
Significance of NMA, namely, MNA’s benefits and incentives of individual stakeholders
may be summarized as follows:
New nuclear non-proliferation regimes based upon mutual confidence and transparency, in‐
cluding regional safeguards, can be established, which can strengthen the function of nucle‐
ar non-proliferation.
Formulation of no discriminatory framework can be the primary incentive to make states
join MNA. Recent criteria-based approaches of export of sensitive technologies in NSG [18]
would help create a framework taking into account NPT Article IV.
Nevertheless, the number of enrichment and reprocessing facilities can be limited from the
viewpoints of their needs (capacities) and nuclear nonproliferation, although every partici‐
pating country can formally have the right to possess such SNTs.
Services on spent nuclear fuels, take-back, take-away, storage, reprocessing etc, can system‐
atically be assured. Recipient countries can enjoy such services in NMA framework.
It is also expected that the host country in MNA would be discouraged to divert nuclear ma‐
terials and to misuse related technologies because of the multilateral control of the fuel cycle
facilities.
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To minimize proliferation risks on SFs: accumulation of SFs, e.g., in power reactor user
countries, has become serious issue in the world. By leaving such spent fuel in individual
countries, there is also a certain level of risk to make such countries change the policy, i.e., to
have an incentive to try reprocessing.
Improvement in 2S (safety/security) can be expected if for NMA framework systems to deal
with such issues within the framework can be included, e.g., application of international
standards among the participating countries.
Host countries may be able to expand their nuclear fuel cycle business capabilities further
although facilities are expected to be controlled under/by MNA.

4. Prerequisites/features for establishing MNA
INFCIRC/640 (Pellaud Report) [19] proposed 7 elements of assessment called “Label” as pre‐
requisites/features. In INFCIEC/640a variety of different issues are included altogether and
the importance of each issue, such as nuclear security and safety, and political and public
acceptance, is not focused individually, even though these are contemporary topics particu‐
larly following the Fukushima nuclear accident. Therefore, the following 12 elements, name‐
ly with 5 additional Labels, can individually be described as a full set of prerequisites or
features to be considered for the formulation of a new framework of MNA as discussed else‐
where [20].
Label a: Nuclear non-proliferation
This includes safeguards, nuclear security and export control. If a state meets certain criteria
(e.g. regional safeguards under MNA, nuclear security, export control), it is considered that
the state can adequately maintain nuclear non-proliferation resume. Thus, the possession of
sensitive nuclear technologies (SNTs) (i.e. uranium enrichment and spent fuel reprocessing),
which is one of the measures for nuclear non-proliferation, would not necessarily be limited
(criteria-based approach).
Label b: Fuel cycle service
An appropriate state becomes a host state or siting state (that provides/lets site) and offers
fuel cycle service, based on the above-mentioned criteria-based approach. It includes urani‐
um fuel supply service and services on spent fuel treatment. The latter should be made with
a clear plan/agreement for long-term spent fuel treatment (storage / recycling / direct dispos‐
al), e.g., reduction of nuclear waste toxicity (HLW to medium level), individual member
states to receive final waste, and use of MOX, in order not to bring concern to host/siting
states.
Label c : Selection of a host state (siting state)
The state that meets all the criteria can be a host state or siting state. The specific criteria to
participate in the multinational framework or to be host/siting state are, for instance, to sat‐
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isfy conditions almost equivalent to the “objective criteria” described in INFCIRC 254 part
1-6, 7 (NSG guideline revised) 18, that is, member states are in full compliance with its obli‐
gations under NPT/safeguards agreement, are adhering to the NSG Guidelines, apply
agreed standards of physical protection and have committed to IAEA safety standards.
Label d : Access to technology
Particularly, the access to SNTs should be strictly controlled under the MNA Framework.
Label e : Multilateral involvement
This includes 1) having multilateral cooperative system on e.g., safeguards, safety, and se‐
curity, and 2) provision of services with or without transfer of facility ownership to MNA.
Label f : Economics
MNA, as a whole, increases economy when compared with management by individual
states.
Label g : Transport
Member states should cooperate and maintain international standards for nuclear material
transportation beyond borders.
Label h : Safety
International safety standards should be met within MNA.
Label i : Liability
MNA should cover a certain level of liability.
Label j : Political and public acceptance
Individual host or siting states should obtain political and public acceptance in corporation
with MNA.
Label k : Geopolitics
Practically it should be taken into account if the stat is geopolitically stable.
Label l ; Legal aspect
Table 1 summarizes the existing treaties and agreements that correspond to each Label to be
considered for MNA.
The gap between the new-MNA and existing related laws and agreements, which may con‐
flict in some cases, should be adjusted. In particular, new MNA framework must have equal
or higher capability on nuclear non-proliferation (Label a), e.g., in order to adjust the exist‐
ing bilateral agreement that may be one of the strongest measures among the existing nonproliferation systems. In other words, the MNA member states must basically assure
conditions set forth in the international treaties and agreements.
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a

Nuclear non-proliferation

Evaluation element (label) and its contents

Related treaties, agreements, etc.

General

Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT)

Safeguards

Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement (INFCIRC/153)
Additional Protocol (AP)(INFCIRC/540)
Regional safeguards agreement (e.g. EURATOM, ABACC)

Nuclear material protection, nuclear

The Physical Protection of Nuclear Material and Nuclear Facilities (INFCIRC/225 Rev.5)

security

Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (INFCIRC/274)
International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism

Export control

Nuclear Suppliers’ Group Guideline for Nuclear Transfers (INFCIRC/254 Part 1)
Nuclear Suppliers’ Group Guideline for Transfers of Nuclear-Related Dual-Use Equipment,
Material and Related Technologies (INFCIRC/254 Part 2)
United Nations Security Council Resolution 1540

Bilateral nuclear energy cooperation

e.g. Bilateral nuclear cooperation agreement, particularly with the US

agreement
b

(Nuclear fuel) Supply assurance

e.g. IAEA nuclear fuel bank, LEU storage at International Uranium Enrichment Center (IUEC) in

c

Selection of host states

Southeast Asian Nuclear Weapon Free Zone Treaty (Bangkok Treaty) [21]

(Only the case where Asian states are the member

Treaty on a Nuclear Weapon Free Zone in Central Asia (Treaty of Semei) [22]

states)

Mongolia Nuclear Weapons-Free Zone

Angarsk, Russia.

Korean Peninsula Non-Nuclear Weapon Declaration
d

Access to technologies

NA

e

Degree of involvement in multinational initiative

NA

f

Economics

NA

g

Transportation

IAEA recommendation regarding physical protection of nuclear material (INFCIRC/225 Rev.5)
Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (INFCIRC/274)
Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material (TS-R-1, IAEA Transport Regulations)
A code of practice on the international transboundary movement of radioactive waste (INFCIRC/
386)

h

Safety

Convention on Nuclear Safety
Convention on Early Notification of Nuclear Accidents
Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency
Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive
Waste Management

i

Liability

Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage
Paris Convention on Nuclear Third Party Liability
Convention on Compensation for Nuclear Damage

j

Political and social acceptance

NA

k

Geopolitics

NA

l

Legal regulations

As shown in this table

Table 1. Existing Treaties and Agreements to be Considered for MNA
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5. An example of specific MNA framework study [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]
The author’s group has been studying an example of MNA framework, where strengthening
of international non-proliferation scheme and provision of stable energy/nuclear fuel cycle
services in a region are discussed. It contributes to enhancement of transparency and trustbuilding in the region. The study investigated the schematic issues and the countermeasures
concerning the specific measures to achieve stable maintenance of the multilateral interna‐
tional nuclear fuel cycle including stable uranium supply system, spent fuel treatment sys‐
tem, usage of plutonium, establishment of regional safeguards scheme for the international
nuclear fuel cycle, requirements for an organization that carries out international nuclear
fuel cycle, and roles of industry in the international nuclear fuel cycle scheme. An image of
framework scope is given in Fig.4. Outline of the study is shown below,

Backend

Frontend

Site Storage
of SFs

Spent Fuel s (SFs)

Reactor
FR / FBR
LWR-MOX
Fuel
Supply

SFs Take away/ back

International
SF Interim
Storage

U Fuel Fabrication

Enrichment

Operated by Multinational Consortia

U/Pu Fuel
Fabrication
MOX Storage

Reprocessing
Mining /Yellow Cake

Conversion
to UF6

•Regional Safeguards
•Share International Guideline on
Nuclear Safety and Security

Final Repository
Including research
to reduce radiotoxicity

Fig. 4. Possible Framework of Future Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Figure 4. Possible framework of Future Nuclear Fuel Cycle

Three options on MNA system, Type A, B and C as shown below are defined.
Type A: No involvement of services (assured) of fuel supply, spent fuel storage and reproc‐
essing, but regional framework for 3S.
Type B: Provision of services (assured) of fuel supply, SF storage and reprocessing without
transfer of ownership of facilities; including regional framework for 3S.
Type C: Provision of services (assured) of fuel supply, spent fuel storage and reprocessing,
MOX storage with ownership transfer of facilities to MNA; regional framework for 3S (with
IAEA - arrangement).
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(Specific framework proposed)
It is targeted to the Asian region
It establishes MNA Operating Organization as the core of the framework function
Conclude Treaty on Regional NFC and related Agreements between States and the Organi‐
zation.
In the multilateral framework, the system/facilities are divided into the Type A, Type B and
Type C. Plutonium-handling facilities such as reprocessing, MOX fuel fabrication, Fast Reac‐
tors, and MOX storage facilities should be controlled under type C, whereas uranium en‐
richment facility and spent fuel storage can probably be categorized as Type B or C
depending on the siting countries. LWR MOX reactor would be Type A, while direct dispos‐
al should be Type B.
Regarding SFs, the MNA consisting of host, siting, and recipient states has clear plan for
long-term spent fuel treatment, i.e., recycling / direct disposal, reduction of nuclear waste
toxicity and use of MOX, within a specific certain period in order not to bring concern to
host/siting states.
MNA develops technologies and services of reprocessing to reduce radio-toxicity of HLW
(e.g., HLW to medium level) that would make an individual member receive final disposal
waste easier.
It establishes Regional Material Accounting and Safeguards system within the MNA Frame‐
work to implement the nuclear non-proliferation regime, as described in Fig 5. The MNA
agreement contains high level of nuclear non-proliferation capability, equivalent to the exist‐
ing bilateral agreements (e.g. one with the United States).
The MNA has function to attain the international level on nuclear safety and security for fa‐
cilities within the Framework (not only for fuel cycle facilities but also nuclear power reac‐
tors); criteria and inspection system.
The MNA has agreement with technology holders to precisely manage and control the SNTs
(limited to technology-holding operators only).
Obligation with regards to nuclear non-proliferation is performed equally by the member
states, while it is guaranteed that the right of peaceful uses of nuclear energy pursuant to
Article 4 of NPT is not interfered with.
The specific requirement to participate in the multilateral framework is to satisfy conditions
almost equivalent to the “objective criteria” described in INFCIRC 254 part 1, 6-7 (NSG
Guidelines revised in 2011, see below*).
The MNA Framework is to be more economically advantageous than the fuel service on per
state basis.
Framework member states cooperate on and agree to "transport” with regards to the nuclear
fuel cycle service.
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Liability for compensation of damages at a possible level is agreed to within the Framework.
The member states cooperate in efforts to obtain public consensus in host and siting states.
Any legal regulation to be inconsistent with, or antagonistic to, existing international rules,
bilateral agreements, etc. is cleared.
Framework meets the recent Nuclear Industries’ recognition on Safety, Health and Radiation
Protection; Physical Security; Environmental Protection and Handling of Spent Fuel and
Wastes; Compensation for Nuclear Damage; Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Safeguards; and
Ethics, as described in “Principle of Conduct” for nuclear power plant exporters [26], where
the plant manufactures (=Venders) should consider when exporting nuclear products.

IAEA

Accounting Reports
checked by
State and MNA

MNA

IAEA

Joint
Verification
Activities

Accounting Reports
checked by MNA

Accounting Reports
Created by
Facility’s Operators

Nuclear Facilities

MNA

Joint
Verification
Activities

Accounting Reports
Created by
MNA’s Operators

Nuclear Facilities (MNA’s)

Type A & B

Type C

Figure 5. Regional Safeguard System Fig. 5 Regional Safeguards System

[NSG Guidelines* (INFCIRC/Rev.10/Part.1, 26 July 2011)[18]
NSG members would not authorize transfers of enrichment and reprocessing technology unless the intended
recipient met certain “objective” criteria:
Be party to the NPT and in full compliance with the treaty,
Has not been identified in a report by the IAEA Secretariat which is under consideration by the IAEA Board of
Governors, as being in breach of its obligations to comply with its safeguards agreement, nor continues to be the
subject of Board of Governors decisions calling upon it to take additional steps to comply with its safeguards
obligations or to build confidence in the peaceful nature of its nuclear program, nor has been reported by the IAEA,
Is adhering to the NSG Guidelines and has reported to the Security Council of the United Nations that it is
implementing effective export controls as identified by Security Council Resolution 1540,
Has concluded an inter-governmental agreement with the supplier including assurances regarding non-explosive use,
effective safeguards in perpetuity, and retransfer,
Has made a commitment to the supplier to apply mutually agreed standards of physical protection based on current
international guidelines, and
Has committed to IAEA safety standards and adheres to accepted international safety conventions.
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The outline of the management structure for the framework to meet the proposed concept is
given in Fig. 6, where a basic treaty and many agreements on export, fuel supply, safety, se‐
curity, safeguards, transfer of facility, SF services, sensitive technology control needs to be
concluded among member states, and between state and AMNAO, technology holder and
AMNAO, IAEA (and/or other international organization) and AMNAO. Also support of
IAEA is essential for establishment of such international framework and system.

Member States
Type B
Host States*1
Contract

Cooperative Industrial
Consortia

Type A,B,C
Partner States*3

Type C
Siting States*2
Contract

MNA Cooperative
Industrial Consortia

• Agreement on export control *1, *2, *3
• Agreement on nuclear fuel supplies *1, *2
• Agreement on management & operation of Host States’ facilities *1 /MNA facilities *2
• Agreement on nuclear safety, security and nuclear liability *1, *2 , *3
• Agreement on transfer of MNA facilities *2
• Agreement on nuclear fuel cycle services *1, *2 , *3

Treaty on the
Regional
Nuclear Fuel
Cycle Services

Asian MNA Operating Organization (AMNAO)
MNA Regional Safeguards, Nuclear Security
and Safety Control Center (AMNAO-3SCC)

Agreement on Supply Assurance
and Additional Assurance

International Organization

Safeguards Agreement

IAEA

IAEA
Support for MNA
Foundation

Agreement on Sensitive
Technology Control

Technology Holder（State）

Fig. 6 Treaty / Agreements needed for the Foundation of

Figure 6. Treaty/Agreements Needed for the
Foundation
MNA Model Structure
MNA
Modelof- Structure

The treaty on the Regional Nuclear Fuel Cycle may consist of the following articles:
Preamble: Objective, Scope, Definition, Rights and Obligation, Signors
Article 1: Promotion of Foundation and Operation of Cooperative Industrial Consortia
Article 2: Limitation of commercial use, Obligation for Cooperative Industrial Consortia
Article 3: Industrial Rights Article 4: Sensitive Technology
Article 5: Safeguards Article 6: Resolution of Dispute
Article 7: Nuclear Security and safety Article 8: Withdrawal
Article 9: Licensing Article 10: Transport
Ending Part Protocol, Attached Documents
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An example of specific Asia region MNA cooperation is shown in Fig. 7, which may comple‐
ment or even reinforce the present non-proliferation regime. At the same time, the new pro‐
posed scheme may enable the region to have international storage of SFs and MOX.
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Fig. 7 An Example of Potential MNA Cooperation in Asia Region

Figure 7. An Example of Potential MNA Cooperation in Asia Region

6. Future perspective and challenges on MNA
As discussed in Section 5, many prerequisites/features (Label a-l) have to be studied in order
to establish a feasible and sustainable “Multilateral Approach Framework of Nuclear Fuel
Cycle”. Even if a proposal enables the fulfillment of all the prerequisites/features including
equal right for peaceful use of nuclear energy, furthermore, remaining challenges may be
how to make states have incentives toward or be attracted to the proposed MNA.
As shown in Section 2, EURATOM as a regional MNA was successfully established in the
post-war. An incentive for European states to participate in EURATOM was to securely ac‐
quire source materials for nuclear energy development [2] due to the presence of the risk of
shortage of energy source, although their Convention included safeguards systems to en‐
sure that the nuclear materials to be used only for peaceful purpose.
The priorities for the above-shown example study are the following: “to eliminate inequality
from the perspective of peaceful uses of nuclear power”, “involvement of industry”, “to
have nuclear non-proliferation capacity of the current or higher level (including political
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and geopolitical perspectives)”, “to realize international standards for safety and security”,
“to have higher economic potential for fuel cycle than a single state approach”, “to eliminate
conflicts/inconsistency with existing laws and regulations”, and “to solve transport issues of
nuclear fuel, etc”. Particularly, involvement of industry would be a key issue when such in‐
centive or attractiveness of the new proposal is discussed. Probably, nuclear societies includ‐
ing industry have internationally received greater recognition of the importance in Safety,
Health and Radiation Protection; Physical Security; Environmental Protection and Handling
of Spent Fuels and Wastes; Compensation for Nuclear Damage; Nuclear Non-Proliferation
and Safeguards and Ethics, as described by Principle of Conduct [28], since the Fukushima
Power Plant Accident.
Taking into account the example of EURATOM, the need of MNA for participants is the
overriding issue in having “incentive” towards establishment of MNA. The author would
like to note that the environment is getting ripe for the need of MNA, in terms of SF and
waste treatment, maintenance and improvement in safety, security and nuclear non-prolifer‐
ation-safeguards (3S).
There are still many challenges, pursuing incentives on economic efficiency, 3S, finding the
solutions for nuclear material transportation within MNA, effective and efficient organiza‐
tional management with not only member states but industries, and legal conflicts between
new MNA’s treaty/agreements and existing ones.

7. Conclusion
Even after Fu-NPP accident, use of nuclear reactors may be expanded particularly in emerg‐
ing countries, where reliable systems of fresh fuel supply as well as proper management of
spent fuels, free of any political disruptions to their nuclear reactors, are highly desirable.
Establishment of international cooperative systems, which includes services for fresh fuel
supply, spent fuel take-back/take-away, interim storage, reprocessing, and possibly reposi‐
tory disposal, may be able to contribute to a) enhancement of 3S, nuclear non-proliferation
(Safeguards), Safety, and Security, b) economic rationality, c) promotion of confidencebuilding, and d) prevention to the occurrence of unfair business such as government-to-gov‐
ernment transaction based on cradle-to-grave service that nuclear weapon state’s privilege
enables. This kind of internationally cooperative framework may become essential for future
sustainable utilization of nuclear power.
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The Fukushima Disaster: A Cold Analysis
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1. Introduction
The accident of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant on March 11, 2011, followed by
an earthquake and tsunami at the Honshu island of Japan was one of the worst acci‐
dents in the history of mankind. It was classified as a level 7 nuclear accident, compara‐
ble to the Chernobyl accident in 1986. There was a general feeling of dissatisfaction
about the information provided by the company Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEP‐
CO), that operated the plant, and there were criticisms about the government decisions
and on how the data about the measured dose rates in the island were interpreted. It is
understood that in such a huge crisis, the people at charge in the company and in the
government should not contribute to spread the panic, and it is useful to keep control of
the situation. However, a flood of data invaded the news media and it turned difficult to
harvest the truth among several contradictions, and to know about the destiny of a good
portion of Japan and its population. Moreover, we scientist must feel compelled to clari‐
fy that truth, no matter if not directly working in the nuclear industry. We must feel an
ethical and moral commitment to understand the situation in such a human calamity, be‐
cause we are contributing directly or indirectly to the development of new technologies.
It is necessary to learn from the errors of the past to plan carefully the highway towards
the real progress. Our knowledge must be not abandon in hands of irresponsible people,
but it must be driven to make our existence in this planet safer and happier.
This chapter is a technical report that exposes some basic concepts about nuclear physics,
gives a concise chronology of the events at the Fukushima nuclear disaster, and analyzes a
large database of dose measurements with a code specifically designed for it. It is not a
document in favor or against the nuclear energy.
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2. Chronicle of the disaster of Fukushima I
On March 11 of 2011, at 14:46 of Japan standard time, the earthquake Tōhoku impacted at
the Honshu island of Japan. The earthquake had its epicenter approximately 70 kilometers
east of the Oshika Peninsula of Tōhoku (coordinates 38º5′36″ N 142º6′15″E) at the north of
the main island of Japan, with a moment magnitude scale of 9 (equivalent to 8.9 in the Richt‐
er scale). For comparison, a ten kilotons nuclear explosion produces roughly a seismic wave
of moment magnitude 4.8 [1]. The earthquake produced large accelerations on the ground of
Fukushima I Dai-ichi nuclear power plant, at southwest of the epicenter (coordinates
37°25′17″N 141°1′57″E). The plant had six boiling water reactors, each one in separated con‐
tainment buildings, and operated by the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO). The
plant suffered accelerations in excess of 5 m/s2, which is larger than the designed tolerances
for the installations 2, 3 and 5, but within the tolerances of units 1 and 6 [2]. When the earth‐
quake strikes, the reactors 4, 5, and 6 were in cold shutdown for maintenance, while reactors
1, 2, and 3 were in operation. However, reactors 1, 2, and 3 scrammed (shutdown automati‐
cally, see below) after the quake.
The plant lost its electric power, while the connection with the offsite power electric grid
was lost due to the damages in the transmission lines by the earthquake. Thirteen electric
diesel generators automatically came into operation to continue with the cooling of the six
reactors. A giant tsunami wave followed approximately forty minutes after the earthquake,
and surpassed the seawall of the plant of 5.7 meters, although the plant was about ten me‐
ters above the sea. The tsunami flooded the plant, and most of the diesel generators stopped
working approximately one hour after the quake [3]. However, a diesel generator remained
in operation and maintained the cooling capabilities of the cores and spent fuel pools of
units 5 and 6 (units 5 and 6 are at 13 meters over the sea level).
After the diesel generators failure, an emergency power system sourced by electric batteries
came into operation. But the batteries lasted eight hours, and although the replacement bat‐
teries arrived on time, it was impossible to connect the generators to the water pumps, since
the connection point was flooded and was difficult to find the cables [4].
Therefore, TEPCO concentrated their efforts on establishing electric power from the offsite
grid, and there was a long delay in connecting them to the cooling system.
2.1. Description of the reactors
A boiling water reactor (BWR) is a nuclear reactor that uses fresh water as moderator and
coolant. The fuel rods are located in a pressurized container: the reactor pressure vessel
(RPV). The control bars are inserted in from the bottom of the vessel, and together with the
water are responsible for slowing down neutrons. The steam dryers are at the top of the
RPV, and prepare the working fluid to enter the turbine. The RPV is itself contained in an‐
other container which is called drywell (DW). That container prevents that vapor vented
from the reactor core enter into contact with the environment. In fact, the drywell contains
(or is connected to) another vessel that surrounds the RPV bottom called the pressure sup‐
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pression chamber (SC) (also known as the wet well). During normal operation of the reactor
there is a significant pressure difference between the RPV and the DW. If the RPV is vented
to the DW, the condensate water is collected in the pressure suppression chamber. All this is
in turn housed in a concrete structure, called the primary containment, which is intended to
protect the indoor mechanically and to isolate the reactor.
The reactors are called based on core related systems, and that is done by a slash and a num‐
ber after the acronym BWR: BWR/2 ( / 3, / 4 or / 5). It also makes the designation of the type
of reactors the DW and SC that surrounds the RPV with the indicative Mark I or Mark II.
The Mark I type has the DW electric bulb-shaped having the receiving SC -with toroidal
shape- surrounding its base. The DW has an interconnecting vent network with the SC. The
Mark II type has a DW in the form of a frustum of a cone or a truncated cone, surrounded
around its base by a cylindrical SC separated from de DW by reinforced concrete slabs. At
Fukushima Daiichi were located 6 units, the number 1 a BWR/3 Mark I. From 2 to 5 BWR/4
Mark I and number 6 was a BWR/5 Mark II[1]. The units involved in the accident were
BWR/3 and /4, all Mark I (see Table 1).
BWR/3 and BWR/4 have some similar features as the forced circulation systems with two re‐
circulation loops and twenty single nosed-variable speed jet pumps. In both the “emergency
core cooling system” (ECCS) high pressure pumping delivery point is in the vessel annulus
via feedwater sparger, and for the same system the “low pressure core spray system” (CS)
comprises two core spray (independent) loops. Also in both models the “hydrogen control
short term” is provided by nitrogen inerting during normal operation.
Some pertinent differences between BWR/3 and BWR/4 are in the “reactor isolation pressure
control”. Both have an “isolation condenser” (IC) and “safety relief valves” (SRV), but
BWR/4 has steam condensing mode of the “residual heat removal system” (RHR). A re‐
markable difference is in the “reactor isolation inventory control”: BWR/3 has an isolation
condenser while BWR/4 has a “reactor core isolation cooling system” (RCIC). While in the
BWR/3 the shutdown cooling is performed by a “shutdown cooling system” or the residual
heat removal system, in the BWR/4 only the last system is available. Something similar hap‐
pens with the “containment spray and cooling”, BWR/3 has the option between “low pres‐
sure cooling injection” (LPCI) or RHR while BWR/4 only the last one. The high pressure
pumping for the “emergency core cooling system” (ECCS) of the BWR/3 disposes of “feed‐
water pumps” or “high pressure cooling injection system” (HPCI). Only the last mentioned
system is available in the BWR/4. A detailed description of the differences among reactors is
shown in Table 6.0.1 of reference [6].
The accidents that occurred in all the reactors that were in operation followed an analogous
path, as will be described in the following sections.

3. Main events after the earthquake
In the unit 1, the isolation condensers (IC) automatically actuated on the high reactor pres‐
sure after the scram, but were shutdown manually to prevent the cooling rate of the reactor
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pressure vessel from exceeding a design limit (55 K/hour) [3,7]. The reason is because in the
boiling water reactor the water acts as a neutron moderator for the nuclear reactions. Thus, a
correct flow rate must be maintained to control the power of the reactor, because the flux of
water allows fine reactivity adjustments. Depending on the quantity of vapor bubbles, the
power of the reactor can vary. For example, if there are fewer bubbles, i.e., if the flux of wa‐
ter is greater, the neutrons are moderated to energies at which can be absorbed to produce
fission. Thus, the power of the reactor increases when the flux of water is greater.
Unfortunately, when the tsunami struck, all the electric power was lost and the valves of the
isolation condensers remained closed. Thus the IC of the unit 1 became useless. At units 2
and 3, the reactor core isolation cooling system (RCIC) started automatically after the earth‐
quake and continued in operation for many hours after the tsunami. The unit 1 has an older
reactor without a RCIC system.
Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6

Reactor type

BWR-3

BWR-4

BWR-4

BWR-4

BWR-4

BWR-5

PCV type

Mark I

Mark I

Mark I

Mark I

Mark I

Mark II

Max. pressure of

8.24

8.24

8.24

8.24

8.62

8.62

0.43

0.38

0.38

0.38

0.38

0.28

RPV (MPa)
Max. press. of PCV
(MPa)
Table 1.

Next it is given a short review of the events that lead to hydrogen explosions in three of the reac‐
tors within four days after the tsunami. The main events are condensed in the Appendix A.
3.1. Unit 1
All the valves of the isolated condenser were motor operated and were left in the closed po‐
sition, as explained above, and this led to an increasing pressure inside the reactor 1 [7].
The pressure build up in the primary containment vessel was due to the liberation of steam produced in the reactor pressure vessel- through the safety relief valves.
The measured pressure at the dry well was 0.84 MPa at 2:30 on March 12. This value dou‐
bles the pressure design for the dry well. It was argued that this pressure could not be due
to steam alone, but built up from a mixture of steam and hydrogen [7].
The pressure in the reactor pressure vessel was as high as 6.9 MPa at 20:07 on March 11, but
fell to 0.8 MPa at 2:45 on March 12. It is not clear if this depressurization occurred through
the safety relief valves or if there was some cracking in the reactor pressure vessel within
that interval [7]. If there were a meltdown of the fuel, and some portion fell to the bottom of
the vessel, it is possible that it has damaged the reactor pressure vessel at the places where
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the control rods are inserted. Thus, a leakage of the molten fuel to the primary containment
vessel is possible [7]. This could be the cause of the depressurization at 2:45 on March 12.
However, this is still a conjecture.
The injection of water to the reactor resumes at 5:46 on 12 March -using fire engines- 14
hours after the tsunami. But in this case, it is not clear if the pumps delivered the water
at a pressure higher than the pressure in the reactor pressure vessel at that time (0.75
MPa). If the pressure of the pumps were lower, the water would have been supplied to
the core about 22 hours after the tsunami, when the reactor pressure vessel was vented
and depressurized [7].
As the fuel rods overheated, it was produced a water-Zirconium reaction that liberates hy‐
drogen. The Zirconium of the zircaloy cladding of the fuel rods oxidizes with the steam ac‐
cording to the reaction:
Zr+2 H 2 O ® Zr O 2 +2 H 2

(1)

The hydrogen is highly explosive and a deflagration or a detonation is easily triggered when
mixed with air at a high pressure.
As the hydrogen had been vented to the secondary containment, an explosion occurs at
15:36 on 12 March 2011. The explosion blew the secondary containment without visibly
damaging to the primary containment vessel. The sea water injection began at 19:04 on
12 March 2011.
3.2. Unit 2
The reactor core isolation cooling system (RCIC) operated continuously during three days
and the water level on the reactor was maintained at its normal value. The RCIC stopped at
13:25 on March 14, 2011, by unknown causes. The pressure at the reactor pressure vessel be‐
gan to rise, and the water level decreased.
The reactor was depressurized at 18:00 hs, through the safety relief valves. The seawater in‐
jection started at 19:54, and the water level recovery was confirmed at 22:00 on 14 March. An
explosion occurs at 6:00 on 15 March. The suppression pool was assumed damaged, because
of the large amount of contaminated water at the turbines building [7].
3.3. Unit 3
The reactor core isolation cooling operated normally for 20 hours after the tsunami, but
failed at 11:36 on 12 March 2011. The operators started soon the high pressure core injection
(HPCI), but it failed at 2:42 on 13 March 2011. It is yet not clear why the HPCI stopped. But a
probable cause was the depletion of water in the condensate storage tank [7]. The reactor
was left without water injection for more than six hours. The fresh water injection starts at
9:25 and changed to seawater injection at 13:12 on March 13, 2011. The pressure start to rise
at the dry well and a series of venting operations followed to relief the pressure at the reac‐
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tor pressure vessel. The depressurization process led -like in the other reactors- to the accu‐
mulation of hydrogen at the secondary containment. So, an explosion blew up the
secondary containment of unit 3 at 11:00 on March 14, 2011.
There is an interesting observation made by Gundersen [9] related with the hydrogen ex‐
plosions in units 1 and 3. The explosion in unit 1 occurred mainly sidewise, while explo‐
sion in unit 3 occurred visibly in the vertical direction and apparently the explosion was
much more violent. Gundersen claims that explosion in unit 3 was a hydrogen detona‐
tion, while explosion in unit 1 was a hydrogen deflagration. A detonation is a superson‐
ic combustion wave (respect to fuel), while a deflagration is a subsonic combustion.
Gundersen noticed that this could be an indication of prompt criticality in the spent fuel
pool of reactor 3 [9]. Although this is a possible explanation for the difference in the ex‐
plosions, it must be noticed that there are other factors that could alter the development
of the explosion, i.e., the preheating of the gas before the ignition of the combustion can
lead to a detonation. The development of a detonation depends on the temperature gra‐
dients of the gas. Thus, the combustion mode depends on the complex history in which
the hydrogen was released to the second containment vessel. If the hydrogen was
promptly released the gradient could be too steeply to develop a detonation. On the oth‐
er hand, turbulence in the fuel mixture can also lead to a deflagration to detonation tran‐
sition, since the turbulence can induce a shallow temperature profile, mixing hot fuel
regions with cold ones.

4. Basic concepts
Radioactivity is the spontaneous disintegration of an atomic nucleus. In the radioactive de‐
cay the nucleus decay in lighter nuclei, which are the fragments of the nuclear disintegra‐
tion, in addition there could be an emission of neutrons, gamma rays, electrons and
neutrinos.
Several radioactive isotopes are man-made, but there are also radioactive traces found in
some minerals, in soils; in the plants; in the animal’s tissue; in the air; and in the water.
Uranium -as other heavy elements- is radioactive and its main isotope decays according
with the reaction:
238
92 U

®

234
4
90Th+ 2 He,

(2)

That is the uranium-238 decay into thorium-234, emitting an alpha particle α (42He). The
daughter isotope thorium is also radioactive and decays as:
234
234
90 Th → 91 Pa+e+ν,

(3)
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Where the first element on the right side is protactinium, the second particle is an electron
(also called β- beta particle), and the last particle is a neutrino.
These two reactions are the start for a long chain of reactions that ends at the stable isotope
of lead 20682Pb. There are similar chains for uranium-235 and thorium-232.
Element

Mean life

caesium-137

30.3 years

radon-222

3.82 days

iodine-129

1.7 x 107 years

iodine-131

8.04 days

strontium-90

29.1 years

uranium-235

7.04 x 108 years

uranium-238

4.46 x 109 years

plutonio-239

2.41 x 104 years

Table 2.

The mean life of a radioactive nucleus th (half-life) is the time in which half of the radioactive
sample decays. The radioactive decay is essentially probabilistic, and its law is a negative
exponential of time:
N(t ) = N0 e -t / tm ,

(4)

where tm is the mean-lifetime. The meaning of this law is that the number of parent nucleus
in a sample at a given time, N(t), diminishes exponentially with time from the initial number
N0. Some mean lifetimes for known radioactive nucleus produced in a nuclear reactor are
given in Table 2. The activity (A) of a radionuclide is the number of decays per unit time:
A = N / tm.

(5)

Thus, the larger is the radionuclide sample, the higher will be its activity. For the same
amount of nuclide the activity is higher for the radionuclide with lower mean lifetime. The
activity is measured in becquerel (Bq), honoring the scientist who discovered radioactivity.
A Bq is equivalent to one disintegration per second. The other commonly used unit is the
curie (Ci), equal to 3.7 × 1010 disintegrations/second, which is equivalent to the activity of
one gram of radio.
The fission of the uranium-235 occurs by means of the absorption of thermal neutrons pro‐
duced in other radioactive decays. The most probable reaction gives krypton and barium:
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235
1
92 U+ 0 n

®

90
144
1
36 Kr+ 56 Ba+2 0 n+energy,

(6)

The total energy release on the induced fission of 23592U is on average 205 MeV [10].
From this total the neutrinos escape unimpeded with 12 MeV, while the remaining ener‐
gy is distributed in the kinetic energy of the fission fragments, the neutrons, the pho‐
tons, the betas, plus the delayed gammas and betas. Thus, the fission of uranium
produce a useful energy of 190 MeV, which is equivalent to 3.04 × 10-11 J. The number of
fissions to produce a watt-second is:
1 / (3.04 10−11) = 3.3 × 1010 decays,
which is roughly the number of decays in one gram of radio during one second. Thus, in
order to produce a megawatt of thermal energy per day is required, roughly:
106 W (3.3 1010 decays / W ⋅ s) 86400 s / day = 3.3 1021 decays / day.
But, a mol of uranium-235 has the Avogadro number of atoms (6 1023). So, the consumption
of uranium per megawatt is:
3.3 1021 (decays / day) 235 grams / (6 1023) = 1.3 grams / day,
without considering the efficiency of the chain reactions. This is equivalent to 1.3 kg/day of
uranium-235 for a 1000 MW power plant, or 474 kg of uranium-235 per year (or equivalent
27 kW/kg, taking into account an enrichment of 1%). If reactor 1 of Fukushima has 78 ton of
fuel in its core, and assuming the fuel is new and enriched at 1.5 %, there is enough fuel for
2.5 years. The quantity of spent nuclear fuel in the pool of each reactor is [11]:
• Reactor No. 1: 50 ton of nuclear fuel
• Reactor No. 2: 81 ton
• Reactor No. 3: 88 ton
• Reactor No. 4: 135 ton
• Reactor No. 5: 142 ton
• Reactor No. 6: 151 ton
Each reactor at Fukushima has less than 100 ton of nuclear fuel.
4.1. Why the fossil fuel is less viable and produces a large damage to the environment?
It can be shown that is required millions of times more mass of carbon than uranium to pro‐
duce the same amount of energy. The carbon gives 32 kilojoules per gram of energy. In or‐
der to produce 1000 MW of energy it is required [12]:
(1000 106 joules / s × 86400 s / day) / (32000 joules / gr) = 2.7 millions of ton / day.
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Thus, the fossil fuel is highly contaminant to our atmosphere. However, on the view of the
Chernobyl and Fukushima nuclear accidents, we must know reconsider which energy
source is more dangerous for human life.
4.2. Induced fission
The objective of a nuclear reactor is to produce a self-maintained and controlled chain reac‐
tion of a fissionable element.
There are two classes of fissionable materials, depending on how they behave when absorb‐
ing a neutron [13]. A fissile material is one that will undergo a nuclear fission when bom‐
barded by neutrons of any energy. A fertile material is one which after capturing a neutron,
will transmute by radioactive decay into a fissile material. The uranium-235 is the only fis‐
sile material found in nature. The fertile material 238U becames radioactive and decays in ser‐
ies of beta decays into 239Pu after capturing a neutron:
238
92 U+n

®

b
b
239
® 239
® 239
92 U ¾¾
93 Np ¾¾
94 Pu.

(7)

The plutonium-239 is a fissionable material, i.e., it will decay if a neutron strikes it. The 239Pu
has a very large half-life, so it can be stored and used as a reactor fuel (see the table 1).
The thorium-232 is another fertile material found in nature. It decays in a series of beta de‐
cays after absorbing a neutron according to the reaction:
232
90Th+n

®

b
b
233
® 233
® 233
90Th ¾¾
91 Pa ¾¾
92 U,

(8)

where the uranium-233 is a fissile material.
In general, when a neutron impinges on the nucleus of uranium-235, it breaks into frag‐
ments and there are a mean of 2.4 neutrons emitted, gamma rays, and neutrinos:
235

U+neutron ® fission fragments+2.4 neutrons+gamma rays+neutrinos+193 MeV.

(9)

The uranium-235 fission leads to a neutron multiplication; each neutron emitted in the fis‐
sion has the potential to lead to a new fission in the fuel sample. The reactions will continue
until all the uranium-235 decay, or until no free neutrons are left in the sample, i.e., until all
the neutrons escape from the boundaries of the fuel or are absorbed by another non-fissiona‐
ble material.
A typical fission reaction for uranium-235 is:
235
92 U+n

®

140
94
54 Xe+ 38 Sr+2

n+200 MeV.

(10)
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The fission fragments in this reaction are also unstable because their neutron to proton
ratio is too large. The fission fragments decay mostly by beta particle emission accompa‐
nied by gamma rays. The decay occurs in several stages until reaching the stable nuclei
branch, for example:
b
b
b
b
140
® 140
® 140
® 140
® 140
54 Xe ¾¾
55 Cs ¾¾
56 Ba ¾¾
57 La ¾¾
58 Ce,

(11)

the reaction for strontium is:
b
b
94
® 94
® 94
38 Sr ¾¾
39Y ¾¾
40 Zr.

(12)

The energy release from the nuclear fission is distributed into the kinetic energy of the
fission fragments, beta particles and neutrons, and in the energy of the gamma rays and
neutrinos.
MeV
Fission fragment kinetic energy

166

Neutrons

5

Prompt gamma rays

7

Fission products gamma rays

7

Beta particles

5

Neutrinos

10

Total

200

Table 3.

The energy balance for the decay of a uranium nucleus is given in the Table 3 [10, 12].
A chain reaction is self-maintained when the fuel do not need to be bombarded by external
particles to maintain the fission process [12].
The chain reaction will be self-sustained and maintained in time if the mass of the nuclear
fuel is larger than a critical mass value. The critical mass is the quantity of matter necessary
to compensate the neutrons loss across the boundaries of the fuel, in such a geometric con‐
figuration that allows the chain reactions.
Fissile materials can be produced in the core of a reactor if fertile material is mixed with the
nuclear fuel. In the decay of 235U there are enough neutrons to sustain a chain reaction and to
convert fertile to fissile material. If a nuclear reactor produces more fissile material than it
consumes, it is said that the reactor is a breeder. As most reactors use natural uranium, or
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uranium with low enrichment, there are enough 238U -a fertile material- in the fuel to be con‐
verted into plutonium [10,13].
However, the design of a breeder is not easy due to the absorption of neutrons by other ma‐
terials. Moreover the neutrons can leak through the boundaries of the fuel. Thus, most reac‐
tors are not breeders [13].
4.3. Neutron cross-section for fission
The cross section of 235U and 238U, as a function of the energy of the incident neutrons is of
great relevance to sustain a chain reaction.
Since neutrons are uncharged they do not find a coulomb barrier to reach the nucleus; thus
the neutrons can interact with the nuclei even if they have very low energy [10,12]. At low
neutron energies the exothermic nuclear reaction rate is roughly independent of the energy
and proportional to the density of the incident flux of neutrons [10]. The reaction rate for
nuclear fission induced by neutrons can be written as [10,12]:
R = rn v s

(13)

where R is the reaction rate; ρn is the neutron density; v is the mean speed of the neutrons
and σ is the cross section of the target nucleus. Thus, the cross section at low energies is pro‐
portional to the inverse of the speed of the neutrons, or equivalently, inversely proportional
to the square root of their energy:

s µ const / v.

(14)

This law was experimentally observed [10,12,13]. The dependence of the total cross section
with energy changes very fast for neutron energies close to the resonances of the compound
nucleus. In this case, the cross section is characterized by a series of narrow resonance peaks,
and is expressed by the Breit-Wigner formula [10]. These peaks are due to the exited states
of the compound nucleus (see fig 9.1 in ref [10]).
The principal elements in the fuel of a reactor are uranium-235 and uranium-238, which are
found in the nature in the proportions 0.72 % and 99.27 % respectively [12].
The neutron absorption cross section can be divided into two parts, the fission cross section
and the radiative cross section. In the radiative capture, a compound nucleus is formed with
gamma ray emission (for example 236U). In addition some of the neutrons can suffer inelastic
or elastic scattering from the nucleus without being absorbed.
The total cross section for 235U at energies below 0.1 eV is mostly due to the fission cross sec‐
tion (84 %), while the remaining are due to radiative capture (16 %). In this energy range, the
total cross section follows the 1/v law. In the range between 1 eV and 1 keV is the resonance
region. In this region the cross section varies very rapidly with the energy. In the third re‐
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gion for energies larger than 1 keV, the cross section for 235U is predominantly due to scatter‐
ing (inelastic at energies larger than 14 keV). The fission cross section is lower than the total
cross section, and much lower than in the first energy range [10].
The cross section for 238U is almost constant in the low energy region, and is predominantly
due to elastic scattering and radiative absorption. The fission cross section starts to be signif‐
icant above 1.4 MeV, although it remains a small fraction of the total cross section.
4.4. Chain reaction
As described above the neutron cross section for 235U fission, is much higher for low energy
neutrons. The fission process produces fast neutrons with energies in the interval 0.1
MeV<E<10MeV, and are predominantly emitted with 0.75 MeV. Thus, the neutrons must be
slowed down in the reactor to energies at which they can be captured in the 235U with great‐
er probability. The neutrons transfer their energy to the nuclei by multiple scattering, until
reaching an approximately thermal distribution, in which they can be captured by the fis‐
sionable fuel [13]. The so called thermal neutrons have a range of energies in the interval
0.001 eV<E<1 eV.
The mean free path of a neutron of 2 MeV in the fuel is around 3 cm [10]. However, the
probability of inducing a fission in one collision is rather low at that energy (18 %). The
probability will increase significantly after six collisions (number of collisions × probability
of fission ~1). If the neutron follows a random walk through the fuel, it will move about
6 × 3 cm ≈ 7 cm from the starting point before inducing fission [10]. If the probability that a
neutron induce a new fission is q, then on average each neutron will create (νq-1) additional
neutrons, where ν is the mean number of neutrons emitted per fission.
If there are n(t) neutrons at time t, then at time t+δt there will be an additional number of
neutrons proportional to the number of neutrons n(t), times the number of neutrons pro‐
duced by each of these, times the fraction of time they had to react δt/tp, where tp is the time
required to produce a fission at the indicated energy, so [10]:
n(t + d t ) = n(t ) + (n q - 1) n(t ) d t / t p .

(15)

This equation gives the differential equation for neutron multiplication:
dn(t )
= (n q - 1) n(t ) / t p ,
dt

(16)

that has the solution [10]:
n(t ) = n0 e

(n q -1) t / tp

.

(17)
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Thus the number of neutrons can grow exponentially if νq > 1 (supercritical assembly), or
decrease exponentially if νq < 1 (subcritical assembly). The probability q depends on the ge‐
ometry and size of the sample, and on the energy of the neutrons. The characteristic time for
fission is tp=10-8 s, this means that for a supercritical assembly there will be a huge amount of
energy liberated in less than a microsecond. The critical radius for a sphere of 235U is about
8.7 cm, and the critical mass is 52 kgs [10].
The reactors have control rods containing boron, or cadmium, which can absorb neutrons in
the thermal range. So, inserting or withdrawing the control rods in the reactor core can mod‐
ify the reactor power. The reactor must be operated at criticality, but is important that criti‐
cality is achieved taking into account the delayed neutrons, and not the prompt neutrons
alone. This is because, the prompt neutrons have lifetimes of the order of 10-3 s, and this is a
very short time to mechanically control the power output of the reactors. The delayed neu‐
trons led to a better timescale to control the reactor. Moreover, the reactors must be de‐
signed for thermal stability, i.e., the probability for a new fission is such that [10]:

dq
< 0,
dT

(18)

thus an increase in the temperature of the reactor diminishes the reactivity.
4.5. Nuclear fuel of the reactors
Natural uranium has more than 99 % of 238U, and less than 1 % of 235U. When a neutron is
emitted in the fission process at 2 MeV, it will more probably interact with the 238U, through
inelastic scattering, leaving it in an exited state. After a few scatterings the neutron will lose
its energy capable to induce fission in 238U. So, the neutron must find a 235U to induce fission,
but as it is so much less abundant it is more probable the neutron is captured in a 238U reso‐
nance to form 239U with the emission of a gamma ray. Thus, the proportion of fission neu‐
trons that induce further fission in natural uranium is rather low, and a chain reaction can
not be sustained [10].
However, a technology has been developed to produce a chain reaction from natural urani‐
um. The Fukushima Daiichi reactors are thermal reactors. In a thermal reactor the fuel is the
ceramic uranium dioxide, and is contained in an array of thin rods containing the fuel pel‐
lets. In the reactor the fuel is surrounded by a large volume filled with a material of low
mass number, called the moderator. The neutrons can lose their energy in the moderator be‐
fore encountering a uranium nucleus. Thus the neutron cross section for 235U fission increase
and is much larger than for 238U, compensating the low concentration of uranium-235. The
neutrons are called thermal because their energy corresponds to the operation temperature
of the reactor (0.1 eV=1160 ºK).
The capture of neutrons at thermal energies, lead to the fission of the 235U with large
probability, and thus, the chain reaction is made possible with natural uranium using
this technology.
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The moderator can be 12C, or heavy water (D2O). But, if the reactors use enriched uranium,
the reactor can be moderated using ordinary water.
The reactors at Fukushima have low enriched uranium fuel (LEU), except the unit 3 that has
a low percentage (~6 %) of MOX (mixed oxide) consisting in a blend of uranium oxide (UO2)
and plutonium oxide (PuO2) [15]. The mixture has 7 % plutonium and the rest is natural ura‐
nium. The LEU is enriched to ~3 % of uranium-235.
4.6. The reactor power
The thermal power generated by a nuclear reactor is approximated by the formula [12]:
P = j N Vs f w ,

(19)

where φ=n v, is the neutron flux; N is the number of fissile nuclei 235U per unit volume; V is
the total fuel volume; σf is the neutron cross section for fission; and w is the mean energy
liberated per fission.
The efficiency of a nuclear reactor is 1/3 the total thermal power. There is a distinction in the
notation between units of megawatt of thermal power -which is the total generated powerindicated as MWt, and the total generated electric power -the energy converted to work- in‐
dicated as MWe.
The reactors of Fukushima generated the following energy [18]: i) the unit 1 has a General
Electric reactor of 460 MWe; ii) unit 2, has a General Electric reactor of 784 MWe ; iii) unit 3
has a Toshiba reactor of 784 MWe; iv) unit 4, has a Hitachi reactor of 784 MWe; v) unit 5 has
a Toshiba reactor of 784 MWe; vi) unit 6 has a General Electric reactor of 1100 MWe.
4.7. Power of the reactor after shutdown
After the scram of the reactors the control rods were inserted into the core, and the urani‐
um-235 fission stopped. However, the fuel rods containing the fission products which are
neutron rich, decay emitting beta rays and gamma rays as well. So, the fuel rods continued
producing heat after the scram.
The empirical expression for the power of heat decay P is given by the formula [10, 12]:
P = 0.07 P0 [(t - t s )-0.2 - t -0.2 ],

(20)

where P0 is the nominal reactor power, τ is the time since the reactor startup in seconds, and
τs is the time of reactor shutdown since the startup. This expression has an acceptable error
in a certain time interval ranging from 10 seconds and 100 days.
The nominal power for reactor 2 and 3 is 2352 MWt. If the rods have a life of one year,
the decay power after one day is: 11.7 MW; after one week is: 6.3 MW; after one month
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is: 3.5 MW; and after one year is: 0.7 MW. If the lifetime of the rods is larger the decay
power will be higher.

5. The importance of blogging in crisis times
The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) of Japan pub‐
lished real time radiation measurement data acquired by the “System for Prediction of Envi‐
ronment Emergency Dose Information” (SPEEDI). However, this data was not very
accessible for processing, as was published in html format and in Japanese. Mr. Marian
Steinbach, started a “Google Docs Spreadsheet” and called for help to the online world to
collect the data [21]. The results are compressed in one file (station_data_1h.csv.gz ) that
contains the following information:
a.

Station identifier: a number identifies each station that performs a measurement.

b.

Time UTC (in order to convert to JST just add nine hours).

c.

Radiation dose measured by the stations. The measurements are in nGy/h, or equiva‐
lently in nSv/h (with a quality factor of one).

d.

Rain precipitation in mm.

For example, the file looks like these three sample lines:
1150000004 - 28/02/2011 15:00 - 370
1020000026 - 28/02/2011 15:00 – 21 - 0
1020000004 - 28/02/2011 15:00 – 20 - 0
The measurements are made every ten minutes in more than two hundred stations along Ja‐
pan, and the file starts in March 1, 2011, until the present. So, the archive has more than 600
Mbytes today, and it requires near 2 Gbytes of free RAM memory to read it with conven‐
tional text processors. It’s good to emphasize here the great effort made by several bloggers
to collect all the measured data (see for example Refs. [20, 21, 22]). The data must be com‐
bined with another archive providing information on each station: site name, site identifier,
location, city, prefecture, and geographic coordinates (see [24]). The authors of the present
chapter programmed a Fortran code to retrieve information from this data base.
Some data on the spreadsheet indicates measured values equal to -999, it is presumed that it
is due to a saturation of the detectors that can measure dose rates up to 1000 mSv/h. In addi‐
tion, several stations close to the nuclear power plant stopped measuring dose rates on
March 11, and restarted on September 21, 2011 [21].
The action of bloggers helped to understand the critical situation at Fukushima and bring
calm to the general population. It was an alternative and reliable source to retrieve informa‐
tion about the crisis and (in several cases) the information provided was not so confusing
like in the main news channels.
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6. Study of the radiation distribution
In a simplified model of the radiation emitted from the nuclear power plant, it could be as‐
sumed that the particles will travel radially out from a point source, emitting S particles per
second isotropically. The particles can survive a certain distance without scattering with oth‐
er particles, depending on the macroscopic cross section for scattering and the density of tar‐
get nuclei. If there is a certain amount of radioactive particles being emitted from the site
accident, the flux of particles will be attenuated by a geometric factor with the distance and
by the scattering with the atoms of the atmosphere.
The flux of particles passing through a sphere of radius r is:

f (r ) =

e -X r
4p r2

S,

(21)

where Ξ is the macroscopic cross section (the macroscopic cross section depends on the mi‐
croscopic cross section σ and the number of air nuclei per unit volume: Ξ = N σ ). Thus, it is
expected that if the Fukushima nuclear reactors are emitting radioactive particles to the air
isotropically, the measured radiation must fall faster than r −2 with distance. Of course, the
hypothesis of isotropic emission of particles is not true in the case of Fukushima, since there
was an important wind carrying the radioactive emission to the sea in the days following
the accident. This was a good factor within the disgrace of the accident, since the wind drag‐
ged the radiation out from populated zones.
It is difficult to make correct predictions on the nuclear fallout without a detailed numeric
simulation taking into account the full meteorological data: including wind direction, wind
speed, and rain fall at each date.
The database of dose measurements was surveyed to provide a description of the depend‐
ence of the radiation versus time, and radiation versus distance from Fukushima Daiichi nu‐
clear power plant.
Since there are two widely used systems of units to measure the radiation dose, we clarify
the definitions and the conversion between the two systems of units.
A dose is the quantity of energy absorbed by a kilogram of exposed tissue to the radiation.
In the International System, a dose unit is the gray (Gy) equivalent to 1 joule/kg. The other
commonly used unit is the rad, equivalent to 100 erg/gram, or equivalent to 0.01 Gy.
As the damage produced on the tissue depends on the radiation type, i.e., alpha particles;
neutrons; beta particles; or gamma rays, it is used the concept of quality factor QF, and it is
defined a dose equivalent as [12, 25]:
H = (QF) ´ D.

(22)
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mSv/h

μSv/h

nSv/h

0.0001

0.1

100

10-6

0.001

1

1000

0.00001

0.01

10

10000

0.0001

0.1

100

100000

0.001

1

1000

10

0.01

10

10000

107

0.1

6

mrem/h

Table 4.

A larger equivalent dose produces a larger damage to the human health.
If D is given in Gy, the units of H are sieverts, while if D is measured in rad, H are in rem.

Figure 1. Radiation contour map as November 15, 2011

For fast interpretation and comparison of the results with the data found in the literature,
the Table 4 gives the conversion between commonly used units and its multiples for the
measured dose equivalent rate, spanning all the relevant range of values for the Fukushima
accident. In the analysis of the data is implicitly assumed that the quality factor is one, as is
commonly assumed in the literature about Fukushima, i.e., the measurements are expressed
as mGy/h or mSv/h, indistinctly, although this is not strictly correct, since the damage de‐
pends on the type of radiation and the form of exposure.
The occupational annual dose to individual adults, except for planned special exposures, is
a total effective dose equivalent equal to 50 mSv [25]. For the individuals the radiation dose
equivalent limit is 5 mSv [25]. This means that in normal conditions a person must not re‐
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ceive a dose equivalent larger than 0.6 μSv/h. In the next set of figures we show the results
of the database analysis. The Figure 1 shows the radiation contour map for the Honshu is‐
land of Japan, as November 15, 2011, at 15:20 UTC. The silhouette of the island is representa‐
tive. The color scale increase in units of 500 nSv/h. The darkest red shows the region in
which the radiation is above 5000 nSv/h. Note that the background radiation, according to
the database, is roughly 30 nSv/h. The limit for non-nuclear workers is in the range 570
nSv/h / 2283 nSv/h (5 mSv/20 mSv annual).
The inset shows the same map but with contour lines in intervals of 1000 nSv/h. The darkest
red –in the inset- shows the region in which the radiation is above 10000 nSv/h.
Caveat: the radiation contour map displayed could be scary, but as it will be shown the radi‐
ation falls with time due to the half life of the radioactive isotopes and by the action of the
wind. There is an important contribution from atmospheric radiation to this map, and not
necessarily all the radiation was deposited in the ground. Moreover, this is a contour map
and do not mean that a high radiation level was actually measured in all the shadowed
areas, but on some point located within it at the date indicated. The map is more representa‐
tive of the spatial distribution of the radiation at the indicated date.

R a diation vs coo rdina tes, 15 /1 1 /20 11

Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the radiation as function of the geographic coordinates.

The release of radioactive isotopes was due to the necessary venting of the reactor pressure
vessel and of the dry well of the reactor. The venting was done to reduce the pressure inside
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the reactor. The release of radioactive particles was worsened with the explosion of the sec‐
ondary containment that occurred due to the hydrogen explosions of units 1 and 3, and a
breach in the suppression chamber of unit 2 (see the Appendix).
The incident was rated at level 7 according to the International Nuclear Event Scale. Howev‐
er, the total amount of iodine-131 was 73 % of those measured at the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear
disaster, and the amount of caesium-137 released from Fukushima is around 60 % of the
amount released from Chernobyl [27].
The main isotopes released at Fukushima have been iodine; caesium; strontium; and plu‐
tonium. These radioactive elements have been released to the atmosphere and to the Pa‐
cific Ocean.
Prefecture

City/Station

Distance (km)

Rad (nGy/h)

Fukushima

Futaba Town – Yamada

0,7

27210

Fukushima

Ono Ookuma

2,5

6417

Fukushima

Futaba Town – Shinzan

3,1

5588

Fukushima

Futaba Town - Kooriyama

4,3

1698

Fukushima

Namie Town - Namie

7,1

1167

Fukushima

Yonomori Tomioka Town

7,3

4461

Fukushima

Namie Town – Kyohashi

8,1

528

Fukushima

Tomioka Tomioka Town

10,1

3612

Fukushima

Kamikooriyama Tomioka Town

10,8

1787

Fukushima

Tomiokacho

11,8

2157

Fukushima

Matsudate Naraha town

13,6

1434

Fukushima

Shigeoka Naraha Town

14,5

1177

Fukushima

Yamadaoka Naraha Town

19,1

352

Fukushima

Futatsunuma Hirono town

22

611

Table 5.

The Figure 2 shows the radiation landscape on November 15, 2011, at 15:20 UTC. The radia‐
tion dose rate in nGy/h is a function of the geographic coordinates, i.e., latitude and longi‐
tude, in degrees. At this date, the radiation peaked 27210 nGy/h at the nuclear station, which
is 50 times more radiation than the maximum limit for non-nuclear workers. The second
peak was at Ono Ookuma (distance 2.5 kms), measuring 6417 nGy/h. There was another
peak of 5588 nGy/h at Futaba Town, Shinzan (3.1 kms). For clarity, the Table 5 shows the
measurements above 100 nGy/h, for the same date as above, specifying the location of each
station and its distance to the power plant.
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Prefecture

City/Station

Distance (km)

Rad (nGy/h)

Ibaraki

Onuma Hitachi City

104

446

Ibaraki

Mayumi Hitatioota City

106,7

324

Ibaraki

Kuji Hitachi City

107,8

775

Ibaraki

Kume Hitatioota City

108,4

147

Ibaraki

Isobe Hitatioota City

108,5

487

Ibaraki

Ishigami Tokai

110,5

724

Ibaraki

Toyooka Tokai Village

110,5

387

Ibaraki

Nemoto Hitachioomiya City

111

266

Ibaraki

City Nukata Naka

111,7

319

Ibaraki

Funaishikawa Tokai

113

192

Ibaraki

Kadobe Naka City

113,1

735

Ibaraki

City Uridura Naka

113,4

188

Ibaraki

Muramatsu Tokai-mura

113,8

251

Ibaraki

City Yokobori Naka

114,3

309

Ibaraki

Oshinobe Tokai Village

114,5

306

Ibaraki

City Kounosu Naka

115,8

401

Ibaraki

Sawa Hitachinaka City

116,7

734

Ibaraki

Sugaya Naka City

117,1

234

Ibaraki

Mawatari Hitachinaka City

118,5

311

Ibaraki

Hitachinaka Hitachinaka City

119,5

351

Ibaraki

Godai Naka City

120

398

Ibaraki

Ajigaura Hitachinaka City

120,1

199

Ibaraki

Horiguchi, Hitachinaka City

122,7

1045

Ibaraki

Sawa Yanagi Hitachinaka City

124,2

238

Ibaraki

Ishikawa, Mito

125

216

Ibaraki

Isohama Oarai Town

128,3

162

Table 6.
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According to these measurements, the region beyond 20 km has an “acceptable” level of ra‐
diation at the indicated date, although it is still twice greater than the background up to dis‐
tances of 140 km (not shown in the table).
The following figures show the decrease of the radiation with the radial distance from the
nuclear power plant. The vertical axis displays the radiation dose in nGy/h, in logarithmic
scale, while the horizontal axis displays the radial distance to the nuclear power plant in km.
The Figure 3 shows the radiation versus distance as March 15, 2011, at 15:20 UTC time. In
this date, there are no stations collecting data closer than 100 km from the nuclear plant.
There was a blackout of several stations that recovered after September 21, 2011, thus the
data is incomplete. There is a large scatter of the data, which may be due to the topography
of Japan, the action of the wind, and the rain fall in each location.

1 5 /0 3 /2 0 1 1 , 1 5 :2 0 h s
1 6 6 7
Equation

y = A2 + (A1-A2)/((x/x0)^p)

Adj. R-Square

8 3 3
6 6 7
5 0 0

0,64789
Value

3 3 3

Standard Error

B

A1

744,5882

--

B

A2

36,33046

9,41583

B

x0

92,16635

--

B

p

3,36845

0,59285

n G y /h

1 6 7
8 3
6 7
5 0
3 3
1 7
8
0

2 0 0

4 0 0

6 0 0

8 0 0

1 0 0 0

1 2 0 0

d is ta n c e k m
Figure 3. Radiation versus distance as March 15, 2011.

A non-linear fit of the data was performed with Origin 8.0. The result of the fit is shown as
the red curve in the figures. It was found that the optimal fit is obtained with a function pro‐
portional to 1 / r p , with p=3.36. Thus, the radiation decrease faster than 1 / r 2, as expected.

As shown in the figures and tables the radiation has a large heterogeneous distribution,
sometimes with large variations in dose measurements (>200 nGy/h) in very short distances
(sometimes of the order one hundred meters).
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Prefecture

City/Station

Distance (km)

Rad (nGy/h)

Ibaraki

Onuma Hitachi City

104,1

166

Ibaraki

Kuji Hitachi City

107,8

180

Ibaraki

Toyooka Tokai Village

110,5

120

Ibaraki

Ishigami Tokai

110,5

122

Ibaraki

Muramatsu Tokai-mura

113,8

113

Ibaraki

Sawa Hitachinaka City

116,7

112

Ibaraki

Mawatari Hitachinaka City

118,5

129

Ibaraki

Hitachinaka Hitachinaka City

119,5

177

Ibaraki

Ajigaura Hitachinaka City

120,1

116

Ibaraki

Horiguchi, Hitachinaka City

122,7

136

Ibaraki

Isohama Oarai Town

128,3

117

Ibaraki

Town Ooarai Onuki

129,9

125

Ibaraki

Hiroura town Ibaraki

132,6

147

Ibaraki

Tasaki Hokota City

136,4

107

Ibaraki

Ebisawa town Ibaraki

137,7

110

Ibaraki

Araji Hokota City

138,3

128

Ibaraki

Tsukuriya Hokota City

138,4

158

Ibaraki

Momiyama Hokota City

141,5

189

Table 7.

As March 15, 2011, due to the stations blackout in Fukushima the largest radiation measure‐
ments made were in the Ibaraki prefecture as shown in the Table 6.
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The Table 6 displays the radiation measurements larger than 100 nGy/h. It is possible to ap‐
preciate the large dispersion in the measured radiation with the distance. For example, there
is a large difference in the dose measured at Funaishikawa Tokai with what is measured at
its neighbor Kadobe Naka city.
The Figure 4 displays the radiation versus the radial distance at July 15, 2011, at 15:20 UTC
time. It is seen that the non-linear fit decrease slower with the distance. The best fit gives
p=1.5, so in this case, the rate of decrease is less than the r −2 law. This could be to the action
of the wind, not taken into account in the Equation (21). Moreover, the radioactive particu‐
late could act as nucleation centers to form rain drops, and the rain could significantly modi‐
fy the radiation distribution.
In addition, is observed that the radiation distribution at this date is more scattered.
It is seen that the maximum radiation dose rate at Ibaraki decreased respect to the measure‐
ments made in March. The maximum dose rate was 189 nGy/h at Momiyama Hokota City
(141.5 km from Fukushima Daiichi I, see Table 7).
The Figure 5 shows the radiation decrease with distance as November 15, 2011. The non-lin‐
ear fit gives p=1.09, thus, the radiation profile is becoming flatter as time goes by. The sta‐
tions were recovered near Fukushima, so the readings are higher.

1 5 /0 7 /2 0 1 1 , 1 5 :2 0 h s
2 0 0

Equation

y = A2 + (A1-A2)/((x/x0)^p)

Adj. R-Square

0,59366
Value

9 0

Standard Error

B

A1

107,6217

B

A2

31,52645

4,61428

B

x0

114,59466

6,14527E7
5,9689E7

B

p

1,54832

0,33198

8 0
7 0

n G y /h

6 0
5 0
4 0
3 0
2 0

9
0

2 0 0

4 0 0

6 0 0

8 0 0

d is ta n c e k m
Figure 4. Radiation versus the radial distance at July 15, 2011

1 0 0 0

1 2 0 0
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There are records of dose rates as high as 27210 nGy/h, near the central (see Table 5).
The following figures show the decrease of radiation with time at two locations. The Figure
6 shows the decrease of radiation with time at the nuclear power station. It is seen that the
time evolution can be approximated with a straight line in the indicated period of time. The
slope of the line is roughly 31 nGy/day. A decreasing exponential with a half life of 3.4 years
can also be adjusted (not shown).

1 5 /1 1 /2 0 1 1 , 1 5 :2 0 h s
Equation

y = A2 + (A1-A2)/((x/x0)^p)

Adj. R-Square

0,97764
Value

1 0 0 0 0

Standard Error

B

A1

14768,40934

--

B

A2

21,55428

23,4467

B

x0

1,23248

--

B

p

1,09799

0,01925

1 0 0 0

n G y /h
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d is ta n c e k m
Figure 5. Radiation decrease with distance as November 15, 2011

The Figure 7, shows the radiation decrease with time for the City-Nukata-Naka station, at
the Ibaraki prefecture. The decay of the radiation with time is more acute for this station (lo‐
cated at the south of the nuclear power plant). The tail of the distribution can be adjusted
with a decreasing exponential with half life 15.6 days (not shown in the graph). The decay of
the radiation with time at the nuclear power plant is compatible (although not exactly the
same) with the mean life of caesium-137, and strontium-90. The difference between the ad‐
justment and the mean life could disappear with measurements over a larger period of time.
Meanwhile, the decrease of radiation at City-Nukata-Naka station has the order of magni‐
tude of the mean life of the iodine-131, and radon-222.
The difference in the decay with time at the two stations can be due to the size of the partic‐
ulate of each radioactive species, i.e., if the size of the cesium and of the strontium is larger,
they could fall closer to the plant. The spectrum of elements in the fallout depends on the
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volatility of the isotopes as well, i.e., not all the isotopes produced at the reactor will contam‐
inate a large area. Since the boiling point of each isotope is different, it is expected that the
percentage of mass released will be different for each isotope.
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Figure 6. Decrease of the radiation with time at 0.7 km from the nuclear central.

Although there was a stations blackout in the SPEEDi network, TEPCO continued monitor‐
ing the radiation at the nuclear power station. These data are not contained within the SPEE‐
Di database analyzed here. The Reference [23] contains data measurements at the nuclear
central and presents an artistic representation of the data.
However, is important to note that in the literature is claimed that the TEPCO reports are
confusing. Some organizations and news media showed doubts about the published data
[30],[31]. As a consequence of this, a global project called Safecast -independently of govern‐
ments or multinational companies- started to map radiation levels around Japan, using stat‐
ic and moving sensors [30].
On the wake of the disaster, Japan shifted the energetic policy and has plans to drop out nu‐
clear energy by 2030. The decision of the Japan government is accompanied by similar ac‐
tions of the governments of Germany and Switzerland. On the other hand, Italy has
suspended the plans to reinforce the nuclear power in the country [31].
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Figure 7. Decrease of the radiation with time at 111 km from the nuclear central.

7. Biological effects of radiation
Biological effects of ionizing radiation depend on dose, dose rate and type of radiation. Dose
rates after an accident situation will show large variations in time and position according to
meteorological conditions, topography, and whether the area in consideration is urban or
rural. Their determination will also be subjected to large uncertainties. Transport character‐
istics and half life of involved radionuclide will also play a role in determining exposure lev‐
els after the accident, as will emergency response and active measures taken regarding the
exposed population.
Dose rates after a major accident are dominated in the short time by atmospheric submer‐
sion, while most radioactive material is still in suspension. From this source, dose commit‐
ment by inhalation is much larger than direct external exposure coming from the radioactive
cloud. Given its short half life of 8 days, exposure due to 131I was dominant during the first
days after the emissions. Besides, 131I will be absorbed through contaminated food, and will
accumulate in the thyroid gland. Its beta particles, with mean energy around 190 keV, have
a tissue penetration of 0.6 to 2 mm, and can kill or transform thyroid tissue and affect lung
cells if inhaled. Supplying non radioactive iodine in order to saturate thyroid tissue and or
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swift evacuation are the recommended procedure. Estimation of dose commitment is usual‐
ly difficult but a crude number can be derived as follows:
Dose commitment from breathing is around 1.5 × 10-8 Sv/Bq for 131I. Activity concentration
was measured at the plant by Tepco and was found to be 1× 103 Bq/m3 on April 7th, 2011.
Dose rate at that particular point would have been 20 μSv/hr, considering a normal breath‐
ing rate of about 1.2 m3/hr. However, 131I concentrations must have been orders of magni‐
tude larger shortly after pressure relief events. Moreover, other radionuclides like 137Cs and
134
Cs were also suspended in air, though in smaller concentrations. Uncertainties will there‐
fore be large for dose commitment from breath [32].
After contamination plume has passed, main source of radiation is from contaminated
material deposited on the ground. 137Cs and 134Cs are the dominant radionuclides that
provide the ground shine. 137Cs with a half-life of 30 years is also the main long term
contamination source.
In order to make a rough estimate of exposure due to 137Cs, an infinite ground plane uni‐
formly contaminated yielding scatterless photons with a semi isotropic emission pattern is
the simplest model that can be considered. A simple geometric calculation for the photon
fluence in that model, will show that for a given height above the ground, radiation is domi‐
nated by photons travelling horizontally [33]. With a mean free path in air of 280 m for ab‐
sorption, scatterless photons is quite a good an simple approximation for primary photons.
Obtained result shows that the infinite ground plane may not be a particularly good approx‐
imation, especially for urban areas. If exposure is dominated by horizontally travelling pho‐
tons, ground roughness as well as structures above ground level will significantly affect the
exposure field. In other words, in order to obtain accurate dose rate convertion factor, i.e.,
equivalent dose rates for a given ground activity, detailed Monte Carlo calculations would
be required. For horizontally travelling isotropic primary photons calculations performed
with MC code PENELOPE yield an estimated of 1.3 × 10-12 Sv/(Bq/ m2) 1 m above ground
level, which is in agreement with published data for smooth plane surface [33,34].
The Figure 8 shows that the photon fluence from a flat surface at 1 m height is dominated by
horizontally travelling photons.
More detailed Monte Carlo calculations show that average dose rate conversion factor yield
2× 10-12 (Sv/h)/(Bq/ m2) for a fresh contaminated surface. Consequently, accumulated dose
for a whole year exposure is around 1.6 × 10-8 Sv/(Bq/ m2). Analog calculation were made for
134
Cs, yielding an exposure for the first year of about 3.7×10-8 Sv/(Bq/m2)
In order to roughly estimate exposure levels to the areas surrounding Fukushima plant, we
can take published values of 134Cs and 137Cs release from the power plant. Different estimates
put that quantity in 1×1016 Bq for each radionuclide [35]. If we consider the 20 km evacuation
zone, and assume half the amount of radioactive material was deposited inside the semicir‐
cle with origin in the power plant (with the other half released over the ocean), mean depo‐
sition would be 1.6×107 Bq/m2 for both radionuclides, yielding a 75 mSv/yr average exposure
for the first year.
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have been carried away by wind. Atmospheric transport models suggest that only 20% of
the total release was deposited in Japan land, while 80 % was carried out by wind towards
the Pacific Ocean thanks to the prevailing winds during all but one major release events,
throughout the emergency [36].
Taking these results into account the average radioactive Cs deposition would fall from
1.7×107 Bq/ m2 to 6.8×106 Bq/ m2. and average exposure for the first year inside the 20 km
exclusion zone to approximately 15 mSv/yr. Actual deposition maps from flight measure‐
ments carried out by DOE show that deposition in Japan soil took place towards the north‐
west with maximum values for the combined Cs deposition of 1.8×107 Bq/ m2 close to the
plant in the northwest direction. Measurements 20 km away from the plant, in the same di‐
rection show numbers around 1×106 Bq/ m2, which will produce roughly the same exposure
as average background natural radiation in Japan (3.8 mSv/yr), but still larger than the 1
mSv/yr exposure limit for the public [37].
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8. Conclusion
In this chapter it is given a comprehensive introduction to the Fukushima nuclear accident. A
large database of dose measurements taken in time intervals of ten minutes over more than 200
stations was studied using a code specifically designed for it. It is seen that the radiation decays
with time following an exponential decay compatible with iodine contamination at large dis‐
tances. The radiation profile decrease slower than the r-2 law, and seems to become flatter as
time goes by. There is a large scatter of radiation, with large variations in distances of the order
of a hundred meters, but it seems to become more homogenous with time. Most affected zone is
a strip pointing to the northwest of Fukushima. Numeric simulations are performed with the
Monte Carlo code PENELOPE to find the equivalence between the published values of the ac‐
tivity and the dose equivalent. It is found that the exclusion zone of 20 km give an exposure of
the same order as the background radiation in Japan or less.

Appendix
Chronology of the disaster of Fukushima

Unit 1

Unit2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6

scrammed

scrammed

scrammed

-

-

-

loss-of-offsite

loss-of-offsite

loss-of-offsite

loss-of-offsite

loss-of-offsite

loss-of-offsite

power lines

power lines

power lines

power lines

power lines

power lines

Emergency diesel

Emergency diesel

March 11, 2011
14:46 JST,
earthquake

generators started generators started

Emergency diesel
generators
started

reactor core
14:50 JST

isolation system
(RCIC) started
IC (isolation

14:52 JST

condenser)
automatically
actuated

15:03 JST

IC manually
shutdown
reactor core

15:05 JST

isolation system
(RCIC) started

Emergency diesel
generators started

Emergency diesel
generators
started

Emergency
diesel
generators
started
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Unit 1

Unit2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6

Alternate and

Alternate and

Alternate and

Alternate and

electric power

Air cooled

direct current

direct current

direct current

direct current

sourced by diesel

electric diesel

power lines were

power lines were

power lines were

generator at unit

generator

lost

lost

lost

lost

6

survived

residual heat

residual heat

residual heat

residual heat

residual heat

residual heat

removal pumps

removal pumps

removal pumps

removal pumps

removal pumps

removal pumps

lost

lost

lost

lost

lost

lost

15:27 JST,
1st tsunami wave

15:35 JST,

2nd tsunami wave power lines were

High pressure
coolant injection
(HPCI) inoperable
water level reach
18:00 JST

the top of the
fuel,
temperature rose
emergency

March 12, 2011

battery for high

02:44 JST

pressure coreflooder runs out
steam and

05:30 JST

hydrogen vented
into secondary
containment

05:50 JST

Fresh water
injection started
steam and
hydrogen vented

10:58 JST

into secondary
containment

14:50 JST

fresh water
injection halted
Hydrogen
explosion,

15:36 JST

secondary
containment
blown up

19:00 JST

March 13, 2011
02:44 JST

Sea water
injection
high pressure
coolant injection
stops
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Unit 1

Unit2

Unit 3

Unit 4

water level
07:00 JST

reaches top of
the fuel
reactor vented,

reactor vented,

refilled with water
13:00 JST

and boric acid.

stable

Declared level 4

refilled with
water and boric
acid

accident.
water supply
March 14, 2011

damaged by

11:01 JST

explosion in
reactor 3

hydrogen
explosion,
secondary
containment
blown up.

reactor core
13:15 JST

isolation cooling
system stops
water level

18:00 JST

reaches the top of
the fuel
Explosion in the

March 15, 2011

pressure

6:00 JST

suppression room.
temporary cooling
systems damaged

11:00 JST

by explosion at
reactor 3.

March 16, 2011
06:00 JST

second explosion.
Radiation rates of fire breaks out
400 mSv/h.

Workers
withdrawn from
the plant
helicopters drop
water on the
spent fuel pool.
Radiation spike of

March 17, 2011

3.75 Sv/h.

07:00 JST

Police and fire
trucks sprayed
water into the
reactor with high
pressure hoses.

March 24, 2011

August 21, 2011

electrical power
restored
cold shutdown
achieved

helicopters drop
water on the spent
fuel pool

Unit 5

Unit 6
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